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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation, provides an introduction to and edition of 

Sherwood Anderson's unpublished novel fragment Talbot Whittingham. The 

three appendices present additional documents which have a direct-

bearing on the novel. 

The Introduction is divided into three parts: "Purpose and 

Scope," "The Manuscript," and "Critical Evaluation." The first part, 

"Furpose and Scope," attempts to give a ccncise overview of the scholarly 

problems involved in producing an edition of Talbot Whittingham. The 

second part, "The Manuscript," is primarily concerned with describing 

and dating the manuscript of the novel. The third part, "Critical 

Evaluation," relates relevant biographical materials on Sherwood 

Anderson and also attempts to show the relationship between Talbot 

Whittingham and other early wcrks by Anderson, including Windy 

McPherson's Son, Marching Men, and Winesburg, Ohio. 

The edition of the novel which follows provides all variant 

readings from the Talbot Whittingham manuscript deposited a I the 

Newberry Library. 

In Appendix A I have reproduced a summary and critical 

commentary on the novel by Marietta Finley. Appendix B is a reproduc

tion of a small fragment of another version of the novel. Appendix C 

provides a handy compendium cf the critical writings about Talbot 

Whittingham. 

v 



INTRODUCTION 

Purpose and Scope 

Talbot WhlttIngham is an apprentice novel, in fragmentary form, 

by the twentieth-century American writer Sherwood Anderson. The work 

hsP never been edited or published, ncr has it been the object of 

thorough critical study. X am here presenting an annotated edition of 

the novel together with an extended introductory essay. In the essay I 

have attempted to: 

1. Account for the history, physical! description, and dating of the 

manuscript. 

2. Differentiate between this novel and other works of the Anderson 

canon which deal with characters named "Talbot WhiItingham." 

Discuss the scant critical history of Talbot Whittingham. 

*f. Present a critical evaluation of the novel, concentrating on 

Anderson's development as a novelist in the years before he 

wrote Winesburg, Ohio. 

Talbot Whittingham is one of Sherwood Anderson's early novels, 

probably written about 1912-1915• In 1915 he began' writing the 

Wine5burg, Ohio stories which launched hie career as a distinguished 

American writer. As Anderson admitted, he had no inclination to step 

backward by revising and perhaps even wholly rewriting apprentice novels 

like Talbot Whit tingham. Anders-ion did publish two novels written sub

stantially by 1912, Windy McPherson's Son (1916) and Marching Men (1917)* 

1 
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By 1917 Anderson was deeply involved in the new writing which was to 

come forth in Winesburg, Ohio (1919)1 Poor White (1921), The Triumph of 

the Egg (stories collected in 1521), and Horses and Men (stories 

collected in 1923)• 

For the student of Sherwood Anderson, Talbot Whittin^ham 

supplies valuable scenes of rural Ohio life at the turn of the century. 

Anderson, often autobiographical in his fiction, provides glimpses into 

his life through the character of Talbct Whit.tirigham, whom we see grow 

from boy to man in the novel. 

Talbot WhittinghanT is also a "Chicago novel" since the last, half 

of it is set ir. that burgeoning commercial city cf circa 1900. Anderson 

describes Talbot's life as an advertising copy writer, relates the young 

man's attraction to the divergent paths of Anderson's own culture 

heroes, Jesus and Nietzsche, and gives us an important character study 

in Lucile Bearing, the violently feminist ex-school teacher frcm 

Indiana. This material is not merely a rehashing or a crude early 

attempt at'the substance of Anderson's published works. Talbot 

Whittingham provides an abundance of recognizable Anderson staples, but 

it also gives us valuable new material with which to help focus more 

clearly the writer's life, times, and artistic development. 

Unfortunately, it has been impossible to find the missing pages 

of manuscript that begin the novel. It is very likely that we mu.it 

continue to rely on Marietta Finley Hahn's reader's report (reproduced 

here as Appendix A) for s. summary of the missing material. 

The research facilities cf the Newberry Library in Chicago have 

made this project possible. The Newberry contains the largest 
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collection of Anderson manuscripts, letters, journals, and secondary-

sources in the world. 

The Manuscript 

History of the Manuscript 

The manuscript of Talbot Whittingham came to the Newberry Li

brary in Chicago with the great bulk of Anderson papers in 19^7 • Before 

19V7 the manuscript was among Anderson's papers at his home in Virginia. 

It appears that the author had forgotten about this novel during the 

1920's and 1930'His wife, Eleanor Copenhaver Anderson, seems to have 

inquired of him only briefly about it. With the manuscript appears only 

a scratch paper note in Eleanor's hand—"S says early book." That seems 

to be all Mrs. Anderson knows about the history of the manuscript. 

The manuscript (or parts of it) v/as probably one of many that 

Anderson carried about with him in Chicago after 1912. The novel could 

have been finished as early as 1912, but more' likely it v/as carried on 

sporadically between about 1912 and 1915 • The typed manuscript at 

Newberry is almost certainly a copy of an earlier draft or drafts, and 

it may also date from different times between 1912 and 1916."1" 

It is possible that novelist-critic Flovd Dell had the manu

script for several years. Dell has said that "Sherwood Anderson used to 

send me as fast as written the chapters of a new novel upon v/hich he was 

1. The "Talbot Whittingham" manuscript is' probably a copy since 
Anderson normally made his original drafts by hand, and he usually was 
so careless cf spelling and punctuation that this relatively "clean" 
manuscript is not likely a first draft. Also see "Physical Description 
of the Manuscript," pp. *f-8. 
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working called 'Talbct Whittingham' ... I still have the manuscript of 

"Talbot Whittingham.1It is also possible that the "Talbot Whitting

ham" Dell refers to is another work altogether. Dale^ Kramer thinks, 

perhaps without good reason, that Dell was receiving "a novel he 

[Anderson] usually called Talbot Whittingham but sometimes Talbot the 

Actor or The Golden CircleIf this is true, then Dell was receiving 

material' relating to sketches written on the back of the Winesburg, Ohio 

manuscript. This material concerns one "Talbot Whittingham" but is 

unrelated to the novel here edited. 

Physical Description of the Manuscript 

The Talbot Whittingham manuscript is a typescript, pp. 29-21^ 

inclusive, which was among the many unpublished Anderson manuscripts 

given tc the Newberry Library .in 19^7 • It was deposited and catalogued 

at the Newberry with other "Talbot Whittingham" manuscripts., the whole 

making a collection of diverse_^nd often fragmentary stories, sketches, 

and novels which happen to have the name "Talbot Whittingham" for cne of 

the major characters. The typescript here edited was found among these 

diverse materials. Found with it was only the briefest note of intro

duction, pencilled on scratch paper in Eleanor Anderson's hand. The 

note reads: "Talbot Whittingham. Pages 29-21^ complete and in order 

[and in ink] S says early book."^ 

2. Harry Hansen, Midwest Portraits (New York: Harcourt, 1923)i 
123, 12b. 

3* Dale Kramer, Chicago Renaissance (New York: Appleton-
Century, 1966), 291. 

k. Sherwood Anderson, Talbot Whittingham (In the Shorwocd 
Anderson collection owned by the Newberry Library). 
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After fruitless searching and inquiry it has become clear to the 

editor that pp. 1-28 are not among the Anderson papers at the Newberry 

Library, nor are they known to be in the possession of other collectors -

5 of Anderson materials. It seems likely that the missing section of 

manuscript will not be found. The only info:-matier we have about these 

pages is contained in Marietta Finley's summary of the novel (reproduced 

here as Appendix A). 

Physically, the manuscript breaks into three distinct sections: 

(I) pp. 29-128, (2) pp. 129-182 and 195-21^, and (3) pp. 183-19'* • The 

entire manuscript is a reproduction made on low-quality paper 

Pp« 29-128 (Books 2 and 3). Thiii 5c a reproduced copy from a 

pica typewriter original. In pp. 5&-128, the paper is somewhat heavier, 

but it is still of low quality. Page 29 does net appear to be the 

beginning of a chapter. Headings st the beginning of each chapter are 

consistently the rule, and there is none on page 29- In fact, the 

chapter headings remain identical through Book 3 (page 128): 

TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book Chapter 

The pages have been numbered, by Anderson, in ink (pp. 29-92) and in 

pencil (pp. 93-128) at the upper right hand corner. Editing of the 

The other "collectors" queried were the University of 
Virginia Library; Walter Rideout, currently preparing a biography of 
Anderson; William Sutton, biographer of Anderson's early life; the 
estate of Mrs. Vernon (Marietta Finley) Hahn; Mrs. Eleanor Anderson; 
the Bobbs Merrill Company; and Floyd Dell. All but Mr. Dell answered, 
and no replies could give me additional information about the missing 
pages of manuscript. 

6. There is a question about p. lMf, which probably is not a 
duplicate. See pp. 6, 7 of this section. 
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manuscript, mostly in ink tut some in pencil, has been done by Anderson 

7 at an undetermined date. 

There is one exceptional page (p. 73) in this section. The page 

is a reproduced copy in black ink made from another typewriter. The 

page number is typed, rather than hand written, in the upper right hand 

corner. It is likely that the original had once been misplaced, since 

"leaving," the last word on the page, does not reach the end of the 

typed line. Originally, what are new pp. 7^-92 had been numbered 73-91* 

When the discovery of missing p. 73 was made, Anderson corrected the 

subsequent numbering by simply writing over the incorrect numbers. 

Pp. 129-182 and 195-21^ (Books k and 3)• The main difference 

between sections (l) and (2) is in the chapter headings. Beginning with 

Book k the title no longer appears ir. the chapter headings. Instead, 

the book and chapter numbers appear at the upper left and right, 

respectively, of the page beginning a new chapter. 

The paper is lighter in weight, morn like that cf pp. 29-35* 

The reproduction is in black rather thsn blue ink. 

Page lMf is an exception. It is a typed sheet of original copy 

rather than a reproduction, and the paper is of slightly different color 

and consistency than any other used in the manuscript. 

From p. 129 to the end of the-manuscript, the page numbers are 

centered at the top of the page rather than at the upper right hand 

corner. On pp. 178-192 only, the numbers are centered and typed. 

7* It has been clearly determined that almost all of the 
editing is in Anderson's hand. For exceptions see MS pp. 62 and 86 and 
notes. 
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Pp. 183-19^ (Book Chapters 1-4). The chapter heading format 

returns to that of Books 2 arid 3» but with Roman rather thar. Arabic 

numbering for both book and chapter. The pages are black-ink reproduc

tions from an elite typewriter original, the paper appearing to be of 

the same lighter weight used in the rest of Books k and 5-

With the Talbot Whittinrfiam manuscript is a first person 

fragment (see Appendix B) seven pages long (numbered k2-k7 and 49). 

Page 4-2 is headed: 

TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

BOOK 1 CHAPTER 9 

"A blow in the mouth would destroy 
more than one man's philosophy of 
life." T.W. 

The action covered in these pages corresponds to that of 

pp. 77-89 of the regular manuscript. The fragment pages are numbered 

in similar fashion,*-by hand at the upper right. The duplicate is in 

black ink, and the paper is cf a weight and quality similar to that of 

pp. 77-89* Fragment pp. **6, h7» and k9 appear to hfsve been made with a 

fresher, darker black imprint and with a whiter paper than pp. k2-k^. 

The Several "Talbot Whittinghams" 

There are, as has been stated, a number of unpublished manu

scripts that bear the name "Talbot Whittingham,M and still others that 

have a character by that name as protagonist. One must obviously be 

careful, therefore, tc make sure which particular work is being alluded 

to when "Talbot Whittingham" conies up in critical or biographical 

information on Anderson. Unfortunately, since "Talbot Whittingham" 
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is most often mentioned only in passing, this identification is not 

always possible. 

Apparently none cf the other "Talbot Whittingham" materials 

found in the Newberry Library have any connection^ ether than the name, 

with the novel here edited. For those interested in making comparisons, 

most cf this "Talbot Whittingham" material it; catalogued in Special 

Collections at the Newberry Library under thef.e titles: "Talbot 

Whittingham," "Another Man's House," and "Winesburg, Ohio." These 

include novel fragments and shorter pieces, mostly handwritten. Most 

of the materials catalogued under "Tall"t Whittingham" and "Another 

Man's House" were probably written in the 1920's. The material on the 

back of the Winesburg, Ohio manuscript was apparently written before 

1916.8 

Dating the Manuscript 

Discovering the time of the composition of Talbot Whittingham is 

a difficult task. In fact, unless more information turns up ir. the 

future, it is unlikely th&t we will ever be able to date the ccmposition 

with precision. Little information is to be gained about Talbot 

Whittingham from Anderson's correspondence and autobiographical writings. 

He simply never mentions the work directly. In one letter he does say* 

"I met Floyd Dell [1915] • • • when I was at v/crk on my third novel 

8. See William Phillips, "How Sherwood Anderson Wrote Winesburg, 
Ohio," American Literature, XXIII (March 1951), 1^, 15* 
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. . . As this study will attempt to show, the "third novel" 

probably was Talbot Whittingham. 

At firiiit glance it would appear that the novel is a very early 

effort, perhaps even antedating Windy McPherson1s Sen and Marching Men. 

Anderson had drafts of these two novels finished when he made his 
/ 

dramatic break from the business world of Elyria, Ohio, to come to 

Chicago in early 1913- Anderson, in a letter cf January, 1923t says, "I 

began writing and wrote three novels whic?. II Efterward threw away. Then 

I wrote Windy McPherson's Son and Marching Men . . . .Anderson's 

tendency ir autobiographical writing is to see hie j-ast as a series of 

dramatic flourishes, and this may ha've dictated his choice of "threw 

away" rather than merely "set aside." If so, Talbot-Whittingham might, 

have been one of these novels. But, as we shall soon see, this is not 

likely the case. 

Certainly a number of Anderson critics do feel that. Talbot 

Whittingham is a product of the writer's Elyria period, i.e., 1907-1912. 

David Anderson r-ays 

While he was attempting to find a publisher for Windy 
McPherson1s Son and Marching Men [l913-191&].... Two 
other products of the Elyria years, the manuscripts of 
the novels "Mary Cochran" and "Talbot Whittingharr." were 
put aside. 

9. Howard Himuord Jones and Walter Rideout (eds.), Letters of 
Sherwood Anderson (Boston: Little, Brown and Co., 1953) > 3-

10. Ibid., p. 93• 

11. David D. Anderson, Sherwood Anderson (New York: Holt, 
Einehart and Winston, 1967)1 28. 
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Irving Howe states that "From Elyria he brought four novels, Windy 

McPlierson' g Son, Many Marriages [Howe means Marching Menj , Mary Ccchran 

12 
and Talbot WhittinghamRex Burbank feels that Talbot Whittingham 

was written be'fore Anderson left Elyria and thst it is of one cloth with 

Windy McFherson1s Son and Marching Men: 

Already, in three of the four novels Anderson had written, 
he had portrayed the rejection of conventions.! socioty as a 
deliberate moral act by his heroes—the hero of the unpub
lished Talbot Whittingharr., Sam McPherson of Windy McPherson' s 
Son (1916), and Beaut McGregor of Marching Men (1917)—&ncL 
all hie subsequent novels were to be grounded in a narrative 
metaphor of social renunciation and moral rebirth.13 

Harry Hansen, whe was Anderson's friend in the Chicago days after 1912, 

Ik 
says that Talbot Whittingham is a work of his first period. 

Some of this? commentary is, unfortunately, produced on flimsy 

evidence. William Sutton, whose important doctoral thesis", Sherwood 

Anderson1 s Formative Years, is still the basis for most inforrretion 

about Anderson's early career, does not mention Talbot Whittingham at 

all. Nor does James Schevill, who has written the first, and to date 

15 only, full-length biography of Anderson. Anderson never mentions 

Talbot by name in any published works or in letters. It appears that 

most critics inevitably trace their information about Talbot Whittingham 

to Harry Hansen's scant commentary in Midwest Portraits, and this 

12. Irving Howe, Sherwood Anderson (Stanford: Stanford 
University Press, 1966) , ,52-

13- Pex Burbank, Sherwood Anderson (New Haven: Twayne, 196*0, 
20. 

Ik. Hansen, p. 117* 

15. James Schevill, Sherwood Anderson: His Life and Work 
(Denver: University of Denver Press, 1951)-
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"Portrait" is not so much a scholarly study as it is a casual piece of 

... . , . - 16 
criticism and reminiscence. 

At test all this only implies that Talbot Whittingham v/as 

written before 1913* A statement by Floyd Dell that Anderson was 

sending him "as fast as written the chapter of a new novel upon which he 

17 v/as working called 'Talbot Whittingham"' actually contradicts the 

notion that the novel was written in Elyria. Dell did not leave Chicago 

for New York until the fall of 1913» and in fact had not even known 

Sherwood Anderson until they met in the spring of 1Q13* 

There- is, then, a great deal of confusion about this novel, and 

the confusion stems partly from Anderson's use of the name "Talbot 

lS 
Whittingham" in several unrelated manuscripts. There is no single 

"Talbot Whittingham." And when a critic refers to one of these manu

scripts he often does not mention specifically which one. The reason 

for this error is probably understandable ignorance rather than care

lessness. The critics simply have not been aware that there v/as more 

than one "Talbot Whittingham." Irving Howe, for example, says that the 

novel was brought from Elyria and then "became almost an obsession, 

19 since there are extant at least half a dozen drafts . . . ." If Howe 

is referring to the novel here edited, then he prcbably is in error. As 

16. For Hansen's complete statement concerning "Talbot 
Whittingham," see Appendix C. 

17- Hansen, pp. 123, 12k. 

18. For commentary on "The Several 'Talbot Whittinghams'" see 
pp. 7-8. 

19. Howe, p. 52. 
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mentioned before-, there is only one draft of this novel in the Anderson 

papers. There are several drafts of other novels called "Talbot 

Whittinghem" in the Anderson papers. Most of these are definitely 

products of the 1920's, and they have no discernible connection wit} the 

novel here edited other than the use of the name. 

In fact, there are "Talbot Whii.tinghsm" novel fragments and 

stories, all of them unpublished, all through the Anderson papers at 

Newberry. Critics have referred to one or a combination of these, often 

ignorant of the existence cf still others. Thus the added misinforma

tion and confusicn which has hindered the accurate dating of the work 

presently under study. 

There is only one concrete piece of evidence available for the 

dating of Talbot Whittingham. It is the reader's report produced by 

Marietta Finley, a publisher's reader for Eobbs Merrill and Co. Miss 

20 
Finley met Anderson late in 191^ or early in 1915* She produced a 

21 
report of Talbot Whittingham (see Appendix A), probably around 1916. 

20. Letter from Mrs. Verncn (Marietta Finley) Hahr. to Dale 
Kramer, dated September 29, 19b5 (Dale Kramer collection owned by the 
Newberry Library). This letter is in Dale Kramer's "Chicago Notebook 
No. 4," and reads in part: 

I met him, I believe, in late 191^ or early in 1915- He 
was living at that time at 755 Cass St. . . .1 was at that 
time a manuscript reader for the Eobbs-Merrill Co. of 
Inaples. Learning of my interest in manuscripts Anderson 
gave me some of his to read. These manuscripts, however, 
were not submitted to the Fublishir.g Co. for which I was a 
reader. 

21. William A. Sutton, in a letter to me dated July 19, 1968, 
writes: "She told me she thought she had written it about 1916, but 
there is no real dating of it otherwise." 
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22 
Anderson began writing the Winesburg stories in late 19151 and it is 

improbable that he worked on Talbot Whibtingharo much after that time. 

The novel was most likely completed irt its present form by 1916. 

The notion of several aforementioned critics that it was 

completed by 1912 is probably wrong. It is possible that the first part 

of the novel (the Mirage section) was written, at leaf=t in a first 

draft, before Anderson left Elyria. The Chicsgo Erection, or roughly the 

last two-thirds of the novel, was probably written in Chicago some time 

between 1913 and 191k. 

Evidence for dating the last half of the novel between 1913 and 

1916 is circumstantial at best. However, there is even less reason for 

linking it to the Elyria period. That Talbot Whittingham is an narly, 

pre-Winenburg, Ohio work is beyond dispute. First, w have the reader's 

report of Marietta Fin]ey (who conceivably could have read an earlier or 

later draft of the novel than is here edited) placing the work at no 

later than 1916. We also have persuasive internal evidence. The style, 

mfinagement cf plot, and handling of character are all reminiscent of the 

early novels, Windy McPherson's Sen and Marching Men. Winesburg, Ohio, 

22. This dating has been clearly determined by William Phillips 
in his doctoral thesis, "Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio1' (19^9) 1 
and in his "How Sherwood Anderson Wrote" Winesburg, Ohio," American 
Literature, XXIII (Msrch 1951), 1^, 15-



written in 1915 and 1916, represents an emphatic maturation of 

23 Anderson's craft. 

The work after Winesburg, Ohio never lapses into the crude 

characterizations and awkward, inflated style of the early novels. In 

the 192G's and 1930's Anderson's style continues to change, but toward 

an impressionistic manner rather than backward to the clumsy attempts at 

"literary" rhetoric we-find in the "apprentice novels." 

Although it is conceivable that Anderson had finished all cf 

Talbot Whittingham, as we have it, before condng to Chicago in 19131 

several things about the novel argue against an Elyria date. 

First, there is the character cf Lucile Bearing, which has no 

precedent in the earlier novels, Windy McPherson1 s Son and Marching; Men. 

In those workf, the heroes' romantic attachments: are invariably with 

genteel young won;en (much like Anderson's first'wife, Cornelia Lane). In 

Talbot Whittingham we see a neiv kind of heroine, the feminist "New 

Woman." As far as we know Anderson's intimate contact with this; kind of 

woman occurred only after 1912, and especially in the persons of Margery 

2*f Currey and Tennessee Mitchell. 

23. The development of Anderson's skills between the early 
novels and Winesburg, Ohic has been treated by several critics. Most 
agree that his reading in Edgar Lee Masters' Spoon River Anthology (for 
form) and the writings of Gertrude Stein and the King James Bible (for 
style) are important influences. The whole envirorment of the "Chicago 
Renaissance," with its group recitations and discussions, is cited by 
critics as a pervasive influence. See especially Howe, pp. 91-109; 
Burbar.k, pp. 61-77? David Anderson, pp. 27-36; and Schevill, pp. 65-108. 

2k. For more on Margery Currey and Tennessee Mitchell, see this 
Introduction, pp. ̂ 5 ff • 
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Second, the Jesus-Nietzsche controversy in Talbot WhittinKham 

was probably a product of Anderson's own wrestling with this dilemma 

after 1915* Anderson was aware of Nietzsche and Carlyle long before 

1912 and affirmed the surface of their doctrines in earlier articles for 

25 trade journals. His denial of the "superman" and subsequent, identifi

cation with a compassionate Christianity is an important decision of his 

Chicago years after 1912. This newer, more Christian Anderson is 

, 26 
present in his correspondence with Marietta Finley ir 191o and 1917• 

Third, the pervasive concern witl: art, both graphic and 

literary, in Talbot Whittingham is a departure from the Elyria works. 

Anderson's interest in art theory is partly a consc-quencc of his 

exposure to the Chicago Renaissance, with its historic Armory show of 

post-Expressionist painters in 1913i'and his contact with painters like 

his brother Karl and literary aesthetes like Een Hecht. Anderson's 

experiences with struggling young artists at hi;-; rooming house in Cass 

27 Street may have direct parallels in Talbot Whittingham. 

25 • Schevill, p. 4l. 

26. These letters are yet unpublished, and for that matter are 
not even catalogued with the rest of the Anderson materials at the 
Newberry Library. At present they are being held in reserve at the 
Newberry Library. For examples see pp. 12n, 56-58. 

27- See "We Little Children of the Arts" in Sherwocd Anderson, 
Sherwood Anderson's Memoirs (New York: Harcourt, Brace and Co., 19^2), 
227-233* See also a letter from Anderson to Marietta Finley dated 
January l*f, 1^17 (Held in reserve at the Newberry Library) . It reads in 
part: "Here !735] Cass St. only two winters ago I began for the first 
time to live among people devoted to the arts . . (the rest of the 
letter is devoted to description of the people he lived with). Anderson 
moved to Cass St. in 1915-
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Fourth, the concept cf the "grotesque," which critics assumed 

was originated in Wines burp;, Ohio, is seen instead to have a precedent 

in Talbot Whittinghani. Since "The Eook cf the Grotesque" was written ir 

the fall of 1915, it is possible that the sections of Talbot Whittingharn 

dealing with "grotesques" were written within the previcub several 

months or even after Anderson had begun his finest work. It is quite 

possible that, in the latter stages of T&lbot Whittingham, Anderson was 

struggling to develop a new angle of vision and sense of understanding 

that came to fruition in Winesburg, Ohio. 

Fifth, at the start of Book b (MS p. 129) both the style and the 

28 
physical manuscript undergo changes. It seems likely that pp. 29-128 

were written earlier, perhaps by several years, than the rest of the 

novel. An abrupt change in style can be detected at the beginning of 

Book k. The terse, controlled style early in Book k is in clear con

trast to the looser, more rhetorical style of Books 2 and 3* The style 

in the early part of Book *+, especially pp. 129-133, is much closer tc 

that of Winesburg, Ohio than tc ths.t of the apprentice novels. It is 

quite possible that pp. 129-133 were written much later than any other 

part of the novel. Note that this section stards apart. There is no 

reference to Talbot' or any earlier incidents. Possibly it was an 

independent sketch or part of another work which Anderson merely 

inserted in Talbot Whittingham at this point. 

It is in Talbot Whittingham that Anderson introduces the concept 

of tho grotesque. Note that it first crops up in Book k Chapter 9? and 

28. See "Physical Description of the Manuscript," pp. k-". 
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then intermittently thereafter. Still, the style of Bocks k and 5 is 

not consistently that of pp. 129-133 but more like that cf Eooks 2 and 

3, although appreciably better at seme points (notably in the last 

chapters, especially in the dream passages). 

Therefore on what is admittedly inconclusive evidence, a 

tentative order of composition stands as follows: 

1. Books 2 and 3—possibly completed by late 1912, but also 

possible that at least the Chicago maternal was carried on into 

1913-1915• 

2. Books k and 5 (exclusive of pp. 129-133)—1913-1915• 

3- Pp. 129-133 of Book —probably 1915 or 1916. 

It must be admitted that the forgoing "evidence" is circumstan

tial. The only concrete evidence for dating the novel, as previously 

stated, comes from Marietta Finley's recollection cf when she read it, 

i.e., about 1916, end even then it is possible that she read a different 

draft. There is no way of knowing for certain from present information. 

Crucial evidence for a post-Elyria dating would seem to come 

from Floyd Dell's comment that he was being sent chapters of "Talbot 

Whittingham ... as fast as written" at some time after early fall, 

1913* It is indeed crucial if the work Dell received is the tame one 

here edited. Since Dell does not describe the contents, it is impos-

29 sible to know for sure just what he was getting. 

Also, Dale Kramer, in his Chicago Renaissance, says Anderson 

"was at work £in 191on a novel he usually called Talbot Whittingham 

29- Hansen, p. 123-
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but sometimes Talbot the Actor or The Golden Circle• A portion had been 

brought from KLyria.... Each new or revised chapter of Talbot was 

being typed and sent to Dell."^° The work Ki-amer refers to is not the 

novel we have before us, but one of those "several Talbot Whittingharr.E" 

that pop up in the unpublished Anderson papers and have produced so much 

confusion. The material Kramer referr. to is that writing cn the backs 

of the sheets of the Winesburft-, Ohio manuscript. It is completely 

unrelated to our novel and there de no available evidence to prove that 

this material was ever sent to Floyd Dell. Kramer has most likely 

assumed that Dell's reference to "Talbot Whittingham" in Midwest 

Portraits must refer to the material cn the back of the Winesburg, Ohio 

manuscript. In Kramer's transcription of s. personal interview with 

31 
Floyd Dell there is no specific mention of any "Talbot Whittingham." 

Critical Evaluation 

Anderson's Life to 1916 

Sherwood Anderson was born the third of seven children on 

September 13, 1876 at Camden, a small farming community in western Ohio. 

His father, Irwin, was a Civil War veteran and sometime harness maker. 

His mother, Emma Smith Anderson, was an unassuming small-town Ohio girl 

30. Kramer, p. 291• 

31. See this Introduction, p. k?. 

32. The major facts of Anderson's early life have been gleaned 
from three authoritative sources: William A. Sutton, "Sherwood Anderson: 
the Formative Years, 1876-1913" (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Depart
ment of English, Ohio State University, 19^3)1 Schevill's biography, 
and Anderson's Memoirs. 
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noted for her thrift and perseverance in the face of a husband's growing 

shiftlessness. There had been tv/o children before Sherwood. Karl, 

later a noted artist, was born in 187^1 and a girl, Stella, in 1875 • 

The Andersons lived a precarious, nomadic existence in rural 

Ohio for the first eight years of Sherwood's life. The family finally 

settled in Clyde, a farming village southwest of Cleveland, in 188^. 

These early years of drifting from town to town and- house to house were 

never dwelt upon by Anderson in any of his copious autobiographical 

writings. But e fear of chaotic rootlessness colors much of his fiction 

and drives many of his protagonists. One of these ch;>.racters is Talbot 

Whittingham, who arrives in Mirage, Ohio, as a boy of twelve, alone and 

bewildered. 

Young Anderson spent about twelve years in Clyde. Because the 

family was poor, the children worked. Sherwood, like the hero of Windy 

McPherson's Son, became especially adept at procuring odd jobs around 

town. Unfortunately, the preoccupied youngster found little time for 

school. He attended only occasionally and did not graduate, although he 

eventually finished hdgh school at Wittenberg Academy in 190C. By then 

he was twenty-four years old and a veteran of the Spanish-American. War. 

Insecurity haunted Anderson continually in these years, and the 

fears never completely disappeared. Because of his family's financial 

instability, Sherwood lacked a secure social position in the community. 

Because he had to work so hard, the refinements offered by formal 

education were denied him. Of these things he became increasingly, and 

painfully, aware as he began a new life in Chicago, probably in 1896. 
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Like the heroes of Windy McPherson's Son, Marching Men snd 

Talbot Whittinghair., Anderson confronted the massive young city of 

Chicago with an innocent intensity. Unlike the daydream images of 

himself later created in those novels, Sherwood worked hard for tare 

sustenance. He got a job rolling barrels in a warehouse. It was 

exhausting work for which he received little pay. The brothers, 

Sherwood and Karl, lived together and eked out a living. 

Sherwood had ideas of iraking big money in the booming metropolis, 

but the clever "Jobby" of Clyde, Ohio, was ill-equipped to make good in 

Chicago. He war barely twenty, had little education and no money. The 

sheer size of the city awed him and he was fearful of the slick imper

sonality. The squalor of the West Side, where he lived, was numbing. 

Young Anderson was no ruthless Sam McPherson, the boy tycoon 

rising to power amid the befuddled money-changers of South Water Street. 

He was no long-striding Beaut McGregor, fist fighting hit-: way to the 

top, feared by effete industrialists and desired secretly by scores cf 

women. Instead he remained a restless young laborer, both cowed and 

bored by the giant city. When the Spanish-American conflict erupted in 

1898, Anderson took the opportunity to enlist and to get off the Chicago 

treadmill. 

Anderson saw no fighting, but the soldiering experience had 

impressed him with at least one thing, the intoxicating rhythms of 

military drill 1. A fnsciraticn with military discipline ana marching 

persisted and became part of the inspiration for his second published 

ncvel, Marching; Men. 
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In 1899 Anderson returned to Springfield, Ohio, where he com

pleted his high school education at Wittenberg Academy. It was there 

that he began his discovery of the world of literature and ideas. At 

his boarding house and around the small college town he met editors, 

college professors, and advertising men. He had long talks with a ]ocal 

school teacher, Trilena White, who "was the first woman who introduced 

33 me to real writers." 

Anderson returned to Chicago in 1900, this time as a seller of 

advertising. He liked the work £'t first, acting the spruce, gay 

bachelor in Chicago and traveling the Midwest for his agency. There 

were even early attempts at writing, if only articles for trade journals 

3k like Agricultural Advertising. His subject usually was salesmanship 

and the values of the American competitive system. Along the way he had 

been exposed to the thought of Nietzsche and Carlyle. These thinkers 

confirmed his notion that the world belonged to those strong enough, or 

crafty enough, to take it. 

In 190^ he married Cornelia Lane, daughter of a moderately 

wealthy Toledo manufacturer. Cornelia was much that Sherwood was not. 

Brought up to be a genteel, cultured young woman, Cornelia had 

graduated from Western -Reserve University, traveled in Europe and attended 

the Sorbonne. Anderson's interest in the fine arts was yet relatively 

33• Schevill, p. 29. 

. A listing of these contributions is available in Eugene P. 
Sheehy and Kenneth A. Lohf, Sherwood Anderson: A Bibliography (Los 
Gatos, California: Talisman Press, I96C), 47-66 passim. 
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unformed, but Cornelia and her friends helped accelerate both his desire 

for knowledge and a sense of cultural inferiority. 

The Andersons moved to Cleveland in 1906 and then to Elyria, 

Ohio, in 1907• There Sherwood began a roof-fixing business which was 

to support his growing family for the next five years. At some point 

during his stay in Elyria Anderson began to write fiction. He persisted, 

"at it doggedly, often to the detriment of his business. There was some 

opposition from his wife and ridicule from friends and associates. 

Among these first efforts were at least generous sections of what, we 

know today as Windy McFherson' s Son and Marching Men, and very likely-

parts of Talbot Whittingham as-well. 

During these years Anderson sensed his increasing alienation 

from the business and family environments. He probably began to write 

as an attempt to work out and understand these feelings. The American 

dream of success built upon an honest, hard-working business career had 

gone all wrong. Anderson worked hard, but he was not getting rich. The 

insecurities of childhood had bred in him a need for power and success. 

He felt trapped in his responsibilities as husband, father, and provider. 

At the saii.e time, he was beginning to abhor the narrow pro

vincialism of Elyria. Increasing literacy had developed a critical 

sense in Anderson. "He spent hours rambling through the gypsy tales of 

George Borrow, perhaps dreaming of his own escape. He Opegan creating 

his own fantasy lives in the superhuman protagonists of tehe early 

fiction: Sam McPherson, boy wizard of LaSalle Street; Beaut McGregor, 

dynamic young labor leader; and Talbot Whittingham, expert boxer later 

to become a great American writer. 



Cornelia, with family friends, listened in the evenings while 

Sherwood read to them from his growing pile of manuscripts. They winced 

at his tendentious style raid at banalities obviously grafted fror 

popular romantic fiction. Andersen was irritated but undaunted. He 

knew that he, like his protagonists, was trying to find something. That 

search was leading him farther and farther away from his family and 

business. His life was splitting into two distinct realities, that of 

the office and hesrthside, and that of the attic room in which he wrcte 

and dreamed. He could not go on for long an equilibrist, balancing both 

lives to keep fror. making the inevitable decision. His nervous break

down occurred in the fall of 1912. 

Anderson's ore story was that he had, with clear mind, decided 

to break with his old life and carry en, in exile, from Chicago. Ir

reality he had plunged into despair, wandered sway from Zlyria in a 

trance and wound up delirious in a Cleveland hospital. After a few 

months of rest, and with his business a shambles anyway, he decided to 

return to his Chicago advertising Joe. With his marriage breaking up 

and the need for guidance and stimulation in his writing, it seemed best 

to return to the city. 

When Anderson returned to Chicago early in 1913 he had with him 

a number of manuscripts. Windy McFherscn's Son and Marching Men were 

finished, at least in a first draft, and Talbot Whitting-ham may have 

been partially completed. Sc far there had been no appreciative 

audience fcr his efforts, but that changed as Anderson came into contact 

with the budding Chicago Renaissance. His older brother, Karl, was 

already established as an artist, and he introduced Sherwood to the 
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circle of writers, painters, and critics congregating on the South Side, 

near the University of Chicago. There Ar.derson met young Floyd Dell, 

literary editor of the Chicago Evening Post. Deli was enthusiastic 

about Windy McPherscm's Son and tried to interest eastern publishers.^ 

Anderson met Theodore Dreiser, Carl Sandburg, Ben Hecht, and 

other iccel writers. Perhaps important for Talbot Whittingham was his 

exposure to the feminist movement, especially through two wcmen—Margery 

Currey and Tennessee MitcheB.l . Tennessee was to become his wife in 

1916. Margy, whose "words were like wine to me," made a strong impres-

sion. The portrait of feminist Lucile Bearing in Talbot Whittingham 

37 was possibly the result of Anderson's exposure to Margy and Tennessee. 

His earlier novels show two important women character's who are dis

contented with the Victorian image of femininity, but neither of them, 

Sue Rainey in Windy McPherson1s Son nor Margaret Ornsby in Marching Men, 

are militant feminists. They are, indeed, more like Cornelia Anderson 

ana other cultured women Sherwood had known over the past several years— 

well read, eager for active participation in a variety of "causes," and 

irritated by the tendency of their men-folk tc merely patronize them. 

Perhaps the difference between Sue Rainey and Lucile Bearing is akin to 

that between Cornelia and Margy Currey or Tennessee Mitchell. The "New 

Woman" Anderson met in 1913 was not content to rear a family, dabble in 

35- Both Dell and Theodore Dreiser worked to get the novel 
published, and it finally was brought out by John Lane Company of . 
England on September 1, 1916. 

36. Sherwood.Anderson, Memoirs, pp. 239, 2k0. 

37* See this Introduction, pp. ^5 ff* 
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the arts, and conduct benefits for needy orphans. Margy and Tennessee 

wanted complete social and economic equality with men. Lucile Eearing, 

cursing her womanhcod, wishes she could dress and act like a man- And 

of course Anderson became intimately involved with both feminists (as 

does Talbot with Lucile). 

Tbe period between esrly 1913i when Anderson arrived in Chicago, 

and late 1915i when he began the Winesburg sketches, was one of much 

encouragement and few tangible results. No one would publish his novels 

and he had to put in long days writing advertising copy to make a 

living. Escaping from the city whenever he could, Anderson wintered in 

the Ozarks in 1913-191^ and tock a long summer in the Adirondacks during 

1915. 

Impressed by the free-swinging verse of Whitman and Sandburg, he 

tried writing poetry in these years. The result v/as Kid-American 

Chants. Not published until 1918, this volume of strained, imitative 

dithyrambs was possibly written as early as 191^. 

In 1915 Anderson moved to 735 Cass Street, a rooming house on 

the near North Side. Living with a group of young art students and 

writers (Cornelia's divorce became final in 1915) he probably finished 

Talbot Whittirigham and began the Winesburg sketches, starting with "Thr. 

Book of the Grotesque," during that year. 

It was in 1915 that he met Marietta Finley, a publisher's reader 

38 for Bobbs Merrill in Indianapolis. The tv/o quickly became close 

38. See "Dating the Manuscript," note 20. If Miss Firiley is 
correct in stating that Anderson was living at 735 Cass St. when she met 
him, then it Vvas in 1915 or later. 
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friends. Mi£;s Finley had consented to reed the manuscript cf Talbot 

39 Whittingham and her report was enthusiastic. At the time, Floyd Dell 

was still trying to sell Windy McFherson' s Sor. in the East and Anderson 

was discouraged. It appears that Talbot Whi-ttingham was abruptly set 

aside, however, when Anderson- began to write the Winefburg sketches in 

the fall of 1915- His reading in Edgar Lee Masters' recently published 

Spoon River Anthology and ir. the works of Gertrude Stein was creating 

ko 
a profound effect on his sense of form and style. 

Dell finally cold Windy McPherson's Son and Anderson was 

jubilant. With a contract for three books in three years for John Lane 

Co., Anderson began rummaging in his pile of old manuscripts. Marching 

Men came out in 1917 and the poems, Mid-American Chants;, in 1918. Mean

while he put renewed energy into the Winesburg stories, and Talbot 

Whittinghsm went into the pile of old manuscripts, where it probably 

retrained until after the writer's death. 

Chronology Relevant to Talbot Whittingham 

Sherwood Anderson (1876-19^1) 

I896-I898 Anderson works in Chicago or a laborer. 

1900-1906 Anderson lives in Chicago, works? as an Advertising man and 
ti'avels in the Midwest. 

1907-1913 Anderson become.'? s family man, runs a business in Elyria, 
Ohic and begins to write fiction. Among his productions are 
drafts of Windy McPherson1s Son, Marching Men, and possibly 
parts of Talbot Whittingham. 

39- For the full report, see Appendix A. 

40. See "Dating the Manuscript," note 23-
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1913 Leaves Elyria for Chicago in February. Meets Floyd Dell, 
Margery Currey, and others cf the 57- Street circle (Floyd 
Dell leaves for New York in the fall). Sees the exhibit, of 
Post-Impressionist painters. Working on his "third novel" 
(possibly Talbot Whittinghair.) . 

191^ After wintering in the Ozarks, Anderson continues in 
Chicago, working in advertising and v/riting. During this 
year he may have been revising his first two novels. It is 
probable that at least parts of Mid-American Chants are 
written. "The New Note," his first published literary 
criticism, appears in the March Little Review. 

1915 Moves to 735 Cass St. Meets Marietta Finley. FojkIWj 
fjio t-hcs writing the Chicago section of Talbot Whittingham 
and begins the Winesburg stories in the fall. Spends the 
summer in the Adirondack^ and meets the psychiatrist Trigant 
Burrow. First wife Cornelia obtains her divorce. 

1916 Beginning of extant unpublished correspondence with Marietta 
Finley. She reads Talbot WhittinghaRi and other works. He 
marries Tennessee Mitchell (Anderson had been romantically 
attached to her, and perhaps to Margy Currey for an 
indeterminate length of time since 1913)* Publishes some of 
the Winesburg stories in magazines and has Windy McPherson* s 
Son published. 

1917 Publishes Marching Men and more of the Winesburg stories. 

1918 Mid-American Chants published, although perhaps written as 
early as 191^• 

The Apprentice Novels: Form and Idea 

Perhaps the first thing that strikes the reader of Talbot 

Whittingham is what an incredibly long way Sherwood Anderson cfsme toward 

becoming an artist between 1912 and late 19151 when the Winesburg., Ohio 

stcries were begun. V/here Winesburg, Ohic is full-bodied, penetrating 

and pellucid in its simplicity, Talbot Whittingham is a cumbersome 

patchwork, too often superficial in treatment of character and crude 

rather than simple in style. _ 
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A writer's style is normally the first thing we notice upon 

contact with his work, and it is here that Anderson fails most immedi

ately in Talbot Whittinghsm. In large part, the prose is colorless and 

flat, running to awkward sentence structures and a straining, uncollo-

quial "propriety" of diction. This prose is perhaps functional encugh 

for an advertising writer. It gets things said. It is, however, 

without the sensitive rhythms and stylistic personality of Wiresburg;, 

Ohio or The Triumph of the Egg. Compare the following description of 

Dr. Reefy in-"Faper Fill si1' with cr.e of Tom E us tar d in Talbot Whittinghani. 

In "Paper Pills": 

The knuckles of the doctor's hands were extra-ordinarily 
large. When the hands were closed they,.locked like clusters 
of unpainted wooden balls as large as walnuts fastened 
together by steel rods. He smoked a cob pipe and after his 
wife's df'&th sat all day in his empty office close by a window 
that was covered with cobwebs. He never ppened the window. 
Once on a hot day in August he tried hut found it stuck fast 
and after that he forgot sill about it.^-L 

In Talbot Whittingham: 

Let me try to describe Tom Bustard to you. He was a 
Gargantuan old man and, although I do not trust Talbot's 
meirory of him and do not doubt that fear and hatred dis
torted his vision I am sure the man was a monster. At 
forty or fifty and with all of the power of his broad, 
stumpy figure ripe in him, he must have been terrible. He 
had a tiny, straight, little mouth like the mouth of a 
child, set in a face that in the dim light of the stairway 
looked to Talbot as big as a door. The, jefWs were not heavy 
and all of the weight of the face was drawn up about the 
eyes. The head was a foot through across the forehead, and 
in the badly proportioned, grotesque figure ar.d face there 
was a shocking quality of evil end power, born of a long ^ 
lifetime of brcw-beatir.g physically inferior men and v/omen. 

*tl. Sherwood Anderson, Winesburg, Ohic (New York: Huebsch, 
1919), 18. 

k2. Sherwood Anderson, Talbct Whittingharo, pp. 79, 80. 
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In "Paper Fills" Anderson the stylist is in control. In a few short-

sentences we have the essential Dr. Reefy—awesome, yet gnar]ea and 

cramped of spirit. The movement cf the lines is quietly hypnotic, 

exuding the spare strength that is Anderson at his best. The descrip

tion of Tom Bustard, on the other hand, is rather cumbersome and 

needlessly artificial. The "Let me try to describe" is artificial and 

thus obtrusive. "Gargantuan" is flashy and a. bit precious, as is "I am 

sure the man v.as a monster." The overstatement of "looked to Talbot as 

big as a door" is lifeless. The constant tendency of the author to 

provide his own value judgments (e.g., "there was a shocking quality of 

evil and power") moves directly against the noncommitel, yet much more 

powerful descriptions in later work like "Paper Pills." 

In rare sections of Talbot Whittingham the style is appreciably 

better, moving more toward the later Anderson. Early in Eook-Pewi* 4* 

Anderson ccmes clcser to the sparse delicacy of Winesburg, Ohio: 

In Chicago the millions arise in the morning and go forth to 
work. They arc a few men living under the flag of freedom 
and they are happy. From time to time a politician or 
statesman getting them together in groups tells them of 
their happiness. The politician has dined with a friend at 
the hotel and there has been a bottle of wine. He talks 
of the school, the home, the hum of industry in the factories. 
"This is the most intelligent locking audience I ever 
addressed" he says and that also makes happy those who work 
in the city.̂ 3 

4- JL 
Sections like Book-Few? Chapter Ofte were most likely written around 

1915- Note the irony, too, something that the bulk of Talbot Whittingham 

is unfortunately without. 

kj. Ibid., p. 129. 
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Agair.- near the end of the novel the prose comes alive ar.d is 

more intensively freighted with sophisticated imagery not found earlier. 

This is especially true of the dream sequences (and incidental]y may 

reflect Anderson's increasing knowledge of psychoanalytic theory between 

1913 and 1915) • 

There is one picture. You had just come into the room and 
stood unfastening your coat. It was a brown coat with huge 
black buttons and there was a fur cap on your head. The 
door through which you had come was beside the fire. You 
stood so that the firelight shone on you. It was always 
misting outside when you came. . . . As it turned out I 
just stood iri the deep shadows and watched the firelight 
how it played and glistened among the million tiny foot
marks; of the mist. Everywhere the marks of the mist were 
upon you, on the fur of your cap, on the brown coat, in 
your hair—the marks of the mist with the firelight dancing 
and playing about 

The general structure of Tf.lbot Whittingham is poorly managed, 

seeming especially so when we consider the compact, finished quality of 

the Wincsburg, Ohio volume and other shorter pieces. Anderson never 

structured a long novel in a completely satisfactory manner, and it is 

perhaps one cf the tragedies of his career that he felt forced, as have 

so many other modern writers, to use the longer form of the novel in 

order to make a living from writing. Still, Talbot Whittirigham in. 

particularly notable in the Anderson canon fcr e. rambling, episodic 

construction that supports no clear movement save that of a vague 

chronology of events. This aimlessr.ess is particularly exasperating in 

the "Chicago section" where Talbot moves from one emotional climax to 

another (his original contempt for city men ar.d life, his desire to 

murder the ugly people of the city, the touch-and-go relationship with 

Mf. Ibid., p. 129. 
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Lucile Bearing, the grave-plot scheme, etc.). Through all this the 

character seems to progress and deepen not at all, until in the last 

chapters Anderson strains tc bring some kind of lasting epiphany to 

Talbot. This new knowledge is a growing sense of solidarity with other 

human beings and the realization that he also is one of the grotesques. 

But this has not been prepared for earlier in the novel and probably 

was best left for the new work, Winesburg, Ohio. 

It is likely that Anderson wrote on Talbot Whittingham over 

several years. The story of Talbot is in part Anderson's own. When he 

began the novel around 1912, Anderson had no clear idea what becoming an 

artist meant. Yet he intended to write a novel about it. He somehow 

felt that artists were strong, pitiless men who sacrificed everything 

and everyone to protect their inherent greatness. By 1915 he had come 

to realize that the artist's role is quite different, that the artist 

must sacrifice a part of his egocentric insularity, that he must above 

all be sensitive tc the needs of men before he can speak powerfully. 

Hence, it is possible to see Talbot Whittingham as a kind of 

fictional diary. Anderson saw Talbot's story developing as he saw his 

own unfold. Therefore, the author had no real conception of the whole 

work ever; the basic inconsistencies (e.g., at first Talbot is above the 

grotesque and later a part of it, thus changing from hero to a kind of 

anti-hero) were inevitable. At the end Anderson saw the end clearly, 

but net the beginning, and vice versa. Consequently, the novel has 

almost no relevant foreshadowing and one gets the impression that the 

author who wrote the "Mirage section" conceived of a different main 

character than did the author who wrote the last several chapters. 
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Talbot's change from incipient Nietzschean to Christian ("Let the dead 

bury the dead") is not a matter of conscious irony on Anderson's part, 

but, „f ollowed""through the novel, becomes a road map of the changing 

spirit of Sherwood Anderson in those important years before he wrote 

Wines burg, Ohici. 

Characterization in the novel is weak not only because of 

inconsistency, but also because it is often lifeless and superficial. 

The delicate humanity of Wing Eiddlebaum, Dr. Reefy, and Enoch Robinson 

in WinesburK, Ohio is found nowhere in Talbot Whittinghatr. Billy 

Bustard, the frightened little baker, could have been a Winesburger, but 

he comes out merely pathetic. Minor characters like Eruce Harvey, 

Billows Turner, and Tom Bustard might have come alive like Louise 

Trunnion or Ray Pearson in Winesburg, Ohio, but instead they are two-

dimensional caricatures. Indeed, caricature is truly the word to 

describe Anderson's characterisations in Talbot Whit tin p;ham. This is 

particularly true of Lucile Bearing, Billows Turner, and the Nietzschean 

ad man, all of whom rant across the novel, bloodless pasteboard abstrac

tions of The Feminist, The Advertising Man, The Nietzschean, shadows in 

Anderson's mind unable to transubstantiate themselves into flesh-and-

blood characters. 

Perhaps what Anderson learned most frcm attempts like Talbot 

Whittingham was to let a story tell itself. Wiriesburg, Ohio is essen

tially a series of dramatic vignettes, graphically presented by a 

craftsman sensitive to every potential nuance of meaning and life they 

might carry. Talbot Whittingham is a novel clumsily adapted from the 

older tradition of the genre, that depending upon the sophisticated, 
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interloping narrator. In Fielding, Dickens, and Sterne we often cherish 

this intruder, for he intrudes upon us with his finely developed taste 

and moral sense. In Talbot WhittinKham the narrator, posing as a long

time friend of the protagonist, feels it necessary to intrude with 

passionate defenses of Whittingham's actions. These occasional 

meanderings are usually handled awkwardly and become a crutch rather 

than an embellishment for the author. Like Fielding, Anderson creates 

a forum to moralise about and explain his characters, but with none of 

the master's impeccable taste and pacing. And to make matters worse, 

the content of these authorial intrusions can border on the egregious: 

There is an odd paradox here that even Et the risk of leaving 
Talbot with the smoking pistol in his hand [he has just 
killed Tom Bustard} I must make words about. During the 
history of any race of men there are born msny men and women 
who have the visicn of perfection and beauty that is in the 
eye of the artist, but produce no beauty. Hesitating, these 
figures stand as upon the very threshold of existence. Having 
quite clearly in the mind the vision or the act that is 
beautiful, they do not act but lock into the distance lost in 
dreams. "Tomorrow," they say, "I shall go forward, tomorrow 
I shall sing this song, love this love, hew from this crude 
stone a thing that is beautiful. They are net dullards, the 
waiters upon the threshhold of life. ... At the last they 
must know that he who does not dare defeat come to no 
victory, and that all of the beauty of the world from the 
figure of the Christ to the verses of John Keats is but 
proof anew that out of the defeat of the dreams of men comes 
the beauty that is art. 

k5 Anyway, and to return to our Talbot .... 

In any case the device of "as told to" narration is used to no particular 

positive effect. The character of the narrator is in no way differen

tiated from that of the author end, for that matter, not really 

k5. Ibid., pp. 86, 87. 
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different frcm that of Whittingham. What we have •.hen is three not so 

distinct centers of consciousness where one would have worked as well. 

Anderson undoubtedly recognised the serious flav/s in Talbot 

WhittinshajTi and was wise not to press for its publication once he had 

begun his mature work. The novel, however, is far frcm worthless for 

the student of Sherwood Anderson. Talbot: Vvhittinfi'haiTi, when compared 

with the other "apprentice" novels (i.e., those novels written before 

Wiricnburp, Ohio), reveals some interesting developments in the career of 

the writer. In the succeeding pages this study will attempt to show 

just how these developments are important to Anderson's later work, 

especially Winesburg, Ohio. 

Prior to the appearance of Winesburg, Ohio in 19191 Sherwood 

Anderson had written some novels, which were never published, including 

j+e 
Talbot Whittingham and Mary Cochran. After writing Winesburg, Ohio, 

Anderson felt that his early work had been slavishly imitative, the wcrk 

of an amateur whose main concern in life had always been business. Of 

his early days in Elyria between 190? and 1912 Anderson writes: 

I began and during the next two or three years wrcte three 
or four long novels ... I wrote what must have been imita
tions of novels I had read. . . . But I did not know the 
reality of life, had been for too long absorbed in the 
effort to succeed in life . . . .^7 

Mary Cochran was the basis for the story "Ur.lighted Lamps," 
which first appeared in Smart Set for July, 1?21. This story was 
collected in The Triumph of the Egg; (1921). It does not appear that 
Talbot Whittingham served as a point of departure for any of Anderson's 
published work. Concerning still other yet unidentified early novels, 
note Anderson's comment in his Memoirs (pp. 216, 217) that he had "four 
or five long novels" among his papers as early as 191^-

47. Sherwood Anderson, Memoirs, p. 191 ff. 
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Andersen moved to Chicago in 1913?' but it was nearly three years 

before he began the Winesburg sketches and six years before they were 

published in one volume. He describes those early days in Chicago: 

I had taken room in Fifty-soventh Street ... I had begun 
again at my stories, and had before me the manuscripts 
written in the room at the top of the house in the Ohio 
town. . . . There were four or five long novels, any 
numbers of attempts at verse, articles on every conceivable 
subject and I do not know how many short and long-short 
stories ... in all the writing I had done to this time 
there was little or nc originality . . . . ° 

But Anderson did serve an apprenticeship through writing these 

early works. Winesburg, Ohio did not spring fcrth suddenly from a 

completely new Anderson, a writer unrelated to the hustling business 

executive who groped for expression earlier. The heroes of Windy 

McPherson1 s Son, Marching Men, and Talbot Whittingham grew up ir. a world 

much like George Willard's V/inesburg. They faced the isolation and 

search for identity which marker all of Anderson's best work. The darkly 

etched "twisted apples" who are the people of Winesburg have as their 

prototypes minor characters like Miko McCarthy and Windy McPherf.cn of 

Windy McPherson's Son, Edith Carson of Marching Men, and Billy Bustard 

and Jeannette Franks of Talbot Whittingham. George Willard's instinc

tive need to find something better than V/inesburg life had real, if not 

so well articulated, parallels in the apprentice novels. 

*t8. Ibid., pp. 216, 217* 

49. There were e. number of environmental influences which 
helped lead from the early novels to Winesburg, Ohio. See "Dating the 
Manuscript," note 23* 
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A close examination of the apprentice novels reveals similar 

patterns of theme and structure, and shows how these patterns can 

better help us understand the phenomenon of Sherwood Anderson. 

I did not know the reality of life, had beer, for too long 
absorbed in the effort to succeed in life . . . .50 

With this remark Anderson himself penetrates to the severest 

criticism which csn be leveled at the apprentice novels: they too often 

do not, especially in the character of the protagonists, deal with s. 

meaningful reality. 

Sam McPherson of Windy McPherson's Son, Beaut McGregor of 

Marching Men, and Talbot of Talbot Whit tin gharri are slight variations on 

an American stereotype with which Anderson identified. The early lives 

of these heroes reflect Anderson's memory of his own youth. They have 

grown up awkwardly provincial, the victims of drab small-town life. 

They have dead or worthless fathers who are contrasted to noble, long-

suffering mothers. At this point autobiography steps and daydream 

begins. When given a chance to show their stuff to the city slickers, 

all three herces pass the test with spectacular success. They are true 

diamonds in the rough. Sam McPherson rises quickly from newsboy to 

industrial tycoon. Beaut McGregor is one day a barrel roller, the next 

a brilliant trdal lawyer, and still the next, a national figiuo as 

leader of the marching men movement. Talbot Whittingham, we are told, 

is to one day become a great writer. Never mind that he now writes 

occasional advertising copy and doubles as a sparring partner in boxing. 

50. Sherwood Andersen, Memoirs, p. 191 ff• 
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We must see that Talbot, like his "brothers" Sam and Beaut, is meant for 

greatness 

The three novels have similar structures. They begin with a 

sensitive, frustrated boy growing up in small-town America. Ir_ Windy 

McPhersun'5 Son the town is Caxton, Iowa, a nondescript corn-raising 

center where young Sam McPherson works at odd jobs and dreams of becoming 

a rich businessman. Beaut McGregor of Marching Men grows to a restless 

young manhood in the squalid mining town of Coal Creek, Pennsylvania, 

where life is pathetically disorganised and constructive effort 

rendered futile. Talbot Whittingham spends his youth in Mirage, Ohio, 

a town much like Caxton. The place is simply not grand enough to hold 

the burgeoning talents of a masterful young Whittingham. In all these 

novels, the portrait of small-town life is handled with only a hint of 

the penetrating realism and understanding that are later exhibited in 

Winesburg, Ohio. 

The e.pprentice novels break into two major parts: first, youth 

and adolescence in small-town mid-America, and then young manhocd in the 

bustling city of Chicago at the turn of the century. Anderson describes 

his first exposure to Chicago in the Memoirs: 

my fright, my creeping fear of the city, of what seemed 
to me the hopelessness of any effort to get ahead in 
such a vast place filled with so many people.52 

51. The popular Horatic Alger stories of the late nineteenth 
century probably affected Anderson's ideas or. business life. However, 
he never mentions them as a direct influence on his writing. 

52. Sherwood Anderson, Memoirs, p. 120. 
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By contrast, the heroes of the novels are net at all intimidated by the 

welter of men and activity. Sam McFherson, at eighteen, sees only the 

money to be made from it all, and he shrewdly sets about his task with 

the cool ruthlessness of a professional. Beaut McGregor, also about 

53 eighteen, arrives in the midst of an economic depression brought on by 

the panic of 1&93* Men are desperate for jobs but Eeaut, through the 

dynamic force of his personality, has the pick of several positions. 

His entry into the Chicago labor force is momentous: 

McGregor was withcut fear. He had not yet met his master 
and looked with contempt upon the men and women he had 
known. Without knowing it he had, besides a huge body hard 
as adamant, a clear and lucid brain. The fact that he hated 
Ccal Creek and thought it horrible proved his keenness. It 
was horrible. Well might Chicago have trembled and rich men 
strolling in the evening along Michigan Boulevard have looked 
fearfully about as this huge red fellow, carrying the cheap 
handbag and staring with his blue eyes at the restless moving 
mobs of people, walked for the first time through its 
streets. In his very frame there was the possibility of 
something, a blow, a shock, a thrust out of the lean soul of 
strength into the jelly-like fleshiness of weakness.5^ 

By 1913-19151 when Anderson was at work on Talbot Whittingham, 

the dream of becoming a rich business man or political leader had 

vanished. But his new idea of a writing career was.still imprisoned in 

the eld, romantic mold. Talbot comes to Chicago not to make money or 

lead men, but to observe the vagaries of life. He has money to live on, 

through the graciousness of Billy ̂Bustard, and he occasionally supple

ments the income by working as a sparring partner at Spider Rankin's 

53- Anderson was nearly twenty when he first came to work in 
Chicago during the summer of 1896. 

Sherwood Anderson, Marching Men (New York: John Lane, 
1917), 65. 
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Eeaut McGregor1s: 

The little fear of city life and people, a fear implanted in 
his mind by traveling men he had heard boasting in the stores 
of Mirage, and that had been exaggerated by villagers at the 
old trick of dramatizing the unknown as terrible, disappeared. 
The men Talbot saw about him seemed pigmies when he thought of 
his own wit and cheekiness . . . filled with anger that the 
city men had disappointed his expectations, he strutted like 
a peacock.55 

Thus the basic pattern of all three novels is clear. A young 

bumpkin goes to the city and makes good, thereby showing the world that 

he only appeared to be, by the misfortune of his youthful circumstances, 

doomed to obscurity. 

Each apprentice novel has a similar protagonist, what amounts to 

a slight variation on the fantasy figure ihst obsessed Anderson. He 

continually redreamed his own youth, trying both to justify and under

stand it. 

In addition tc a single hero under different names, the novels 

produce miner characters that have striking similarities. Practicelly 

speaking, Sam, Beaut, and Talbot are fatherless. Their actual fathers 

have either died (Cracked McGregor), disappeared (Talbot's father), or 

alienated themselves (Windy McPherson). Windy McPherson becomes 

Anderson's strongest indictment of a father he considered a ne'er-

56 
do-well* Windy*s life parallels Irwin Anderson's closely. Both are 

55 • Sherwood Anderson, Talbot Whittir-Ehan, p. • 

56. Anderson's later treatment of his father, in autobio
graphical works like A Story Teller's Story, Tar, and the Memoirs, is 
conciliatory and nostalgic. 
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natives of the South, Union war veterans, house painters, and failure?;. 

Like Irwin, Windy provides little support for his large family. He 

continually embarrasses wife and children with his bragging and public 

drunkenness. Sam's mother, Jane McFherson, is forced to take in washing 

to support the family, and Sam, in e. rage, nearly kills Windy the night 

of her death. Overwork is clearly responsible for Jane's broken health, 

and Sam can blame only his father. Soon thereafter, Sam leaves Caxtor. 

and seems to forget Windy's influence. 

Talbot's father, described in Marietta Finley's report merely as 

57 an "umbrella thief," is perhaps much like Windy McFherson. The 

umbrella thief eventually disappears and Talbot is sent by his mother to 

live in Mirage. Just as Windy is put out of Sam's mind by the author, 

so likewise the umbrella thief is nowhere mentioned in the extant manu

script of Talbot Whittingham. Talbot is, for r..]l intents and purposes, 

fatherless. "In truth," as Anderson tells us, "Whittingham was his own 

father 

Beaut McGregor's relationship to his father is more positive. 

The boy remembers that "Cracked" McGregor was a silent, forceful man who 

dreamed of buying a farm. For Eeaut he is all that the other men of 

Coa3 Creek were not. The miners are vulgar, plodding wretches. They 

are emasculated creatures of the mine owners for whom they durably t-oil. 

"Cracked," by contrast, was intensely individualistic, sensitive, and 

57 • See Appendix A, There is no reference to an "umbrella 
thief" in the extant MS. As can be seen from the other apprentice 
novels, however, Anderson often drops important early characters once 
the scene shifts. 

58. Sherwood Anderson, Talbot Whittingham, p. 101. 
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heroic. But Beaut is a child when his father is killed trying to rescue 

trapped victims of a mine disaster. He grows to young manhood without 

knowing a real father just as surely as do Sam and Talbot. 

With nc suitable image of masculinity at hand, Sam and Talbot 

find father substitutes. For young McPherson, it i^ John Telfer, a 

small-town dandy ana dabbler iii ibe Telfer takes San: under his 

wing, instilling in the boy a desire to make his way in the outside 

world. Bruce Harvey of Talbot Whittingham is much like Telfer. He 

quickly realizes the potential latent in young Whittingham and, like 

59 Telfer, goes about teachir.g his young protege the facts of life. But, 

like the real fathers, both Telfer and Harvey cease to directly influ

ence the young here's life after he has left the small town, and the 

memories of his youth, behind him. 

Anderson's autobiographical writings picture his mother as hard

working and patiently suffering. She virtually worked herself to death 

over a period of years, dying in 1895 when Sherwood was eighteen. The 

mothers of Sam McPherson and Beaut McGregor fit this portrait accurately. 

Jane McPherson supplements the family income by taking in laundry, while 

the worthless Windy loafs about, pleading that he cannot work because old 

war wounds are paining him. 'Nance McGregor runs a bakery after the 

death of her husband. She toils long hours and gives away breed during 

an extended strike. For both Sam and Beaut, mother is symbolic of g 

silent heroism and an object, of deep love. 

59- The characterizations of Telfer and Harvey may have been 
influenced by Anderson's reading of Nietzsche and Carlyle (see Schevill, 
p. bl). "The strong man is he who dares" philosophy is clearly accepted 
-by both characters. 
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In the extant Talbot Whittingham, the boy's mother is never 

seen. It seems that she, like Jane and Nance, has been deprived of a 

husband and wage-earner. The umbrella thief runs out on his family, 

which presumably forces the mother to send Talbot to Billy Bustard. 

Marietta Finley's reader's report says only: 

Talbct, forced by circumstances over which he had no control— 
namely the disappearance cf his thief father and his mother's 
discovery of her affinity in the person cf a wealthy Breakfast 
Food man—left New York for a small town in Ohio where lived 
his mother's patron, one Billy Bustard, to whose tender 
mercies his fond parent now entrusted him.°0 

This brief resume of now-lost material leaves motivation cloudy. If 

Mrs. Whittingham is much like Jane McPherson or Nance McGregor, it 

seems unlikely that she would send the child away in such circumstances. 

Would not her connection with the "wealthy Breakfast Food man" obviate 

the necessity of giving up the child for financial reasons? Miss Finley 

calls her a "fond parent." Her reasons for sending a twelve-year-old son 

away, and her complete disappearance from the ncvel thereafter, remain 

mysterious. 

Anderson undoubtedly had deep affection for his mother. With a 

large family to provide for, she never was able to give Sherwood enough 

attention in his formative years. This ]a£;t is also true of the mcther-

son relationships in the three apprentice novels. Mother always remains 

a symbcl of strength and evokes fond memories, but a sustained, secure 

intimacy is Hacking. As a result, surrogate mothers, as well as father 

substitutes, become important in the novels. 

60. See Appendix A. 
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Quasi-sexual experiences between the protagonists and older 

women recur often in Anderson's early work. In Windy McPherson's Son, 

an attractive schoolteacher named Mary Underwood tries to influence 

young Sam. She tries to direct his education and provide counsel where 

a tired and preoccupied Jane McPherson is not able. After his mother 

dies, Sam impetuously decides that he wants to marry Miss Underwood, 

even though she is twice his age. 

A close parallel is-, the relationship of George Willard to "The 

Teacher," Kate Swift, in Winesburg, Ohio. Like Mary Underwood, Kate 

seems vaguely capable of being both teacher and lover tc the young man: 

Kate Swift's mind was ablaze with thoughts of George Willard. 
In something he had v/ritten as a schoolboy she thought she 
had recognized the spark of genius and wanted to blow on the 
spark. . . . "You will have to know life," she declared, and 
her voice trembled with earnestness. She took hold of George 
Willard's shoulders and turned him about so that she could 
look into his eyes. A passer-by might have thought them 
about to embrace. 

Once they have arrived in Chicago, the young protagonists of the 

apprentice novels are attracted to women who act more like mothers than 

lovers. In Windy McPherson's Son, Sam meets the Eberly sisters, Edith 

and Janet. Edith is young, vital, and sexy; Janet is crippled, 

seemingly sexless, and several years his senior. The young man sits 

awed at Janet's feet while she reads to hiir and talks of the arts. 

Edith is generally ignored. Sam comes to regard Janet as something 

approaching his lover, tut she dies and there is-"no consummation. He 

always remembers her as an important guiding influence in his life. 

6l. Sherwcod Anderson, Winesburp;, Ohic, p. 192. 
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In Marching Men the hero is faced with a similar situation. 

Beaut becomes involved with Edith Carson, a frail milliner older than 

he. There is little hint of a sexual affinity between them, especially 

on Eeaut's side. Their "intimate" friendship is carried on for years, 

and she remains doggedly faithful. Beaut always feels secure in her 

presence, but when the dynamic and beautiful Margaret Ormsby comes into 

hit" life, he must choose between them. Although Beaut yearns for a 

woman who will bear strong, attractive children, he must in the end 

stick with the milliner. He decides that his passionless, inter

dependent life with Edith is purer than one of carnaD indulgence with 

Mai'garet. ~~ 

Talbot Whittingham1s relationship with Lucile Bearing is also 

curicus. There is apparently little sexual feeling between them. 

Anderson explicitly differentiates between the kind of "unpleasant" lust 

Talbot had for women of the town and his pristine feeling toward Lucile. 

Talbot's vision of Lucile is perhaps best expr^s^cd by his recurrent 

dream of her: 

Talbot began trying to tell the story of the long room with 
the open fire at one end, the room in which he luiu sc often 
seen her. The picture he made was confusing. He talked 
rapidly and his mind ran off into meaningless details. 
"There was a can for ashes on the stair landing outside" he 
said. "It was so out of keeping with everything that v/hen 
you were not about I wanted to steal out and kick it down 
upon the roof cf a shed below. I wcr.der why I never did 
that?"62 

Talbot, nervous and inclined to drink while he is telling Lucile cf his 

dream, takes "glass after glass greedily" and continues: 

62. Sherwood Anderson, Talbot Whittingham, p. 201. 
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Presently he returned to the talk of the long room. "It was 
so cool and clean and orderly" he said. "You should-see 
yourself, how beautiful you were as you came in at the door. 
You had always beautiful clothes or at least they were 
beautiful beceuse you wore them. ... It is the strangest-
thing. ... Do you know I am uncertain whether I was your 

• lover or not. It does not really matter althougl. sometimes 
I was quite sure of it—in the bed at night when I half 
awoke and there was your head on the pillow beside my own. 
I tried so hard not to awake. The bed was by a window and 
across the street there was a tree on which there were 
never any leaves. . . . You were taller . . . there was such 
dignity in you. ... It was always misting outside when yoti 
came ... I did not know whether I was your lover or not. 
. . . Everywhere the marks of the mist were upon you. . . . 
You were so quiet and dignified and beautiful. I wanted to 
run forward and kiss you but when I thought of doing that I 
was ashamed and stood in the darkness blushing like a boy.^3 

Without becoming lest in the labyrinth of dream psychology, one 

can point out a few obvious clues to Talbot's subconscious attitude 

toward Lucile. In the dream she is taller, which might mean that the 

dreamer sees her as a child sees its mother. The dreamer visualizes 

Lucile as the epitcme of beauty and order placed in a scene of domestic 

tranquility. He is not sure if he desires the woman sexually. He wants 

to kiss her but feels ashamed of this and ends up "blushing like a boy." 

Just how much psychological freight Anderson consciously intended to 

give this dream passage is a debatable point. There is certainly 

nothing else like it in the apprentice novels. 

Anderson's autobiographical writings reveal several women who 

"mother" him. The important women in his life are very often older than 

he, and they serve to guide his often aimless energies into constructive 

6^. Ibid., pp. 203, 20k. 

Gb. Anderson's awareness of Freudian dream psychology probably 
dates from after his return to Chicago in 1913. See Memoirs, pp. 2^3-
2k5. 
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work. They provide sustenance to his ego and help protect him from the 

harshness of everyday realities. When Anderson arrived in Chicago in 

1913 he became the prctege of Floyd Dell's wife, Margy Currey. He 

credits her with giving hirr. the encouragement to continue writing: 

A new life began for me [in 1913] • • • Margy Currey was 
infinitely kind to me. . . . Her words were like wine to me 
. . . perhaps she felt something of the struggle going on in 
me. . . . She spoke of the world of the arts. ... So there 
I was, a little under the wing of Kargy. . . . And what 
cannot such a woman do for such a trail as I was then. I had 
wanted comradeship and she had provided it. . . . And then 
the women, How we do need them. ... It is to such women 
that a mem takes his first work . . . women understand . . . 
a special gift ... a walk during the evening alcne . . . 
with little Margy Currey, her hand on my am..°5 

A few years later [l91kj he married Tennessee Mitchell, a militant 

suffragette who "had been the first to encourage me" with "at the time, 

n -I J (,66 golden words. 

Since Anderson quite possibly was writing Talbot Whittingham 

between 1913-1915 he may have mcdelled the character of Lucile Bearing 

upon one or both of these women. Like Lucile, both Margy and Tennessee 

were strong feminists, although with Lucile the tragedy of social 

inequality has gone so far as to render women congenitally incapable of 

artistic expression.^ All three women were once teachers—Lucile in 

Indiana, Tennessee in Chicago as y dance instructor, and Margy in the 

Evanstcn, Illinois, schools. Lucile is a major influence and encourage

ment to Talbot's writing career just as Margy and Tennessee were to 

65. Sherwoo.d Anderson, Memoirs, pp. 239-2^9-

66. Ibid., pp. 3*4-7, 3^8. 

67. Sherwood Anderson, Talbot Whittingham, p. 12^. 
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Anderson's. Even the sexual ambivalence of the fictional relationship 

may have an autobiographical basis. Anderson married Tennessee Mitchell 

in 1916, but the childless couple maintained separate apartments. 

Anderson's description of Margy Currey in his Memoirs would not lead one 

to believe their relationship an amorous one, but Floyd Dell, at that 

time Margy's husband, thinks that Margy may have been his "girl friend" 

at one time.6S 

It is clear that all three apprentice novels have autobio

graphical elements. When Anderson is concf-rned wit?; what he knows— 

especially the difficulties of a boy growing up in rural rnia-America— 

the writing shows some power. V/hen he finds it necessary to romanticize 

characters and situations, the work becomes tedious and unconvincing. 

Anderson had net been able to penetrate to a true understanding of him

self or his characters. He knew instinctively that an important story 

needed to be told, the story of the "twisted apples" that were his and 

other men's lives. But to tell that story he needed understanding and 

compassion. This was only to come later, with the writing of Wines burp;, 

Ohio during the years 1915-1916. Arcund 1912, when Anderson probably 

began writing Talbot Whittinghair and had already finished the first 

drafts of Windy McPherson's Son and Marching Men, he was deeply dis

turbed and heading for a serious nervous collapse. His protagonists, 

extensions of himself, reflect, a personal confusion. They are arrogant, 

68. Interview of Floyd Dell by Dale Kramer in May, 19&3 (Dale 
Kramer collection owned by the Newberry Library). Kramer's notes of the 
interview appear in "Chicago Notebook Ko. 1," notes for his Chicago 
Renaissance. Thoy read in part: "Margery Currey. . .. She 12 years 
older than Dell; later may have been Andersen's girl." 
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belligerent, and constantly self-justifying. Anderson saw then: as he 

saw himself, strong men victimized by a petty and evil world, a world 

they had to conquer, thereby gaining recognition. Sam conquers by 

making millions and manipulating lives. Even when the sweetness of 

success turr.s bitter in his mouth he can blame only the world. Beaut 

conquers by becoming the Nietzschrc&i: super-leader who molds the marching 

men into s smashing force that cculd overthrow all evil. Talbot 

conquers ir. his role as great seer, the super-artist who knows life 

thoroughly and can thus transcend its common surface. 

The chronological movt?rcent from Windy McPherson' s Son to Marching 

Men and finally to Talbot Whittinsham also represents sor.ie shifting in 

Anderson's thought. His personal problem was to justify the life of a 

small-time StiienrriEui, but he fcund slightly different answers in the 

three novels. In Windy McPherson's Son, possibly begun as early as.- " 

1908, the answer lies within his present environment. One can justify 

himself by gaining dramatic success--in" business and living a model 

69 domestic life—this is the "message" of Windy McPherson's Son. This 

65. Anderson felt vaguely uncertain about this solution, even 
in the 1916 edition. See pp. 3^6-3^7 °i* that edition. That the ending 
was inadequate Anderson realized fully when he rewrote the end of the 
novel in 1951. In the new last chapter serious doubts are raised 
concerning Sam's future happiness: 

There were moments after Sam came back to Sue, bringing 
the three children, when he thought he had snatched success 
out of the very jaws of failure. 

But the thing from which he had all his 3ife been 
fleeing was still there. It hid itself in the branches of 
the trees that lined the New England roads where he went to 
walk with the two boys. At night it looked down at him from 
the stars. 

Perhaps life wanted acceptance from him, but he could not 
accept. Perhaps his story and his life ended with the home-

_ coming, perhaps it began then. Sherwood Anderson, Windy 
McPherson's Son, rev. ed. (New York: Huebsch, 1922), 325* 
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corresponds to Anderson's own answer between 1908-1911) for then his 

serious disillusionment with business had not yet focused and his family 

life was still a positive force. 

In Marching Men the emphasis shifts from businetjs and domestic 

success to the call for socio-political leadership. Beaut scorns money-

making and domestic tranquility. He feels the need to lead the world 

out cf its capitalistic morass into a kind of blood socialism reminis-

• 70 cent of Hitler's Germany. It is interesting that whi]e Anderson was 

writing Marching Men, around 1911 or 1912, he also wrote a tract called 

Why I Am a Socialist. In fact, hit" family and friends were becoming 

worried by his growing concern with writing and political theory, often 

to the detriment of sound business practice. 

Concentrating less and less on business and despairing over 

political panaceas (he destroyed his political manifesto) Anderson began 

Talbot Whittingham as another possible answer to life's puzzle. The 

cure for what ailed him now lay in a vague concept he called "art." The 

artist, rather than the man of business or politics, became the 

individual capable of understanding life. He only could see behind the 

confused and frightening surface to the pervasive "law of life": 

The artist doe^ not knew the law; he it is who knows that 
there is a law. In a dim way he tries to make himself a 
part of the dim mystery. He goes through the street with the 
mist in his eyes. He talks of form. "If I had but the last 
touch of understanding," he cries, "if but for s. moment I 
could grasp this thing I should write this book or sing this 

70. Anderson later said "It was Hitler who eventually worked 
out what was in my head!" in his Memoirs, p. 284. 
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song, and my singing and my writing should make the hearts 
of all men tremble.n71 

It is possible to see, then, in the chronology of the three 

apprentice novels, a significant change; in Anderson's thought. In the 

years he was writing these novels a desperate soarch was going on inside 

him. He had on the one hard only to keep doir.g what he had been doing: 

accept the validity of a business-oriented world, remain a solid husband 

and father, and, most importantly, resign himself to mediocrity. In the 

end, Anderson could do none of these. He began seeking an alternative 

when he started writing in the attic at Elyria. Implied in this striving 

for articulaticr. was a search for the meaning of his life. Countless 

times Anderson must have looked at his life, from the insecure gypsy 

beginning in rural Ohio to the endless rounds of golf and local booster 

meetings"which business life had become for him in Elyria. Born to 

aimless obscurity, he had been unable to free himself frorr. that life. 

In the novels he strove mightily to work out of the trap. At first he 

failed, because the fictional heroes and situations were mainly an 

elaborate attempt at social and political self justification. Windy 

McPherson's Son could only leave the reader confused and despairing. 

The "solution" to Sam KcPherECr's search for truth is not a real solu

tion at all, as Anderson realized when he revised the ending in 1921, 

but a resignation which mirrored the writer's temporary consolation that 

domestic tranquility was the key to what happiness could be gained from 

life. 

71. Sherwood Anderson, Talbot Whittinp;harr., p. 31. 
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The irrational fanaticism of Marching Men reflects the deepening 

psychological wounds that were leading to a mental collapse by late 

1912. The answer to life's chaos becomes a mindless marching cadence. 

Men are to band together through a sense of blood brotherhood. They are 

to smash any who say "nay" or try to defeat the movement through rational 

tricks. "Man cannot love man ... a mighty army . . . we can love 

72 that," thinks Beaut McGregor. This kind of popular demagoguery 

73 became all t.co real, as Anderson later realised, in the 1930's. 

Talbot Whittirtffhar' presents the third solution, the one which 

Anderson eventually accepted in a modified form. Talbot sees that the 

muddle of life could be overcome through imaginative experience. The 

artists could not hope to understana life completely, but at least they 

might know the law of life "in fla.f-h.es, illumin&.ting the dullness of 

7k their days." In most, of the novel the idea of creative imagination is 

clouded and uncertain. The first section, possibly written two or three 

75 years before parts of the second, is much like Windy McPherson's Son 

and Mc.rching Men except that the hero is now a. budding super-artist 

rather than a super-business man or super-political leader. The boy 

Talbot it- brother to Sam and Beaut. He is cocksure and cynical. He 

72. Sherwood Anderson, Marching Men, p. 29b. 

73- Irving Howe and Rex Burbank see also the influence of 
Populism on Anderson's conception of the marching men movement. See 
Howe, pp. 8b-90, and Burtank, pp. 48-60. 

7^. Sherwood Anderson, Talbot Whittingham, p. 30. 

75- For the purposes of easy identification, these two sections 
can be called the "Mirage" section (Bock 2, pp. 29-92) and the "Chicago" 
secticn (Books 3-5, pp. 93-214). 
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feels that life's rewards are reaped by the strong, that an artist, like 

a general or political leader, is he who dares to take what he wants T" 

In the second section of this poorly coordinated novel, we see a 

gradual change which eventually leads to Anderson's "The Book of the 

Grotesque" and thus to Winesburg, Ohio. In this "Chicago section," 

parte cf which v;ere possibly written as late as 1915) Talbct loses his 

self-assurance as Beaut and Sam never could. Anderson introduces the 

concept of the "grotesque," in which Talbot sees the world of rreii, 

himself included, as a band of twisted, maimed creatures trapped in a 

nightmare life. Since Man inevitably becomes grotesque and cannot very 

optimistically hope to escape this consequence, where then does one seek 

salvation? Anderson tel.] s us at the end of Talbot Whittinp;han. (and 

follows the recommendation in Winesburg, Ohio): 

As though in a dream he saw the purpose of his life in a new 
aspect. A keen, almost overpowering sense of the hidden 
beauty came over him.' And he knew that the quest of beauty 
was to be for him the end in life . . . the grotesque is like 
a wall . . . we must get past the grotesque . . . .76 

Talbot's fumbling sense of his place iri life becomes art in the 

parable of the twisted apples in Winesburc;, Ohio. 

In the fall one walks in the orchards and the ground is hard 
with frost underfoot. The apples have been taken from the 
trees by the pickers. They huvi.. been put in barrels and 
shipped to the cities where they will be eater, in apartments 
that are filled with books, magazines, furniture, and people. 
On the trees are only a few gnarled apples that the pickers 
have rejected. They look like the knuckles of Doctor Reefy1s 
hands. One nibbles at them and they are delicious. Into s. 
little rcund place at the side of the apple has been 
gathered all of its sweetness. One runs from tree to tree 
over the frosted ground picking the gnarled, twisted apples 

76. Sherwood Anderson, Talbot Whittingham, pp. 21^, 200. 
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ana filling his pocket? with them. Only the few know the 
sweetr.ess of the twisted apples.77 

These rejects, the Dr. Feefys and Wing Eiddiebaums cf Winesburg, have a 

sweetness all their own. It is Anderson's ability tc identify himself 

with the grotesques, .to forgive their (and his own) failings, and to 

taste the sweetness deep to the core which carries Winesburg, Ohio to 

the level of enduring art. It is partly the lack of such understanding 

which h.ad damned Anderson's earlier work, and his life as well, to 

failure. Certainly Anderson's craft had become ir.uch rr.cre sophisticated 

in Winesburg, Ohio, and thus his surer manipulation of style, charac

terisation, structure, and point of view were important factors in 

raising it far above the apprentice novels. But for all of this change 

in sophistication the books would certainly have failed had not the 

author ;.j.lso found human sympathy. 

Two hero figures—Jesus and Nietzsche—stood out in Anderson's 

mind in the years he was writing the apprentice novels. Windy McPherscn's. 

Son and Marching Men reflect the dominance of Nietzsche; Talbot 

Whittingham shows Nietzsche dominating the first section and Jesus the 

second; Winesburg, Ohio as a whole shows particular sensitivity to 

Christian values. 

It appears that Anderson, notwithstanding his sketchy formal 

education, had become aware of Nietzsche, Carlyle, and possibly Jack 

78 -
London, shortly after 1900. Limited as his understanding of 

77- Sherwcod Anderson, Wines burp;, 0h3 o, pp. 19, 20. 

78. Howe, p. 86. . " 
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philosophy may hsve been, he saw in Carlyle1s hero worship and 

Nietzsche' E: conception of the Superman doctrines applicable to his own 

life in business. Their influence can be seen in his first published 

writing, e regular column fcr Agricultural Advertising called "Ret and 

Reason." The articles, given titles like "Push, Push, Push!," "The Borr. 

Quitter," and "The Laugh of Scorn," art; exhortations to harder work, the 

underlying assumption being that life belongs to the strcng, and that 

you can be as successful a business man as you try to be. 

Whatever produced Anderson's concept cf the hero—and the 

influences of Nietzsche, Csrlyle, London, Horatio Alger, and Populism 

could all have been involved—v/e dc find this here in all. three 

apprentice novels. The strongest, manifestation is Beaut McGregor, the 

protagonist of Marching Ken. He is the epitome of e Niptzschcan 

superman—strong, virile, intelligent, and unwilling to let anything 

stand in the way of his goals. Labor is to ruu'rl. in unity and shake the 

world. McGregor will be the leader. Any man who tries to stop this 

marching, whether by force or rational sophistry, will be trampled 

underfoot. The idea that man must control his destiny by ruthless force 

is the cornerstone of the novel, and clearly the "meaning" Anderson 

wished to convey. Beaut speaks for Andersor. when he says: 
-

This talk of brotherhood. The words mean nothing. Man cannot 
love man. ... V/e make ourselves a mighty army, a marching 
army going along shoulder to shoulder. We can love that.79 

79- Sherwood Anderson, Marching Men, p. 29b. Beaut McGregor's 
marching men movement is vaguely socialistic and quite possibly 
parallels Anderson's notions in the lost pamphlet, Why I Am a Socialist, 
which he wrote in Elyria. On the other hand, Beaut has only contempt 
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Sam McPhorson cf Windy McPherson1s Son could be Beaut McGregor's 

twin. A virtual dynamo, he conquers the business world of Chicago. The 

author tells us that McPherson is a singularly great man; he is the kind 

of character who might well have served as model for the "Rot and 

Reason" columns. Even after Sam grows disillusioned with the business 

world and its shady ethics, the subsequent search for "truth" is seen 

as that of a great man in conflict with a degenerate world. If S&m is a 

projection of Anderson's fantasies, then this is Anderson in the intense 

throes of self-pity. 

In Talbot- Whittingham the conflict between Nietzsche and Jesun: 

comes to the surface. Early in the novel we see Talbot as another Sam 

cr Beaut. He takes what he wants—money from spineless Billy Bustard, 

love from the town girls—and finally he can even justify the murder of 

old Tom Eustard. The old man was a threat to his security and plans for 

the future. The author decides, with T&.lbot, that the crime is, in the 

end, understandable: 

I do not mean to say that I am sorry Talbot Whittingham killed 
Tom Bustard. I think that with his nature he had to do that 
. . . I. am telling you the story of the grewth and development 
of a master artist and one does not become the master artist 
who hesitates to throw the dice of life.^0 

The artist is, like Napoleon or Alexander, the superior man of daring. 

In the "Chicago" section of the novel, this viewpoint shifts. There an 

advertising man, sold on Nietzsche, becomes an example of human 

for soap-box socialists who attempt to convir.cc through rhetoric: alone. 
These scruffy "wobblies" are objects of contempt in Windy McPherson's 
Son (see especially pp. 275-292 of the revised edition or pp. 291-309 
of the 191b edition). 

80. Sherwood Arderson, Talbot Whittingham, p. 86. 
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degradation while the words of Christ to "Let the dead bury the dead" is 

81 
a key to Talbot's personal insight and growth. At first he interprets 

the maxim in a rather Nietzschean fashion to mean that ho should elovate 

himself above the "dead" masses that inhabit the.world. Later he sees 

the idea in a new light. As an artiet, one should penetrate the dead-

ness ori the surface ("We must get past the grotesque") to the "hidden 

beauty" beneath. In two letters to Marietta Finley we can see the 

thoughts Anderson was mulling over iri these important years before the 

publication of Winesburg, Ohio; 

At times there comes over me a terrible conviction that I 
am living in a city of the dead. Iri the office dead 
voices discuss dead ideas. I go into the street and long 
rows of dead faces march past. Once I got so excited and 
terrified that I began to run through the street. I had a 
mad impulse to shout, to st.rke [sic] people with my fist. 
I wanted terribly to awaken them. Instead X went to my 
room and shut myself in. I drank whiskey. Presently I 
slept. When I awoke I laughed. Long ago I realized that 
I must laugh or go insane 

For this dead world Christ, and art, are the remedies: 

How strong and true ana virile that fig-are. He only of 
all men deserves our complete love. He only dared to let 

81'. A clue to the origin of the Nietzschean ad man may be found 
in an unpublished letter from Anderson to Marietta Fir.ley dated November 
2*f, 1916. In the letter Anderson describes an advertising man named 
Donaghy: "he writes aavertismentf: fcr a company manufacturing automo
biles. He is a devout student of Nietsche £sic] and often stops or. a 
bupy street to break fcrth into a violent declaration against the 
influence of Chrd stianity. 'Jesus huh!' he wi31 cry, waving his awkward 
hands about. 'Who was this Jesus—a weeping, wailing, little inter
mediate! He appealed to pity. There is no such thing as pity. Man is 
ruled by superman. It is right that it should be so.1" (In the 
Sherwood Anderson collection owned by the Newberry Library, held in 
reserve). 

82. Unpublished letter from Sherwood Anderson to Marietta 
Finley dated November 27, 1916. (In the Sherwood Anderson collection 
owned by the Newberry Library, held in reserve.) 
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his soul grow, asking no'reward, seeking none cf our silly 
modern goals, money, comfort, fame, an established fame in 
a distorted world.... He alone is the master -artist 
. . . art is the great, the true religion. It alone 
satisfies 

The tonal change from bellicose self justification to sympa-
» 

thetic compassion is a major difference between Marching Men and 

Winesburg, Ohio. What was foreshado'-'ed in Talbot Whittingham was 

executed when, in Winesbur^, Ohio, the author not only wrote himself 

into the protagonist of the novel, thereby stressing his superiority and 

alienation, but saw his image reflected in the whole spectrum, grotesque 

as it may be, of human society. 

Two critical documents of this period revoal Anderson's new 

approach to his art. The first is "The New Note," his initial piece of 

published literary criticism: 

To get near to the social advance for which all moderns 
hunger, is it not necessary to have first of all under
standing? How can I love my neighbor if I do not under
stand him? And it is just in the wider diffusion of thic 
understanding that the work of a great writer helps the 
advance of mankind ... I am tempted to give you the 
substance of a formula I have just worked out ... I 
myself believe that when a mar. car: thus stand aside from 
himself, recording simply and truthfully the inner working 
of his own mind, he will be prepared to record truthfully 
the workings of other minds. In every man or woman dwells 
dozens of men and women, and the highly imaginative 
individual will lead fifty lives. . . . Whenever he [the 
critic or writer] finds himself baffled ir. drawing a 
character or in judging one drawn by another, let him turn 
thus in upon hinistvJf, trusting with child-like simplicity 
and honesty the truth that lives in his own mind ... I 
would like to scolrl every one who writes, or who has to do 

83. Unpublished letter from Sherwood Andersen to Marietta 
Finlev dated January 17, 1917- (In the Sherwood Anderson collection 
owned by the Newberry Library, held in reserve.) 
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with writirg, into adopting this practice, which has been 
such a help and such a delight to me.^ 

It was this "New Note" that was beginning to appear in Anderson's 

writing in the latter stages of Talbot Whittingham and afterward in 

Winesburg, Ohio. In a sense the characters- of Winer-burp;, Ohio are 

Andereon, or different facets of him, and not real people. 

Anderson quite accurately describes the appeals and aims of his 

work in "From Chicago": 

His words do not cling, his art forms become at times 
shapeless, he stumbles, going crudely and awkwardly forward. 

And how breathlessly we follow. What is he doir.g that 
holds us so tightly? What is the secret of our love of him, 

- 'even in the midst of his awkwardness? 

He is revealing himself to us. See how shamelessly and 
boldly he is trying to tell us of the thing that is a ncver-
ceasing mar.ual to him—the march of hit* own life, the com
plete storv of his own nuventure in the midst of the universal 
adventure."^ 

8k. Little Review Anthology, Margaret Anderson, ed. (New York: 
Hermitage House, 1955)» i 15* Baffling is the fact that this section 
of the article does not appear in Anderson's original article, "The New 
Note," Little Review Anthology, March, 191^- Margaret Anderson makes no 
mention of this discrepancy in Little Review Anthology. She would have 
uo believe that "The New Note" reprinted in Little Review Anthology it", 
the same as that originally printed in Little Review. The discrepancy, 
of course, puts in doubt the dating of the section herein quoted. Did 
Margaret Anderson simply cut seme of "The New Note" for the March, 191^ 
Little Review and then later print a. more complete version in Little 
Review Anthology? If so, then the material quoted herein was written 
before March, 191^. To this editor's knowledge, this material appears 
in print nowhere but in Little Review Anthology, and the whereabouts of 
the original manuscript of "The New Note" is unknown. 

85. "From Chicago," The Seven Arts, 2 tMay, 1917)1 ^7, ^8. 
Anderson ssys this was written in 1916• See Sherwood Anderson, Sherwood 
Ar.dergon's Notebook (New York: Liveright, 1926), 21n. 
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. . . again I begin [by writing] the; r-ndless game of 
reconstructing my own life, jerking it out. of the r.hell gg 
that dies, striving to breathe into it beauty and meaning. 

Contrast this humanistic ideal of the writer's position to 

Anderson's feelings upon arriving in Chicago in 1913» a time when Windy 

McPherson's Son, Marching Men, and the first part cf Talbot Whittinpfoam 

reflected his mood. In the Memoirs he writes: 

I had taken rocms in Fifty-seventh Street ... I had begun 
again at my stories, and had before me the manuscripts 
written in the room at the top of the house in the Ohio 
town. . . . There were four or five long novels, any number 
of attempts at verse, articles on every conceivable subject 
and I do not knov/ how manj"- short ana long-short stories 

87 
* • • • ' 

. . .in all the writing I had done up to this time there 
was little or no originality. . . . When I drank I was 
inclined to get into fights: ... I wanted to fight but was 
not a fighter. I wished I wore- one ... I dreamed of 
becoming a champion prise fighter . . . [in 1-.. dream] I was 
suddenly rich, did not have to write any more advertise
ments. . . . But perhaps I could bury myself in other, gg 
imagined lives . . . most of all I wanted to lose self. 

V/e can see, then, a clear and definite change in Anderson's view 

of art between, the years the apprentice novels were written (ca. 1908-

1915) arid the years Wine^t'urg, Ohio was written (l915-191t>) • The change 

probably began in l$)l'i and Talbot Whittingham reflects the transition. 

The novel purports to relate the growth of an artist. It does so, but 

inconsistently since the writer1 s view of art ws.s changing while the 

novel was being written. Early in the work we are told that the artist 

is the superior man who dominates: 

86. Ibid., p. 57-

87. Sherwood Anderson, Memoirs, pp. 216, 217 

88. Ibid., pp. 200-222. 



It is a part of the; nature of such men as Whittingham to 
dominate. Scne turn of the brair. makes it impossible for 
them to take a secondary place in life. In the realms of 
thought, of fancy, in love, or iri the more definite places, 
as in the markets or on the battlefields, they will turn 
and twist, like in wait, run eagerly forward., persist and 
persist again, and the only thing of all this not quite 
definitely understood by the general is that the spirit 
that drove Napoleon across the bridge at Austerlitz and 
Cs.esar to cross the Rubicon is the spirit that drove the 
consumptive Keats to the writing of The Nightengale and 
Fielding, the London man about town, to the telling of the * 
story of Tom Jones. 

The position of the artist in the middle of modern .life 
is comparable onJy to the position of the female, and of 
the artist it may be said that in him is the adventurous 
male colored by more than a touch of the female bent upon 
reproduction. Like the female, he has fcund it necessary 
that he be relentless and, to s large degree, unscrupulous. 
Into a. world mnde for the comfort of the dull and the 
unin.1' ginative, he comes, a highly developed, half sensual, 
dominant spirit. He must try to understand the muddle of 
affairs amongst which he mut-st live, but like the female he 
must.not forget his reproductive passion. He must try to 
get hold of the laws in the jungle of lives and ideas that 
have grown out of men's disorder and lack of understanding, 
or he must make his own laws, CUT; his own way through the 
roads along which the needs of his nature beckon him.^9 

The only thing that separates the artist from the business man like Sc. 

McFherson or the political leader like Eeaut McGregor is "reproductive 

passion." Like "the female bent upon reproduction" he must be "relent 

less" and "unscrupulous." In other words, the Christian virtues so 

cherished a few years later are here openly scorned. Young Talbot is 

listening to the voice of Nietzschean Bruce Harvey just as Sam had 

listened to John Telfer. "The talk of Bruce" has taught the budding 

artist a necessary lesson: 

89. Sheivocd Anderson, Talbot Whittingham, pp. 78, 79• 
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To take with courage what you want out of life, to be in 
life's small inner circle of horsemen, money makers, 
conquerors, artists, all of the world's choice spirits who 
are called "rascals" by the fools and the timid who do not 
understand.90 

Near the end of the novel, perhaps written several years after 

the above passages, Anderson attributes Talbot's maturation as an artist 

to the fact that he denies personal superiori ty and identifies himself 

with the grotesqueness of other men. The artist must then seek the 

beauty behind the grotesque mask. In Talbot Whittinpjham it is not clf-ar 

what constitutes this "beauty," but in the Winesburp:, Ohio parable cf 

the apples we can see it graphically. The gnarled, grotesque Dr. Reefy 

is like the gn&rled, rejected apples. The sweetness has been concen

trated into the misshapen parts and is perhaps all the more delightful 

for having been over].coked by the pickers, who select only the most 

perfect apples. This, then, is the distinct change in Anderson's 

attitude toward the artist's position, a change which corresponds to 

Anderson's switch in allegiance frcm Nietzsche to Jesus. 

The value of Talbot WhittinRham for the student of Sherwood 

Anderson's work lies not in the novel's intrinsic: value, for, as has 

been admitted earlier in this section, that value is slight. For that 

matter, the artistic immaturity of all the apprentice novels is matched 

by the unwholesome neuroses of c* thirty-year-old paint salesman who was 

plagued by severe emotional crises during the years he wrote them. But 

there was light at the end of the dark passageway that was Anderson's 

life between 1908-1915* and late into Talbot Whittingham, although not 

90. Ibid., p. 53• 



likely because of it, he began to see a "formula I have just worked out. 

. . .  I n  e v e r y  m a n  c r  w o m t - r :  d w e l l s  d o z e n s  o f  t r . e n  a r . d  w o m e n  .  .  .  l e t .  h i m  

[mar.] turn thus in upon himself, trusting with child-like simplicity and 

91 
honesty the truth that lives in his own mind . . . 

It is thf-r. main]y as a document of Anderson's transition that 

Talbot WhitlinR'luirn is valuable for students of the novelist. It might 

also be pondered whether cr not Anderson's dramatic conflict, mirrored 

in Talbot Whittingham, is iri itself the microcosm of a larger struggle, 

that of the midwestern American for insight into his unique sense of 

alienation frorr and rejection cf the socicty which reared him. 

91- Little Revitnv Anthology, Margaret Anderson, ed., pp. 1^, 15-
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM1 ' 

Book 2 Chapter 1 

[29] Although Tom was but a clerk in the railroad freight office 

at the time of Talbot's ccrr.ing to Mirage, he later became mayor. It was 

the paunch made him mayor and the paunch that after that came near to 

carrying him into the Congress at Washington. With the paunch its proud 

possessor could hurl a heavy man half across the street as a strong boy 

might have hurled a brick. The thing was done by some subtle and 

gigantic development of muscles unknown to the rest of mankind. Since 

Tom's L-cyhccd the paunch had been hurling people about, and with his 

development into manhood it became more and more proficient in the art. 

The victim was grasped firmly in Tom's two strong hands and pressed 

against the paunch. The paunch collapsed. It fell away like a receding 

wave and then, amid the roaring laughter of the onlookers, back it came 

with a rush, and the squirming victim was catapulted forth to land help

less and amazed far out beyond the fringes of the crowd. 

Tom had done the thing to the expressman, the druggist, the 

blacksmith. It was an adventure—this being hurled as from a hill— 

through which each newcomer to the town must pass, and through which, 

having passed, he became initiated into the life of the town. After the 

blow from the paunch the newcomer bccame blood brcther to all. He also 

went about at the heels cf Tom, hoping to see the blow fall upon others. 

With the hotel keeper, the shoe clerk and the young men who wore a cap, 

1. The Newberry MS begins with p. 29- The MS pagination, indi
cated in brackets, has been entered in Anderson's hand at the top of 
each MS page. It is not clear that p. 29 i« the beginning of Eook 2. 
There is no heading on p. 29 in the KS. 
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smoked a cob pipe, and drove the express wagon, he stood about rubbing 

his hands and waiting. 

As for Tom, his was a happy life. As feels the artist when the 

labor of his soul breaks into definite fcrm, so felt he on the day cf 

Talbot's coming, as with his hands laid lovingly upon the paunch, he 

leaned against the depot wall, also waiting. 

The young men, with the spirit of the wine and something of the 

[30] spirit of the New York streets in him, had talked to the bey 

Talbot of the getting of money, and in the fervor of talk had proclaimed 

himself as one who knew the lav/ and, leaning forward and looking down 

into the eager upturned face with its black hair and brown eyes, stand

ing out sharply against the white of the bed clothing, he had declared 

that Talbot also should be the artist and know the lav/. The older, 

larger boy, with the passion of fatherhood ablaze in him, had made that 

prophesy, his mind had caressed the mind of the boy, half reusing at, 

the passionate child in him had reached out to the passionate thing that 

is in all children. For the moment, as he talked of the warn: overcoats 

in the closet of his room and as he sat talking of money tc the woman 

and the boy, he became the perfect artist, the fine boy awake in the 

body and the mind of the mar:. 

But the young man did not knew the law he proclaimed. Among all 

men and artists, perhaps only one of the figures the minds of men have 

made—Jesus of Nazareth—can be thought of as knowing that. To others, 

and only to the most devout of the others, the sense of the lav/ has come 

but in flashes, illuminating the dullness of their.days. To have known 
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the law the young man upon the bed would have needed to be another Jesus 

and he was not..that. Looking at each other and perhaps faintly under

standing, the two boys hung for a moment in silence, and then the little 

boy's mind turned sharply to the thought of the getting of money. The 

talk meant that to him. The young man did but dream, he but saw in the 

face of the boy on the bed the reflection of the wonder that for the 

moment lived in him. 

The law of life is a thing that no man knows. To know it would 

make a God of him. It is the mystery. In it is the orderly march of 

the planets and the secret impulses of the bees in their hollow tree. 

Man stumbles through life, making his'own laws, beating the drums that 

urge to battle, saying words, strutting upon the stage, [jl] writing 

earnest sentences to be printed in bocks, and all the time, iri the 

night, in the storm at sea and out on the long prairies where the winds 

blow, there is the law. 

The artist does not know the lav/; he it is who knows that there 

is a law. In a dim way he tries to make himself a part of the dim 

mystery. He goes through the street with the mist in his eyes. He 

talks of form. "If I had but the last touch of understanding," he 

cries, "if but for a moment I could grasp this thing I should write this 

book or sing this song, and my singing and my writing should make the 

hearts of all men tremble." 

Blinded by the sight of the three warm overcoats hanging in the 

closet, and made drunk by the wine and the good food in him, the young 

man went grinning through the streets, proclaiming the overcoats and the 

money that should buy other overcoats. One loves him for that. The 
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rich with meaning. "When you see money pounce upon it," he cried, and 

seeing the rccney in the pccket of the drunken man in the train the boy 

pounced, and after pouncing crouched in the corner of the seat, 

trembling with fear. After the first joy of the feel of the money the 

sight of it sickened him. He thought of the man talking in the room, 

and into his eyes came the queer perplexed look that is in the eyes of 

all men and all women. The law—the sense cf which is only for the 

child and the artist—fastened itself upon him and he became for the 

rest of the journey brother to al] of us, no longer the boy but the 

2 
muddled man in a muddled world. 

And so there was Talbot Whittinghann, confused and half afraid, 

on the depot platform in the Ohio town, the train on which he had been 

riding all night was slipping away west, and there before him, leaning 

against the wall of the depot, 'was the man with the great [32] paunch. 

The man of the paunch did not look at the boy but at the departing train 

and at a man with a pipe in his mouth, who shouted and waved his hand 

from the platform of the train. Occasionally, and in a queer, highly 

pitched voice, he spoke to one of the mer. who stood beside him. ' As he 

talked he made motions with his hands, which were fat, and which, beside 

the paunch, looked like the flippers that grow on the sides of seals. 

2. See Appendix fcr Marietta Finley's resume of the novel, 
especially of Talbot's early years in New York. No clear identification 
of the young man, the maid or the situation is possible given present 
information. 
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Into the confused and now timid brain of the boy came the 

thought that the fat man must be his mother's patron, Bustard the baker. 

The idea jumped into his mind, and without thought, without any of that 

cool cleverness, on which he was even then beginning to pride himself, 

+ k e  
he acted. Walking quickly across the platfcrrr, he seized upon one of Jais-

flippers and began pumping it up and down. 

"Mary Whittingham sent me," he explained. "I'm her little boy 

that she has sent to live with you." 

Talbot began to cry. The long hours on the train without food, 

the fear of discovery with the stolen money in his pocket, the strange

ness of his surroundings, me.de his knees shake and his voice tremble. 

He looked with alarm into the eager, attentive faces of the men who 

stood on the little platform, and then, led by Zeus knows what impulse, 

he leaned over £jid kissed the fat hand that lay in his own. 

What a betrayal! Was there ever such an absurd way for a smart 

American bey to introduce himself into an American middle western town? 

Here was this Talbot, a boy cast out upon the world, one who already 

knew that he must make his way by wit and boldness, one who should have 

been cool and collected to the point of impatience and who instead was 

musing about with the hand of the fat man and saying words about being 

Mary Whittingham1s little boy. It was the purse snatching did it. 

Talbot was paying fcr that fast enough. 

Tom Eck jumped when the lips of the boy touched his hand. It 

[»] was as though an explosion had taken place somewhere in the 

mysterious region below the paunch. A blush spread itself ever his big 
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face. "Well! Well! Well!" he cried, "what's all this? Who are you 

that wants, to live with me and who do ycu think I am?" 

"I think you are William Bustard, of this fair town" answered 

Talbot, shaping the sentence after some weird notion of talk in foreign 

parts, a notion got from listening to the reading of books in his 

mother's apartment. The "of this fair town" was, he thought, a kind of 

flourish like the kissing of the hand. The tears kept corcing to his 

eyes and he stared about, opening and cloning his mouth like a fish that 

has been taken out of water. 

The men whc had been listening roared and the fat man roared 

with them. Taking Talbot by the coat collar and with a crowd of tr.en arid 

boys following and shouting ribald comments, he strode alor.g the plat

form and into Main Street. A conviction that he was being arrested for 

the theft on the train swept over Talbot and he wept hysterically. Only 

his Whittingham luck kept him from bawling out a confession. 

Half along the length of Main Street went Tom Eck, the crowd at 

his heels getting constantly larger, and then, climbing a flight of 

stone steps he half dragged Talbot through a door and into the Bustard 

bakery. Going quickly through the bakery, where a young woman in a long 

pink apron scolded at him, Torn went to the door of a side room and, 

throwing it open, confronted Billy Bustard in his tiny windowless 

office. In a voice that shrieked like a steam whistle and that must 

have been heard throughout half the town, he began to complain because 

of the mistake that had been made. Even the half deaf baker heard every 

word of the speech. 
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"You look..here, Billy Bustard," he cried. "Don't you try to 

wish [3^] this kid off on me. I never had anything to do with N!ary 

Whittinghanu What dc you mean by letting her kid run loose, kissing 

decent citizens in the street?" 

Grasping hirr tightly in his short, powerful hands, and lifting 

him clear of the floor, Tom Eck pressed Talbot against his paunch. As 

he pressed, the vest wall slipped away and the boy had a sensation 

similar to that which came to him years; later when he made his first 

descent in the passenger elevator cf e city office building. 

"Take the kid and raif.e him, Billy," shrieked Tom. "Make him 

the bread king of the world." 

The great paunch shot out like a battering ram, driving Talbot 

through the door of the little office and landing him in the lap of 

blinking, bowing little Billy Bustard. In the bakery and out in the 

street a shout of delight arcse from the crowd of clerks and idlers. In 

the words of Red Manly, Talbot Whittingham had "outdone the Greek 

goddess who sprang out of the head of Jove." He had been flung by the 

paunch of Tom Eck into a home and an income of forty dollars per month. 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book 2 Chapter 2 

[35] Billy Bustard had one consuming passion ir. his life. He 

wanted to do a thing he called "striking the average." And that needs 

an explanation. Had a hair grown upon the boy Talbot every time he 

heard the words during the years after his coming to Mirage he might 

have become as hairy as a goat. "Strike an average," the little man 

would mutter to himself when tempted to buy a lower grade of flour, and 

by that method slightly increase his profit per load on Bustard's 

Mountain White Bread, and he used the phrase as a. kind of shibboleth 

with which to keep himself upon the safe read in all matters of busi

ness, honesty, religion and morality. Talbot even heard it used by his 

patron to determine the price to be paid for a new shirt or a pan for 

the kitchen, and once knew Billy to mutter "strike an average" when in 

the bakery a discussion arose as to the advisability ol" believing or 

disbelieving the bible as written. 

Clearly encugh one can see the boy Talbot living in the three 

rooms with little Billy, hearing him mutter of averages and striving 

with all the strength of his timid soul to be father to the boy and 

induce him also to adopt the "strike an average" policy in such matters 

as fighting with the son of that Butcher Miller who lived next door or 

later, in the purchase of gaudy clothes and flaming neckties with which 

to attract the attention of the town girls. 

The house Billy had bought in the fervor of marriage and the 

prospect of becoming a man c-f family stood upon a brick paved street 

midway between the barn and the stable yard of Butcher Miller on the 
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[36] south and the large frame trotting stables belonging to sportive 

Bruce Harvey on the north. The house had beer, built by Bruce in the 

days before he spent of the major part of his fortune in horse racing, 

rather it had been half built, and had been sold to Eustard at the 

bargain price of thirty-five hundred dollars. Certain parts of it, 

rooms on the second floor and porches on the side facing the Harvey 

stables were unfinished when Billy bought the place, and for all I know 

may be unfinished yet. It is a part of the strangeness of the character 

of one who spends life painfully hoarding pennies that the ruling 

passion breaks up and becomes ineffective when the amount involved rises 

above pennies. Billy, for example, cculd spend thirty-five hundred 

dollars to buy a house that he didn't need, but looked with horror upon 

the idea of spending an additional two hundred to make his purchase 

complete. Had Talbot come to Mirage with the proposal that he receive 

ten dollars per month from the bak^r his mission might have been a 

failure. It was the atrocious improbability cf his receiving forty 

dollars per month from a man in no v/ay indebted to him that won his 

case. 

As to the purchase of the house—the sportive Bruce had brought 

that about. He was the only man in Mirage with imagination keen enough 

to see that Eilly would fall in with such a proposal. For years Bruce-

had been an owner and driver cf fast pacing and trotting horses on which 

he continually lost money. For his passion he would have sacrificed a 

dozen Eillys. After the sale of his house he continued to be Billy's 

neighbor, living with his wife, a woman nearly as huge as his great 

stallion, Mumbledepeg, in-eome rooms built into the stable loft. He was 
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a small, quiet man, with sandy hair, thin delicate hands, and a voice 

that he never raised except in the excitement of a horse race. Through

out the length and breadth of northern Ohio he was known and loved 

because of that racing war cry. "The little Comanche," he [37] was 

called, arid his long howl, rising or falling as his steed forged ahead 

or dropped behind in a race, had been hesrd above the clatter and the 

shouting of a hundred county fairs. 

But let us get cur boy Talbot cut of Eilly's lap, into which he 

was hurled by the driving paunch of Tom Ec.k, and fairly on his feet in 

the Chio town. 

The doors of the bakery got themselves closed cn the riotous 

morning of his arrival and, like a strong wind out of the west, Talbot's 

confidence returned to him. The door tc the street was closed by the 

girl in the pink apron, a pretty miss whom Talbot once later tried to 

kiss and got roundly slapped for the attempt, the other door, the one 

shutting him into the little inner room with the man who stood between 

him and vagabondage, he closed himself. 

Jumping quickly out of Billy's lap Talbot shut the door quietly 

and stood facing Billy. He was alert and ready. Some flash of insight 

had told him not. tc present his mother's letter but to fight cut his ov/n 

battle. The queer feeling, brought onby the theft on the train, had 

left him, driven out by the blow from the paunch, and' even while yet the 

voices outside ir. the street were telling over and over the story of his 

defeat Talbot was preparing himself for victory. 
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Bustard, the baker, had never a chance. By one turn or another 

the alert boy was bound to have quartered upon him. As it turned out, 

instinct led Talbot into just the vein that Billy couldn't resist. 

Quietly and with a great e.ir cf humility, the young Whittingham 

began explaining himself ard his mission. The interview had to be 

carried ori by nods, gestures, ana sentences written or. slips, of paper, 

and the job.wasn't an easy one. Presently something in him, perhaps the 

awakening artist, led Talbot to write this—"I am but twelve years old 

and have been cruelly used." 

That finished Billy. By a stroke of luck Talbot had reminded 

hin: of the year of his own life when, unable to bear longer the blows 

[38] and oaths of his father, the thresherman, he had fled to the 

neighbor's barn and to the protection of the woman who had become h.is 

wife. In fancy Billy saw Talbot, also fleeing, saw him as a harried boy 

hurrying, half starved, along frozen roads, hiding in ditches, and half 

running forward in the moonlight, as he had done. With tears in his 

eyes he arose and took Talbot into his arms. In an awkward way he tried 

to carcss the boy. Talbot, who was already as tall as Billy, became 

embarrassed. He wished it were in his power to bestow upon this man the 

kiss he had wasted on the hand of Tom Eck. 

"It is what she would have done," said Billy, thinking of the 

dead wife. "I will make you the allowance I made your mother." 

Talbot stared at the wall and squirmed awkwardly cut of the 

man's arms. Some faint notion of the generosity of the offer penetrated 

through his self-assurance and he wanted words to express some new idea . 

A lump came up into his throat and he had an overpowering desire to tell 
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the baker how fine a man he would try to be. Only the terrifying deaf

ness kept him from making the attempt. 
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:AM 

.pter 3 

[39] It would be foolish to pretend that the Mew York boy, 

thrown suddenly into the Ohio village, got much help in living his life 

a stout soul. Billy Bustard 

by watching to see how his patron, Billy Bustard, lived his. He didn't. 

From the little baker he got something els^, something that in the 

modern muddled world is of primary importance. From the baker he got a 

roof over hit? head and an income of forty dollars per month. 

Even as a boy of twelve Talbot was 

was afraid of life and Talbot was not. Th^ baker locked closely at 

every man or wcirc-.n who passed upon tho street, fearing they might be 

forming some idfca net tc his liking; the b<|y kept his eyes open also, 

but from the beginning his mind was filled 

in town, men, women and children, think hini shrewder, more; capable and 

wiser than themselves. 

And it wasn't difficult. Almost at once the town began to give 

Talbot credit for being the marvel he pretended to be. Even the boys 

believed his hints about his prowess as a fighter, and with the excep

tion of young Barley Miller, the butcher's son, a freckled nosed, bullet 

headed little savage with no imagination, they let him alone. The 

Miller boy Talbot had to fight and soundly 

hunger for victory was gratified and he ale 

peaceful friend and henchman. 

And oh, how the bey's soul was some 

Bustard's fawning attitude toward the world 

with schemes to make everyone 

was he beaten before Barley's 

0 became the city boy's 

times in revolt against Billy 

and how, after a week in his 

house he wanted to make him over and make him something better and 



braver in his attitude toward his fellow men and women. The f^o] baker 

had taken him under hie; wing ana he wanted the man to be a father worthy 

of him, to have ir. hirr. something of the quality of the swaggering young 

3 man who had given him the baseball glove, to be a blackguard or a 

scoundrel if necessary, but in any case not one to hide himself and live 

in terror of the feeble things called hurt.an beings that walk upon the 

streets of towns and cities. 

For it was the fear of men that made Billy Buytard bow and 

scrape to imaginary acquaintances on the street, and even when alone in 

his house or shop. It was the fear of life, beaten into him by his 

bullying father and exaggerated by his deafness that had awakened in him 

the passion for doing what he called "striking an average" by which he 

meant no more than that a colorless existence is the safe existence. 

With all his soul he wanted to be like everyone else, to lie unnoticed 

like an egg in a basket of nggs, to pass without arousing interest along 

the street, to dress in undistinguishable clothes, to say unnoticeable 

things. 

What a philosophy! The wild beasts and the birds in the forests 

have a similar one. They are given by nature such coats to wear as will 

enable them to lie against heaps of stones or stand in the sunlight 

among trees unnoticed. But for a man to adept such a way of life or a 

boy to let his mind be filled with it—why it might be well enough for 

one who is compelled to live his life among a race of giants, but for 

3« See ibid.—the same young man? 
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one who lives among such as dwell in towns like Mirage ox* in cities like 

Chicago or New York where also Bustards be found, it is nonsense. 

To be sure Talbot, a boy of twelve, did not know all this. No 

one had told him that in having the courage of life he was one ir»an in 

hundreds of thousands, but even in the Ohio town there were those who 

could teach him, men who knew things that Talbot with his quick [^l] 

mind began at once to learn. 

There was Eruce Harvey, that same sporting gentleman who had 

amazed the town by selling Bustard the house and with whom Talbot 

established an immediate friendship. The man and the boy understood 

each other at a flash, and in the eyes of the little Comanche there was, 

at the first sight of Talbot walking home beneath the trees beside 

Billy, a twinkle as though to say, "Well, living right next door is a 

boy who is a pretty rogue ]ike myself. I must have a hand in his 

bringing up." 

The opportunity came fast enough, and before Talbot had been iri 

Mirage a month an incident happened that made the understanding between 

the man and boy complete. On a warm morning Talbot, already barefooted 

and hatless after so short a time out of the city, loitered about the 

stable door, wanting to avoid the bullet headed Miller boy, who had 

beaten him once and hungered to do it again. Eruce came from the loft 

above and stood looking at the boy and at the great black stallion that 

stood hitched upon the stable floor having his legs rubbed by a tobacco-

chewing groom. 
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Of a sudden the stallion reared, struck out with hie foot, and 

plunging forward, broke the rope that held him and then, turning, ran 

back into a big box stall that stcod along the side wall of the stable. 

The groom went after him and went trembling. His lips were 

white and there was a wild lock in his eyes. And then, out of the stall 

door he came again, half falling forward upon the floor, and with the 

clatter of iron shod hoofs against the beard walls of the stall ringing 

in his ears. 

Bruce Harvey laughed. He had a little whip in his hand, and 

with it beat upon his trouser legs. "What do you think of him, boy?" he 

asked, grinning and looking sharply at Talbot. 

[^2] "I think I could bring him out myself if you v/ould let me," 

Talbot boasted. 

For as he sat watching the groom at work ar. idea had come into 

the boy's head. The big stallion had been swinging his head from side 

to side and Talbot had seen him look at his caretaker before striking 

out with his heels. Time and again the horse had missed the man, and 

that had set Talbot to thinking. He decided that the horse had not 

wanted to hit the man but was striving only to frighten him. 

Jumping up, Talbot walked hurriedly along the stable floor, the 

little horseman standing with legs spread apart watching. Mumbledepeg 

was eating hey from a trough in the wall but at Talbot's approach swung 

his head about and stared. Talbot's heart pounued. Putting his hand 

against the side of the door to the stall he waited, hoping to regain 

his composure. With all his scul he knew that the horse would not hurt 

him, that should he go quickly and confidently into the stall and put 
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his hand upon the bridle the great beast would come forth, that though 

there might be a rattle of heels upon the stable walls like,the beating 

of drums, he himself would be safe. 

And Talbot hadn't the nerve to go in to the stallion. Though 

the tears of vexation came to his-* eyes he could not take the quick, sure 

steps across the threshold into the presence of tho waiting beast. The 

big brute force of the animal had, for the moment, the better of the 

contest with the mind of the boy. 

With a faint, half embarrassed grin, Talbot rubbed his eyes with 

his shirt sleeve and turning, faced Bruce. His voice trembled and he 

glared at the groom who had begun to laugh. 

"He is easy enough to manage if I were not afraid," he said. "I 

thought I shouldn't be afraid but I am. I had better not go in there or 

Mumbledepeg will find it out." 

A quiet smile played about the lips of Eruce and, stepping for-

[^3] ward, he punched the boy upon the shoulder. "You are right," he 

said, again grinning. "Ycu are right and you are no fool. Just keep 

that kind of a head on your shoulders and you can manage horses, or men 

either, al] of your life." 
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TALBOT WH1TTINGHAM 

Book 2 Chapter 

[^] In Mirage, beyond the cheese factory and the fair grounds, 

with its half decayed hcrse boxes along the swaying high board fence, 

where Bruce Harvey sat in a sulky and drove Mumblcdepeg around and 

around the dirt track, preparing him £or that great day when he should 

make the trial for a now pacing record, beyond all this was a long 

sloping wheat field, with a path worn diagonally through the center. 

Down the hill, past a fence where elders grew thick and heavy, aria out 

upon a grassy bank facing a small pond th;-t vss the Mirage swimming 

hole, went the path, and down the path on summer afternoons raced the 

boys of Mirage. 

All afternoon they stayed, screaming with laughter, teaching 

each other strange oaths, talking in low tones cf the town girls, and 

most of all gathering in naked groups to lie upon the grass beneath a 

great beach tree and listen to the tsles told by the city boy who had 

come to live among them. 

Marvellous tales Talbot told, tales of the great city out of 

which he had come, of rushing people, parks filled with strange 

animals and rivers dotted with ships laden with wares from foreign 

parts. Where his memory failed—and it did net go far—imagination 

took its place and his mind played at the gsir.o of building a city. 

Golden temples arose cut of the ground; soldiers with purple sashes 

across their breasts rode clattering through the streets, dark skinned 

men sat on the necks cf elephants and laughed down at passing children. 

In the morning the boy who had lived in that city arose to look out of 
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has window at gardens built upon house tope. A maid dressed in a long 

[45] silken gown came, bringing him food. As he sat eating fruit said 

nuts brought in ships from the uttermost parts of the earth the sound of 

beautiful music greeted his ears. 

Tempering his tales to the understanding of his audiences, and 

incorporating ideas caught from hearing the bitle read in church, on 

Sunday mornings, arid from looking far ahead in the school books, Talbot, 

had strange adventures in his city, adventures told with gusto to the-

eager listeners beneath the beach tree. 

On a winter morning he had run away from his house and th;: music 

and the gentle-fingered maid. Upon a street he had found two giunt men 

with caps upon their heads that looked like purple pillow cases, and 

with iron rings janging from their cert-.. With the two men ho had stolen 

a ship, a ship as long as Wyman's arygoods store and with one huge sail 

as tall as the weather vane above the city hall. 

The two giant and the boy had got the ship by filing through 

the heavy chains that moored it to the wharf. Talbot had providentially 

brought a file in his pocket. It was a file that went through black 

iron as the knife went through the cheeses in Turner's grocery. 

For days the three had sailed south, at the first through fields 

of ice that clanked against the walls of the ship and then through long 

days of sunshine when, although no land came into sight, birds flew out 

and alighted, singing in the rigging of the ship. 

In the end a storm arose and, lashed by a rope tc a post, 

Talbot steered the ship through waver as high as Billy Eustard's bakery 

roof while the two strange t&ll men reeled here and there, making all 
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tight, singing in their exaltation and striving to save from the wind 

and waves the ssils about- to be snatched away from the ship. 

Upon such a voyage Talbot would stay for Gays, dropping the tale 

when the ]org afternoon shadows called the boys home, trooping up 

through the wheat field, and picking it up again on the next after [^-6] 

noon when the group of naked boys crawled up out of the swinging hole to 

lie upon the long grass and listen. 

Fights arose. Maddened by the persistence of the new boy's 

inventive faculty and by his insistence on the fidelity of the tales 

some farmer hero sprang out of the re.nks and ran up ar.a down upon the 

grass. "Liar! Liar!" he shouted. "It never happened. There isn't 

any such place or men cr ships. It did not happen at al] 

At such an interruption Talbot stared about and then went on 

with the tale, indeed he gave a new flourich to the adventure, invented 

still mere strange and wonderful happenings. When one of his henchmen 

did net arise to beat the disturber he himself arose. In him wat the 

born fighter, and even as a boy he was quick to take advantage of the 

wrath or indiscretion of an opponent. Studying the effect of blind 

fury on Ms opponent he planted blows here and there. He had the 

inestimably valuable trait of being able to laugh in the midst of a 

fight. His absorption in the tale he was telling fave him that. The 

fight was aut a secondary thing, a disturbance that had to be quelled. 

When the struggle went against him helpers sprang up. The keen, cruel 

judgment of boys came into play ana tht: disturber was banished, sent 

weeping homeward, running up the path, through the wheatfield, his 
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clothes held tightly in his arms and a shower of sticks, stones and soft 

round balls of mud falling upon his naked back. 

Again the tale went on. Were Talbot still a boy and living in 

that town it would be going on now. Cities were visited by strarge 

ships, howling winds whistled through-the cordage, huge r.jar.j-legged 

animals ran down out of jungles to yowl upon beaches and be pelted with 

oranges in the hands of laughing adventurers, sitting safe ana comfort

able in boats that danced upon the sparkling waves. 

In the year? before his sixteenth Talbot Whittingham made him

self a life-long tradition in the t.cwn of Mirage. About his figure 

furious battles were fought, friendships created and destroyed, gangs 

[^7] formed to go marauding at night and the fighting words, braggart, 

scoundrel, and liar passed back and forth. 

And through all this Talbot passed for the most pari unscathed. 

He was interested in poses to be taken and maintained, alliances to be 

formed, and in the ideas for new wonder tales he was getting from the 

school books he studied and the talk that went on emong the rr.en who 

gathered in groups before the stores at night. It was for him the great 

romantic epic of his life*, the period about which he v/as never afterward 

sure, a time when fancy took on a reality that was truth and that left a 

mark on the growing- nan ar.u artist that v/as never afterward effaced. 

It is net strange that Talbot Whittingham was, in later life, 

like most of us who li\'e irrSxties, a man who looked lovingly back upon 

his days in an American small tovm. Go along Broadway in New York or 

walk in State Streiot or Michigan Avenue in Chicago and you shall touch 

elbov/s with a thousand mem stored with such memories. Michigan men who 
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lie in their beds at night thinking of mornings spent in the berry 

fields, eating the ripe red berries, Pennsylvania men who have rested at 

evening on the crest of tall hills end seen the departing sun make 

flaming colors leap out of the brcwn smoke from the ccke ovens of their 

towns; western fellows who have locked out over the prairies and who 

know the wcnder c-f wide, open spaces; young men just coir.e up tc their 

Bostons, or their Cincinnatis, from the towns of Vermont and Ohio, and 

who a year, two years ago were swaggering about in quiet evening streets 

waiting to walk eniharre^sed and silent beside villi age girls. 'Tis a 

thing in the blcod of Americans, this memory of village life. The young 

and vigorous locking man we see walking befcre us in the street and who 

is going in at the door cf the great store there, half running forward, 

working his way through the crowd, was such s fellow and walked with 

such a. girl but five short years ago. [48] On en evening he went with 

the girl t.lcng a street over a hill and a bridge into a country read. 

With the girl he climbed ever a fence into a field. There was a pile of 

brush and he set it s.fire . The dew wet his shoes and made a dark band 

at the bottom of the girl's skirt. The fire did net burn well and the 

young man tramped it out. With the girl he went, tc lean against a 

fence. When a team passed on the road they crouched, hiding. There was 

no reason for concealment but they did not want to be disturbed. They 

were silent, their minds alive and filled with vague thoughts. The 

young man thought he would cut a noble figure in the wcrlc. His 

thoughts were vague, now they are quite definite. Next year he thinks 

perhaps he may cwn mh automobile and have a beautiful woman tc live iri 
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his house. His thoughts have lost color. They are now the thoughts of 

a thousard young men we shall see going in at the store doors. 

Ana for all the young man's vague thoughts—he is so fast 

losing—his town e.nd the Ohio town cf Mirage coula net have been so 

filled with the sense of sleepy peace and well being as it remained in 

the memory of Whittingharn and at I have heard him describe itj. 

lor in his later ir.etr.ory it was a peaceful thing. I recall 

sharply Talbot's talks of the evening there-.. A boy is driving a cow 

home a]org a dusty side street, his bare feet making a succession of 

soft little slaps in the read. Near the a]ley that turns out of Hair 

Street by Nichols Tailor Shop, Mike Scan]on, the huge old Irish 

blacksmith, is smoking his pipe and loafing as he leans against a 

building. He has not. washed his black arms, though he has been home to 

supper, and hie sleeves are still rolled to his elbows. Young fellcws 

from the country are driving into town fcr the evening. They sit in 

their well-washed buggies, with their sweethearts beside then and their 

faces look extraordinarily red above the white collars they have put on. 

A toy with [^5] a stick in his hand is making it rattle along the pickets 

of the fence before Doctor Carl in1s house. The old blacksmith has a dog 

that liee asleep upon the sidewalk at his feet, and a grcuyj of boys in 

front of Turner's grocery are trying to tease the Irishntm by disturbing 

the dog. They take potatoes from a barrel by the door and spin them 

along the sidewalk, trying to hit the dog. They knew that presently the 

t 

Irishman will begin to rave and swear at them, and that he will run along 

the sidewalk, threatening them with hot Irish threats. Well, they know 

that he near.s nothing by the threats and that if they aid not disturb 
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the dog or shout at him, calling him "a Slashen Tip frotr. Nana," he would 

feel they were neglecting him. 

Ana where would Talbot be on such air evening, where the impudent 

young scoundrel, as ho bad already been called, half affectionately, by 

the Irishman, Mike Scanlor., but in the choicest of all the town loafing 

places, the badly whittled bench nesr the door of Bruce Harvey's trotting 

stable -

Only unblushing impudence and the favor cf the quiet Bruce cou] d 

have gotten him a place on that bench. The impudence Talbot hod and the 

favor of Bruce he had won by his understanding of the nature of the hot

headed Murnbledepeg, and by driving the worn-out old racer, Window Light., 

against Bruce when he wanted to drive Murnbledepeg a tearing mile around 

the track at the fairground. 

"Let him alone—he hat", the ii-etinct for horses and X will make 

a driver of him," Bruce had said, v/hen for the tenth time, Talbot had 

beer crcwded to the end and finally off the bench to stand among the 

gaping boys by the door, a listener not a participant, in the horse 

talk that went on. 

And so there was Talbot cn the bench on the summer evenings with 

Red Manly, Captain Wyatt who had been o cavalryman under Sheridan ir. 

the Civi] War, Hartley, the rich and retired drygoods merchant, and [50] 

Bruce himself. In the box stalls along the walls of the stable there 

was the sound of corr and oats being ground between strong white teeth, 

the stamping of hoofs, muffled by the straw, and the peculiar sound made 

by the worrout racer, Window Light, who was a crifcber and continually 
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stepped the eating of corn cr hay to chew upon i:he wooden sides of his 

feed box. 

Why, what fools we all are—we who have 

One coiild fairly cry to think of the evenir.gs cn that bench when Red 

Manly made witty comments on the men and women of the town, Captain 

Wyatt bragged and blustered about Sheridan, convp;:r:!.i g him to every other 

general of the great war, to their disadvantage 

listened and grunted, and all of them talked horse. How they talked 

horse, Talbot throwing racing terms about as loudly as any of them, 

though he had been for so short a time out. from 

tall city buildings and had never yet been to a. 

Mumbledepeg, and how he would surely make a record iri the fall f.c thai-

a stream of mares and dollars would flow toward 

crusty old Hartley 

under the shadows of 

race. They talked of 

Bruce, and of Jackstraws, 

wife upstairs, who also 

Mumbledepeg's son, who would soon be going to the races for the first 

time, and who they all declared would be faster than his sire. 

Bruce himself would be sitting at the eiid of the bench beyond 

Red Manly, and tapping upon the ctsble floor with a whip held in hi 

hand. He would be saying lit 1:1 e but the talk of horses and of records 

to be rr.fide would be food to his soul. He had a 

understood horses, a huge, not overclean creatuije, with strings of hair 

hanging down &bcut her face. An indolent creature she was, and some

times lay abed till past neon, but whem Bruce ws 

Mumbleaepeg became unntai-cigeEble, her gruff voice 

hole from the loft above would quiet him and step the rattle of his 

heels against the stable floor. 

away and the hotheaded 

bouting down through a 
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[5l] One evening, after he had been for nearly a year in the 

house of his patron, Talbot sat alone on the bench by Bruce Harvey's 

stable doer.—it was a wild, stormy evening, end Talbot had fled to the 

stable and to the society of Bruce and the horses, because he could no 

longer bear the company of Billy and because he felt himself about to 

give way to a temptation that hud again and again asr.ail ed him, a 

temptation to be soft and yielding with the ir.ar: from whom he got a home 

and a living. 

All evening Billy Bustard had been going up arid down the house, 

whimpering and complaining because the day had come on which the ironthly 

allowance was to be paid to Talbot, ana because he had neither the 

courage to threw the boy into the street nor to let hitn stay and pay him 

nothing. Hie word had been passed, and beyond his word there was the 

figure of the dead wife iri his mind. And so he had been begging Talbot 

not to take the money and to release him frcm his promises, and the 

inclination ccrr.ir,g over the boy to let slip his clutch of the tr.an, he had 

run away through the storm to Bruce and sst telling the racing man of the 

temptation that confronted him. 

Up and down the long stable went the little horseman, speaking 

to the frightened animals, calling them by name and going intc the 

stalls with them to lay his hand upon their tremblirg flanks. In the 

street cutside trees bent and swayed in the fury of the storm, and once 

in a flash a lightning Talbot saw Winkers Miller, the oldest of the 

butcher's sons, who had been into the country for a load of calves, 

careening along under the treves. The pen of calves upon the butcher's 

wagon rocked back and fcrth and Winkers held down his head against the 
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stcrm, and lashed his horses forward while his wild shouts arose above 

the bawling of the frightened cargo. 

"Take the money and keep on taking it," shouted the horseman, 

.coming to sit beside the boy. The lantern Bruce had been carrying in 

hit: hand hung behind Talbot on a nail in the wall. Putting his arm [5<?J 

about Talbot's shoulder as though to protect him from some evil abroad 

in the stormy night, the man began to tell the boy of the danger of 

sentimentality. He did not use that word and perhaps would not have 

underei ood its meaning, but he knesw men and life as it is lived in city 

and village., and he had fought hie fight with sweating, straining, 

crafty men upon many a hundred race track where the speed-of horses 

counts for much but the daring, the relentlessness and the insistence of 

drivers counts for more. There was a gleam in the eye of the horseman 

and a ring in his voice thai Ta3bot thought must be like the leng howl, 

of which Eed Manly had already told him and which in a few weeks now 

would again be heard upon the race tracks. 

Up and down the stable floor walked the horseman, unable to sit 

quietly upon the bench. He had the little whip in his hand, and in 

the darkness Talbot could hear it lashing against the man's trouser 

legs. Carried away by the idea of hardness in affairs, an idea he had 

been trying to impress upon the mind of the boy, Bruce talked of himself 

and his own affairs. He told cf his; effort tc raipo and train the great 

racing horse and hov; again ana again he had been defeated, of hov; the 

money left by hie father and that got with his wife when he married had 

been spent, and that Hartley, the rich drygoods man, in reality now 
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owned the great Kuntledepeg, young Jackstrsws and all the fiery colts 

neighing and stamping in the stalls along tie walls. 

"And wouldn't I have been a fool to quit following the races?" 

shouted Bruce. "If my money is gone are there not fools a plenty who 

will spend their money to own horses that I shall drive? Are you, 

because Billy has earned his money by cruel stingir.fr sr:, going to give up 

the grip you have on him? If he dare not break his word are you going 

tc break it for Jim? If old Hartley throws his money into the hold 

where mine went ani I to warn, hxni and lose the chance to drive Mumbledepeg 

tc his record?" 

[55] The storm abated and Talbot went back into the big empty 

house. By the table, under the light, sat Billy with the money spread 

before hini, the foi'ty dollars with which he hated so to part. He was 

counting it over and caressing it with his fingers, but going up to the 

tabic, Talbot snatched it roughly from his hands and put it iri his 

pocket. 

Up stairs he went to the empty room where he slept upon & cct 

bought cut cf his own income, his heart beating high because he thought-

he had won a victory over the mushy kindness within himself. 

Upon the cot lie got, spreading his wet clothes upon a chair and 

turning his face to the wall. He was a boy and he wanted what it is 

the right of the bey to have—wanted kindness, wanted the protection of 

indulgent men and women, wanted order and cleanliness about him, wanted 

the right to march up out of orderly, purposeful boyhood into a manhood 

of meaning and purpose. 
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But already the boy cast out upon the world had begun to sense 

something, to understand faintly cne cf the great laws cf life, and for 

the moment the talk of Bruce, whipped into words by the excitement of 

the storm, had made him understand it more keenly. Had he been able to 

put into words the vague thoughts in his head "they would have run some

thing lake this— 

"Here is all the world filled with foolE, who will let you do 

what you will with them if you have the courage. In being mean and 

niggardly about the money Billy as but teaching you the most valuable of 

all lessons; to take with courage what you want out of life, to be in 

life's small inner circle with horsemen, money makers, conquerors, 

artists, all of the world's choice spirits who are called 'rascals' by 

the fools and the timid who do not understand." 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAK 

Bock 2 Chapter 5 

[5ii] Beyond the Bustard house and the Miller place, filled with 

itc doomed and downcast calves waiting to be butchered, tripods for the 

suspension of stuck pigs and butcher wagons with their* prison-like 

cages, in which the calves rode to the shambles, was a side street 

leading past a dozen two-storied frame houses to a narrow bridge and 

over the bridge ir.to a meadow. The meadow was one in which half' the 

cows of the village wore kept, their owners paying Sid Walker, master of 

the field, fifty cents per week per cow for the pasturage, but in the 

life of Talbot Whittingham in the village of Mirage it was something 

more than a pasture. To him it became a battlefield on which was fought 

many strange battles. In a way Sid felker's pasture became to hirr a 

symbol cf all that there is a mystery in the purpose back of both the 

defeat and the victory of mer.. 

The adventures cf Talbot in the pasture centered about a girl 

k 
named Jeanette Franks, daughter of Mary Franks, and in a half hearted 

way the daughter also of Wesley Burrows, a drayman. 

Upon the side street, into which Talbot could look fron: l:ir; rocm 

in the loft cf Filly's house, lived Mike Scanlon, the blacker*?.th, with 

his wife, who smoked a pipe, and his smart daughter who was a teacher in 

the Mirage high school, snd beyond the Scanlon place and a half decayed 

orchard was the house and barn of the draymai. who had married Mary 

b. The variant spellings of "Jeanette" have been rf:ttined from 
the MS. 
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Franks after she had brought into the v/orld some five children by 

another man. 

The drayman, who was fat, was, unlike most fat irisn, silent and 

inclined to fits of temper. There was a story in Mirage that before his 

coming west he had killed his man—shot him in his tracks—during [55] a 

street brawl in hit; cwn village iri the state of Karyland. He had 

married the widow Mary within a year after the death of her husband, a 

house-painter, and although it could not be skIcl that he was tender in 

the treatment of the father]esc five he nevertheless fed and clothed 

them with patience and fortitude. As i'nr fatherhood, four of the five 

for e. time found that in Talbot as they got a passionate sort cf mother

hood from the girl, Janr.ette. 

Jannette Franks was tall and had black hair. She had an 

inclination towards boys' sportf and a quick imagination that was sister 

tc the imagination in the mind of the city boy with whom she established 

a friendship. In the very bearing of the girl—a quick impulsiveness of 

action c-.nd r. fearlessness that took no account of the future—there was 

something that in the drift of village life seemed tc bear within itself 

the seeds of her destruction. Seeing her upon the streets, wise 

villagers, Bruce, Red Manly and others, shook their heads and muttered. 

When she was but a tall girl of sixteen and had never walked out with a 

lover they whispered among themselves, saying that she would corr.e to a. 

bad end. 

In the pasture, beyond the bridge, Jannette and Talbot walked 

together, the troop of four children at their heels. Across the pasture 

they strolled to where, beyond a border line of fallen logs, hes.ps of 
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brush and stumps the meadow became an open woods. In the woods Jarinette 

divided the four children into two aru.ies, taking her two away to hide 

behind logs and in the shelter of brush heaps, while Talbot, followed by 

Tir.y Franks, a slender girl who had to be lifted over fences, and by a 

boy named Edgar who had huge ears aria who always concealed himself until 

the battle was over, went to lie in wait in a whestfield beyond the 

woods. 

The battle that followed was like the battles in the field 

before Troy, a matter not of armies but of heroes. Across a little open 

space [56] between the woods and the wheatfield, Talbot and Jannette 

charged and re-charged, forgetting theii' followers. Sticks were hurled, 

fierce challenges shouted, tears shea. Once, having in her hand a huge 

stick. Jannette followed Talbot in his retreat over the fences into the 

wheatfield, and when he stumbled best him so fiercely that blood ran.out 

of a cut in his head, matting his hail-. At another time, having caught 

her off guard. Talbot hurled the girl to the ground and jumping upon her 

chest pounded her upon the nose ana mouth. 

In the midst of the ta.ttles in the woods Jannette Franks 

invariably wept, but in her weeping there- was nothing of the woman 

demanding the protection cf her sex, and if, after the battle, she was 

almost tender in her attitude toward Talbot there was ir. her no hint cf 

tenderness while the fight was on. 

Taking Talbot by the arm Jannette walked uj> anci down upon the 

grass before a fallen leg, calling the children about her. It was then 

she persistently thrust upon the boy the idea of fatherhood. "We'll 

play you are the father and I am the mother," she suggested. "It is 
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night and we have been off all day fighting the beasts ir. the- forests. 

We do not live in houses like other people but sleep here in the long, 

dry grass. Now we shsi.ll call them tc u.s and tell cf the things thist 

have happened. They must know of the fighting so that when they go into 

the forests they may fight also." 

On the log beside Jannette sat Talbot, taking hit- turn s.t the 

tellii g of teles. Before hiri on the ground f.at the four who had been 

frightened by the battle but who were now happy. Talbot dit- not look at 

Jannette but into the fences of the children, and when she had told her 

tale of the day in the fnmrt he strove with a] 3 the strength of his 

itnagir.ation to outdo her. It was, he felt, the province of the mar. and 

the head of the flcck to outstrip this Amazon mother, to meet wilh more 

haii-breadth [57] escapes, overcome greater odds, swim in faster flowing 

rivers and fight hand tc hand with larger bears and tigere. 

Again on the leg, as in the open space before the wheatfield the 

battle becan.c terrible in its intensity, the final act of the play th;$t 

had been planned, the feeding cf the children and the tucking of them 

safely away fcr the night in the shelter of the log vas forgotten. 

Until late afternoon, indeed, until the sharp voice of Mary Franks 

called her brood home across the meadow, the two sat cn the log facing 

the wide-eyed audionce, matching tale for tsle, striving each to o'ertop 

the other. When they went back across the field they went in silence, 

Talbot sometimes exulting because of some unmatched adventure his mind 

had invented, sometimes going with hanging head because in the contest 

of minds ana bodies he had been surpassed by a girl. 
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On the streets in the evening Talbot sometimes saw Jannette, who 

during his second year in Mirage began to go abcut, looking; into the 

eyes of ;'cung n.en. With another girl, the daughter cf the grccer, 

Turner, she appeared upon Main Street and walked up and dov/n beneath the 

street lamps. The Turner girl, who wae short and had yellow hair, 

looked at the sidewalk, but the tain Jannette stared about and occa

sionally laughed merrily. In the dusk cf sunrrer evenings her laughter 

rang merrily through the street. 

Up and down Main Street walked the two girls, going arm in arm. 

When they came to the end of the business secticn they crossed over arid 

returned, semetimes passing up and down a dozer, tiir.es in one evening. 

Jannette had got- herself a black dress and had a long black feather in 

her hst. The feather was one she had found in a box beneath some papers 

in her mother's room. 

In the street when they met Jannette did not speak tc Talbot ard 

he in turn did not look at her. The battles in the fields were for long-

periods forgotten and when they occurred victory became easier for the 

bey. In a vague way he realised that the woman in his opponent was [58] 

aroused ana that her mind was abroad in the world, seeking new adven

tures. Orice when she passed upon Main Street Talbot was half inclined 

to stop the girl, to shout some warning into her ears. She was alone, 

and as she passed beneath a street lamp the black feather upon her hat 

danced up and down. Talbot stood on the sidewalk, hesitating and 

uncertain. Something within made him like and sympathize with, the 

awakening woman more pointedly that he hsd sympathized vfith the girl. 

When' he wer.t on to stand by a group of rr.en gathered along the curb by 
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the post-office he did not hoar the evening babble of talk but; sic-red 

into the street. He war. frightened at something arid watched a farmer's 

horse, tied to a post, noting hew a succession of horses had, by their 

persistent stamping, worn a great hole in the street. "I wish I might 

be father to her now," he thought, straightening his shoulders and 

turning tc lock sharply at the men by the postoffice door. 

The end predicts for Jannette Franks? ty the-, wise heads of the 

village came quickly. After the beginning of the evening walks upon 

Main Street Talbot cnce saw her riding late at night in a buggy with a 

farmer's son, and then came the affair with the ycung barber who came to 

town to work in Henry Redman1 s shop. 

With the barber Talbot saw Jannette walking up and down. When 

he came upon their, walking and. talking, absorbed in each other, he ut.e 

fcr seme unaccountable reason embsTraced, and stepped into a hallway 

until they had passed. No more did he go tc battle with her in the 

field. On an evening as he went, homeward in the darkness along Buckeye 

Street he saw the two standing c.lcse together beside a fence. Coming 

suddenly upon them he was so confused that he starnr erea and mutttred an 

apology. He felt as he might have felt had he walked inadvertently into 

* 

the sleeping room ci* a stranger. As he hurried, muttering, away into 

the darkness he could hear the barber laughing because of the boy's 

confusion. 

When he was fifteen years old Talbot sat one evening in the [59] 

house with Billy Bustard. He had got hold of an adventure tale, owned 

by Red Manly, and was so absorbed by it that ho aid net want to go into 
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the street to hoar Ihe talk of the men. The tale- concurred a boy who 

struggled for victory with one John Silver, on an island in the sea, er.cl 

so intent war Talbci upon the struggle that, he had lost all sem~e of the 

presence of Eilly, busy with his books of accounts. With his mind far 

away and hie fingers graphing the book, Talbot was jerked back into his 

own viJlsge and a struggle h;:\:u'g liothirg to do with the islands in the 

sea thrust itsr-lf upon him., In at the open door rushed Jannette Franks, 

her hair in disorder and traces of Uc-rs upon hor cheeks. 

The eritrarcr- cf the- gii'l upon the quiet evening scene in the 

homo of the baker never got itself explained in words. Billy, sprirging 

up and laying down his--, pen, begar. to bcw and grin. Tai hot, holding the 

book in his hand, stared at her. Jannette, .kneeling on the floor by the 

table where Billy had been at work, wept hysterically. So much was the 

weeping girl, running into the quiet of the house out cf the mystery cf 

the night, a part of the old impression cf her gotten from the battles 

in the woods and from the spirit cf the bock he had been reading, that 

Talbot braced himself and waited expectantly. In a moment he felt he 

would hear the laughter of the book-man, John Silver, ringing out of the 

darkness. Dropping the book, he sprang tc his feet and went to st^nd 

with his back to the wall. "I must be ready for whatever happens,/' he 

thought. 

The- scene in the house cf the baker broke up quickly. In at the 

door came the young barber who had walked with Jannette., followed by the 

drayman Eurrov.'s who held a shotgun in his hand. The drayman die not 

speak tc the baker cr the boy, but gc.ing to her and laying his hand 

roughly upon her shoulder, beg£<r. tc shake Jannette. 
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"What do you n.ean?" he asked sharply. "Do you want half the 

town to know? Here is the man who got you into trouble and he is ready 

tc niarrj you. He has the lic:en.i-:e ir his pocket now. He tried to get 

away on the train but I nabbed him." 

[60] Jei'kirig the girl tc her feet the drayman began to lead her 

toward the door. When the barber, whose face wbs white, attempted to 

speak he turned arc! silenced him with a look. Billy Bustard, who die. 

not understand, ren here* and there offering his guests chains, bowing 

and smiling. By the wall stood TciDVoi. , staring about. Without under

standing fully the meaning of the si l.uaticn he sensed its import, ana 

tears began running out cf his eyes and down his cheeks. 

Through the door of Eilly Eustard's house went Burrows, the 

drayman, leading the tall tlack-haired girl and followed by the white-

lipped barber. In the street utood a buggy ana into this the thrte got, 

the drayman half ]jftir.g the girl. Talbot, who had followed, stood on 

the porch, still staring. When the desire.* for action came tc him the 

buggy had passed Bruce Harvey's stable and the sobbing of the girl was 

lost in the rattle of the buggy wheels. 

Talbot, the boy, and Talbot Whittir.gharc, the man, never forgot 

the madness that followed. Through'the streets of Mirage drove the 

drayman, whipping his horse ir.to a run, and ir the road ran the bey, 

crying out and hurling sticks, declaring with all the passion cf his 

nature that the thing thet was tc be should not be. The drayman who, in 

spite of hie roughness, understood fair.tly the mctive of the boj', did 

not strike cut with his whip but hcinding the reigns to the barber and 

putting an arm firmly about the girl, beat upon the beck of the horse. 
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Through Main Street and out along a noon] it road went the three and up a 

long incline that led west to the country seat. The three in the bvggy 

said nothing and the girl no longer wept. When they had reached the top 

of the hill the drayman stcod up in the buggy and looking tack saw 

Talbot trudging homeward dovm the hil] in the tnoi-r.light. "The young 

fool," he muttered, taking the reigns frorr. the hand of the barber and 

pulling the horse down to a tret. 

It was an hour later v/hen Talbot returned to the home of the 

baker and, going in. at the back dcor, cropt upstairs to his own rcoir.. 

[61] His crying out in the empty street had by an odd chance passed 

unnoticed, and for all his madness and hie; hurlirg of stones the drayman 

had only driven away more rapidly. Ever tin girl Janette had not 

answered hia cries. He wondered if she really cared. In the darkness, 

by the window of his room he stood, trying to think things out. In 

fancy he saw the faces of the four children looking up at him as he sat 

on the log beside Janette. His mind could not fathom the thing that had 

happened ana the events that had led to the hurried journey through the; 

night. "Huh," he sneered, turnirg and preparing tc undress for 1he 

night. "I thought she had more sense. A nice kind of father he'll 

make ." 

Crawling upon his cot Talbot "buried his face in the pillow. He 

did net weep and did not want to weep. He wanted tc fight as he had 

fought with Janette in the woods, and could not understand the defeat 

that had come quick]y, giving hint no chance for victory. 
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TALPCr WI'.ITTINGHAK 

Book 2 Chapter b 

[62] Or.e summer evening, when Talbot Whittingham had con:.' Vr.to 

his sixteenth year, he stood alone before the little shelter house pro

vided by the railroad company for the aged man whc tended crossing at 

Main Street in Mirage. From the tov/n hall Main Street sloped gently 

downward toward the tracks, and as he stood lost iri meditation, down the 

sloping sidewalk toward Talbot rolled a l&rge watermelon. The watermc-lcn 

came rQcwly at first, gather:! i:g morentun r:,r. it neared the tracks, but 

before, it reached Talbot two boys crept out of the shadows cf the 

shelter house and captured it. Talbot looked languidly up the street tc 

where, before Turner's Grocery, a barefooted boy loafed and talked with, 

the clerk who stood just. withir the door. The boy who idled befcre the 

stcre watched the flight of the adventure us melon unci its capture , and 

then passing inside stood for another moment of conversation with, the 

clerk. When he emerged he strclled nonchalantly down the slope end., 

disappeared in the direction taken by the two whc had captured the 

melon. Talbot smiled feebly. It was an old story to him, this gently 

loosening of s. melon from the pile on the sidewalk before the grocery 

st.ore and giving it a little direct!r.g flip with the bare fcot. Two 

years before he had himself conceived the idea and had been the i'ir:;t to 

put"-it into execution. It wearied him a little tc see the thing being 

done and well done by another. He marveled at the stupidity of Turner 

who, having lost a hundred melons, had not yet fathomed the mystery of 

their disappearance. "Why don't they get up something new?" grcwled 

Talbot, bestirring himself and going tc stand by the pump in the depot 
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yard where his thoughts would not te diverlea by the laughter of the 

three boys eating the melon as thoy lay on the smoke—blackened grass 

that grew on the railroad embankment behind the [65] shelter house. 

From his pls.ce by the pump Talbot went to stand by a small, 

wh:i.t«.>, frame building that was, in the daytime, the bi;sy office of a 

buyer of grain. It was s night of the !!ate June and Main Street was hot 

and lifeless. The tall boy standing about in the darkness was unhappy. 

For a year he had been vaguely thinking of himself as a man, and had 

begun to get men's notions into has head. As he stood alone, deep in 

new thought.:,, he wanted an adventure with a woman and wondered how he 

might bring such an adventure about. At the thought of a. definite 

consummation of his desires his fingers trembled and his cheeks burned. 

He wondered if he should be bold and clever in such an emergency, arid 

the secret fear that he would not, shamed him. With a shrug of his 

shoulders he stepped out of the shadows and walked up and down Main 

Street. In the darkness by the jail and the town hall he put his thumb 

ir. the armhcles of his vest as he had seen Lawyer Pike do when making a 

speech. "Well, what are you afraid of?" he demanded, as though 

addressing a companion. 

Talbot went to sit in a chair before the town hotel and two 

traveling men came and sat down beside him. One of them, a young tr.an 

with prematurely gray hair, began toasting. He told of an adventure 

had the evening before with a woman of ^r.other town. "She was my 

customer's wife and I had to be mighty careful." He laughed. The boy 

wondered how one could laugh in the face of such an experience. The 

lightheadedness of the mar-, like the chatter c>f the boys who had stolen 
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the melon, irritated him. The thought that others should be bold and 

adventurous on an evening when he was timid and hesitating, maddened 

hin . 

For two years Talbot had beer, secretly thinking cf women and 

listening eagerly to the talk of men and boys concerning them. Cm; 

evening during the sun.mer of his fifteenth year, when the Mirage base

ball team of which he war* a member, had gone to play iri another town, he 

v/en 1;, accompanied by two older boys, into a hcuse cf pleasure. In the 

house one of [6^] Talbot's companions had been bold, the other timid. 

Talbot had tried to appear bored and uninterested. When the bold felDow 

went tc sit in the lap of a woman and put his arm about her neck Talbot 

feigned disgust. "Come on!" he cried to the timid boy, and ran out of 

the place. 

In the street outside the house of pleasure Talbot had swaggered 

before hie companion, who, though older, was smaller than himself. 

"Bah!" he cried, shaking his head. "She wasn't nice. I would have 

nothing to do with such cattle." 

The timid bey and Talbot had waited on a board sidewalk that 

descended the hill on the top cf v/hi i:! the pleasure house stood. As 

they waited they talked cf the experierco through which thesy had passed, 

condemning the cider boy who had not come out of the hcuse with thcair,. 

In truth, Talbot was in earnest in his condemnation of the wonc-n 

in the pleasure house. They were gross and fat, and he could not clcso 

his eyes to the fact of their vulgarity. One of them had related a 

story alir.oyt nauseating in its vileness. The fact that, in spite of his 

disgust, they had the power to confuse and disconcert him was, Talbot 
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thought, unbearable. Always he had been meet comfortable wher; ho: was 

cocksure of nimself, and secretly he dreamed of nasterarig women as he 

had mastered Billy Bustard and the bullet-headed Miller bey. 

On the evening on the hillside below the pleasure house Talbot 

had concealed his own curiosity and had let his companion pull his 

chestnuts out of the fire. When the bold boy appeared the three Ina 

gone down the hillside tc the center of the tewn and had stood together 

on the sidewalk before a saloon. Other members of the baseball team had 

passed, singing and calling tc them. The wagon in which they were to 

ride home to Mirage appeared and the driver, a half deaf old fellow, sat 

on the seat shouting. Still the three stood together, the bold boy 

growi; self-conscious and the tim:ia boy eager. "You just telJ us all 

about it," he plead. "Tell us what ycu said to her and all the things 

she said to you. Tell us everything that happened. We'll keep quiet 

about it. We won't tell the others if [b^J you'll only tell us." 

On the summer evening when Talbot sat in the chair before*the 

hotel listening to the bOL-.sti r g of the traveling man he rem^rrbered the 

adventure of the bold boy in the pleasure house, ana iri r,pite of his 

instinctive abhorc^nce half envied him. During the afterroor. he had 

pitched a game cf bs.ll in the field beyond the cheese factory at the 

edge of town, and cn the sidewalk coming back to Main Street he himself 

had been overtaken by an adventure. A girl had walked beside him and 

had issued a challenge. "I will be up town after supper," she had said, 

and Talbc-t had nodded and grinned understanding^. A jjeculiar feeling 

of helplessness, of being unable to speak aloud had tsken possession of 

him. Later, as he stood with the other ball players on the sidewalk 
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before Tom Lucas's hnrness shop, he was still disconcerted and weakly 

boastful. "I could have struck out every man," he had declared, ever: as 

he realized that to hold the admiration he so loved it would have been 

5 
better to appear cold and indifferent tc their praise. 

Arror.g the girls of Mirage Talbot Whittingham had not teen warrr.ly 

received. "He i^- struck on himself," they whispered to other boys who 

brought, the accusation to Talbot's ears. When, as sometimes happened, 

the boys with whoir Talbot loitered in the evening streets encountered a 

group of the town girls, he feigned indifference. Wher. they laughed at 

his pretense he in turn tried tc say things thr-t wculd hurt by touching 

their vanity. "There isn't a girl in tewn worth running after," he 

declared, and was both, pleased ana secretly hurr.iliated when they did not 

invite him to the parties in their houses or take him with them in the 

winter when they made up crowds to go sleigh riding en country reads. 

Lillian Gale, the girl who had walked with Taltot along the 

sidewalk froir. the baseball grounds, was small of figure and had blue 

eyes [66] and yellow hair. Although quiet ana demure of manner, she was 

in reality the boldest of all the town girls. Later in life she married 

a doctor s.na-became fat and dull, but on the evening when she walked 

with the tall boy under the village trees she was slender and graceful 

and had a beccming tilt to her tiny head. 

5* The sentence does not appear to make corr.plete sense. By 
replacing "it hold" with "to hold" the sentence becomes coherent at 
least. 
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It was Talbot's position as pitchcr for the Mirage baseball team 

that had wen her admiration, and it v/ss tc s<ve him that she had gone to 

the game. In the pitching box, with the team arranged behind him the 

boy had become a hero in her eyes. And it was:- tc become a here and make 

for himself a place in the town's life that Talbot had become a baseball 

pitcher. The place had been hardly won. Fcr two years he had practiced 

hour after hour, throwing the ball to Barley Killer, who stood, between 

the door and the manure pile at the back, of Bruce Harvey's trotting 

stable and looking forward to the time when he should stand ir. the 

center of a field and hear the admiring cries of his townsmen. 

Through the warm quiet of the sun.mer evening Talbot walked with 

Lillian Gale along the slowly climbing street leading to Cemetery Hill, 

that lay north of Kirsge. He was still confused and disconcerted. Or. 

Main Street he had no4, been bold enough tc openly join the girl but had 

crept along behind her, pretending to be oblivious to her presence until 

they came into the side street. "I did not see you until you were going 

around the corner," he-explained awkwardly, as he ran to overtake her. 

Lillian Gale looked into Talbot's eyes and laughed. His 

timidity she took as a kind of tribute to herself. 

Along the street Talbot- walked beside the blue eyed girl, 

looking at the ground and saying nothing. He was stirred and excited 

but there was something else the matter. He felt as he had felt that 

time he stole the money frcm the man on the train. He v.es unhappy 

because he had a pre-[67']monition that he was about to make a fool of 

himself. 
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Although she passed among the beys as one always half overcome 

with timidity, among the girls of Mirage Lillian Gale had a reputation 

for boldness. Her whispered invitation to Talbot that he join her for 

the walk beneath the trees would net have surprised them. Among 

themselves the girls talked of her, saying that she would come to s bad 

end. The breath of fear in regard tc her actions that ran about among 

them made her unpopular socially. She was the daughter of Henry Gale, 

a ta]l, bearded mar. who rsji the cheese factory and lived with him in a 

large white house on Pennsylvania Street. 

Seeing the- boy Talbot siler.t, and embarrassed in her presence, 

the girl who walked with him had an inclination to tease. A stray cat 

running along the sidewalk attracted her attention and she took it into 

her arms. When Talbot began to talk she pretended not to hear, and 

looking at the cat stroked its head, and pursing up her .Lips cooed 

softly. Talbot war- uncontrollably irritated. 

Along the street under the trees went the boy and girl until 

they came to the gravel path that ran beneath the cemeterj v.all. The 

girl continued to caress the cat while Talbot brooded and thought of hit-

own position. He began to picture himself as going through life thus, 

wanting women, walking beside then1, courting and yet at the mercy of 

some power they held over him. 

"Ana are they to have the best of ir.e?" he shouted aloud, 

startling the yellow haired girl so that she stepped and faced him, 

perplexed and frightened. 

A fury of impatience at such dawdling as seemed necessary in the 

relationship between men and women swept over Talbot. With a half snarl 
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he sprang at the girl, who stcod half alarmed, waiting. Tearing the cat 

from her arms, he hurl eel it ever the cemetery wail and then, taking her 

roughly by the shoulders and embracing her fiercely, he began kissing 

her upon the lips. 

[6S] An hour later Talbot sat with Lillian Gale upon a grassy 

be 11k in a field beyond the cemetery wall. His irritation in regard to 

women had passed and he lookec into the face cf the girl who sat beside 

him, filled with a new wonder. A change, he thought, had come over ner. 

The eyes that had maadened him because of the look of power trid cunning 

he had seen an them were now the eyes of an awakened woman, filled with 

brooding tenderness. 

Talbot looked away from the eyes to the edge of the field, 

where, in the, mcorJight, a clump of elders made itself into a grotesque 

figure that loomed out of the darkness. He remembered sharply the 

conversation between the man and woman, heard on the train that time he 

came to Mirage, and in an unexpressed way felt himself a part of the 

growing things in the fields, the corn, the warm, rich smelling grass 

and the clumps of elders that looked like a giant with a club in his 

hand. 

The boy who sat with the girl in the field was a si:;.? 11 town boy 

and knew the morals and the social code of the small town. Warnings, 

whispered about among men, came into his mind, and his hand that held 

tightly the hand of the girl trembled. "We couldn't help it, could we?" 

he whispered fearfully, again looking into the eyes with the brooding 

light in then. 
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Lillian Gale laughed quietly and then, putting an arm about 

Talbot's shoulder, began to cry softly. "Let's not care, let's not 

think of caring," she whispered. 

Together Talbot and the girl walked homewnrct through the 

streets. He was bold now and went with her tc the very door of her 

father's house, stopping in the shadows on the porch to kiss her upon 

the lips. Again he saw the brooding light in her eyes but hurried away, 

wanting to be alone with his own thought. 

Talbot went to stand again ii the shadows of the shelter house 

by the tracks. He was conscious of the beauty of the night, and in an 

odd way conscious of the beauty of hirr.sclf in the night. He wanted to 

boast but [69] did not want, tc beast to another. When the clerk hnd 

turned out the lighii: dr. Turner's ana came whj.Mt.Jing along the street he 

crept behind the shelter house and sat. upon the ground in the darkness, 

his mind filled with strange thoughts. 

Into the mind of Taltot came the figures of the prematurely gray 

traveling man and the boy who had lingered in the pleasure house on the 

hilll. He began to laugh, pleased with himself that, as he thought, 

another of the boogies mankind had set up before him had been destroyed 

in his moment of swaggering boldness. "They are like me," he whispered, 

picking up handfulIs of gravel and throwing them with a sweep of the arm 

intc the darkness, "girls are like boys only thev are afraid just as I 

was afraid." 

A quick respect for the girl who had been in his arms blazed up 

in him, ana arising noisily he went homeward through the streets, pro

claiming Lillian Gale and again proclaiming himself. "Girls know that 



boys are fools," he muttered. "They know whet I know—that you can 

handle therr. if you try." His mood changed and he began a little to 

minimize the courage of the girl and to magnify his own courage. "You'll 

see. After this I'll get along with women al3 right," he boasted, again 

putting his thumbs in the armholcs of his vec>t and swaggering along the 

dark street. 
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TALBOT VJ-IITTIKGHAM 

Eook 2 Chapter 7 

[70] In Mirage there was a sotry, born in--the brain of Red 

Manly, that Tom Bustard, of Norwalk, Chic, father of Billy Bustard, was 

dead. The brutal and heavy handed old thresherman had disappeared from 

Norwalk shortly after his son's escape to"Cleveland, and once Talbot 

-heard Billy pay that his father had gone to live in Kansas. 

Red Manly had, however, a different explanation of the dis

appearance of the thresherman. To him Tom Bustard had become a figure, 

about which to weave grotesque tales, and in the evenings as he loafed 

about town he told the story of old Tom's death over and over, building-

it up and embellishing it, to his own inexhaustible delight. 

"Choked to death with the cork of a beer bottle," declared Red, 

gulping and making a wry face as he addressed a group of travelling men 

loitering before the hotel, or a visiting horseman come to town to see 

Bruce and the great Mumbledepeg. "He tried to pull the cork with his 

teeth and it flew out, lodging in his throat. For two hourr he raced 

through the streets of Norwalk, trying to borrow a corkscrew. Crowds of 

men and boys ran after him, shouting advice anJ making ribald comments. 

When a stranger in town produced a corkscrew and was about to offer it 

to the unfortunate man it was snatched from his hand and thrown over a 

high board fence into a patch of weeds. 

At last, and in groat agony, Tom Bustard expired on the court

house steps, but so strong was his soul that in tearing itself loose 

from the body it loosened the cork which, in flying out, struck the 

mayor of Norwalk in the eye, blinding him for life." 
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Such was the tale of the death of Ten Bustard as told by Red 

[?l] Manly, and by it he gained wide renown. With each new telling he 

added a flourish, and like a good actor, from each new audience he 

gathered inspiration. In the end the story became a town classic and is 

told by other Red Manlys upon the streets of Mirage to this day. 

But Tom Bustard was not dead, nor was he corked and buried. 

Indeed he was much alive, arid one da;/ he came tc Mirage to teach young 

Whittingham a new lesson—the lesson of the worth, the power and the 

limitations of brutality. 

It was on a rainy evening in August that Billy's father came to 

town to see if, in has old age, he could wrest from his timied and 

prosperous son the money with which to live in ease and comfort. 

Billy must have been forewarned. There must have been letters 

and threats before the heavy hand of the old man was laid on his sen's 

door ana the bruts.1 old figure stepped across his threshold, but if 

warning had come the little baker had said nothing. Perhaps time had 

worn thin the memory of the blows he had received, and in the coming of 

the father tc his house he saw nothing about which tc be alarmed. The 

"strike an average" policy applied to human relations leads to dullness, 

and to just such musses as that in which Billy became involved because 

he did not take strong measures to keep old Tom away. 

Talbot had been drinking on the evening when he first saw Tom 

Bustard, and in that drinking there is a story also. For three hours, 

from eight until after eleven, he had been sitting on the wooden steps, 

where farmers unleaded milk cans at the back door of the cheese factory, 
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taking his turn at a bottle hold in the hand of a small Irish woman, by

name Kit Donahue. 

Ar. awning ran out over the platform and the steps, and in the 

shelter of this Talbot sat huddled beside Kit, drinking from the bottle 

and trying to express the ideas in regard to men and women that were 

growing in his mind, while Kit, leaning forward and talking even as 

Talbot talked, [72] poured out a tirade against men and their attitude 

towards women. 

In Mirage, as in other American villages, and in cities, it is 

the custom of the prosperous among the men to gratify themselves smcng 

the daughters of the poor, and Kit Donohue, who was a waitress ir.. the 

town's one hotel, could, at twenty-five, look back on a long li^e spent 

with her back tc the wall fighting for the virtue that was with her a 

fetish. With hor blue eyes, her big mouth twisted up at the corners, 

and her slight, boyish figure, Kit had sailed through situations that 

would have appalled a more womanly woman, and had in her head a knowledge 

of men's motives, possessed only by geniuses and waitresses in country 

hotels. 

And truly had Kit Donohue wi thstood the siege. She was a devout 

church woman in a queer, non-churchgoing way, and the whole strength of 

her stout soul could, at ar.y moment, be called into service in the 

defense of her virginity. By her philosophy of life to lose that would 

have been to lose all, and a],though she could gran with we.rm good nature 

at the sallies of traveling salesmen and go with them to walk arm-in arm 
• - «—1 

through the streets in the evening, she would have given up her life 
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without an outcry rather than fall in with the plans they had in mind 

for her. 

That Kit Donchue anrJ Talbot should have become friends was one 

of the delightful consequences of small town life. The thing that Bruce 

Karvey found in the eyes of the boy the little Irish waitress also 

found. When they passed in the streets a. twinkle came into her eyes and 

a broad grin upon her homely face. As though to say, "Here is one who is 

my blood brother, a bird of prey, one intent upon having the best of it 

in the battle of life," she waved her Ivmd, or, in passing, gave the boy 

a playful tap upon the shoulder. 

As Talbot grew older ana began to spend his evenings loafing in 

Main Street he came often upon Kit, who at eight o'clock was free and 

ready to go forth, seeking adventure. Sometimes, hiring a hoi-se and 

buggy, [73]^ from the livery stable—going share and share in the: cost— 

sometimes creeping away in the evening to a hillside to take together 

their lessons in the art of smoking, sometimes just laughing and pushing 

each other about on the board sidewalks along the darkened residence 

streets of Mirage, the two played and tumbled each other about like 

healthy kittens. 

The drinking cn the cheese factory steps was Kit's idea. Sc on 

her guard was she among the traveling men with whom she sometimes walked 

out in the evening and the business men who secretly ogled her, that any 

sort cf freedom of action was a treat not to be missed. In her 

6. P. 73 of the MS has been written on a different typewriter, 
in a black carbon rather than the blue of pp. 29-72. The blue carbou 
and original typewriter return on p. 7^-
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enthusiasm over the comradeship with Talbot she abandoned herself 

utterly. "I want to smoke and get drunk with you," she explained. "I 

want to do the things other men are always trying to get me to do. I'll 

work the others for what I can get but I'll take no chances with them." 

And so on the steps of the cheese factory on the rainy evening 

sat the boy and the woman, passing the bottle and talking solemnly of 

their affairs. In the bottle was a mixture of whiskey and blackberry 

wine, and after each drink the two became more concerned about them

selves and the things thev were doing. 

And for all their secret understanding of each other the drink

ing might have turned out badly had not the woman's head been stronger 

than the boy's. Snugly they sat together and after a half dozen drinks 

Talbot began kissing her upon the lips arid she, disarmed by the stuff in 

the bottle, kissed him also, stopping after each kiss to put her head in 

the crook of her arm and weep hysterically. 

And then something happened. The boy, half intent upon love 

making, got suddenly and uncontrollably drunk. Arising, he went reeling 

off along the street with Kit Donohue, miraculously restored to her 

seneofi, following at his heels and jeering. As they neared Main Street 

and Talbot grew more uncertain with every step, the woman with a shout 

of delight, pushed him off the sidewalk into a pool of v/ater and ran 

off, leaving ["**] him to find his own way home to Billy Bustard's house. 

There is a misunderstanding: abroad in regard to the drunkenness 

of boys. Young fellows in colleges and village lads, excited by the 

prospects of a dance to be held in the hall above the postoffice, get 

drunk and go reeling and singing through the streets. Being timid, 
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inexpressive, and awkward, they seek through the neck of a bottle the 

road to boldness and a certain swaggering grace of action. In little 

laughing, whispering groups, they gather in the darkness behind the 

college dormitories, or if they are small town boys gone for an evening 

tc strange parts, they strut into bars and carry the thing off with an 

air, though the fiery stuff they drink bring tears to their eyes. 

"To be drunk is to be in tune with modern society," the man 

Whit tin ""ham used to say, and in his didactic way he would point out that 

the boy who is tonight drunk and reeling through the streets is but 

preparing himself for the greater drunkenness, the drunkenness that 

makes him accept without a protest a. life cf dull toil, that en&bles him 

to live without madness in a house stuffed with hideous furniture and 

with hideous pictures on the wa]l, that so dulls him that he can 13ve in 

the same house and even sleep night after night in the same room with a 

woman, become a slattern, because she was once a delicate girl v/ho had 

won his heart. 

"The inclination of boys to get drunk is horrible, but as 

compared with—well, say the sottish mental habit of reading popular, 

romantic novels, it is as clean as the v/ind in the corn." 

They were children, but they were not fools—Talbct and Kit 

Donohue passing the bottle back and forth and talking on the platfcrm by 

the cheese factory. In their own way they were trying to get at an 

understanding of each other and, throueh each other, cf all men and 

women. Before the time of the kissing they talked of many things, and 

the waitress, keen in her knowledge of both men and women, tried to give 
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tc the boy some of [75] her own keenness. "You are not to be upset by 

women, though they cry ami say you have taken advantage of thorn," she 

whispered, when he had tried to tell her of some of the problems that 

confronted him. Waving the bottle joyfully in the free hand, she put 

her other hand upon his shoulder. "Wcmer: know more than they pretend to 

know," she announced, becoming serious. "Let them be on their guard and 

if they fall let them fall. You look out for Talbot Whittingham. That 

will keep you busy enough." 

In the street, alone and drur.k after the departure of Kit, 

Talbot was overcome with the sentimentality that is part, of the effect 

of drinking and of the effect of living in the modern worlc. He begem 

to think of himrrolf and to worry about his future. Twenty-five yeers 

ago America was struck mad. with the desire of seeing its sons get on in 

the world, and wobbly old fellows with weak legs and eyes and great 

jelly-like paunches who owned clothing and shoe stores, bs.nks and houses 

to rent in the tewn of Mirage, looked upen Talbot's idling away his days 

and doing nothing beyond building a good body and a keen, shrewd brain, 

as a waste. They spoke about the matter to Billy and to the boy. Even 

Bruce Harvey, carried along with the wave, had cnce or twice shaken his 

head over Talbot's situation. 

And so, for the moment and in his cups, Talbot became the 

earnest young American intent upon getting on. Putting his clenched 

fist above his head and weaving back and forth along the deserted, rain-

washed Main Street, he proclaimed himself as one about to reform. 

"You've got to brace up and gc to work," he declared solemnly, stopping 
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tc lean against a tree and reflect, "you've got to be a man and taken 

a man's place ir. the world." 

The wave of sentimentality that had sv/ept over Talbot submerged 

him. He gulped and spat out words like a newspaper writer. When he 

came to the stone steps before the town hall he sat down her-vily and 

began to weep. The tears flowing from his eyes niingjed with the rain 

and ran down his neck under his collar. "I'm net doing right by little 

Billy," he sobbed. 

It is well that Kit Dcnohue had run away. In the state, brought 

[76] upon him by the contents of the bottle it is not unlikely Talbot 

would have fallen on his knees and asked her to marry him. The loss of 

his natural artist's sense of the fitneos of things, that had led him to 

forget the woman and accept the pal, would have destroyed her faith in 

him forever. For the moment he was utterly drunk, first with the 

draughts from the bottle ajid later with that terrible drunkenness that 

in America is almost universal and that is expressed in the saying, "A 

boy should be getting on in the world." 

Talbot got over the drunkenness. The sentimentality wore itself 

out in the weeping on the town hall steps, and later in more of the ^aw-

setting speeches sputtered in the empty streets as he worked his way 

homeward. In Miller's potato patch, which he crossed in trying to 

reach, unobserved, Billy's back door, he fell, covering himself with mud 

and barking his knee on a stone. He swore then, and after the profanity 

laughed long and heartily at his own foolishness. 

As to the other intoxication, he got ever that also. Fcr as he 

crawled, covered v/ith mud, thrcugh the back door cf the house, he heard 
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for the first time the sound of the brutal voice of Tom Bustard, who was 

to drive him out of Mirage into the world, and, creeping forward and 

leaving a trail of mud and water cn the kitchen floor, he pushed open 

the door cf the sparsely furnished living room and saw the huge figure 

cf the man. In the house the threcherman sat in Eilly's favorite 

rocking chair and, leaning forward, shook his fist in the face of Eilly, 

who white with fear fawned and mewed like a frightened animal. 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Bock 2 Chapter 8 

[77]^ Tom Bustard, the brute, never thought of hesitancy in his 

attitude toward the boy he found in the house of his son, but took 

advantage at once and decisively of the power he held over him. On the 

morning after the old man's coming tc Mirage and after Talbot's drinking 

bcut with Kit Donohue, the two came face to face on the stair leading 

down from Talbot's bare room at the top of Billy's house. Old Tom 

trusted to no half measure but met the impudent stare of the boy with a 

blow that for the moment upset entirely Talbot's carefully built-up 

philosophy of mastery in living. 

There was a landing with room for two tc stand in comfort 

talking and at the level of the head a shelf nailed to the wall, a shelf 

on which Talbot had been in the habi^ of throwing books, baseball gloves 

and suchlike things. The boy was fumbling about on the shelf when Tom 

Bustard tramped heavily up the stairs and confronted him. Already he 

had forced out of Billy an explanation of Talbot's presence in the 

house. "You have a week tc be getting out of here," he growled, 

stopping before the boy and blocking the way with a hand upon the shelf 

and his broad shoulders filling the stairway. 

Talbot made no renly, anH although hie heart began pounding in 

his chest, he tried to carry off the situation with a show of flippancy. 

Taking a baseball glove from the shelf he began beating it against the 

7- There is another version of part of this chapter in the 
Talbot Whittingham MS at the Newberry Library. It is a first person 
narrative of essentially the same material, and is edited here as 
Appendix B. 
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sole of his shoes. The man frightened him as he had never been 

frightened before. In the face before him he saw something new in his 

experience, something direct, relentless, terrible. After two minutes 

in the presence of [78] Tom Bustard, Talbot the debonair, the swaggerer, 

the boy whc had begun to pride himself on being on top of every situa

tion, was trembling like a girl. Half afraid that he would burst into 

tears Talbot made a supreme effort to reassert his impudence. Turning 

half awe.y from the mar. and still fiddling with the baseball glove he 

began to whistle softly, and without a word the old man silenced him. 

Taking his hand from the shelf and stepping quickly back to get the 

range, the thresherrr.an struck Talbot a swinging blow on the mcuth, 

knocking hin off his feet and banging his head against the steps leading 

up and then, turning, went heavily downstairs, leaving the boy stunned 

and whimpering as Billy had whimpered in his prestnce on the evening 

befere. 

The coming of old Tom brought the boy, who had been living and 

growing at his ease in the house of the baker, face to face with life. 

In reality it was the fear cf losing his income, of being thrown suddenly 

out upon the world, of giving up his warm nest in the house where he had 

been the dominant spirit that made old man Bustard such a terror to him. 

It is a part of the n&t-'^e of such men as Whittingh&m to 

dominate. Some turn of the brain makes it impossible for them to take 

a secondary place in life. Ir. the realms of thought, of fancv, in love, 

or in the more definite places, as in the markets or on the battle

fields, they will turn and twist, lie in wait, run eagerly forward, 

persint and persist again, and the orJy thing of all this not cuite 
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definitely understood by the general is that the spirit that drove . 

Napoleon across the bridge at Austerlitz and Caesar to cro^s the Rubicon 

is the spirit that drove the consumptive Keats to the writing of The 

Nightingale anrl Fielding, the London man about town, to the telling of 

the story of Tom Jones. 

The position of the artist in the miadle of modern life is 

comparable only to the position of the female, and of the artist it may 

be said that in him is the adventurous male colored by more than a touch 

of the female bent upon reproduction. Like the female, he has found it 

[79] necessary that he be relentless and, to a large degree, unscrupu

lous. Into a world made for the comfort of the dull and the unimagina

tive, he comes, a highly developed, half sensual, dcminnnt sjjirit. He 

must try to understand the muddle of affairs amongst which he must live, 

but like the female he must not forget his reproductive pussion. He 

must try to get hold of the lav;s in the jungle of lives and ideas that 

have grown cut of iron's disorder and lack of understanding, or he must 

make his own le.ws, cut his own way through to the roads along which the 

needs of his nature beckon him. 

I*rem whet I know of the later Whittingham I am convinced that 

from the first, there on the stairs, and later through what happened 

Talbot thought not at all, or but casually, of Billy's white, trembling 

lips and shrinking figure. His mind was obsessed with thoughts of his 

own income threatened and his own figure lying sprawling and ineffective 

upon the stairs. Of a sudden the weakness of Billy, that had been his 

defense, became a menace. Talbot thought that cut as he half crawled 

down stairs after the blow. In the big empty room at. the foot of the 
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stairs stood citf'Tom, grinning at him. In the living room beyond he 

could hear Billy moving vaguely about. The boy wanted to cry out, to 

scream like an angry woman, to throw himself in desperation upon the 

giant old figure. In hie excitement he sobbed convulsively. The blow 

that had shaken him so that he had felt the jar of it to the nails of 

his toes was as nothing compared to the sickening realisation of his 

impotence in the presence cf this new force that confronted him. 

Without a word and with but three or four dollars in his pocket he 

turned and went out of the house, realizing that his days of boyhood 

security were over and that he might never again be able to enter the 

house in safety. 

Let me try to describe Tom Bustard to you. He was a Gargantuan 

[80] old mar. and, although I do not trust Talbot's memory of him and do 

not doubt that fear and hatred distorted his vision I am sure the man 

was a monster. At fortj or fifty and with all of the power of his 

broad, stumpy figure ripe in him, he must have been terrible. He had a 

tiny, straight, little mouth like the mouth of a child, set in a face 

that in the din light of the stairway looked to Talbot as big as a door. 

The jaws were not heavy and all of the weight of the face was drawn up 

about the eyes. The head was a foot through across the forehead, and in 

the badly proportioned. grotesque figure and face there was a shocking 

quality of evil and power,.born of a long lifetime of browbeating 

physically inferior men and women. 

I am wondering, as I sit-writing and thinking of the man 

Whittingham, cow I am to tell you of him there as a boy in the presence 

of that new and bewildering force. I have to hew to something, to tell 
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you as truly and coldly as I can, what he did, and yet keep alive in you 

my own feeling of respect and even warm glowing love for him. In my own 

perplexity I am impelled to make an appeal to you, to ask how many of 

you readers know the terrible feeling of defeat that settled upon Talbot 

that August morning as he slunk out of the house and confronted the day. 

Also, I wonder if I am trying to influc-nce your minds when I declare 

that in ir.y own mind I am convinced that Talbot's feeling toward Billy 

had even then begun to take on a tcuch of protective tenderness. But, in 

the name of Whittingham I will not bid cheaply for your favor. 

So evening after evening the boy who had strutted about, 

demanding his monthly income, throwing baseball gloves and bets into 

corners, going in and out at his will in the evenings, singing and 

whistling on the stairs, now crept silently into the Bustard house ond. 

slinking away to his cot in the room upstairs, heard the strident voice 

of his conqueror threatening, and the heavy feet pacing up and down on 

the floor below. Breathless, Talbot lay and listened. In fancy he 

could see the great fist, that had struck him the jarring blow, closing 

about the pocket-book [8l] that had, for f>ix years, been his own protec

tion against the world. How the boy's fingers itched tc be at the man's 

throat and how passionately he should like tn h«ve r"n dot/n out of his 

lost, and with claws and teeth, sharpened by his growing hatred, tear 

Tom Bustard's hand from the money b&gs from which he had himself been 

drawing so steadily and had hoped still to draw. 

Physical strength and brutality has in it a power but half 

appreciated in the modern world. Only v/hen men are massed and driven, 

gun in hand, into battles do they know the vitality of it. In times of 
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peace there is perhaps almost too much talk cf love and gentleness. We 

have so long rcewea and whined that we forget how a strong hand can make 

us tremble, and a racking, jarring blow upset our courage. 

Well Talbot Whittingham had been taught thai, lesson, and later 

when he went out to live in the world he did not forget it. He had been 

shown how both physical strength and cold cruelty may be used, and more 

than once he used them, remembering with his Whittingham grin the figure 

of the old man whc taught him that lesson. But there in the darkness on 

the cot ir. the house of the baker, Whittingham was not Whittingham, but 

Talbot, the boy, perplexed and ineffective. In the silence, when the 

roaring voice that came up from below had died out he lay awake, swearing 

softly and viciously. He made queer motions with his hanris in the air. 

In his helplessness he occasionally wept at the thought that his days of 

swaggering were over and that in his path was a figure beyond his power 

to brush aside. 

And so we ccme to the end of all this busiress, about which I 

have bt-en writing so heroically. Something of the terror of it, caught 

I suppose from the attitude of the man Whittingham toward that period of 

his life, has crept into my telling of it. At any rate, the evening 

came that brought it to an end. Again it rained, and again, as on that 

other evening when, charged with the spirit caught from the bottle, he 

[82] walked c-.nd sputtered in the street, Talbot went forth, filled with 

a new drunkenness. 

That afternoon in the little office in the bakery, Billy had 

talked to the boy and had declared definitely that he intended to cut 
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off the income that he had for six years been paying so grudgingly. As 

he talked the little baker whined and smirked and rubbed his hands 

together. In his highly pitched, queer voice he talked of a son's duty 

to his father. Talbot said nothing to that, although a cynical smile 

played about the corners of his mouth. Some streak of worldly wisdom 

came to his rescue. "The man must have some peg on which to hang his 

self-respect, and if he chooses to rr.nke words concerning filial duty I 

will not quarrel with him for that," thought Talbot, as he went silently 

out at the bakery door. 

In the evening streets, with the rain pelting down upon him, 

Talbot walked, sick and disappointed at the unexpected turn to his 

affairs. The shutting off of the income meant much to him. He had 

saved no money and although he was ready enough to push out into the 

world he wanted a round handful cf money out of Billy's pocket, before he 

set forth. He had no idea that Tom would ever gc away from the house, 

and saw no way by which, in the face of the old man's powerful influence, 

he could come at the money he wanted f<\r his own ends. 

I will not gc into the heroics of that evening, the heroics that 

are always the mark of the ineffectual figure in the world. Talbot 

raved and panted through quiet deserted side streets, half beside him

self with tearful wrath. One would suppose that primitive man, wrested 

out of his warm nest in a nook in the rocks on a hillside by some great 

beast, felt as the boy felt, and as the evening wore on Talbot, like 

such a figure, became more and more primitive. The possibility of 

killing old Tom, of clearing from his path this thing that frightened 

and, tha.t had defeated him, came into his mind, and he brooded on that. 
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Far cut on Main Street, where the end of a huge barn had been built 

close to the sidewalk, he came [83] upon Salty Adair, who was a shoe

maker, a drunkard and the town's one socialist, and followed him in his 

drunken wanderings, using him as a model, upon which he fitted one after 

another the various possible methods for the killing of old Tom that 

came into his mind. 

It was past ten o'clock when Talbot came back into Mc.in Street, 

slinking along in the shadows of buildings and hiding himself in hall

ways to let people pass. Tom Eck was a candidate for mayor of Mirage 

that year, and a huge banner on which a crude portrait had been painted 

hung across Main Street. Talbot stopped to look at the banner and to 

think of how the huge paunch of the man tiad once shot him into Billy's 

lap. He shuddered. The town of Milage, that for several years he had 

been locking upon as a toy with which to amuso himself, now half 

frightened him. A wind bellied the canvas and again the great paunch 

of the man seemed to shoot out. That also became a pert, of a universal 

plot to drive him forth empty handed into the v/orld. The very rain that 

swept through the streets seemed in the conspiracy. "I am like a louse 

on the body of e man about to bathe," he muttered, smiling at his own 

outburst of self-pity and his expression of it. 

Talbot Whittingham was cunning Vhen he came to the door of Bruce 

Harvey's trotting stable a half hour later, cunning v/ith the cunning of 

a desperate little animal. Bruce came down out of the loft at the sound 

cf the fists beating on the barn door and his huge unkempt v.'oman came 

with him. In a kind cf fever of expectancy the three stood in the 
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darkness near the door, the man and the wc-inan waiting for the boy to 

explain his visit. Talbot sputtered and a lump rose and fell in his 

throat. The plan that had been growing in his mind suddenly took form 

and he began to v/eep. With the definite forming of a plan courage 

re-turned to him, but with a conscious effort he made his voice quake and 

tremble. "The old man it. trying to kill Billy," he said, tremblingly. 

"Twice he has threatened and we have no way to protect ourselves. I 

want to borrow [8^J your revolver." 

Talbot got Bruce Harvey's heaw army pistol. The wife took it 

from a shelf in the blanket room and put it into his hands. "Shoot if 

you have to," she said gruffly, and without waiting to reply Talbot ran 

away, half fearing the sanity of Bruce. "I'm only going to use it to 

defend myself," he whispered to give himself courage as he ran away into 

the darkness. 

Fate, that forever playc- into the hands of its favorites, played 

into the hands of Talbot on that night of his sore need. Old Tom and 

Billy were in the bakery on that evening. The old thresherman had so 

frightened his son that he was afraio to go home, and not to be outdone 

Tom had tramped off down town to bully hitr. As Talbot ran through the 

streets with the revolver held under his coat he saw the light in the 

bakery window and, pushing open the door, crept softly in. 

What Talbot saw in the bakery sent a thrill through his body. 

The two men were in Billy's little office. The door was slightly ajar. 

At his desk sat Billy, his father's hand at his throat. The opportunity 

for which Talbot had been praying as he ran through the rain-washed 
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streets had sprung quickly upon him. All of the weakness and the un

certainty went out of him and he stepped boldly forward. "I've got 

him," sang some spirit in his brain, and his hand that held the handle 

of the revolver was steady as when in a ball game he prepared to throw 

the ball to an alert batsman. 

Talbot Whittingham never had any illusions about the thing he 

did. Not for a moment did he believe that Tom Bustard intended to kill 

his son Billy. The timid baker was the goose that would lay the golden 

eggs for the thresherman and every shade of the situation was clearly 

[85] defined in the brain of the alert Talbot. The town, taking Billy's 

word for it always supposed that Billy was saved from his death by the 

courage of the boy, but the baker was frightened beyond reason as 

Talbot's shrewd brain had calculated he would be. By his obstinacy the 

baker had simply kindled the brutal fires in the eld man and their 

blazing up was Talbot's opportunity. 

"I want that money and I want it now," Tom Eustard was saying as 

Talbot pushed open the office door and confronted him. "I want money 

enough to keep me in comfort the rest of my days and no more words about 

it." 

When Tom Bustard saw Talbot standing in the office door he took 

his hands off the throat of his son. For a moment the two stared at 

each other, and twenty years later when the man Whittingham told me 

of that moment in the life of the boy, a ring of pride csme into his 

voice. In an instant he knew that realization had come to the brain of 

the man who had been his conqueror, realization that in the tall boy 

Tom Bustard had at last met with a nature capable of effective cruelty, 
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t, more persistently relentless than his ovm. 

the eld man hang for a moment with that realiza

tion burning itself into his brain and then, taking no further chances 

and with something like a smile playing about the corners of his mouth, 

the boy shot the man twice, in the breast and in the head. 
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TALEOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book 2 Chapter 9 

[86] It was a nasty business, the killing cf Tom Bustard in the 

dim light in the bakery office, perhaps the least lovely of all of the 

things I shall tell you cf Whittingham, the artist, and in a strangely 

persistent way it, among all of his adventures, stays most obstinately 

in the memory. 

I do not mean to say that I am sorry Talbot Whittingham killed 

Tom Bustard. I thirik that with his nature he had to do that. I am not 

sorry that Whittingham who, in the end, was to devote himself body and 

soul to the pursuit of delicate and adventurous shades cf thought, once 

went with Winkers Miller to the slaughter house at the edge of town to 

see the killing of a steer. The act of the killing of the steer, like 

the killing of the thresherman in the office, was revolting. Both 

represent a phase cf life that the sensitive mar. instinctively avoids. 

But I am telling you the story of the growth and development of a master 

artist and one does not become the master artist v/ho hestiates to throw 

the dice of life. 

There is an odd paradox here that even at the risk of leaving 

Talbot with the smoking pistol in his hand I must make words about. 

During the history of any race of men there are born many men anrl women 

who have the vision of perfection and beauty that is in the eye of the 

artist, but produce no beauty. Hesitating, these figures stand as upon 

the very threshhold of existence. Having quite clearly in the mind the 

vision or the act that is beautiful, they do not act but look into the 

distance, lost in dreams. "Tomorrow," they say, "I shall go forward, 
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tomorrow I shall sing this song, love this love, hev; from this crude 

stone a thing that is beautiful. They are not dullards, the waiters 

upon the threshhold of life. In a way they help to keep the sense of 

beauty alive in [87] the hearts of men. They are not dullards, and at 

the last they are not artists. Theirs is the story of the man v/ith the 

five golden talents who returned them unspent to the master and was 

rebuked by him. As they wait, lost in the dream of beauty, life like an 

army of dusty veterans swings past and, without having lost the sense of 

beauty, they have lost forever the artist's privilege of creating 

beauty. At the last they must know that he who does not dare defeat 

comes to no victory, and that all of the beauty of the world from the 

figure of the Christ to the verses of John Keats is but proof anew that 

out of the defeat of the dreams of men ccrcies the beauty that is art. 

Anyway, and to return to our Talbot, the grotesque old thresher-

man died quickly. As the steer fell under the blow of the sledge in the 

hands of Winkers Killer, so he fell, crashing down among the chairs with 

which the office was littered, and like the steer, giving forth a little 

coughing grunt. 

Billy Bustard did not stay in the room with the slayer and his 

victim. The two shots that sounded like thunderclaps in the close little 

room so frightened him that he scrambled up frcm the floor and, tearing 

pact the boy, went screaming madly out into Main Street. For days the 

man's mind seemed unable to grasp the reality of the thing that had 

been done and he had no idea at all of what had occurred at the moment 

of the killing. In falling forward, the body of old Tom had struck the 

man crouching in the chair, spilling him out upon the floor, and in 
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Billy's story, when he came to tell it, there was a tale of blows rained 

upon his head after the first and before the second shot. With a whole 

mind the baker believed that in the office before the coming of Talbot 

he had faced death, that the hsnd at his throat had intended to make an 

of him, and although Talbot believed no such thing he kept his peace. 

To every man it is allowed that he have his own notion in regard 

to souls, and there be no doubt .that after the killing the falling body 

of old Tom came often into Talbot's mind at night. It v/as his hand [88] 

and his cunning brain, snatching the opportunity to kill in safety under 

the guise of saving Billy, that sent a virile old thresherman faring 

forth. The boy killed coldly, and, stout old brute that he kri£w "his 

victim to be, he admired even as he shot. In the little moment, as he 

looked over Billy's head into the eyes of the boy, that gleamed in the 

dim light behind the pistol, Tom Bustard knew that the moment of reckon

ing had come. He didn't flinch from it, and Talbot was always grateful 

to him for that. Had the man been able to get past the chair and lay 

his hands on the boy, he also would have killed. His eyes said that, 

and then, like one parting from a casual friend at a railroad station 

and with a grin on his queer, childlike mouth, he stepped, still 

grinning, intc the arms of death, turning Talbot's long nursed hatred 

to admiration. 

Talbot got cut of the sight cf the blood-stained room and into 

the street close upon the heels of Billy. The reaction from the long 

evening of heartening himself for the deed had set in, and his hand 

trembled. Running quickly to where a barrel of sugar sat behind a 

counter, he pushed the pistol deep into the barrel and covered it, then 
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giving himself a moment in the darkness to get himself in hand, he 

stepped, grinning as old Tom had grinned, out at the door to where, on 

the sidewalk, Billy's screaming cries had brought half a dozen men to 

stand trembling and alarmed in the darkness and the rain. 

Mirage did not take the killing of the old thresherman very 

seriously. Tales of his brutality during the week in his son's house 

had run through the town and, with but few exceptions, the men of 

Mirage were unable to conceive of a boy as being able to kill except in 

a moment of fright or desperation. Like the business men among whom 

Talbot later lived, and when he was always able to fool completely, the 

men of his town thought of force and determination as something wordy 

and blatant, a thing that tramped heavily about and pounded with a fist 

upon tables. A grinning, quiet way of life disarmed them and on the 

stone steps [89] before the bakery Talbot took care to disarm them more 

completely. 

"I got him," he announced, cheerfully, to Salty Adair, the one-

legged socialist who had stumped up the steps to stand by the door. And 

then, seeing Bill Butler, the town's night watchman in the group on the 

sidewalk, he changed his tune. He wasn't much afraid of the conse

quences of his act, but reasoned that a show of heroics would not be 

out of place. Dropping upon the top step he began to sob, half play 

acting and half using that method to relieve his tense feelings. "I 

couldn't stand like a stick and see him kill the man who had been father 

to me," he sputtei'ea through his tears. 
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They took Talbot off for his day in coui't. without delay. The 

county seat was eight miles from Mirage and Talbot went in a buggy, 

sitting beside the town marshall, and with half the town following in 

busses and carry-alls. When the court had finished with him, Talbot came 

back a here. For the favor of a word with him business men ran out of 

stores leaving thoir customers unserved, and in the evening, girls 

walked back and forth upon the sidewalk in front of Billy's house. Over 

and over the tale of the heroism of the boy was told and retold, and 

with each new telling the story grew until the killing in the bakery 

became the most desperate of hand to hand struggles and Talbot's part in 

it almost inhuman in its fearlessness. 

The tale is alive in Mirage today, and Talbot is the hero of it. 

Years later I heard an echo of those clamorous first days from a man we 

met as I walked with Whittingham along State Street in Chicago. We 

stopped before the old Palmer House while the Mirage visitory to the 

city told of how old Tom had tried to shoot his son and of the nmrvelous 

strength and dexteidty of the boy who had snatched the revolver away and 

killed the old brute instead. 

[90] Talbot let the story told by the man in the street stand, 

and there in Mirage he let the distorted rumors that ran from lip to lip 

stand also. Silently he went through the streets and in silence sat 

with Billy in his house at the end of the day. The killing had but 

emphasised the fact that his boyhood was over. He was thinking of the 

world and of what he should do when he presently went out into the 

world. 
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A killing is a killing and in hi/3 heart Talbot knew that it 

would be absurd to try to pass lightly the affair in the bakery. Blood 

had been spilled and had made great blotches on the floor, and on 

chairs sitting about. The revolver had been dug out of the sugar barrel 

and returned to Bruce Harvey, who had replaced it to the shelf in the 

blanket room after a long, blank look into the eyes of the boy. Salty 

Adair, who had heard Talbot's first proclamation of the killing of Tom, 

had twice asked the boy to come to his shop for a talk, and that 

rankled. The dead body had been gathered up and disposed of, not 

without a. certain amount of ceremony. There had been a sermon preached 

over the body of Tom Bustard and a burial, attended by half the town and 

paid for by Billy. 

As for Talbot and his ptttron, the baker, the boy knew well 

enough that they had come to the end of their days together. They cculd 

continue to respect and like each other but after what had passed, and 

for the good of their souls it was well that they no longer live in the 

same house or even in the same town. 

The idea that was growing in Talbot's mind was put into words 

for him by Salty Adair. Taking the boy into his den on a September 

morning, he talked of it as he unstrapped his wooden leg and prepared 

for bed. Talbot always remembered that the stump of the leg stuck 

straight out from the bench on which the man sat, and that as the talk 

went on it wriggled expressively. 

"You get out of this town, boy," began the shoemaker, and went 

into a long dissertation regarding the greater chances for young men in 

[91] the larger cities. Talbot wondered what the man knew, and had the 
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thought that in an intuitive way the drunkard had sensed the battle of 

forces that had culminated in the killing. "You done it, didn't you? 

You got your passport to manhood, eh?" the shoemaker had whispered to 

the boy when, a day or two after the killing they met on the street and 

on the evening in the little shop he came back to that tone in his talk. 

"Pick up your clothes and git out," Salty advised, shaking the naked 

stump at Talbot. "The town aint against you and it aint quite orTTTo you 

neither, but if you are as bright as I think you are you know mighty 

well your game is played out here." 

Well, the game was played out, not only between the town and 

Talbot but between Billy Bustard and the boy he had supported for so 

many years. For a few weeks the two tried vainly to renew the old half-

indifferent, half-affectionate attitude toward each other, and then one 

evening they also had their reckoning. 

Talbot had been wandering alone in the streets, a new kind of 

exercise for him, and came into the house about ten o'clock. Billy sat 

at the table in the living room under the lamp that hung from the 

ceiling. The table v/as piled high with the account books, on which he 

was always at work in the evenings. He had been at his endless task of 

balancing pennies, and had before him a sheet covered with figures. 

When Talbot came in he stopped figuring and began to chew the end of his 

pencil. 

For s. half hour they waited, Billy chewing the pencil while 

Talbot pretended to read a book. Billy feigned business among the 

figures but the trick would not work. Like two strange boys, who have 
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met in the street, they caught themselves staring at each other. Of a 

sudden the pity and the horror of the man's long, strangely narrov; and 

lonely journey through life came home to the boy, and he saw his patron 

with new eyes. The quality in the man that had for so many years won 

only his contempt aroused his pity, and he began to make faces and to 

try to gulp down something that had come up into hi.s throat. The tears 

came flooding into h±& eyes. Jumping up from his chair, Talbot went to 

where Eilly sat and took him into his arms. The man was so small that . 

the boy could handle him as he might have handled a child. 

"I've got to get out of here," Talbot blubbered, and although 

Billy couldn't hear, his brain told him what had been said. 

"I know. After all he was my father," answered Bustard, with 

something like dignity in his voice. There were tears in his eyes also. 

Wriggling away from Talbot, he pulled open a drawer of the living room 

table and took out a roll of bills. "Here is fifteen hundred dollars. 

It is what I had decided to give him," he announced, and again pretended 

to busy himself with the figures on the sheet. 

Talbot wasn't to be fooled by the figuring. At the sight of the 

money his swagger came back to him and he again took Billy into his 

arms, this time going to the length of kissing him on the cheek. 

But before he did that Talbot Whittingham stuffed the fifteen 

hundred dollars safely away in the inside pocket of his coat. 
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TALBOT WHITTINGKAM 

Book 3 Chapter 1 

[95] What things and men and events Talbot Whittingham saw 

there, and with what delight he walked and idled in the streets. How 

busy and hurried the men of Chicago; One is amazed that they did not 

bluff Talbot into their way of looking at ]ife; they were so in earnest 

and so serious, and with such set, eager faces they hurried past him in 

the streets. 

How the city roared in the ears of the town bey ccrce out of 

Ohio; how the voices shouted and the trains and the cars carried the 

eager people here and there, intent upon getting nowhere. In the 

saloons men gathered before the bars, drinking strong drinks and talking 

of deals they had made; in the offices they pounded upon tables and 

shook their fingers back and forth beneath one another's noses; every

where in the crowded loop, in their house's where he sometimes visited, 

as he walked in the summer beneath the trees in the park there rang in 

the ears of the boy from Ohio the cry of his aere, "Get on! Be 

successful! Make money!" Sometimes when I think of the matter and how 

that, except for occasional lapses, Talbot closed his ears to the shout

ing and grinned into the faces behind the pounding fists I wonder what 

divine visitation of good sense made him, for the most part, open minded 

and nonchalant and kept him for a year loafing iri the city streets ana 

getting from a thousand angles the sights, sounds, colors and smells of 

the roaring town as a disinterested spectator rather than as a hurried 

young clerk or salesman. 



I suppose there are a hundred young men coming into Chicago from 

such towns as Mirage at this moment. All the time, on cold winter 

nights when the engine wheels shriek on the tracks and on sumrcer 

evenings when [9^] idlers hang over the railings of the bridges looking 

at the boats on the rivers, they must be descending upon us from town 

and countryside, coming and filling the big industrial mill that eats up 

lives. Long and short, fat and lean, with blue eyes and brown, they are 

coming out of all the broad middle-west, they who will never grasp the 

wonder within themselves, but will be subdued by the bullying voice of 

the city and the times until they also become city men, adding their 

voice to the din. 

"Fools," Whittingham would have pronounced them—"fools." 

Because that when they had come to the city and when city men 

had talked solemnly concerning the need of getting on they did not, 

like Talbot, look below the wagging jaws to the big shaking paunches or 

above to the watery, uncertain eyes, and that they did not note in all 

of the earnest talking men, the characteristic feer of any wholesome 

touching upon truth in relation to the import of their lives. 

As for Talbot, he wanted to work- At the depot at Mirage that 

morning when he came away he was quite concerned about the matter. As 

he waited, bag in hand, and after some half dozen men hsd told him how 

to succeed in the city, he was accosted by a tall man in a walrus 

mustache who wore a vest covered with grease spots. The vest fairly 

danced up and down, so burdened was the tall man's breast with the 

import of the success message he hsd to impart. 
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The man at the depot called himself Davenport De Lude, and 

worked as a paper hanger in Mirage during the spring and summer. In the 

late fall and winter he picked chickens for Freedom Smith, the produce 

buyer. The queer, furtive look in his eyes came from the fact that he 

owed bills at three of the five groceries in town and could never 

remember which two he might enter in safety. 

"Have your shoes shined and keep them shined, and you can do 

what you please in the city," advised Davenport, rising nervously in 

[95] his toes and pulling at the mustache. 

The paper hanger began a long, rambling dissertation that lasted 

until Talbot's train pulled in at the station. The tale concerned a lad 

who had gone to the city from a farm and who, on arriving, found himself 

with but ten cents ir. his pocket. 

"And what did he do?" asked Davenport in so loud a voice that 

Billy Bustard, who stood by Talbot's elbow, was alarmed and said, "How-

de-do" quickly. Getting no response the baker offered to shake hands 

but Davenport was not to be won from his point. "Went without his 

breakfast and had his shoes shined.," he declared impressively. "Had his 

shoes shined first thing and now he is clerk in a bank and makes twenty-

five dollars every week. I know his mother and I saw him once when he 

was at home on a visit. Wears fine clothes end owes nothing, and all 

because he had his shoes shined first thing." 

Talbot was impressed, so impressed that, though he grinned over 

the matter, he kept his own shoes polished like a mirror all through his 

first month in Chicago, though he looked for no job, and you may be 

sure, went without no breakfasts. 
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Well, there was Talbot Whittingham in Chicago, that big, 

sprawling town that was to mean so much to him as those who have read 

his books, produced during his later years here, well know. It was in 

the very blocd of the man, this Chicago, with its long, ugly streets, 

its rambling, meaningless government, its pig-sticking industries, its 

hurrying crowds, and the windiness and health of its people. Into his 

blood it worked its way, and to the end of his days he was to be seen 

upon its streets, grinning, wondering, half amused and wholly interested 

in life as it goes on here. For Whittingham did not let his mind run 

into distant parts to babble of green fields, but spoke stoutly and 

sanely out of the life he knew and into which he had been cast, creating 

beauty by the very force and determination of his pursuit cf truth. 

Mere than a thousand times, durirg the twenty years that I 

lived [96] with Whittingham have I walked and talked with him upon the 

streets of our huge town. He was not blind to its ugliness, and saw 

with startling clearness the meaninglessness and emptiness of the lives 

of its people. Indeed, so vivid was his realization of this emptiness 

that more than once I have come upon him on State or L&Salle Street, 

standing half amused with himself, half frightened, expecting the whole 

absurd pile of buildings and clattering elevated trains to flatten into 

nothingness before his eyes, and I have heard him later describe that 

flattening, now with a prolonged outpouring of wind like an automobile 

tire being deflated, now with a flat, resounding "blob" as cf a body of 

water dumped upon a stone pavement. 
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And what did Talbot during those first fruitful years in the 

city? He bought a silk hat and a walking stick for one thing, and on 

Sunday mornings used to strut out of his boarding house, hoping that the 

three girls from Michigan who were in the city to study music were awake 

and were looking out of the window at his tall, straight figure. Once, 

having captured one of the girls, ana being for the moment deeply 

impressed, he went with her to a stone church when, while the preacher 

talked of the young c£irpenter who went with his parents down along the 

dusty road to Jerusalem, Talbot put the silk hat on the floor and, 

sliding far back in the seat, studied the profile of the girl and 

wondered why nature had put a bad nose on an otherwise perfect face. 

Influenced perhaps by the Michigan Avenue singer, whe was deeply 

religious and later joined some sect that believed in the transmigration 

of souls, the boy became connected with the work of a social settlement, 

and for e month made desperate efforts to entertain a group of young 

laborers put under his charge. He made a failure of that, although 

twice he kissed the Michigan Avenue girl as they stood by the stairs 

after the walk home together late at night, and once he pressed her [9?] 

so closely that she forgot the story of her soul faring down through the 

ages and was compelled to bend all of her energies to the work of pre

venting herself from falling in love. 

The young laborers who came to Talbot's class in the settlement 

house worked during the day in a lumber j'ara, piling boards, and came to 

the settlement house stupid with fatigue and smelling of perspiration 

and stale tobacco. Why they came at all Talbot neve^ succeeded in 

finding out. They wanted, as he knew, to be lounging about street 
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corners, smoking, drinking beer and shouting at girls going past. As 

for Talbot, he wanted passionately to be upon the streets himself, and 

with the dying of his fancy for the girl from Michigan Avenue his 

interest in the young laborers waned rapidly. 

There was an odd, quarrelsome streak in the Ohio bey during the 

first four months of that year. He fought with men in saloons, with the 

husband of the woman who ran the boarding house where he lived, and with 

a comrade one evening carried on a prolonged battle of fists with two 

negroes in a vacant lot on the west side. He even finished off his 

career at the settlement house with a fight, a fight that made the old 

house shake and that brought a dczen frantic women to stand screaming 

and protesting in the hallway and upon stairs. 

And in truth on that evening when Talbot came into Chicago and, 

leaving his bag at a cheap hotel in Van Buren Street, went off to walk 

among people and get hie bearings in this new place he was determined to 

learn many things, but first of all to learn the art of fighting with 

his fists. Tom Bustard's ability to knock him down and get away with 

no return blow rankled in his mind. He didn't want any man to have that 

advantage over him. He wanted to learn to dodge, to shift sideways on 

his legs, to get out of the way of blows aimed at him, and to have his 

own bag of tricks in the way of blows to send back. 

[98] And so on the evening of his arrival in the great town 

Talbot thought of fighting rather than of finding work. It was an 

election night, and on State, and Van Buren and Randolph Streets vast 

crowds had congregated. Up and down in the streets and on the sidewalks 
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went men and women. Before the newspaper offices they were jammed into 

dense masses, from which arose cheers and the sound of bells and horns. 

Talbot thought the tovn insane. His mind registered the scene 

on the street as characteristic of night life in the city, and he 

supposed that thus city men must spend all of their evenings, running 

blindly here and there, ogling girls, clinging to desperately overloaded 

street cars, pushing and shoving each other about at the street 

crossings. 

"A silly existence this," thought Talbot, and his shoulders 

straightened. The little haunting fear of city life and people, a fear 

implanted in his mind by traveling men he had heard boasting in the 

stores of Mirage, and that had been exaggerated by villagers at the old 

trick of dramatizing the unknown as terrible, disappeared. The men 

Talbot saw about him seemed pigmies when he thought of his own wit end 

cheekinese. Half in disgust, he wandered about, looking at them. 

Underrating the citizens cutting capers in the streets, the boy was dis

appointed to find them net the giants he had half expected. Having in 

mind the lessons in boxing he meant to take, and filled with anger that 

the city men had disappointed his expectations, he strutted like a 

peacock. When at the corner cf State and Madison Streets a young fellow 

crowded him against a building, he turned, catching the man unawares, 

and pushed both him and a companion into the gutter. With an oath 

Talbot dared them to resent his bearishness. 

[99] It was past midnight whf=n Talbot retvrnea tc the Van Buren 

Street hotel and, taking his black leather bag, bought with great gusto 
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in a clothing store in Mirage and paraded on three different evenings up 

and down Main Street before he came away, went to his room. He was so 

excited that he could not sleep, and had he not teen excited the other 

inhabitants of the hotel would not have let him sleep on that gala night 

in the city. Across a little open court his room faced, a man and woman 

sat by a window quarreling. Th<=> man had been drinking and wanted to 

caress his companion. When she would not abide his caresses he turned 

hie face from her and, leaning out at the window, swore stupidly. 

Talbot's contempt for the men of the city grew and he listened with a 

sneer on his lips-.- The jnan in the room across the court was a German, 

and presently began talking of the women of Germany. "There men who do 

everything and who desire to have their way with women do have their 

way" he declared angrily. 

As for Talbot, he sat in a chair by the window and, taking off 

his coat, draped it carefully over the back of another chair. The 

mutterings of the distraught sjid baffled man grew faint in his ears. 

Rolling up his sleeves he sat in the darkness, feeling his arms and 

thinking of the boxing lessons he would take, and of the city men he 

should some day knock out of his way. Thinking thus, he made canny 

calculations concerning his monies and how he should arrange to make 

them last through months of idleness. Some faint recurrence of the 

fear of the city and of the vast numbers of men v/ho walked in its 

streets crept over him, but it did not last. "I'll make monkeys of 

them," he boasted, leaning out of the window and listening to the vast 

roar and babble coming up out of the throats of city men out for their 

evening of pleasure. 
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Talbot walked up ana down in the darkness of his room and 

returned again to the window. He was like a strong-limbed animal, 

thirst-[loo]ing for the kill and come suddenly upon rich hunting ground. 

There was, somewhere in that city, he thought a place for him, a place 

where he could bluff and bluster his way through life, getting much and 

giving little. His mind hung on that thought. 

And then—there in the darkness in the city, amid the strange 

cries and the rumblings—there awoke another feeling in the boy, some

thing born perhaps out of his vast contempt for men. For an hour Talbot 

grew deeply serious and sat in the darkness, lost in a maze of new 

thoughts. It seemed tc hitr. that he wanted something beyond the 

bluffing, the swagger and the snatching of the things he wanted from a 

sprawling, ineffective foe, that he wanted to begin to go forward. Even 

there in the cheap hotel, on the night of his coming to the city, Talbot 

began to search about in his mind for the thing he should some day do 

finely and honestly, for the contest worthy the strength in him, for the 

end in life from which he would not turn grinning and calling himself a 

fool. 
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TALEOT WHITTINGHAM 

Bock 3 Chapter 2 

[lOl] From whatever angle he approached it, the life of Talbot 

Whittingham was a delicious thing to him and, if in his relations with 

that immediate world of people who passed in and out of his life, there 

was little of real tenderness or sympathy I would have you know that 

toward the boy within himself and toward the few who saw and understood 

the boy concealed in the man he could be all tenderness. In truth, 

Whittingham was his own father, ana delighted to walk out of an evening 

with himself, being in turn stern, disagreeable, truthful, sharp, and on 

occasions so strangely moved by thoughts of the difficulties that con

fronted the boy in the effort to live vividly his life that he was 

fairly moved to tears. 

Down by the lake the man would take himself and along paths 

beneath trees where people sit upon benches talking away summer evenings 

or, another mood getting hold of him, he would go with himself down into 

the city where life runs thick and muddy like a swollen river. 

In the parks beneath the trees the man entertained himself, 

repeating aloud beautiful, sentences got from books, or practicing smart 

and slightly shocking sayings, that he might later drag them forth in 

the presence of company to feed the misunderstanding of himself. Down 

in the city he would show himself the tired faces and the empty, meaning

less lives of modern men, warning the boy within to keep hidden away 
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g 
from it all, safely concealed in his within the self-reliant, capable 

man. ' 

I continually reach forward to the later Whittingham, dragging 

him back thus into the tale of Talbot's first years in the city, because 

in thic chapter I want to bring into your minds a figure whom I desire 

[l02] to make you love, one who always saw and understood the boy in 

Whittingham and who was not confused by his bluster. Later, and through 

many chapters I will let Whittingham have the floor to brag and strut, 

and will try to show you how he snatched a living out of the hands of 

city men as blatantly as out of the hands of the village baker, ana how 

little he gave to them in return. 

My desire to halt the story of the man and to emphasize here his 

double nature, springs out of the fact that I have, of a sudden, and 

sharply remembered an incident that happened on the train that day when 

Talbot came out of Mirage to Chicago. On the train the smart young man 

was in a particularly tender mood toward himself. It was fall and the 

fields were brown and the trees golden red and in the fence corners 

beside the railroad tracks grew white and purple astors. 

As the train ran westward Talbot arose from his seat and walked 

up and down in the car, locking at his fellow passengers- and trying to 

throw off the slight feeling of depression the coming away from Mirage 

had brought upon him. His mind was upon Billy Bustard and upon a look 

he had seen in the baker's sharp little eyes as the train started. The 

memory of the look in the eyes of the man hurt the boy; in it was all 

8. This construction is not coherent. The MS reads "in 
his within the." 
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the "baker knew of love and loneliness. Talbot wanted to forget the 

look. He stared at the men and women sitting, many of them half asleep 

in the seats, and wished he might talk to one of them. He let his mind 

dwell upon the city into which he was going, anH exaggerated his own 

courage in daring to invade so vast a place. 

At a station in Indiana a woman got aboard the train and sat in 

the seat before him. She was slight, with prominent cheek bones, a 

small, strongly built body, and brown hands, and she did not look out of 

the windows at the armies of shocked corn that stood in the fields but 

put her head down upon the seat before her and wept silently, [lOj] the 

tears dropping down and soiling the cuffs of the boyish looking waist 

that she wore. 

Talbot was interested. At once the weeping of the wcman moved 

him so that he was half inclined to weep also; Into his head came the 

notion that this newcomer in the train did not weep because of the 

people and the houses in the brown flat town she was leaving, but 

honestly and wholesomely because of herself. She, like himself, was 

bound into the vast city and there was something within her as within 

him that could be sharply and quickly touched, that was sensitive to 

days and events, and that needed protection against the world. 

As a matter of fact, the woman on the seat was a country school 

teacher who aspired to become a painter and who had been teaching school 

and saving money with that end in view. Talbot got acquainted with her 

bodily, touching her upon the shoulder and going to sit quickly down 

beside her, giving her no chance to either protest or consent. 
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Talbot and the woman talked. He had never before taken part in 

such a talk. For an hour it stumbled along, each of the two wanting to 

talk of himself, and then of a sudden it became a living thing. Words 

flamed up in the woman and in the boy. They bragged and strutted before 

each other, the male and the female adventurer, each telling the other 

a hundred tales of the wonders he would accomplish in the years ahead. 

Talbot could never remember the details of that talk, the things 

he said and the things that were said to him. It went on and on as the 

train flew westward and the strutting self-conscious young man was lost 

in the hopeful, glcwing boy reaching out into the future and building 

strange castles. When the sun went down and the train reached the net

work of tracks that marked the westward approach to the city, Talbot the 

swaggerer was submerged, and something better and braver within himself 

that was to be later for so long a time lost, sat in the seat quietly, 

forgetting to brag. 

L10if) Silence came over the two in the twilight in the car seat. 

Their hands lying on the seat crept together. Toward this strange woman 

who sat beside him Talbot was tender as he had never been tender toward 

anyone but the boy within himself. In a way he saw himself in her and 

beheld his own vanities, his cheekiness, and something of his old native 

wisdom concerning men and their motives reflected in this woman and in 

her also the other thing she was trying to keep hidden away. 

As with Kit Donohue on the cheese factory steps, Talbot would 

have made a fool of himself with the woman on the train had she not 

prevented—she was some years his senior—for as it grew dark in the 

coach, and just before the lights were lighted a new mood came over him 
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and, putting his arm suddenly about her neck, he tried to draw the 

woman's face down to his own. 

The woman on the train grinned and Talbot never forgot that 

grin. It was the most compelling and corrective thing he had ever seen. 

A flaming blush crept into his cheeks and then, leaning back in the seat 

and gripping tightly the hand of the woman, he laughed so long and 

heartily that sll along the car people turned in their seats to look 

back at him. 

The woman, looking quickly away, also laughed. Turning in the 

seat she stared out at the window and the grin came back upcn her face. 

"I will be here, and when you have learned to get fun out of the city 

you must come and find me. I shall want to play with you," she said 

presently, writing a name and an address on a slip of paper and putting 

it into his hands. 

And then the woman, who with that grin had controlled his 

fervor, as thev sat in the half darkness, kissed Talbot. It happened on 

the car platform as the train roared into the darkness of the train 

shed. Turning quickly, she put her two hands upon his shoulders and for 

a moment her lips touched his. There were tears in her eyes. "We must 

make a go [lO^] of it, we two," she said. 

Talbot was confused. The thought that he must not lose this 

woman, th.^t at all cost he must keep hold of her hand, came into his 

head and he stammered, seeking words. But before he could say any of 

the things that came into his mir..d she sprang from the train and ran 

along the cement station floor and into the arms of a fat woman waiting 

by the station gate. Talbot ran after her, but when he reached the gate 



she had disappeared and he stood in the jam of people, half relieved, 

half frightened, at the thought cf losing her, holding the new leather 

bag in one hand, and the little written slip she had given him in the 

other. 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book 3 Chapter 3 

[l06] When he had been in the city for some months, Talbot had 

an adventure that made a deep impression on his mind. 

The adventure occurred on an evening when Talbot stood at Rush 

Street bridge, engaged in watching the home-going crowds that poured out 

of the loop district. His mind that had been busy with other things 

turned suddenly tc the Indiana woman he had met on the train. He did 

not think of her as a woman, and indeed he had lost the little v/ritten 

slip on which she had set down her name and address. He was thinking of 

the long, quiet talk that had lasted through an afternoon and wishing he 

might talk often thus, forgetting himself and his cleverness and becoming 

absorbed in thoughts and ideas outside of himself. 

On the evening on the bridge Talbot knocked the ashes from his 

pipe and, turning his face from the crowd, leaned over a railing and 

stared into the darkness below. It was early spring and a soft breeze 

blew from the lake westward along the channel of the river. In the 

darkness on the river surface a motor boat fussed along, getting under 

the bridge, its engine barking and scolding like a little excited dog. 

Or. a freight steamer, tied to a dock close at hand, two young men in 

workingmen's clothes leaned over a railing and locked at the crowds. 

Although they were but a few feet away they were in the midst of peace 

and quietude. One of them, taking his pipe from his mcuth and looking 

down into the darkness below, began to sing. Although the words of the 

song meant nothing to him something in the quality of [lO"] the young 

man's voice awoke in Talbot the feeling that had been awakened by the 
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face of the listening woman in the train. "We shall come rejoicing, 

bringing in the sheaves," sang the young man on the steamer. 

The adventure that came to Talbot as he stood thus, half 

aroused, is hard to put into words. It was a thing of the mind, ana 

does net depend for its import upon any action cf Talbot, but in the 

history of his own life he thought of it and of other such evenings of 

adventure, as a fine woman might think of the hours she had spent in the 

arms of lover. In his heart he believed that after that one evening he 

walked in the world with a better set of the shoulders, a better swing 

of the legs, a more resounding ring of the voice, a something saner and 

healthier in the grin with which he met events. 

Why even I, who sit writing of Whittingham, am more than a 

little flustered at the thought of what happened to him on that night. 

As you will see, I want to prolong the telling of it, to get the lights 

and shades of the matter. Like an old warrior boasting of the battles 

fought by his commander, I would like to haggle about the month and the 

day of the month, and in my own mind have had a great time trying to 

decide whether the thing occurred during Talbot's first or second year 

in the city. 

Let me begin with the standings at street crossings and looking 

at people. That was a passion with Talbot all of his days. It was his 

way of going to school. During that first winter in town he used to 

come down out of Spider Rankin's boxing academy about four of an after

noon. Young Harry Rankin, the Spider's brother and a boy who then gave 

promise of being of championship caliber, would be with him. Along 

Clark Street they walked, clean and sparkling with life from a good 
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workout and the shower that followed, and found a place to stand 

watching the people, usually at Van Buren and Sttte Streets, where two 

currents of the river of men and women crossed and swirled at the 

office [l08] closing hours. 

Already young Whittingham had quit paying Spider Rankin for the 

boxing lessons and had a place as workout man to aspiring amateurs who 

came, over from the Michigan Avenue clubs to get the Spider's points on 

fighting. The Spider was a wiry, rather tall man, of thirty-three, and 

had an evil looking mouth—drawn sharply down at one corner. He 

might have been called "the man who snarls," although in truth there 

was no snarl in his heart. Instead he was a pleasant enough fellow, 

attending to his own affairs and holding back from the temptations to 

knock the heads off the amateurs with a restraint that it took Talbot 

a long time to learn. The boy wanted to hit out. In the quick exchange 

of blows he wanted to shift abcut until he felt his body rightly balanced 

and then give it to them. The figure of old Tom Bustard would come into 

his mind as he danced about in the ring, and many a black eye he gave 

to the broker's sons, advertising men and others before he got the 

Spider's point of view and laid for the pocketbooks and not the jaws of 

his opponents. 

And so in the evenings after the days of hitting and guarding 

themselves from being hit, along Clark Street went Talbot v/ith young 

Rankin, looking as he was, a shining, healthy, young animal, ready to 

look at and secretly to gloat over the sight of tired city men and women 

rushing homeward as they had rushed here and there throughout the day. 
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Oh, that ever flowing river of modern men and women, that mass 

of faces bobbing along in the light from the street lamps on the early-

winter afternoons. How fortunate for our Talbot that he stood looking 

instead of burying himself in the mass and getting fixed upon his face 

that eager, meaningless look. How a turn of fate might have set him in 

a school room, pouring over books and losing the flavor of those forma

tive years. How his mind might have been filled with the thoughts of 

men long dead instead of his own thoughts growing and reaching out [109] 

into strange places as he stood absorbed in contemplation of the faces 

of the men of his city. 

They couldn't talk, the too young men standing with their backs 

to the building beyond the moving crowd. Talbot didn't want to talk and 

young Rankin had his eyes fixed on comely stenographers going past-. A 

pretty, vivacious brunette got herself fixed in his mind, and he stood 

perfectly still for an hour, his eyes picking up one after another of 

the approaching women, waiting for her. 

One would like to know all of the thoughts that came into the 

mind of Talbot as he stoorf at the corner. Sometimes he thought of 

fighting and his eyes winnowed the crowd, trying to find in the mob the 

man that he thought could stand up to him. They were rare. Talbot- had 

the trick of fighting, the swing and the follov;-through of it and what 

is more he had the cockiness that wins fights. From his place against 

the wall of the building he peered into the eyes of men, seeking a 

curious light there; the quiet gleam that was to be found in the eyes 

of those cf Spider's pupils who stood up to him and wanted no tender 

treatment. What blows he had taken from such fellows, blows that made 
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his body rock and his head roar, and what blows he had given them in 

return! 

To be sure, Talbot did not think always of fighting or the 

adventure of the spring evening had not come to him. Curious little 

turns of things sometimes kept his mind occupied for hours. Once, as he 

stood alone on Madison Street he had become absorbed in looking at the 

buttons that are sewn on the sleeves of men's coats, the silly little 

buttons sewn on where they serve no purpose. He thought of girls he had 

seen in a factory making buttons, working desperately at the making of 

the buttons to be sewn on the sleeves of men's coats, being pleased when 

they had made enough of the buttons to buy them food to keep their mis

shapen bodies alive. He thought cf a group of men, three Germans and a 

Jew, he had overheard talking as they worked in their shop in the 

evening. The men had sat cross legged on a bench and Talbot had 

loitered by the [lio] door listening. The men had talked of the 

struggles and the saving of pennies that had brought them out of their 

own country and into America. "Here one has freedom and can do fine, 

purposeful things," said one of them, and Talbot, looking, saw that the 

man who spoke sewed also the buttons on the sleeves of men's coats. 

Once or twice in his afternoons of wanderings and of standing 

about, Talbot sensed out something else, some expression of life not 

meaningless. As on that night in the Van Buren Street hotel, when he 

had newly come to the city, he began to think there might be a way for 

youth and courage to swim in the flood of modern life, directing its 

oim course. He wanted the people passing in the street to stop and 

talk with him of the matter as the woman had talked on the train, and 
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wondered if among them all there might not be one who could tell him 

much, tell him how he might come to understand something of the life 

that clamored in the streets, stirred in the grass rcots in the park, 

painted distant meadows and made the purposeful corn stand up in the 

field. 

Sometimes, at his place on the corner, Talbot began to think of 

women. In a way they took his mind off the problem. At the thought of 

them something stirred in the body of him, the young fighter, and for 

hours he stood with Harry Rankin, seeing~t>1ily the women, their eyes, 

their hair, their lips slightly parted. 

At Rush Street bridge on the evening of his adventure, Talbot 

was thinking of women. It was that brought on the adventure. It came 

into his mind that they, like the passing men, were intent upon a 

foolish game, that if thev accomplished more than men it was all quite 

unintentioned and accidental. They were intent upon the woman's game, 

playing it constantly with eyes, with clothes, with bodies. Against 

them he threw the figure of himself standing in the half darkness, 

trying to think things out. "They have played that game too long, the 

game of the eyes and the parted lips. Their minds are too much occupied 

with that," [ill] he muttered, his voice mingling with the voice of the 

young sailor who sang on the boat. "We shall ccme rejoicing, bringing 

in the sheE.ves." 

The wind that blew up the river channel increased in volume and 

a drizzling rain began to fall. Talbot bestirred himself and went along 

South Water Street where the provisions men v/ere hurrying boxes and 
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barrels of food from the sidewalk into the warehouses. He had been that 

afternoon with a woman and he began to think of her. 

The woman lived with her husband in Talbot's rooming house. The 

husband was a machinist and went off to his v/ork at seven, and when 

Talbot got out of bed at nine the wife came to the door of his room and 

stood for a long time talking and laughing. The woman who owned the 

house was careless and did not always keep the bath room clean, and 

sometimes the machinist's wife cleaned it for Talbot, washing out the 

tub until it shone in its whiteness, and sometimes even scrubbing the 

floor. With a whole heart she was intent upon serving the young man. 

It was a passion with her. Talbot had begun even then to sit for an 

hour in the morning writing down some of the thoughts that came into 

his mind and that fascinated the machinist's wife. She would peep in at 

the door and if he did not look up would tiptoe off down the hall, only 

tc reappear a half hour later, anxious to do him some service. 

On the afternoon before the adventure Talbot had taken the woman 

into his arms, and closing the door softly had begun kissing her on the 

lips. He was thinking of that as he went along South Water Street, 

threading his way among the boxes and barrels. 

And then appeared the adventure. In the darkness by a warehouse 

Talbot stopped and stood, lost in meditation. The wind whipped the rain 

against his cheeks and he shivered. Putting up his hands he felt of his 

cheeks and mouth, half wondering if he were really as isolated as he 

seemed, if in the city of men and events, of roaring noises and strange 

smells, there were not others, many thousands of young men and [ll2] 

women who faced the problems of life as he had been trying to face them, 
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and coming, all of them, to some pain they thought would take them to 

the journey's end. 

A quiver of loneliness ran through the mind of Talbot exid, 

drawing back against the wall of the warehouse, he stared about, half 

hoping to find miraculously called before him some other soul intent 

upon the quest. "Don't be a fool," muttered Talbot, putting his hands 

against the brick wall of the building ana standing on his toes to look 

over the top of a pile of boxes that had been left standing on the side

walk. 

In the darkness in the street before the warehouse, Talbot was 

suddenly aware of tbe presence of people. Faintly at first, but with 

increasing strength, the sense of the thing swept in on him until he 

seemed fairly flattened against the building by the power of this new 

sensation. The machinist's wife, the girl who had walked home with him 

from the settlement house, the tall man who at the station in Mirage had 

given hirr. the advice about the shining of his shoes, the young man who 

had talked to the boy, and th*3 French maid in the New York apartment, 

all the men and women he had ever known seemed to press in about him, 

with their eyes and their hands they plead with him. "Ee the voice for 

us," they seemed to say. "Do not think of your own life but lend your 

brain and your young courapre to us. Help us that we may make ourselves 

understood, that all men and all women may make themselves understood." 

With a little half startled, joyous cry, Talbot emerged from the 

shadov; of the warehouse and, walking rapidly, came into a lighted street 

filled with people. His brain v/hirled and seemed about to burst with 

the multitude of thoughts that came and went like cloud-shadows on a 
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field of grain. "I'm drunk. I have been looking at people and thinking 

of their lives too much," he muttered. 

Through the crowded loop district Talbot hurried and over a 

[ll3] bridge into the west side. At every step forward new ideas 

crowded into his head. Gene v/as his swagger and his self-reliance and 

he dodged here and there among the people, seeing, he thought, not only 

the bodies but the living souls of men and women walking in the 

streets. 

Something like fright came upon Talbot, and when he had crossed 

the river and got into a silent street lined with warehouses, he began 

to run. When he had passed the warehouses and come again to a place 

where people walked, he stopped and stood, wondering. He forgot the 

fright and, leaning against a fence, laughed softly, filled with strange 

happiness. 

Until past midnight Talbot walked in the rain in the west side 

streets. He became half insane in his desire to talk with people and 

continually stopped passersby, striving to begin a conversation with 

them. As he went along he peered in at saloon doors and, standing 

before them, stared at the prostitutes lurking in the hallways. 

When Talbot burst into speech it was with a prostitute. 

Curiously enough, she who lived by her body had about her something that 

made her, for the moment, the ideal person for his purpose. Talbot took 

her into a saloon in West Madison Street and a bartender brought 

sandwiches. The bartender was an evil looking fellow, with one eye 

gouged out, and kept coming back as Talbot talked, standing around and 
» 

waiting for the talker to buy more drinks. 
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1 With his whole soul Talbot talked. The'talk was like an 

address, a kind of school life of the streets. Words rolled out of him. 

The little prostitute he had picked up did not knov/ what the young man 

meant and wondered why he had approached her. It was, she thought, 

evident he had no mind to spend money with her. When she tried to get 

away, to get back to the street and to her work, Talbot pushed a silver 

dollar across the table ^nd commanded her to sit listening while he 

talked—talked of the coming of the woman who wouldn't play the cheap 

game, [ll^] talked of the men who wouldn't be seriouR over nothing, 

talked of life advancing and receding through the city like a great 

wave, talked himself half out of a bragging and yet uncertain boyhood 

into a curiously determined, grinning, young manhood, talked of movement 

and marching men and life, swinging like a great ball guided by the hand 

of man, there in the cheap saloon with the sawdust on the floor, the 

one-eyed bartender glaring and the working-woman in the frayed skirt, 

and with the strange and terrible occupation, listening and wondering. 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book 3 Chapter k 

[ll^] With Harry Rankin and a man named Sam McPherson, who 

worked iri a gum factory, Talbot went one evening to a dance hall in 

Forty-second Street. For two hours he threw himself into the fun of the 

dancing, taking girls in his arms and talking as he whirled them about. 

In the street outside cars passed and people tramped up and down. In 
<4 

the intermissions between the dances he went to sit with a girl who had 

attracted his attention. The girl hsd come to the dance with two men, 

a brother and a lover, and when he saw them approaching Talbot pulled 

her arm into his own and swaggered away. The girl was slender and had 

red lips and brown eyes. Something in her made an appeal to Talbot. 

During the evening he became involved in a fight sn3 it was about the 

figure of the red-lipped girl that the fight centered. 

The young fighter who could become half mad at the sight of 

figures and faces moving in a mass and who occasionally sat in his room 

writing upon paper the story of his madness, had never beer, deeply moved 

by one figure and one face. He was not deeply moved by the girl in the 

dance hall . She made an appeal to him, the kind of appeal that he knew 

would later send him walking and thinking in the streets, trying to 

understand her nature and his own. In the hall Talbot looked at the 

girl and began to enumerate her charms, comparing them with the charms 

of other women sitting about. He wondered why, among them all, he 

wanted her red, parted lips near to his own, and why he. was so moved by 

the little trick she had of letting her body half recline upon his as 

they hopped about on the floor. 
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Taking the girl on his arm, Talbot went out cf the hall to walk 

[116 ] in the street. It was past ten o'clock of a summer evening and 

with the girl he walked along a residence street where people sat in the 

half darkness on the steps before the doors of apartment houses. In the 

air was the murmur of voices shot through with laughter. In an upper 

floor cf one of the buildings a man played a piano and a child cried. 

An Illinois Central train that had stopped at Forty-Second Street got 

underway with a snort. Sparks leaped into the sky. A young man and 

woman on the sidewalk ahead put their shoulders together and began 

playfully pushing each other back and forth across the pavement. When 

the woman had pushed the man almost into the street she ran to the 

middle of the sidewalk and danced about, clapping her hands with 

delight. 

The girl and Talbot, walking in the summer darkness, did not 

talk. Silently they went along, their hands clinging together. In both 

of their minds v/as the same thought. They wanted to find a quiet place 

where, lost in deep shadows, they could stand kissing and caressing each 

other. They wanted to do more earnestly the thing they had been doing 

in the dance hall. 

Through street after street they walked, going slowly, uncon

scious of the passage of time. Talbot v/as bareheaded but carried a cane 

in his hand. Although having' no desire to get out of the clutches of 

the thing in such women that held him he was not completely deceived by 

it. When the girl began asking questions regarding his affection for 

her he took hold of her shoulder and, laughing softly, began tc shake 

her. "What's the use of words?" he asked sharply. 
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Talbot Whittingham, who was a fighter, dancing before puffing, 

straining men who tried to hit him now had filled his pockets with 

mcney. As he v/alked in the street with the girl he was proud of that 

fact and of the fact of his smart tailor-made clothes. 

There was no intelligence or keenness in the face of the girl 

who walked with Talbot, and aside from the matter of sex she was not 

keen. She was one of the kind of women th&.t help to make so difficult 

the life of our times, one of the strange creatures pushed into our 

generation by the women of the past. She did not talk, she did not 

dream, and although she would spend her life living by her body, getting 

bed, board, and a husband by it, she did not make love. Like the 

merchandise, that Talbot later sold by his advertising, the red-lipped 

girl was a thing made for a market. She did not think or dream of love 

but of marriage and with her body as bait she angled for marrdage with a 

persistency that approached genius. As for love—well she was incapable 

of that. With a little shiver of dread one realizes how really few 

women of our day are capable of love. It is a thing that in pain and 

sorrow will some day have to be re-born into the world, something that 

will have to come out of a generation of women who he.ve freed themselves. 

The woman with Talbot did not love, she acquiesced. She was of the kind 

that would acquiesce always. In her was none of the fine, the gener

osity, the terrible intensity that is the mark of the lover. Had Talbot 

taken her roughly into his arms, conquering her persistent timidity with 

his own courage, and determination, challenging her to dare all and to 

attempt to find beauty on the road of daring, she would not have under

stood. No doubt she would have been frightened, would have thought him 
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crude and terrible. She who could have stayed on for hours, taking his 

kisses, striving to find a market f^r herself by the kisses, would have 

run away along the street, weeping and proclaiming her innocences. 

The walking couple stopped in the shadow of a church doorway, 

and Talbot drew the girl into his arms and kissed her. Her lips were 

cold but he kissed them greedily, urged by his own desires. The girl, 

lying in his arms, stared into his eyes. In her eyes there was none of 

the brooding tenderness he had seen in the eyes of the village girl 

Lillian Gale, and in Talbot was none of the masculine pride he had felt 

on that occasion. 

[ll8] Two young men, the brother and sweetheart of the girl, had 

followed Talbot and his companion out of the dance hall. The sweetheart, 

a tall, slender man with red hair, had wanted to attack his rival on the 

dance hall stairs, but had lost courage. By the time he had found the 

brother and had persuaded him to join in the enterprise Talbot had dis

appeared. As the two hurried through the streets, having faint hope of 

finding Talbot, their courage grew and they boasted, each claiming the 

right of attack should they come up to the strolling ccuple. 

In the darkness by the church door, Talbot had the girl's face 

clasped in his tv/o hands and was kissing her lips when the two men dis

covered him. When they stopped on the sidewalk below and began to hurl 

insults he stared down at them, but half hearing their words. The girl, 

seeing the men, protested and struggled to free herself. When Talbot 

clung to her she grew angry and scratched, making a long, red mark on 

his cheek. 
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Like all women of her type, the girl, discovered in the arms of 

Talbot, tried to establish her innocence by selling him out. The 

screaming, scratching and protesting: was but an effort to create in the 

minds of the two on the sidewalk the impression that the kisses were 

being taken by force. Talbot realized that and was furious. With an 

oath he sent the girl reeling against the door of the church with a 

sweep of his arm, and then with a cry of delight he sprang down the 

steps to the two who stood waiting. "Don't bother to come one at a 

time, come together," he jeered, advancing upon them. 

On the corner before the church stood a street lamp, one of the 

kind that is hidden within a round, milk-white bowl. Its light beat 

down upon the two who stood in silence waiting. On the sidewalk before 

them their shadows lay like deep black pools and the thought came into 

Talbot's head that he would use the shadows to help him in the fight, 

balancing his body on the end of each shadow and measuring his distance 

by them, starting the shower of stinging blows he meant to deliver. He 

[ll9] had a peculiar, grinning kind of sympathy for the two young men 

before him. His furious contempt for the girl was the secret of that. 

His resentment of her attempt to sell him out and her cold response to 

his love making was so violent that he had none left for her champions. 

In a spirit of strutting generosity he wished there were such a thing as 

a gentle knockout blow. 

For all his generosity Talbot did not propose to be caught off 

his guard or to allow the two to get hold cf him. Warily he advanced 

along the sidewalk, every muscle of his body alert and ready. "Better 

run away," he jeered. "One of you may some day marry the hussey. 
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You'll get what's coming to you then. No use staying here ana taking a 

whipping besides." 

Talbot whipped the red haired lover in a hurry. The man was 

awkward and walked into a blow that sent him sprawling to the ground. 

While the two stood, expecting Talbot to exchange words, he came to the 

edge of the black shadow cast by the tall ir.an and with a quick shift of 

the feet and a momentary poise of the body struck out. With a groan the 

lover rolled over and lay on a narrow strip of grass between the side

walk and the street. 

The girl upon the church steps spoiled Talbot's fight. With a 

scream of dismay she ran off crying for help. Her crics arcused the 

people sitting on the little porches before the apartment houses and 

Talbot could hear them hurrying toward him along the sidewalk. 

And then a strange thing happened. Another woman projected her

self onto the scene. Around the corner by the church she came, stepping 

briskly along, and recognizing Talbot and the situation, stopped and 

stood with hands upraised, waiting. "Oh, oh, don't stop," she cried, 

dancing with delight upon the sidewalk. 

Talbot was so dumbfounded that he dropped his guard and stood 

trying to find words to express his amazement. When he received a sharp 

[l20] blow on the jaw he jumped aside and laughed foolishly. The figure 

standing beneath the light was that of the Indiana woman he had met on 

the train. 

"Quick! Quick!" cried the woman, pointing up the street and 

wriggling her hands expressively. "There are people coming. It may be 
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the police. I will watch out that you don't get caught but you must 

hurry." 

Talbot was half beside himself with delight. Something in the 

whole bearing of the excited woman brought a half cry of joy to his 

lips. She was so honestly and wholesomely pleased to see the fight 

going on and had grasped the situation so quickly, and accurately, that 

he wished he might fight a dozen men for her amusement. 

"Run away. I want to have a talk with you," plead Talbot, again 

dancing forward and balancing himself for a new shower of blows. "You 

must not stay until the people come. Run toward a street car line. 

I'll follow you." 

Talbot began to rain blows upon the face and body of the second 

man who stood stolidly up to him, striking back doggedly. "Run, run, 

run," he called tc the woman, pounding the heavy body that loomed up 

before him in the lamplight and dancing with delight even as he struck. 

With a swinging hook blow Talbot felled the second man, and 

taking the woman by the hand, ran off with her into the darkness. 

On a sidewalk before the church the two champions of another 

kind of womanhood struggled to their feet and went staggering away. "A 

pretty mess you got me into," said the brother of the girl, scowling at 

the red-haired man. "What's the use fighting about a fool woman anyway?" 
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TALBOT WHITTINGEAM 

Book 3 Chapter 5 

[l2l] On the street car Talbot did not talk to the woman who had 

run away from the fight with him, but looked at her and occasionally 

laughed joyously. Almost he was tempted to start a fight cn the car, to 

knock men about, exhibiting his strength and his skill. A large man who 

sat in the seat ahead attracted his attention, and leaning over he 

whispered into the ear of his companion, "He is big but he is muscle 

bound. His blows wouldn't go where he wanted them to go. I could 

finish him in five minutes." 

The Indiana woman laughed and again a light danced in her eyes. 

"We must be getting out of here," she said, leading the way out of the 

car. "I must get you away to where there is room for you to strut 

about. You'll be breaking up the car seats if we stay." 

Talbot and the woman climbed off the car and entered Washington 

Park. His inclination to fight with men passed and he wanted to ask 

his refound comrade about her coming upon him thus upon the street; 

have her tell him of her life since she had run away into the arms of 

the fat woman at the railroad station; to talk will him as she had 

talked that afternoon on the train. Never before had he been so 

unhesitating in his liking for another and wondered why he had not been 

to call upon her and by what odd chance he had forgotten her name. 

In the park as they walked along a winding path the woman asked 

no explanation of the fighting before the church, but talked of the 

city, telling of her life since they had parted. Talbot gathered that 

she was perplexed about something and wanted to talk of her perplexity. 
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[l22] When the thought came to him he took hold of her hand and they 

walked thus. The woman talked of her work, sayine that she had been 

unsuccessful as a painter and had turned to making of advertising 

drawings. 

"That is not what bothers her," thought Talbot. "I wish I might 

fight some one for you," he said aloud, and when he had spoken stopped 

on the path, laughing with delight at the thought of his own boyishness. 

Across a wide open space walked Talbot and the woman, and along 

a path where couples sat upon benches. In the darker places the benches 

were filled with men and women who clung to each other, making love 

desperately in the little intermissions when the path before them was 

free of people and they were alone. Talbot went rapidly along, clinging 

to the hand of the woman. He was more excited and interested than he 

had ever been in the presence of another. Without saying so, even to 

himself, he had the feeling that he was in the presence of one who could 

grin like himself, could take occesicn by the hand, could carry life off 

with a flourish and who had yet an earnestness and purpose he had not 

learned. 

Talbot's new comrade kept looking at him and was amazed at the 

development of his body. When at last they came to a place where the 

benches were not occupied by lovers, they sat down and she put a hand 

upon his arm. "Take off your coat and roll back your sleeves," she 

commanded, laughing as she had laughed when she found him fighting 

before the church. "I want to see ana feel the muscles of your arm." 

The sight of Talbot's naked arm reacted strangely upon his 

companion. The muscles, still excited by the work they had done, were 
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stretched and eager. In the faint light little shadows ran from wrist 

to shoulder. The woman, jumping to her feet, walked up and down before 

the bench, muttering and swearing. Talbot sat on the bench dumbfounded. 

Never, he thought, had he heard speech of such vigor and meaning, on 

[123] the lips of a wcman. 

"Oh the devil with a woman's chances," cried the woman. With an 

expressive little movement of her hands, and forgetting the presence of 

Talbot, she plunged into a soliloquy. "Here is this boy come up to town 

on the same train with me and now look at us. He is equipped for life. 

See the glorious strength of him. When he is hurt or mucidled by people 

he can knock them down and go about his affairs. In him there is none 

of the curse of womankind. He will never know what it is to be con

tinually touched and influenced by the weak and the ineffective. When 

he is in the presence of the impotent and the foolish the strength of 

his arm shall command respect. What matter to him if he is misunder

stood or thought less fine than another? Let him abide by his own 

strength and one by one he shall knock half the men of the world into 

the gutter and go forward until he find his place in life. Purpose and 

fine assurance are- his for the taking. He can be a master with the air 

and the stride of a master." 

The excited woman grew more and more excited and talked more 

rapidly. Upon the bench with his mouth open Talbot eat, listening. "I 

too should like to swagger about, glorious in my strengthshe cried. 

"I should like to forget this perpetual sitting in houses and thinking 

of things. I should like to work, to fight, to get half drunk on wine 

and go adventuring in the street, to chuck my job and go east, go west, 
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go south, to sleep in barns, climb mountains, throw stones at railroad 

brakesmen. I want to be dirty, dirty, dii'ty with the raw dirt of fields 

and roads, to come up to beauty through the blows, the tastes and the 

stenches of life. I want a man's chance to make a fool of myself and 

the strength to knock over the fellow who questions my right to be a 

fool." 

With a quick smile, lighting her face, the woman stopped walking 

up and down and stood looking at Talbot. Despite her smile there were 

[l2*t] tears in her eyes. In the light from a distant park lamp they 

glistened like frost on the grass. 

"You see I am a woman and can do nothing," she went on, sitting 

down in the bench beside Talbot. "I came up to. the city wanting to be 

an artist but now I do not believe that a woman can be an artist. There 

are too many things in the road, things and people she cannot knock 

aside. The best she csn do, the best any woman of this age can hope to 

do, is to cut away the underbrush for othe-r women who may come, the 

underbrush of traditions, mental and physical." 

Putting her face in her two hands the woman rocked back and 

forth on the bench. She wept but in the midst of her weeping looked 

up at Talbot and laughed as though amused at herself. Talbot was so 

deeply moved that his whole body trembled and he wanted to take the 

woman in his arms and caress her. 

Again the woman became quiet and continued her talk of woman. 

"It is in our blood and our bones, our hair and our eyes, this thing 

that destroys us as artists," she declared. How can it be otherwise? 

The artist must express and express and express. He is meant for that. 
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In the end he must, if that is necessary, destroy himself in expression. 

Amcng all men he must forget himself. He must get at something in the 

very spirit of his times and people. Painfully and with great labor he 

must strive to reproduce the spirit of his times. By sound, by color, 

9 by line or by word he must make auditable what was not auditable. He 

must make the world understand in him what there is in all men and women 

and what, in their own persons, they cannot understand. He must give 

his life for that, not as a martyr but gladly, joyfully, because he is 

an artist. 

"But do you see the woman cannot do that. Old nature, she is 

strong. She will release the man but she will not release the woman. 

Of men she has an abundance always. For her purpose there is need for 

[125] ten women but one man. It is in the woman v;ho would be an artist 

that nature is at work, cruclly at work. How insidiously and craftily 

she works always, striving to destroy the artist and recreate the woman. 

The trees in the spring when they break into leaf, the wind that blows on 

the naked cheek, the river that talks as it runs among stones at night— 

what do these things mean to the man alone among them? Strange, 

beautiful thoughts come into his mind. He is free and he tries to 

express his thoughts, tries to express in definite forms the beauty that 

is in us all. Were he a woman he vfould think cf a lover." 

Again the woman rocked back and forth on the bench. "There was 

Christ and Michael Angelo and John Keats, but where among artists is the 

woman?" 

9* Does Anderson mean "audible"? An editor has put question 
marks above the words. 
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Turning quickly, Talbot's companion put her hands upon his 

shoulders and peered into his eyes. Although the cry out of her soul 

touched him as he had never before been touched he could not join in her 

despair. Even as she talked, a glow of pride in his manhood crept over 

him and something stirred in his heart. It was as though a hidden voice 

within whispered softly, "What this woman says is true. I do not know 

what she means by her talk of artists and yet I do know. Perhaps I 

shall some day be such a one myself. Perhaps I shall grasp this thing 

that woman cannot grasp." 

In a roadway near at hand there was a loud bang. A bicycle tire 

had blown up making a startling period to Talbot's thoughts. The woman, 

taking her hands from his shoulders, locked at the ground. 

"The hands of countless women are upon us," she said. "The 

women of our day will not shake them off. Perhaps women will never do 

that. The hands of the wemen of the past are like the paws of little 

creeping vines. See the wemen nil about you everywhere—the unspeakable 

women! Oh boy, as you go through life have your eyes on the women. 

[126] They are like myself. Look closely at me. See, my body is small. 

I am continually falling ill. On me is the long curse. Old women, dead 

women, ages of women, courtesan women are having their way with me. In 

spite of myself.they are forming my thoughts, making my body frail, 

leading me in the very teeth of my logical mind to tell myself old lies. 

The women who are my sisters and my mothers are destroying me—destroying 

me who would have been an artist, speaking out of the souls of v/omen." 

With a bitter little laugh the weman on the park bench took 

Talbot's bare arm in her hands and leaning forward kissed the flesh 
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of it. When she talked again there was in her voice a note of settled 

bitterness, colored by the courageous grinning quality in her. In the 

light from the distant lamp that now shone on her Talbot could see the 

outline of her face which was small and primitive in its ruggedness. 

The mouth of the woman fascinated Talbot and he kept looking at it as 

she talked. There was, he thought, none of the cold, acquiescent woman 

in her. In a way, he thought her both the most and the least feminine 

of any woman he had ever seen. 

"I cculdn't abide the art school and the chatter of students 

there," she said, her mind jumping back to the story of her life in the 

city. Without looking at Talbot she rolled down the sleeve of his 

shirt, buttoning it at the wrist. "I only stayed a. month. The adula

tion of dead masters that was forever on the lips of the students 

wearied me. Not one among them all, man or woman, had the courage to 

talk of becoming a master. Their minds were not big enough to hold that 

thought. They talked of getting jobs as illustrators on some magazine.11 

Again the woman looked at Talbot and again her mind returned to 

the bitter thoughts of her womanhood. "Oh how I have wanted to do what 

you have been doing, to adventure in life," she cried. What would my 

[127] mind have cared for the protection of my womanhood. Only my 

womanhood itself cared about that. How I was tempted to put on men's 

clothes and run about the city, to get drunk, to fight under street 

lamps, beneath church doorways, to hang over bridges at night and hear 

the voices of the vesselmen in the darkness on the river, to see every

thing, know everything, taste everything, pleasant and unpleasant, 

beautiful and ugly, to realize at first hand what fools men are, living, 
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dying and missing the flavor cf life, to see how men miss knowing what 

the corn, the trees and the weeds by the roadside know and then to tell 

them of it, simply and sturdily as an artist should." 

Again the woman smiled and Talbot thought the corner of her 

mouth twitched. "Much good it had done me—trying all that. Dc you see 

I shouldn't have been able to knock oyer tv/o men there by the church. 

They would only have hurt me and gone away laughing. 

"I did try walking about one evening with a young fellow who 

smiled at me as he went past. He was a cattleman from Wyoming who had 

brought steers here to market and he had a huge, unpainted walking stick 

in his hand. I walked along beside him and got him to talking. I pro

posed that we make a night of it, going share ana share in the cost. I 

had a ten dollar bill in my pocket and I showed it to him, proposing 

that we drink and swagger around, seeing the sights of the to™. I 

wanted him to talk of raising cattle, perhaps to tell me of riding all 

night amid the frightened, crowding beasts while a storm raged. I 

thought of how he should tell me how the horns of the steers rattled 

together, and I should talk of art and how a new and better conception 

of art might change the face of civilization. I wanted to be two 

fellows with him, two fellows seeing the town and bragging to each 

other. 

"The fool, the damned unspeakable fool," she cried, jumping up 

from the bench. Again she walked up and down, muttering and swearing. 

[128] "If he wanted a woman why did he not pick one up from the streets?" 

He might have done that end come back to me later. I shouldn't have 

minded. The streets were full of women peering out at doorways, nodding 
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their heads, beckoning. I should have waited until he had finished with 

the woman." Taking Talbot by the hand the woman began leading him along 

the path. With a sympathetic laugh he took hold of her arm and shook 

her gently. 

"It would not work," she explained. "Such things never work. 

It would not work if I tried it on with you. The cattleman cculd not 

understand what I meant. As soon as we had walked out of the lighted 

district he became a fool. He would not talk of his cattle raising but 

went along in silence, wetting his lips with his tongue. In the dark

ness, under a railroad trestle, on Wabash Avenue and with a dozen of the 

other women within sound of his voice, he turned greedily upon me, 

clutching my arm and trying to kiss me. In self protection I had to run 

away, missing my chance for the night of adventure with him." 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM10 

Book 4 Chapter 1 

[129] In Chicago the millions arise in the morning and go forth 

to work. They are a few men living under the flag of freedom and they 

are happy. From time to time a politician or statesman getting them 

together in groups tells them of their happiness. The politician has 

dined with a friend at the hotel and there has been a bottle of wine. 

He talks of the school, the home, the hum of industry in the factories. 

"This is the most intelligent looking audience I ever addressed" he says 

and that also makes happy those who work in the city. 

At dawn the laborer arises and goes to his work. He lives in a 

small frame house on a west-side street and has his breakfast in the 

kitchen. The wife of the laborer cooks the breakfast. She is not 

beautiful and the hair hangs in ugly shreds about her face and nock. 

The hair is thin and lusterless. She prepares the breakfast in a 

frying-pan. There is a lamp fastened to a bracket on the wall and the 

globe is dirty. In the uncertain light the laborer does not look at his 

wife. Never do these two look at each other. He yawns and locks at the 

floor. Presently he complains about the food and the wife answers 

sharply. A quarrel begins. 

The laborer has a daughter who also works. She comes into the 

kitchen dressed for the street. She is wearing a coat that attempts to 

10. Beginning with Book 4 and continuing through the rest of 
the novel, the manuscript is a typed black carbon (it is mcstly typed 
blue carbon previous to Book k). MS pp. 129-182 and 195-21*1 were done 
on a pica typewriter, pp. 183-19^ on an elite typewriter. With Book 4 
the chapter headings change. No longer does the title "Talbot 
Whittingham" appear as a heading to the beginning of a chapter. 
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look like fur. At the sleeves it is worn so that heavy yellow threads, 

such as are used in the making of grain bags, show through. 

The daughter has been weeping as she dressed. Each morning when 

she comee to breakfast her eyes are red with weeping and the laborer and 

his wife have grown accustomed tc the sight. A furious hatred of her 

work is the cause of her weeping. Time [l3o] has not yet conquered her. 

In the dim light in her own room she awakens each morning and lying in 

the darkness dreams of marriage with some man, not a laborer. Her 

thoughts start the tears flowing. She is employed in a factory where 

corsets are made and the work has ruined her hands. As she comes to 

breakfast in the kitchen she pauses by the lamp at the wall and holding 

her hands to the light locks at them long and earnestly. 

The laborer arising pulls on a heavy coat and passes out of the 

house. In the kitchen the mother comes in silence and puts a plate on 

the table before the daughter. The laborer is employed as a teamster 

and must groom his horses before he begins the day's work. As he goes 

along, his shoes creaking in the snow, he fills his pipe. He has for

gotten to bring matches and is furious. In the half light he stumbles 

along swearing stupidly. 

In a suburb far to the north of Chicago there is a business man 

who also arises early. He is a credit man in a wholesale clothing store 

and his work has piled up so that for a month he must be abroad before 

daylight. His wife does not get out of bed to arrange his breakfast. 

For years she has not been well and to arise early would give her a 

headache. She has two daughters one of whom teaches school while the 

other does the work of the house. In spite of the illness the wife of 
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the credit man has grown fat. In a chest in the bathroom of the house 

there is a bottle of medicine, bought secretly. The medicine was 

advertised in a paper and it is to restore the wife's figure. 

The credit man in not fat. He is very lean. As he moves about 

in the kitchen, putting pans on the stove, he fastens buttons and 

arranges his tie. He is thinking of the [l3l] pile of letters on his 

desk and wondering if the girl he has asked to come early will be on 

time. She wept when he asked her to come and the merrory of that angers 

him. When he tries to light the burner of the stove the flame shoots 

suddenly up. 

An ugly red mark appears on the back of the credit man's hand. 

He goes into the bathroom and looks for a remedy in the chest that is 

fastened to the wall. In the chest he sees the bottle of medicine the 

wife has bought that her figure may be restored and forgetting the burned 

hand puts it in his pocket and returns to the kitchen. 

Locking at the clock this man also pulls on his ccat and hurries 

away. Although he runs forward through the snow he misses his train. 

Up and down the depot platform he walks thinking of his life. He 

searched for a handkerchief to tie about the burned hand and finds the 

bottle of medicine. With the bottle in his hand he goes to where there 

is a light fastened to the depot wall and resds the label. With a snarl 

of ineffectual fury he hurls the bottle against the wall of the building 

and then with the wind playing about his thin legs he again walks up and 

down swearing softly. 

From the south, where he has been for a month, a young Chicago 

lawyer returns to the city with his bride. They have arisen early and 
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are sitting in a seat in the sleeping car. For an extra half dollar the 

porter has. already folded the berths away. The light in the car is dim 

ana all about them the passengers are asleep. They are depressed— 

not because they have ccme to the end of the honeymoon but because they 

are not happy. The young lawyer looks out at the car window [l32] at 

the snow covered fields. They come to a part of the city where suburban 

factories 3.ine the tracks. Laborers with pails in their hands stumble 

along in the cold. The young man is glad he is going back to his work 

in the lav/ office but he wonders why he should work—what it all means. 

A few weeks earlier the lawyer had been quite certain of the 

meaning of life. He would work for the woman who now sat on the seat 

beside him. Now the thought seems absurd. "Why," he asks himself, 

"should I work for her—why should I work for anyone—what is the point 

of all this everlasting working?" He thinks of the suburban house in 

which he has planned to live with the woman who sits beside him and his 

thoughts sicken him. He wonders why suburbanites seem always so ever

lastingly suburban. He wishes that he might live so that no one should 

ever be quite sure where he lived. A kind of wall he feels is closing 

in about him. 

It is cold in the car and the young man shivers. The woman 

beside him also shivers, and looks at her feet resting on the seat in 

front. Men crawl out of the berths and rush to the dressing room at the 

end of the car carrying clothes in their arms. They come to the station. 

At the station there is a difficulty about baggage and as he 

stands waiting for it tc be straightened out the young man notices that 

his bride looks weary. He knows that he should go v/ith her to her home 
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where she is to stay until arrangements are made, but he is determined 

not to go. At the office they will not mind if he is late. If he does 

not appear at the office at all on this day when he has brought his 

bride home there will be no one to object. 

The difficulty about the baggage grows more complex [l33] and. 

the young man wants to swear. He should like to strike the baggageman 

with his fist. He takes the bride away up a stairway into the street 

and puts her aboard a street car. 

When the bride is gone the young man is more cheerful. He 

forgets about the need of hurrying to the office and strolls leisurely 

over a bridge. At a restaurant he dines sicwly, stopping to read a 

newspaper and smoke. It is still early and he goes for a walk watching 

the faces of the people and wondering vaguely what made him so restless 

on the train. "I did not sleep well" he mutters apologetically, but 

that does not satisfy him. At a street crossing he stops and stares at 

himself in a store window. He becomes alert and hurries through the 

street to the office. As he hurries briskly along he swears but is not 

conscious of hie swearing. 

In the city the crowd thickens. There it; a steady tramping of 

feet on the pavements. The world is afoot. It has got through another 

night. Breakfast has been eaten at a hundred thousand tables. Train 

loads of pigs, vast fields of wheat, corn above which the bees hummed in 

the summer—all these have gone helter skelter down the throat of man 

and he is going to his work. In the crowds all do not swear. Very young 

girls who have become stenographers chatter and laugh. Boys who will 

presently live in suburban homes but who are now young clerks strut 
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along. The three who swore in the dim morning light are forgotten. 

Their problem is lost in the vast problem. The riddle of the universe 

is tramping in the streets. Mankind is going to his work, to the 

writing of his letters, the building of his buildings, the making and 

selling of his goods—to what end? 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book k Chapter 2 

[lj^] Talbot Whittingham had begun to ask himself that question. 

Day after day he went to the boxing academy with a great hunger and 

restlessness growing within him. He was getting ready to push out of 

his life as a boxer and into something else but did not know what he 

wanted to do. In the long room with the muscle-making machines along 

the wall he ran here and there, his white flesh gleaming in the light 

that came in at the window and his step becoming lighter even as his 

weight increased. Lust came to him, the strong lust of the vigorous 

young man and sometimes in the evening as he roamed in the streets he 

fed his lust, grasping women in his arms, kissing them with fierce 

earnestness end at times holding them so tightly that they cried out 

because of the strength in him. For the most part, however, lust spent 

itself in the blows given and taken in the boxing academy or was washed 

away by the cold water from the lake running down over his body as he 

stood in the shower baths after his hours of work. After the bath he 

walked in the street and the hunger and the restlessness returned. 

Talbot moved intc new quarters and did not wa3k any more v/ith 

Harry Rankin. A girl from Davenport, Iowa who had a room next to his 

own sometimes walked about with him. 

This girl, like the school teacher from Indiana, was a student 

at the Art Institute but, unlike the woman who had laughed with joy at 

seeing Talbot engaged in a street fight, she took everything said and 

done by the instructors in the school very seriously. In the evening 

she came into Talbot's room and sitting on the edge of his cot talked of 
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her day. If the work she had done had pleased the instructors she was 

[l35] beside herself with joy. If it had displeased she wept. 

One evening Talbot went into the girl's room to look at her 

work. She had been lying down late in the afternoon and the bed was 

disarranged. The paintings and drawings she brought forth from a closet 

awoke in him an infinite weariness. On one foot and then en the other 

he stood, and then, saying nothing, returned to his own room. He was 

pleased that the girl had not been interested in his opinion of the work 

and had not asked for it. She had net supposed he had an opinion. As 

he stood looking at the pictures she had gone here and there explaining 

their merits. "The true line of the body is, as you see, difficult to 

catch" she had said and Talbot wondered what made her think she had 

caught it. 

In his new quarters Talbot was again on the edge of that strange 

half world of the arts whose voice he had heard when, as a child, he 

lay in the bed with the French maid in the New York apartments. In the 

evening groups of young artists came to spend the evening in the room 

next door. 

Talbot sat in his room and listened to their conversation. Once 

he crept to a bolted door that separated the two rooms and lying on the 

floor waited breathlessly hoping to catch again in these voices a quality 

that had been in the voice of her who had talked on the park bench. 

Endlessly the talk of art went on. Quarrels arose. The souls of 

dead and half-forgotten artists were hailed back from the long rest and 

in their own words made to talk the talk that seemed to Talbot meaning

less. With a little gasp he sat on the floor and holding his knees in 
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his two hands rocked back and forth trying to understand the mystery. 

As in a vision he saw little groups such as that new gathered in the 

towns and cities cf America, in England, France, Italy, wherever mail had 

come up out of savagery. Always there was the old story—here and there 

an artist and everywhere in increasing numbers these strange children 

who clung to the skirts of art and who in the end had no understanding 

at all of the import of art. 

clcarly. He merely sat on the floor with his knees in his hands and 

pondered the matter. He himself had an inclination toward the arts and 

he wondered if he had not better let art alone. In the evening he some

times sat in his room writing down the thoughts that came into his mind. 

The city was full of wonders for him—the wintry dawn through which 

hurried the half-frozen worker, the silence of residence streets late on 

summer nights, the incessant cry, now faint, now loud, of city voices. 

Talbot wrcte of these things blinaly, eagerly, persistently. The 

writing was an expression of the lust in him. When his mind was filled 

with thoughts induced by the writing he walked in the streets seeing 

clearly, making words and sentences, happy in a kind of freedom from a 

thousand influences at work about him. When he did not write or think 

of the writing all was changed. In the street of a sudden some chance 

met woman stirred him profoundly. His lips became dry and his fingers 

trembled. He felt himself in the midst of dangers, dangers from which 

he could be saved by the writing. 

next room getting together other rooms all over the world, in 

I advance too rapidly. Talbot did not think things out so 
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On a summer evening Talbot called the girl from Davenport into 

his room and tried to talk to her of the matter that was in his mind. 

Beginning faintly to understand the power of the lust within himself he 

wanted to ask if the same thing were in her also. "If you did not 

paint, if you were only a girl waiting to be married, [l37] are you not 

afraid of what you might do—I mean about men," he began awkwardly. 

The girl laughed uneasily. She was embarrassed and a little 

afraid, wondering what Talbot meant. In the art school she had heard 

much whispered talk of love among artists and wondered if that were 

going to happen to her. Sitting down quickly she put her head in her 

hands and looked at the floor. In his turn Talbot became embarrassed. 

Although they had begun talking in the darkness he went quickly and 

lighted a light. "I do not think an artist should think of love—he 

should think of art and love that," said the girl still looking at the 

floor. 

For a moment Talbot pursued the subject. His mind began 

searching for a more definite way of expressing his thought. "But— 

something else—men and women—passions—" he asked sharply and then 

seeing the perplexed look that came into the eyes of the girl when she 

looked up he began patting her on the back and laughing. "It does not 

matter" he said, "I dare say you do not know what I mean." 

Night after night the voices in the room next to Talbot's talked 

of art ana in him the lusts and the hunger grew. After a v/eek he no 

longer heard the voices although he occasionally walked out v/ith the 

girl and once when he found her weeping as she went through the hall he 

took her into his room and pulling a chair to the open window took her 
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into his arms and rocked her as he might have rocked sun unhappy child. 

When she began telling him of her day ana that one of the instructors at 

the school, finding her alone in a room, had tried to kiss her Talbot 

stroked her head with his hand and looking out through the window 

wondered why the instructor had wanted to do anything of the kind. 

On the street at night Talbot thought much of the Indiana [l38] 

woman and wished with a whole mind that he had not again lost trace of 

her. After the evening together he had let her escape without giving 

him her name and address. After the talk on the park bench the two had 

walked together to a car line and had stood on a corner looking at each 

other. Again the woman had kissed Talbot and again when the car came 

she had of a sudden run away leaving him standing hesitating and puzzled 

in the street. The kiss she had given him was a kiss of passion, eager 

and clinging, and after the talk that had been both confusing and 

illuminating. Talbot had spent a dozen afternoons searching for her in 

places where commercial artists are employed and had put advertisements 

in the daily papers. On hot summer nights he walked up and down State 

Michigan Streets hoping to come upon her in the crowd. When as often 

happened he went love making with a woman he was half ashamed that he 

should make love to another. There was, he began to think, something 

evil about doing anything of the kind, v/hile one who had moved him as 

had the woman who talked on the park bench was still alive in the world. 
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TALEOT WHITTIKGHAM 

Bock 4 Chapter 3 

[l39] Talbot got his start in the groat advertising company of 

Leach & Lester through an acquaintanceship begun in Spider Rankin's 

boxing academy. He did not especially want to be an advertising man. 

It just fell out so. Adrift in a world, adrift he was borne by the tide 

of things into that way of getting money. 

Billows Turner, a man of some reputation among advertising men 

then, and whom Talbot later helped to make famous was at the bottom of 

things. He was a brown eyed, well set up man of the middle height with 

a nervous disease and a bald head. In at the door of the Spider's place 

he came about two of an afternoon, stripped in haste and in gymnasium 

trunks that emphasized the thinness and the unsteadiness of his legs 

bounced madly about the floor. Along the wall he ran going from one 

muscle-developing machine to another like an excited boy who has found 

pennies scattered in a street. If a sparring partner were not ready he 

grew angry, scolded, ran back into the dressing room, looked at his 

watch, consulted the note book that projected from his side coat pocket 

and sometimes, dressing hurriedly, raced away having done nothing 

beyond pulling nervously at the handle of a weight lifting machine or 

striking a few ineffectual blows at a punching bag that hung from the 

ceiling. 

As a sparring mate Billows Turner was maddening. One smashing 

blow might have killed the man and great care had to be exercised with 

him while an understanding of his character was necessary to keep an 

opponent's temper in leash. 
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It was a lack of understanding on the part of Harry Rankin that 

brought Billows Turner to Talbot and that in the end made him an 

advertising man. "I can't stand the fellow" declared Harry. [l^o] 

"You'll have to take him off my hands." With a owing of his body he 

struck the punching bag a blow that made it aance back and forth. "I'll 

hit the man and get into trouble if I have to have another round with 

him. He keeps talking and says things that make me furious. I should 

like to knock him through a window." 

Talbot was interesLed and on the next day went to box with the 

bald headed man. In his net* opponent there was nothing of the evenly 

balanced relaxed air of the natural fighter but also there was nothing 

of the coward. In a way Talbot thought him one cf the most courageous 

men he had ever faced, he was so unfit for fighting and yet so determined 

to fight. As he rushed here and there, his thin arms fHaying the air 

and his nose twitching like the nose of a rabbit, Talbot's heart jumped 

with delight. "The man has spirit" he thought, blocking the blows aimed 

at him and occasionally slapping the head of the bald man as he might 

have slapped a friendly dog. 

The talk of Billows Turner that had infuriated Harry Rankin, did 

not bother Talbot. At once he understood the import of it. Like him

self at night when he walked alone in the streets or through the parks 

Turner was in the habit of talking aloud to himself. His abuse was not 

aimed at the person of Talbot but at his own person. "Come! Come! 

Come! you puppy!" he shouted dancing about and twisting his face in 

strange shapes. "Come now, be somebody. Get a move on you. Have seme 

style. Don't be so afraid you are going to be hit. Don't shrink. All 
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your life you will be hit when you least expect it. There now, stand up 

to it. You are going to get it in a minute. I told you so, you rat." 

Talbot was delighted. Stepping lightly about he took the [l^fl] 

blows upon his open hand as he might have caught tennis balls. Occa

sionally, letting his head slip forward, he let a blow land upon his 

chin or cheek. Understanding that Turner did not want tender treatment 

and yet realizing that he must keep himself in hand he let his fist 

shoot out and sent Turner sprawling to the floor. "This desire to take 

blows will make g fool of you" he said when Turner was one day cursing 

himself for his cowardice but nevertheless rushing valiantly into the 

fray. Something like a sneer came to Talbot's lips. "I'll give you one 

that will make the tears come" he said sharply. 

Turner dropped his hands and stared, half amazed to find before 

him an opponent other than his own reluctant body. "Tears yes," he said 

earnestly. "I expect you will make tears come. I cry about something 

every day. Hit away. That's what I'm here for—to be hit. I want ycu 

to do that to me. The tears may come first as you say but I'll hold 

Billows Turner up to his job just the same." 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book A- Chapter b 

[1^2] One morning in September Billows Turner took Talbot into 

his own tiny office in the great general offices of Leach & Lester-

advertising agents. Turner's office faced a wide hall and had a window 

looking down some fifteen stories into Dearborn Street. Acrcss the hall 

in a long room many men sat busily at work. The roar of clattering 

typewriters filled the air. In the hallway outside the dcor men passed 

up and down talking and laughing. In the long room a woman's voice 

shouted "Oh Albert. V/here is Albert?" 

At his desk sat Billows Turner writing madly. Sheet after sheet 

he filled scrawling the words half across the sheet. Talbot watched him 

and listened. In the next room a man dictated letters going steadily 

from letter to letter without pause and without lifting hie voice. In 

the letters there was a refrain going on and on. "We are the greatest 

organization of brains in the world" said the voice of the dictator. 

From the long room the woman's voice continued calling. It became 

petulent. "I can never get Albert to come" it complained. 

In his own office Billows Turner stopped writing and talked to 

his guest. The talk and the visit to the offices of Leach 8c Lester were 

the result of another talk held some days before at the boxing academy. 

In the midst cf a bout the two men had stopped fighting and had been 

beset with curiosity concerning each other. Walking to an open window 

they had stood locking sharply into each other's eyes. Questions and 

answers had passed back and forth. The groundwork for the growth of 

friendship and understanding had been stirred. On an impulse Talbot had 
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tried to tell Turner of the vague hunger and restlessness growing within 

him. "At home [1V3] I try to write11 he said apologetically. "I go to 

my room and work for hours writing down odd things that come into my 

mind. I should like to do nothing else, but write but it is a silly 

business. Most of my writing means nothing. I could not live by doing 

that and I dcn't want to live by it." 

Billows Turner was interested. With a great outpouring of words 

he began talking of his own profession declaring that Talbot should go 

into it. Taking off the boxing gloves and throwing them upon the floor 

he walked up and down snapping his fingers and wriggling his nose. "It 

is the most marvelous profession in the world and develops the most 

wonderful men," he declared, "You should see what we do. Here in 

Chicago v/e are beginning a little to be understood. Banquets are held 

for us and speeches made. V/e hove a club here at which governors of 

states ana other big men come often to speak. Wo ore almost weary of 

governors of states and other big men who come to address us. A 

professor at Chicago University has written a book concerning advertis

ing. In ancther five years the profession of advertising will be taught 

in the Chicago Public Schools." 

Taking Talbot with him Billows Turner went here and there about 

the great offices of Leach & Lester. Lester, a tall, narrow faced man 

with eyes set extraordinarily close together and with snow white hair 

sat in a large room heavily carpeted with rugs. His chair v/as in a 

corner and from where Talbot stood it v/as difficult to see the tiny eyes 

that looked sharply at him. "You should come among us," he said when 

Billows Turner had ceased talking of Talbot. 
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"The man can write like a God" said Turner who had seen [lMt-j 

none of Talbot's scribbling. "He will rise quickly in our profession." 

In the office with Lester, Turner had winked at Talbot and when 

they had gone out into the hall he began to explain. "It is the way 

things are done" he said. "If I get you in here I count on your making 

good. It will not be difficult. You have the eye for it. I can tell 

everything by looking at a man's eyes. When I look into the eyes of a 

client who comes in here I can tell almost to a dollar how much money 

he will spend." 

Billows Turner took Talbot along the hall and into the long room 

from which the voices had come. At little desks along the walls sat men 

and women busily writing. The voice that had called for the presence of 

Albert had ceased calling. In the center of the room like actors upon 

a stage two men were engaged in a quarrel which, disregarding the 

clatter, went on and on. When Turner introduced Talbot to one of the 

two he shook hands v/ithout looking around. "This Nietzsche should have 

lived in the village of Nazareth and been a friend of the young Jesus" 

said the man so absorbed in his own thoughts that he paid no attention 

to the interruption. "It. would have been delightful had they both been 

carpenters working at the same bench." The talker looked at Talbot. "I 

tell you the two should have had great times together. They should both 

have been better for the friendship" he continued, still absent-mindedly 

shaking hsnrts. 

As though swept along by the spirit of the two talking in the 

long room Billows Turner began also to talk. The men and the women at 

the desks along the wall put down their pens and listened. As Turner 
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talked they laughed and looked at him with the air of parents in the 

presence of a favorite child. 

Going to an unoccupied, desk Turner brought to Talbot a great 

sheet of paper on which was drawn the giant figure of a man holding a 

package aloft. "Millwright's Breakfast Food" Turner explained. "They 

will spend a half million in advertising when I have shown that [l^5] it 

will be profitable. I wanted to be able to write seriously and honestly' 

about this food, carrying ray own convictions into the minds of 

thousands. That's the reason I came to Spider Rankin's place. I wanted 

to eat the food and get well but I wasn't fit for the test. It would 

not be fair to the food." 

Getting up from the desks the men and women gathered about 

Turner who began to grow excited. Only the twc who talked of Nietzsche 

and Jesus paid no attention. 

"I knew the food was wonderful, that it would build giants" 

continued Turner. "The president of the Millwright Company was himself 

a nervous wreck until he began eating this food. Now you should see 

him. I wanted to give the food a chance to work the same transformation 

in me. The hours in the gymnasium were but a preparation fcr the effect 

the food is already beginning to have. I can feel it at work in me. Do 

you not see? The work in your place was but the plowing and cultivating 

of the field in which Millwright's Breakfast Food is to be planted. 

Wait a year,, six months, wait a few weeks and you shell see how strength 

shall grow up in me and how I shall write so honestly and trenchantly of 

this food that half the world shall buy." 
t 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book b Chapter 5 

[l^6] One morning Talbot Vv'hd ttingham went with other well-

dressed men along a street, over a bridge and into a city. It was a 

cold clear morning and there were carriages in the street in which he 

walked. At the bridge where they must go forward single file the 

carriages lined up in a row and went slowly. Talbot whc was strong and 

full of vigoi' swung along, passing one after another of the carriages. 

Men and women were in them and he looked at the women. They were rich 

women going to the shops and for a moment he was pleased at the thought 

that he might now have also such a carriage with a woman in it. "I 

could do that if I pleased" he murmured to himself and wondered what it 

would be like to come to a house or to one of the rich apartments facing 

the lake and find a woman waiting for him, a woman v/ith soft hands and 

with rich well made clothes that fell in graceful lines about her body. 

He imagined taking such a woman into his arms and kissing her and the 

thought both pleased and irritated him. An uneasy feverishness crept 

over his body and his mind became clcuded. Lcoking no more at the 

carriages he hurried faster than ever. The old refrain came back into 

his head. "What's the point of that? What's it all about?" Some 

hidden voice within kept asking. 

Although Talbot's mind kept adventuring into new ways of thought 

even during his days cf business in the material things of life he was 

extremely conservative. As an advertising man and through his discovery 

and use of the extraordinary ability of Eillows Turner he had been 

successful in his work and now made ten, twelve, and even fifteen 
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thousand dollars a year. In spite of all this he lived alcne in a 

single room for which, he paid but fifteen dollars a month and except on 

[:A7] rare nights of adventure or when intent upon bringing into the maw 

of Leach & Lester some rich manufacturer he did not dine expensively. 

An odd desire for cash, much cash was in him. When he drew his pay he 

got the check given him exchanged for bills anri sometimes carried the 

money about for days. At night in his room he drew the shade and laying 

the bills upon a desk walked up and down locking at them. As he walked 

he chuckled and rubbed his hands together. At such times it seemed to 

him that the cash was an evidence that he was defeating the world, that 
s 

in the battle fought under strangely distorted and meaningless rules he 

was emerging victorious. One seeing him at such a time mieht have 

thought him a miser. But the lust of the miser was not Talbot's lust. 

He himself was not very definite abcut his lusts. When men came to him 

showing how, by this or that investment, money could be made to increase 

his store of cash more rapidly he yawned and did not listen. "If I put 

my money into such things I would have to depend on others and I don't 

want to do that" he said. "I want the cash and I want it put away some

where where no one can touch it but me." 

On the morning when he passed over the bridge and when the 

procession of thoughts pleasant and unpleasant marched through his mind 

Talbot had an engagement with a man who was, he planned, to fall under 

the spell of Billows Turner. He was late and after he had crossed the 

bridge he found a cab standing by the curb and drove to the office. 
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In the cab Talbot stared out of the window at the crowds hurry

ing to other offices and began to ask himself questions in regard to the 

meaning of his life. 

"Why am I here"? What am I intended to do?" Talbot asked [l^8] 

himself. It had become a kind of refrain for him, that question. It 

had got itself tangled in the rattle and bang of the street cars that 

ran up and down below his office window; it had begun to creep into his 

voice when he talked to men, trying to persuade them to fall under the 

spell of Billows Turner; once he had caught himself writing it at the 

foot of a letter in the place where he should have signed his name. 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book ^ Chapter 6 

[3A9] In the office of Loach & Lester a conference was held. 

The conference was to decide upon the advisability 01- iny dvisabili ty of 

advertising a cigar. A half dozen men were at the conference. Lester 

was there with his grey hair and shifting eyes. He sat at the end of a 

long table and abcut the room in chairs along the wall sat other men, 

among them him who had talked so earnestly of Jesus and Nietzsche on 

that day when Talbot had become an advertising man. 

Talbot sat in a chair that was tipped against the wall. During 

the conference he was on the point of falling asleep. He had done his 

work in getting the maker of cigars to come into the office. After the 

entrance of the man into such a conference he said nothing. He trusted 

to the genius of Billows Turner. 

The man with the cigar to be advertised was a small wiry fellow 
-o 

with the air of an excited fox terrier. He was in deadly earnest about 

the need of a wider market for the cigars. He unwrapped packages of his 

ware and threw then! upon the table. All smoked and the conference 

began. 

The cigar man talked. He did not speak of his wares but 

condemned other makers of cigars. Of a sudden he began speaking of 

America, calling it a wonderful country. Turning to the men sitting 

about the room he pled with them. "I don't want you to say that there 

is not opportunity for a man in American and in Chicago" he begged. "I 

want you to look at my own life. I came up out of poverty to the place 

where I have over two hundred cigar makers at work. I have traveling 
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men who go as far west as Beatrice, Nebraska. I won't be downed. 

That's my mctto. That's what my father said when I was a boy and [l50] 

worked on a scow that took ~rash out of Chicago here into the lake. 

'Don't be downed' he said and I haven't been." . < 
V 

The maker of cigars glared fiercely about. Talbot kept his eyes 

fixed on Billows Turner. He felt like a man who is hunting birds in a 

field that is covered with long grass. The man who hunts has a dog who 

runs on ahead. He does not look at the field but watches the dog. 

Again the cigar wan talked. He grew more and more excited. 

"Well, I'm here" he said loudly. "This man Whittingham wanted me to 

come and I did come. I want you to pick me to pieces. I want you to 

look at my record as a business man. Always I have liked best those who 

found the flaws in me. I have paid attention to what they have said and 

have made monev by it." 

As though to suggest a way in which he might be dissected the 

man began to cut cigars open lengthwise and threw the contents upon the 

long table. "That's me" he declared emphatically. "I lay things upon 

the table. When I have a thing to sell I rip it open. That's my way." 

For another half hour the cigar man talked walking up and down 

the room while the men in the chairs alcng the wall listened and smoked. 

He seemed half beside himself with fear that he should not win their 

respect and kept linking his own name with the general idea of America 

as a great industrial nation making its way into the respect of the rest 

of the world. When the men in the room applauded, as they did when ever 

there was a check to the flow of words, he launched forth anew. 
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"There is this cigar here" he cried, picking one off the table 

and waving it in the air, "it is made by a man who has won his way in 

the world by honesty, by a man who loves and [l5l] honors honesty. In 

spite of all that is said I think we are all that way, steel men, 

street-car men, men who own railroads. I want trade for my cigars but I 

want no misrepresentation. That's the way all big American business men 

feel. We'll get the South American trade yet. If you are to advertise 

this cigar you are to tell the plain blunt truth about it. Shirt-sleeve 

advertising, that's what I want if I want any at all. Can you men do 

that kind of work? That's what I ask myself^ I shall insist upon 

that." 

To the end of his days as an advertising man Talbot never knew 

how such a business conference would come out. On and on it went and 

as he thought got nowhere. The men in the room were supposed to get 

information in regard to the product about to be advertised. They got 

nothing of the kind. The talk went on and on and Talbot was confused by 

the stream cf words until it seemed to him that all in the room had gone 

mad. 

But Billows Turner the advertising man was not confused. When 

the maker of cigars grew weary he also walked up and dcwn. As he walked 

he puffed at one of the cigars, blowing the smoke far away and smacking 

his lips. Like the cigar man he cut cigars open, smelling of the 

tobacco, touching it to his lips, spreading the leaves upon the table 

and delving among them with the point of a pocket knife like one looking 

for something lost. 
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After a time the actions of Billows Turner began to affect the 

maker of cigarsi The two meri glared at each other. The cigar man asked 

sharp questions to which he got no replies. He walked nervously about 

staring at this intruder into the cigar making industry. After a time 

he sat down in a chair and like the other men in the room became silent, 

fascinated. 

[152] As the cigar man subsided Billows Turner became more and 

more hurried and intense in his examination of the tobacco on the table. 

He made a queer sucking sound with his lips; his nose twitched, he 

ground the contents of a cigar into dust and scattering the dust upon 

the table'touched it with the tip of his tongue; he became as one in 

pain and quick spasms of feeling played across his face; he wa'lkod up 

and down the room snapping his fingers and, sitting in a chair, let his 

head drocp while he stared at the floor. 

And then of a sudden, and when all in the room had begun to make 

fLices and nod their heads in sympathy with him, there came from Billows 

Turner the idea, about which many advertisements would be built and 

because of v;hich Talbot Whittingham would make much mcney. 

"Walnuts" cried Turner, jumping to his feet and snapping his 

fingers rapidly, "black walnuts eaten before; an open fire in the evening. 

Do you not see?" Running forward he peered into the face of the cigar 

maker. "Delicious taste, eh?" he cried. "Used to do that when you were 

a boy, eh? You have never quite forgotten. Nobody has forgotten. It 

will be a sure thing. Walnuts grow everywhere and everyone has sat 

around in the evening eating them. They crack them cn the edge of a 

flat iron held between the legs and put them in a dish. Everybody has 
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done it. There's your universal appeal. Remind them of walnuts over 

and over again. Make them forget the cigar and think of walnuts. 

That's the trick that will make you rich." 

With a great outpouring of words Turner began to explain to the 

men in the room the great idea. The acquiescence of the maker of cigars 

he took for granted. With his face shining with delight he made a word-

picture of an old-fashioned American [l53] farm house with the family 

seated by the fire eating walnuts. 

"There is the whole secret of it" he explained. "Do you see 

what I have done? I have thought of s. taste that lingers delightfully 

in the memory of every man you will meet on the street. We will 

capitalize that memory. We will link up the name of your cigar with 

just that flavor. Over and over we will make the connection. We v/ill 

insist upon it. We will not be discouraged. We will do the thing in 

the newspapers, on billboards and in the street cars. We wiill keep at 

it week after week until the idea is fixed in peoples' minds and then, 

do you see, the thing is done." 

With pencil and paper Billows Turner began to scrawl arrange

ments of words. Leaving their chairs all gathered about him. No longer 

interested in the fragments of tobaccc he brushed them off the table 

upon the floor. 

"A smoke that is like eating walnuts by an open fire at night, 

eh?" he exclaimed holding a paper aloft. "That's what you will say. 

Just that. Nothing else. No explanation at all. A big picture of the 

cigar and then the words 'The Walnut Fire'". That New Blend. A smoke 

that is like eating walnuts by an open fire at night." 
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Billows Turner shock the maker of cigars by the hand. "I 

congratulate you upon your foresight in coming here" he said. "We have 

started you in the right way. It was something you said put the idea in 

my head. No lying. No misrepresentations. I kept thinking of those 

words of yours. I knew you would not stand for our saying the cigar was 

made of one kind of tobacco when in reality it is made of another. Nov 

you can make it of any kind of tobacco you please. I could see you were 

a big business man. 'No lying now Billows' I kept saying to myself. 

advertising men would try to lead you into. Nothing at all, you see, 

but a sustained suggestion carried into the rr'ind day after day, nothing 

but absolute honesty, just as you said, the kind of thing that wiHl yet 

make American business men famous in the world's history because among 

all business men they are, as you said, at bottom honest." 

In this you see there is ncne of the cheap tricky things so many 
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TALBOT WKITTINGHAK 

Book k Chapter 7 

[155] Or. an evening of the late October Talbot got drunk with 

that tran in the office of Leach & Lester who continually talked of the 

philosopher Nietzsche. The drunkenness came about in this way. The 

student of Nietzsche was himself a philosopher and had it in mind to 

write a book setting forth his thoughts. Several times he had talked 

to Talbot of the matter. "I have it arranged in my mirid but I have been 

unable to find expression" he explained. "I shall go farther than any

one in upsetting old ideas. I know what I want to say and one of these 

days I will find a way of saying it." 

During the afternoon, before the drunkenness, the philosopher 

had been engaged in a discussion with another man, also in th^ employ of 

Leach & Lester. This second man was a small blue eyed fellow with a 

lame leg. The two had gone into one of the small rooms that faced the 

wide hallway running through Leach & Lester's offices and closing the 

doer had begun to talk. 

In the little room the two men stood beside a desk and talked in 

low tones. When Talbot came in upon them they did not look at him. 

With his back against the door Talbot stood listening. When the two 

looked up half embarrassed he nodded his head and smiled. "Go on with 

your talk" he said quickly. "I am interested in this everlasting dis

cussion of yours. I want to see what you two are driving at and whether 

or not you are getting anywhere." 

The lame man, who had been talking when Talbot came into the 

room, continued to talk. "You-do not understand this Christ" he 
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declared passionately, looking again at the follower of Nietzsche and 

forgetting Talbot. "You are continually taking it for granted that he 

was a fool, a mushy sentimental fool, [l56] whereas he was nothing of 

the kind." The lame man sat down quickly in a chair that stood by the 

desk and then as quickly sprang up again. "I do not want to become 

angry," he explained nervously. "One cannot speak of Christ who is 

angry or excited." Turning toward Talbot he held out his hand as though 

pleading for understanding. "He does not approach Christ in the right 

spirit" he explained. "He tries to use his brain, his foolish brain 

filled with rules and axioms ana laws. His brain tells him to look with 

contempt upon Christ's idea of infinite pity." 

The lame man clutching the edge of the desk leaned forward and 

stared into the face of the disciple of Nietzsche. Leaving his place 

by the door, Talbct went also to stand by the desk. "He may be getting 

at something" he thought. "I shall not quarrel with him. I shall pay 

attention to what he has to say." 

"Oh! Why can you not see?" cried the lame man. "You are like 

all men who are what is called strong. You are absorbed in the con

templation of your own strength. This Nietzsche of whom you speak was 

like that. The so-called strong men of the world have all been so. 

They would not open their minds to the message of Christ and so, you 

see, they missed the point." 

The lame man turned to Talbot. Tears came into his eyes. Out

side the tiny office the clatter of typewriters went busily on. "You do 

not think Christ soft and meaningless?" he begged. "Do you not remember 

how that once when she sought to interfere with him, he drove his mother 
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away with a wave of his hand? Did he not say that terrible saying 'Let 

the dead bury the dead1?" 

Talbot and the disciple of Nietzsche went out of the office and 

down into the street. After the outburst in the office the lame man had 

turned and hurried away overcome with feeling. The Nietzschean, who was 

tall and awkward, fumed and muttered [l5?] as he walked beside Talbot. 

"We will have some drinks, eh?" he asked. "We shall get the taste of 

that stuff out of our mouths." 

In the saloon the tall man drank greedily and talked of the book 

he should write. The bartender, a smooth-faced young man, leaned over 

the bar and listened. When a customer came he served him quickly and 

again returned to listen. The tall man sought to justify himself. "I 

shall get at this book very soon now. For years I have been building up 

ideas. Even though I do continue to write advertisements there will be 

this other thing into which I shall pour my soul. I shall help to 

destroy sentimentality. For all these years the world has been held 

back by the teachings of this Christ. Now Nietzsche has put a stop to 

that. He has said things the disciples of Christ can't answer. They 

are like that lame fellcw. Tears come to their eyes and they run away. 

Now you see there will be a whole brood of new men and new ideas 

springing up, here in America and all over the world. There will be a 

vast brood of men to carry forward this eternal new doctrine of hard

ness. I myself shall be one of that brood. I may pass unnoticed. Does 

that matter? I shall go on and on. Now I shall get drunk to take the 

memory of that sentimental lame fellow out of my mind. I shall get 

drunk and you shall get drunk with me." 
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TALBCT WHITTINfiHAM 

Book Chapter 8 

[158] The evening of drinking with the disciple of Nietzsche 

was the beginning of a turning point in the life of Talbot, the young 

business man; a turning point that in the night that followed the 

evening led almost to his destruction. Although, after that night, he 

continued to go daily to the offices of Leach & Lester, he was in truth 

never again an advertising man. The disciple of Nietzsche did not stay 

long in the company of Talbct. Together the two went from place to 

place, leaning over bars and drinking. Men gathered in groups about 

them and to these groups the Nietzschean made long speeches. "It is 

time for men to assert themselves," he declared over and over. "One by 

one men should draw away from old beliefs and old ideas. The movement 

that is going on slowly should be intensely accelerated. Men should 

cleanse themselves as good housewives cleanse a house after it has been 

lived in all winter. Wives, families, churches, beliefs, all old 

associations should be brushed aside. There must come now a period of 

intense individualism. Freakish men should appear everywhere, men who 

wear strange clothes, think strange thoughts, do strange things." 

In a saloon on Twenty-second Street the disciple of Nietzsche 

who had become constantly more and more excited climbed upon a chair and 

made a long speech. About the room on chairs and tables sat half drunken 

men listening stolidly. Talbot leaned against the bar and listened also. 

As his companion talked an idea came into his mind. The sentence uttered 

by the lame man who was a disciple of Christ rang in his ears. "The 

world is a dead place filled with the unburied dead" he muttered to 
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himself, staring at the men in the room. "These men [l59] are dead and 

the men among whom I walk daily are also dead. This Christ must have 

known. He must have gone about looking for signs of life. It is the 

hand of death laid upon the shoulder of men that is the cause of my dis

satisfaction and uneasiness. I am trying to live in a dead world filled 

with dead men and women. Perhaps I am myself near death and this fellow 

who talks is but a voice crying from the grave." 

The Nietzschean upon the chair nodded his head up and down and 

talked with great earnestness. "I should like to be the founder of a 

new army" he began. "The army should be unlike any army the world has 

known. It should be made up of a thousand men taken from all walks of 

life as it is lived here in Chicago. These men should not march 

together as the men of other armies have marched. They should hear no 

music or words of command. You see there is a kind of drunkenness in 

that and in all organizations. This new army should do something very 

different. They should give themselves to the following of their own 

instincts, every one of them. They should consecrate themselves to 

that. Among them should be drunkards, sensualists, thieves, workers, 

singers. Whatever it was the nature of one of them to be he should be. 

If it came into their minds to kill, if they had that desire, then they 

should kill." 

The Nietzschean became more excited and jumping off his chair 

walked up and down in the room, peering into the faces of the men who 

listened. 

"Do you see, the men of my army should be fearless" he cried. 

"If there is a Hell they should be willing to face the prospects of 
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Hell. For a time, for six months, a yc-ar, five years they should be, do 

you see, natural men led by their instincts, wonderful fellows, eh, 

self-conscious natural men." 

[l6o] The Nietzschean, affected by his own words, began to weep. 

"What am I asking" he cried. "I ask too much—a thousand artists, eh? 

It is too much to ask. With a thousand such we should inevitably get 

one, perhaps a great cne. We should startle the world. Out of the 

thousand one should arise like a great flame leaping into the sky. We 

should settle all this business about Christ. Do you not see what we 

should be, the dawn of something, the beginning of a new era." 

Talbot and the Nietzscheau went out of the saloon and into the 

street. A storm was brewing and grey dust blew into their faces and 

made black circles about their eyes. The man who had proposed the army 

of individualists, consecrated to the seeking of truth, looked at his 

watch and a worried look came into his eyos. "I must catch my train" 

he said uneasily. "I must not forget that. When I am late my wife is 

disagreeable and the evening at our house is spoiled." 

The disciple of Nietzsche hurried away and Talbot stumbled alone 

along the street. In the back room of another saloon he joined a man 

and two women whc sat drinking at a little table. The ma.n beat upon the 

table with his fists. He had been a baseball player and boasted cf his 

triumphs on the field. 

Talbot bought many drinks and watched curiously the woman who 

sat beside him. Under the table she put her hand into his. She also 

began to boast, saying that her people whc lived in a town in Iowa were 

wealthy and owned an automobile. "I'm a fool for living this life but 
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the life there is unspeakably dull" she explained. "Presently I shall 

go back and marry a bank clerk who ie in love with me." 

Talbot went again into the street and the woman v/ent with him. 

It had grown dark and they stopped in a darkened store doorway. [161] 

Putting her arms about his neck and pressing her body close against his 

the woman began to kiss Talbot. Between the kisses she made a soft 

little purring noise like a contented animal. 

An unpleasant longing, a kind of consummation of the longing 

that for years had been besieging him crept over Talbot. In the eyes of 

the woman, that looked into his, there was nothing of beauty. The eyes 

of other women seen in the streets, of children and most of all the 

intense eyes of the woman frcm Indiana who had once talked to him of art 

came back to haunt him. With,an oath Talbot brushed the woman aside and 

again went hurrying alone along the street. In his ears the words of 

Christ, repeated by the lame man rang like a call out of the night. 

"Let the dead bury the dead" he repeated over and over. "The dead are 

everywhere and I am dying." 

In a kind of madness Talbot began to run forward. The storm 

that had been brewing burst and the rain beat against his face. "I must 

find a way of life. I must be at that now" he muttered as the people, 

running to escape the storm, hurried in a long procession past hirr. into 

the darkness. 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book k Chapter 9 

[162] Talbot stood on the bridge that crosses the river at State 

Street. The first violence of the storm had passed and in its place 

came a steady drizzle blown by the wind. It was p^st eleven o'clock and 

for a time no pedestrians came to disturb his mood. Since seven o'clock 

he had been walking, occasionally stopping in a saloon to continue the 

drinking begun with the Mietzschean. So strongly had his mcod gripped 

him that the drink served but to intensify it. 

Upon the bridge Talbot locked uneasily about and tried to 

collect his thoughts, to begin thinking clear]y again. From the iron 

work of the bridge, that climbed into the darkness above his head, drops 

of water fell upon the wooden floor at his feet. Talbot closed his eyes 

and listened. In the midst of his distraction the writer, the maker of 

sentences, asserted himself. "It is the footsteps of the little God of 

the grotesque that I hear" he muttered and filled and lighted his pipe. 

The idea pleased him and he elaborated it. "They have odd fat little 

bodies and thin legs" he added. "They are everywhere, down in the city 

they sit all day at desks along the well. When their bodies are all 

drawn out of shape, when they have grown old and fat and, unlovely they 

are turned loose to rule the world." 

Talbot went out of State Street and into Dearborn growing 

constantly more uneasy. When he had come again upon a bridge crossing 

the river he stamped with his feet upon the bridge flooring as though to 

convince himself of the life and feeling within his own body. In the 

river that, reversing the laws of nature, ran out of the great lake into 
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the land, boats tugged at their moorings. Leaning oyer the railing of 

the bridge Talbot cculd hear the water washing agai-nst the sides ,of a 

boat moored below. 

[163] By chance Talbot was again for a long time undisturbed. 

An occasional street car passed but neither man nor woman came to break 

in upon his reflections. Finishing the pipe he had lighted he knocked 

out the ashes against the railing of the bridge. Turning his back to 

the river he thrust his hands into his overcoat pockets and stared into 

the darkness. "I've got to think no'-,M he told himself but although the 

minutes passed as he stood thus alone he aid not think. A kind of grim 

blankr.ess lay over his mind and in a foolish sort of way he began to 

smile at nothingness. With his foot he drew a line on the carpet of 

water that lay upon the floor of the bridge. He became absorbed in 

that. "After this night of clear seeing I will know everything" he 

whispered to himself. "There won't be anything in the world I don't 

know. Never again will I need to tell myself that a]l is a blank, that 

I came out of nothingness and will return to nothingness." 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book 4- Chapter 10 

[l6*f] The night in October that followed the day in which the 

disciple of Nietzsche proposed the creation cf the army of the thousand 

individualists will be long remembered in the liver, of six people. The 

six came from widely separate stations in the city's life. By fate they 

were snatched out of the millions who went on that evening more or 3ess 

peacefully to their homes and made to prove to the disturbed and agi

tated brain of Talbot, the uneasy figure in a blind world, the existence 

of life. In a way they saved him, perhaps from insanity. One by one 

they came up to him out of the darkness, out of the life down in the 

heart of the city. None of the six knew what they did. They were 

frightened, beset with terror. They were like children in a black 

forest who hear in the darkness the footsteps of animals running softly 

and swiftly. Their own queerly distorted brains were disturbed. If 

they were grotesques they were made for the moment to seem more 

grotesque. 

I have said there were six of them. There was another, a buDy, 

bustling young South Water Street merchant who wore a fancy grey vest 

marked with black dots. He had been eating and drinking with two com

panions in a State Street restaurant. Him Talbot followed for block 

after block. Upon him Talbot had planned to make the final test of the 

existence of life. But he in his turn. Let us return to the six. 

First of all there was a woman who worked in a restaurant. What 

a life was hers. She was not a native of Chicago but had come from 

Poland when she was a child of seven. On the r.ight when she met Talbot 
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she was a woman of twenty three and had been at work in the restaurant 

for six years. 
*tr •i • 

The place in the restaurant had ruined her temper. She cooked 

cake at a little sheet iron gas stove behind the counter [165] and 

worked all day in the presence of the men who ate the cake. 

All day men came in at the door and sat upon stools facing the 

woman. They spoke to her and when they found her nervous and irritable 

laughed with delight. 

The men who waited upon those sitting at the counter wore white 

aprons. When trade was dull they went, one by one, into a little room 

at the back of the restaurant and smoked cigarettes. They also amused 

themselves by having fun with the Polish woman. 

The woman in the restaurant did not know much English but had 

learned to swear violently. When the waiters brushing past stopped to 

whisper laughing endearments she was vile in her replies. When the men 

eating the cake at the counter caught the import of these passages they 

laughed. A large man, whose mcuth had been cut, leaving a scar, and who 

came into the restaurant every day sometimes leaned over the counter and 

made a sucking noise with his lips. "Kiss me little Polish baby" he 

said and grinned so that the scar on his mouth was drawn and locked like 

the twisted handle of the long flat tool with which the woman turned the 

cakes. 

In the restaurant the Polish woman spent the days nursing her 

hatred of men. When tho remarks addressed to her became unbearable she 

swore. "Go to Hell" she said earnestly and followed that with a volley 

of oaths. She lived with her mother, an old woman afflicted with 
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rheumatism, in two rooms in a street across the river on the North side. 

Each year she expected her mother to die and looked forward to that 

occasion. In her own mind she had made a plan. By the side of the 

little stove in the restaurant lay a heavy iron bar. It had fallen from 

a wagon one morning as the girl was going to her work anrl she had con

cealed it under her coat and taken it to the restaurant. After her 

mother had dies she would go to the restaurant as usual and th^n some 

morning she would strike. [l66] With the bar in her hand she would walk 

quietly along the counter to where the large man with the scar on his 

mcuth sat grinning. Him first of all she would knock to the floor and 

then there would be an orgy of knocking men to the floor with the bar. 

Every man in the restaurant would feel the weight of her hand. She 

would make a wreck of the place. After that she would run into the 

street and begin anew. Her figure should come to stand for something. 

Everywhere she would beat down men. She would make her protests felt 

and understood. In her figure men should be made to understand that 

after all the years of sullen resignation, women could rise and strike. 

The woman from the restaurant homeward bound, came out upon the 

bridge and confronted Talbot Whittingham. She was thinking of the day 

of her triumph ever men when out of the darkness sprang Talbot, clutch

ing her. Talbot grasped the womar, from the restaurant by the shoulders. 

He shook her as though she had been a child. With a swift movement of 

his own body he thrust her body against the railing of the bridge. "You 

are a grotesque eh?" he said earnestly. With his free hand he began 

groping about running his hand over her face and body. He began to 
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laugh. "You are alive" he cried. "I feel the life in you. You are a 

grotesque living thing." 

The Polish woman was powerless in the grasp of Talbot. Fright 

overcame her and she forgot to swear. When, releasing her suddenly 

Talbot ran away along the bridge she stood for some minutes weak and 

trembling. "It will be like this when I come to assert myself" she 

thought bitterly. "The first man I meet and try to strike down will get 

the best of me. He will be strong. Perhaps the large man with the scar 

will snatch the bar out of my hand and grin worse than ever." 

Talbot ran rapidly along the bridge away from the Polish woman 

[167] laughing foolishly as he ran. Eastward toward the lake he turned 

and set out making a circle of the city. South along Michigan Eoulevard, 

keeping on the East side of the street, he went and over Twelfth Street 

to the West Side. Beyond the big Northwestern passenger depot he turned 

east again and completed the circle. Sometimes he merely walked 

rapidly, sometimes he ran. He had lost his hat iri the struggle with the 

Polish woman and his hair became so wet that drops of water fell down 

upon his face. When in the rain he came upon groups of people he shrank 

from them. A kind of animal cunning made him realize that for all his 

strength he might be overpowered and he didn't want that to happen. 

Talbot was afraid. For the first time in his life fear crept 

down into the marrow of his bones. He wanted to reassure himself of 

life and yet when he grasped with his hands a living thing he saw it 

only as grotesque and was agair. afraid. Strange ideas came into his 

mind and as he ran forward he talked rapidly. "It is not life. There 
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is no life. I am running about in a kind of dim Hell" he muttered ever 

and over. 

On the viaduct leading over a network of tracks at Twelfth 

Street Talbot stepped and stood for a half hour. Trains passed up and 

down. In the darkness below voices shouted. A wind had begun to blow 

in from the lake and this stirred the heavy curtain of fine rain. It 

began to move about forming itself into fantastic shapes. Talbot 

thought of himself as one suddenly transformed into a small boy lost in 

a strange and terrible place. "Why was I sent into the world? What am 

I for?" he cricd and putting his face in his hands wept bitterly. 

Talbot began thinking again of that woman from Indiana, who had 

made so deep an impression upon his mind when he first canie to the city. 

The thought came that if he ran forward rapidly enough he [l68] should 

find her wandering like himself half distracted in the streets. Think

ing thus he began to realise that in losing her he had lost something 

very necessary and precious tc himself". Again the writer's trick of 

making sentences asserted itself and he ran along saying—"Something 

sweet and precious has gone out of the world. I must find it and put it 

back." 

One need not go deeply into the story of the five whose bodies 

were grasped by Talbot as he ran forward muttering and weeping. In each 

case the story was the same. They came up to him out cf the darkness 

and were gripped in his powerful hands. Holding them tightly and some

times shaking them rudely he ran one hand down over their faces and 

across their bodies. When they shrank away he laughed. "You are alive 
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but you are not beautifully alive" he said and thrusting them aside ran 

on hatless and eager. There was a woman who was an officer in the 

Salvation Army; an old man who was watchman in a warehouse and who tried 

to fight; a boy who delivered messages for a telegraph company and who, 

after meeting Talbot, went home trembling to his mother; a drunken man 

who was not at all alarmed and a thin little old maid who had just 

climbed off a street car and who screamed so that after Talbot had run 

away a crowd gathered trying to understand the cause of her alarm. 

On ant1 on ran Talbot, the thoughts in his head becoming more and 

more disconnected and fleeting. When he had passed completely around 

the city he came again to the bridge where he had struggled v/ith the 

Polish girl. Again the water washed against the boat moored in the 

river below and again he filled and lighted his pipe. A definite thought 

came into his mind. "I will kill someone" he said thoughtfully. "I 

will kill a man as I killed Tom Bustard. That will be a right thing to 

do now. It will straighten things [169] out. I shall get through the 

grotesque that way. I shall kill a man and then I shall go home to my 

own place and think of what I shall do with my life." 
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TALBOT WKITTINGHAM 

Book.** Chapter 11 

[170] Talbot had no weapon and no definite plan in his mind as 

he crept along behind the merchant from South Water Street intent upon 

killing. In a way he thought the matter out and as he went down the 

little incline leading from the bridge into North Clark Street he felt 

vaguely about in his pockets as though hoping to come upon some tool 

with which the work might be done. He wanted to see blood flow, to see 

a man on the ground before him struggling in the agony of death. He-

wanted to create death, to be the instrument of its visitation upon 

others. If life was a grotesque thing, a thing that twisted and maimed 

men, filling the world with babblers, then, he thought, he would do 

away with at least one walking, talking, pretending, grotesque mani

festation of life. After he had done that he would go home and to bed. 

His bed was by a window and he would open the window and look at the 

stars. Perhaps he would be able to sleep and after sleeping to awake 

and think. Much that bothered and puzzled him would, he was quite 

certain, be clear after the killing. 

The merchant from South V/ater Street who walked in the street 

before Talbot was not above thirty years of age but already he had begun 

to grow fat. He was a little uncertain in his legs after the drinks in 

the restaurant and kept throwing back his head and his shoulders as 

though setting himself for some test of strength. 

In the restaurant the merchant had let himself be drawn into an 

argument with another merchant also from South Water Street. The argu

ment had concerned the question cf honesty in business and the other 
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man, who was a seller cf cheeses and had grey hair, had contended that 

there could be no such thing. "How can there be hcnesty where we are 

all set upon gain" he had asked staring at his brother merchant. The 

older man had grown somewhat personal [l?l] and had pointed his finger 

about. "The trouble with you is that you have no sense at all of the 

meaning of the word honesty" he had declared. 

The young man felt that he had been beaten in the argument in 

the restaurant, that the men standing about and laughing had laughed at 

him. "They thought he had something on me" he muttered and now, alone 

in the street, he began to think of things he might have said in reply 
L. 

to the older man. 

The merchant began to talk alcud, stumbling along through the 

rain and striving to justify himself. "It's plain enough why old 

Harlpin has not made more money" he said. "Here I've only been in 

business on the street five years and I've already done better. He 

don't believe in honesty, that's the reason. He don't believe in 

honesty and he goes and talks. That sets everybody thinking. He should 

be tending to business and not be going about making a fool of himself 

and others. I'll stay away from him after this and tomorrow when I see 

him on the street I'll tell him so." 

Out of Clark Street, over Erie and into Cass went the merchant 

muttering and complaining. As he talked and as the drinks within grew 

more active he stopped and stood in the shadow of a church. There had 

been workmen employed in repairing the church and a huge tool box stood 

near the corner. Behind this crouched Talbot waiting aitd trying to 

think. 
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"It is such talk that raises the devil with things" cried the 

merchant raising his voice. "A man lets such talk go on and then every

one' s honesty is ca.lled into question. The fellow is a fool who stands 

it. He should strike out. He should knock down the fellow who doubts 

people's honesty." 

[172] In the shadow of the tool box lurked Talbot. His mind had 

begun to work again. He w&s making a definite plan. Coming along the 

street he had picked up a huge stick but now he threw the stick to the 

ground. He had decided to choke the man. As he waited his fingers 

twitched and an unpleasant dryness kept him trying to wet his lips. 

That section of the brain that in such men is forever at work, making 

records of every mood through which they pass, the thing in them that 

marks them as artists, was at work in Talbot. Even as he prepared to 

creep forth he stopped and a queer half smile played about his lips. 

His brain had noted that the desire to kill, the lust to get his fingers 

upon the throat of the babbler, was strangely like the lust for woman 

that had sometimes come upon him when he walked in the streets at night. 

In the new lust there was the same strangely eager and yet unpleasant 

quality. 

The grin passed from Talbot's lips and he emerged from the 

shadow of the tool box. "I'll stop his babbling anyway. I'll brush 

this discordant thing out of the way" he thought as he began creeping 

toward the merchant his hands extended and his whole body grown suddenly 

tense and ready. 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book 4 Chapter 12 

[l73] Talbot did not kill the man who babbled of honesty as he 

stumbled homeward through the streets. When he had crept out of the 

shadow of the tool box he stopped, looked vaguely about, and then his 

figure straightened itself and he laughed harshly. The merchant 

stumbled off along the street and was lost in the darkness. His life 

went on year after year. He lived to buy tons of yellow butter and pass 

it on in little round rolls to millions of breakfast tables. He grew 

fat and bought an automobile. In the end he was stricken with a nervous 

disease and lost the use of his legs. In his old-age he sat in his 

house and scolded at people who came to attend him. His life had length. 

If it did not result in beauty it did not at least stop suddenly as do 

the lives of soldiers, adventurers snd those who are experimented upon 

by artists. 

Talbot Wliittingham walked back through the rain to Clark Street 

and boarded a street car. He stood on the platform of the car smoking 

his pipe. A new idea had come into his mind. He would go to Billows 

Turner and together they would make a plan more far reaching and full of 

meaning than the mere choking of a drunken merchant in the fog before a 

church. They would make a plan that should touch the lives of all in 

the city, that should touch all modern life. "It may mean nothing at 

all to the others but it wi!ll be filled with meaning for me. It will 

set me straight, clean up my life, prove the truth of my observations, 

start me on a new course" thought Talbot as the car worked its way 
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south, going constantly faster because the wind from the lake had 

increased in volume and was sweeping the rain away. 

At Congress Street Talbot climbed off the car and walked east to 

Michigan. Billows Turner lived in a hotel near Eighteenth Street and 

he wanted to walk there, thinking of the plan as [l7^J he walked. Again 

he filled and lighted his pipe and as he walked he straightened his 

shoulders and grinned at the empty street. 

The plan Talbot had in his mind pleased him so that after 

passing Twelfth Street he half ran forward. "I will just suggest it to 

Billows and then he shall work it out" he thought. "He will have a 

thousand ideas in regard to it. In his hands the plan will succeed. He 

will look upon it as a method of benefitting mankind and will make words, 

thousands of words in regard to it. I shall furnish the money but I 

shall keep my hands off. I have come to a time in life when I must 

watch and wait." 

- x x x x x x x x -

In Billows Turner's room Talbot sat on the edge of s. bed and 

talked. The room was large and, although Billows did not read, the 

walls were lined with shelves containing books. On a clear night it was 

possible to see, through the front windows, past two ugly brick houses, 

to where the v/aters of the lake danced in the moonlight. 

. As Talbot talked Billows Turner walked up and down. He thought 

that his old comrade in the search for advertisers who had been growing 

yearly more indifferent, had come back to him and was made happy by the 

thought. "To be sure I will go into it" he cried, when the plan had 

been suggested to him. "I shall make it an achievement, the crowning 
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effort of my life." Stopping before Talbot he waved his arms about. "I 

shall have the city roaring like a swarm of bees" he cried. "Already I 

have a hundred notions in my head. You shall see. We.it." 

Procuring pencil and paper Billows sat down at a table in tbe 

center of the room. He was clad in pajamas, which in his excitement he 

had pulled to his knees. His thin legs were cold and presently he took 

a blanket from the bed to keep them warm. [l?5] The blanket slipped to 

the floor and he tramped upon it. "The plan is amazing. It is wonder

ful. Beside you I am a' mere child in business" he declared. His nose 

twitched and between spasms of writing he snapped his fingers. "It will 

make you rich" he cried. "On this one deal you shall become independent 

and do a great good to the people. You have the gift for big things. 

When we have finished with this we will go into other deals. I have 

always known that you had the gi ft—saw it in your eyes away back there 

when you used to give me lessons in the boxing academy." 

The plan that had jumped suddenly into Talbot's brain as he 

crept .toward the merchant intent upon killing concerned the establishing 

of a place for the burial of the dead. A business man, one of the 

hundreds of commercial adventurers who drifted in and out of the offices 

of Leach 8- Lester had proposed the plan. The man had been full of facts 

and figures but like so many of his kind had been without money. Talbot 

had dismissed him gruffly. 

In the rain by the church as he went lightly and rapidly alcng 

the sidewalk, his fingers twitching and his eyes fixed upon the throat 

of the merchant the words of the lame man, who in the office had talked 

of Christ, had returned to his mind bringing back the echo of Christ's 
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pregnant saying 'Let the dead bury the dead'. It was then that Talbot 

had laughed and let the merchant escape. "I will take that saying, that 

should have meant so much to the world, and with it I will club the 

world" he had thought as he turned from the merchant and started towards 

Wie quarters of Billows Turner. 

In the room, sitting upon the bed, Talbot smoked and explained 

the plan. "We will buy a piece of ground near the city, a place where 

corn or wheat has been raised to feed the living and v/e will make it the 

abode of the dead. The field must be so located that it can be reached 

by train in an hour. For the land v/e will pay two, three, even five 

hundred dollars an acre if that io necessary. [l76] We v/ill divide it 

into burying lots. One hundred acres will make many thousands of them 

each large enough to put an entire family under ground. In the news

papers you will begin to talk of the cost of burying lots in the places 

already established. The figures will startle you. Such lots sell at 

from fifty to five hundred dollars each. You v/ill make a great point of 

that. Families who own the places have grown enormously rich. You will 

show in the papers how the thing is done. Men dc not try to buy burying 

lots until someone in the family has died and then if they have the 

money they pay without question what is asked. All that they hsve they 

give willingly that there may be a narrow strip of ground in which the 

dead may lie." 

Talbot turned av/ay from the excited Billows and smiled knowingly. 

"We will change all that" he said. "For ten dollars we v/ill sell a 

strip of land in which several may be buried. We shall be, do vcu see, 

honest men, benefactors eh? For all that, look how we shall come out. 
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For each acre we shall get more than two thousand dollars. Half of that 

I shall keep. The rest we will put into a fund. The fund will provide 

for men to go up and down among the graves. The men shall cut the grass 

among the graves and plant trees and bushes. We shall be great men, 

real Americans, benefactors of the very dead." 

Billows Turner became excited and kicking the blanket aside ran 

up and down the room in his pajamas. "I know how the thing may be done" 

he cried. "We shall bring half the city tramping to us all in one day. 

We shall advertise that we shall give five thousand of the lots away. 

They will be given free to anyone that comes on that day." A shrewd 

gleam came into his eyes. "There is only one thing that must be done" 

he added. "Ten dollars must be brought to pay the cost of clerk hire 

and recording the deeds [l?7] to the lots. We shall proclaim that after 

that one day that all lots shall be sold at from fifty to one hundred 

dollars each. Do you not see? After that day thei-e will be none to 

sell. We shall give them all away. No one will know when the five 

thousand have passed with the ten dollars in their hands arid one dollar 

will pay everything. We shall sell all on that day, every lot in the 

place." 

Talbot jumped from the bed and walked up and down the room 

beside the advertising man. He also was excited. Putting his arm about 

the shoulders of the exalted Turner he marched back and forth, his tall 

figure striding beside the smaller pajama clad figure. "Tremendous!" he 

cried. "You will arrange for reputable men to lend their names to the 

scheme. You can promise to make them trustees of the fund for cutting 

the grass. I shall sit in a chair all day and watch. We shall rent a 
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vacant storeroom for the day. I shall have a little balcony built and 

there I shall sit watching. In at the door they shall come all day, the 

men and women, coming; to buy themselves graves. They shall hold the 

money in their hands. I can see them now, coining and coming—Gods!" 

Talbot took his arm from the shoulder cf Turner and started for 

the door. "It is the thing I want. Do you not see?" he said. Again 

excitement overcame him and running quickly forward he embraced his 

companion in the adventure. "How they shall tramp" he cried. "We shall 

make them form into line and have policemen to bully.them. All day they 

shall come, thousands of men and women, young and old. They shall 

shuffle forward with the money in their hands." 

With a shudder Talbot turned and again prepared to depart. A 

puazled hurt look came into his eyes. "And after that, what?" he asked 

aloud. "I suppose I shall turn to something else eh?" he added trying 

to grin at Turner. 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book 4 Chapter 13 

[178] On an evenirg in the late November Talbot Whittingham came 

into that room in the house in North Dearborn Street in which he lived 

for so many years and in which he later did the work that made his name 

famous in the world. The day had been cold and grey and now snow had 

begun to fall, thin snow, driven by the wind that stung the cheeks of 

the people in the street. Talbot carried in his hand a brown leather 

bag and having pulled the shade and closed the dcor of hie room he 

dumped the contents of the bag cn a long table, already half covered 

with books and writing materials. A great pile of bank notes fell upon 

the table and upon the floor before the table. Talbot sst in a chair 

and smoked a pipe. When he had finished smoking he began walking up and 

down in the room. The money on the table was Talbot's share of the 

profits from the great burying-ground project. In the agreement regard

ing the repurchase of the land into which he had put his savings he had 

specified that payment be made to him in the actual money brought in by 

the people. The grim fancy that had driven him into the adventure had 

also prompted him to make that demand. 

With the money lying on the table before him Talbot rubbed his 

hands together and strutted up and down in the room. "Beaten!" he 

exclaimed, afire with excitement, "Whipped at its own game! I have 

defeated the dead world. The dead I have commanded, making them provide 

life for me. With this money I shall live year after year. I shall 

keep my fingers upon it. V/ith it behind me I shall be truly bold and 
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adventurous. Even though I stay in business and come to nothing by my 

scribbling I shall be unafraid." 

[179] Into the room with Talbot came a woman who lived in a room 

on the floor below. When she kr.ock.ed at the door Talbot roared at h«r. 

He had been playing with the pile of bills, running his hands among 

them, making the pile still larger. "Come in" he shouted, his fingers 

still caressing the money. 

The girl who had come into Talbot's room was in love with him. 

Evening after evening she sat in her ovm room wishing he would come to 

her. She was a small, blue eyed rather colorless figure with a great 

deal of secret determination. When after a certain number of evenings 

Talbot did not visit her she came to his door and knocking timidly, came 

in to sit listening to his talk. Her entrance was invariably the same. • 

"I thought I would come to see you" she said, sitting down in a chair 

and crossing her hands. 

Talbot was curious concerning his visitor and was disappointed 

when after several days she did not come. She always sat very quietly 

staring at him as he talked. Before this silent, colorless woman he 

boasted and strutted insufferably. "I am one of the great men of the 

world. Not for generations has there been another so bold" he had once, 

in a moment of mad strutting, declared to her. 

The visitor to Talbot's room was unmoved by the sight of the 

money that now made a great hill on the table. She was of the kind that 

keep to their own purpose and their ovm thoughts unmoved by anything. 

Talbot looked at his visitor and laughed. He began to gather 

the money together and put it back in the bag. "I have become rich" he 
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said sharply. I have thousands of dollars here. It was given me by 

dead men. They arcse and walked toward me with the money in their hands 

and I snatched it." 

[l8o] Talbot became excited. "You did not knew I was so shrewd 

eh?" he asked. "Perhaps you thought I could not see things as I went 

through the world. Do you think I have been living among men all of 

these years for nothing? Well I have not. I have found out many things 

and one of the things I have found out is this—that all in the world 

are dead, everywhere are the dead. Men and women are not alive. They 

only appear to be alive. If they are alive and are not shrewd the world 

crucifies them. But I, you see, am shrewd. I have made the dead march, 

bringing money to men." 

The excited man began again to pace up and down in the room. An 

idea came into his mind. Approaching the weman he ran his hand across 

her face and down over her bosom. With closed eyes the woman sat 

perfectly rigid, waiting. When he desisted and began again to walk up 

and down, forgetting her, she arose and crept toward the door. "I guess 

you are making fun of me" she said slowly and quietly. 

Talbot ran quickly across the room and held open the door for 

the departure of the v/oman. As she went along the hall he stared at her 

stiff little figure and a confusion of new thoughts came into his mind. 

When the woman did not look back but went stiffly down the stairs he 

closed the door softly. "Now I wonder" he muttered, reflectively. 

Alone in the room Talbot threw up the shade and in sriite of the 

cold opened the window. A group of young men were passing in the street 

below. They marched like soldiers and sang a street song. "I have 
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perhaps sold the grave into which they will presently be put" Talbot 

muttered. "Their fathers and mothers have bought graves for them. 

Between us we have provided [l8l] for their burial and I have made money 

by it. The money is in the bag there." 

Talbot turned his eyes upward and looked at the stars. Down in 

the city the electric signs kept blinking. An odd feeling of fatherhood 

came over him. "I might have taken you under my wing like a mother hen" 

he thought, unconscious of the Christ-like flavor of the thought. 

Talbot pulled a chair to the open window and putting on a heavy 

ccat sat down. He began to wish that he might forget the day through 

which he had just passed, that by some miracle he could wipe it out of 

his mind. Again the people began the long march before his eyes, the 

people with the money in their hands come to secure the graves. Talbot 

closed the window and sat again in the chair facing the table and the 

brown bag in which the money was packed. He saw old men and young men, 

poor and prosperous, great hulking fellows and pale consumptives stand

ing again in the long line. As all day he had been restless, going in 

and out of his place in the balcony both frightened and fascinated so 

now he was restless. He remembered that cnce during the afternoon, when 

he had for a time run away from the storeroom in which the distribution 

of graves v/ent on, he had frightened a large fat mar, by grasping his 

arm. Nov; he began to sympathize with the man's fright. "Get your ten 

dollars and get into the line. Hurry, the graves will soon all be gone" 

he had said to the man in the street. 

Again Talbot jumped to his feet an^ moved nervously about the 

room. An idea came to him. Going to a closet he placed the bag 
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containing the money upon a shelf and closed the door. He began to 

arrange the table for work, bringing out paper and ink. "I will write 

a book now" he thought. "I will [182] write many books. Why should I 

not write books? There is nothing in the world I don't know." 

Taking a pen in his hand Talbot began to write. He began 

telling his own story, concealing himself under a strange name and in a 

strange body. As he wrote his brain cleared and a flush came upon his 

cheek. When he paused his mind went back to the procession that all day 

had marched before him. What he had written he felt was good but he 

could not go on with it. "Not yet" he told himself and again began 

walking about in the room. 

Going softly to the window Talbot looked down into the street. 

It had stopped snowing and the wind had died away. On a corner—their 

figures standing cut sharply against the background of white snow—stood 

a man and woman. They laughed and played in the cold, pushing each 

other about. When they had come directly under Talbot's window they 

stopped and stood looking at each other. As though by a common impulse 

they moved closer together and were merged sc that in the dim light the 

two figures became one figure. Talbot could see their faces pressed 

together. He turned, and then of a sudden the man who had thought of 

himself as one who knew all, who had thought that all in the world were 

dead and that in the future he would make it a rule of his life to be 

as hard as adamant toward the dead, put his face in his hands and lean

ing down upon the sill of the window wept silently and without under

standing why he wept. 
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TALBOT WKITTINGHAM 

Book 5 Chapter 1 

[183] When"*""'* he was in his twenty-ninth year, Talbot v/ent one 

evening to dine in a restaurant in North Clark Street with a woman named 

Adelaide Brown. The engagement to dine with Adelaide and the motive 

back of the engagement puzzled him. Adelaide was to meet him at eight 

and at five Talbot had already left the office to wander in the streets. 

At twenty-nine the man whc, in the•boxing academy had been a 

streak of light in his movements, had undergone many subtle changes. 

The constant feeding of his lusts had left marks upon his face and when 

he walked he did not look here and there but went forward rapidly, 

absorbed in thought. Much thinking had taken something of what in 

fighting talk is called "the punch" out of his body, and one felt in 

looking at him the growth of that "punch" in his mind. 

To his writing which he carried on year after year with 

increasing fervor there had come tc be more point and purpose although 

it in common with the man was as yet unformed. Plays, stories and 

sketches of city life he wrote by the hundreds and after writing threw 

them all valiantly away. In his fervor for writing he was like all of 

the children of the arts with whom he associated, but unlike them, he 

was not lost in contemplation of the things he had done but with a whole 

mind pushed into the future, feeling that he had not found himself and 

wondering what circumstance was missing in the chain of experience and 

impulses he by the bold living of his life had built up. 

11. MS with this chapter has been typed with an elite type
writer and is a black carbon copy. 
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Talbot went south along State Street, past that queer jungle of 

saloons and cheap amusement halls, that is a relic of American frontier 

life set down in the midst of one of its great cities, and beyond that 

turned west into the factory and tenement district of the southwest. It 

was a night in February and darkness csme on quickly. A cold mist 

whitened Talbot's heavy coat and made him button it tightly about [l8^J 

his neck. He began thinking of a talk had with Billows Turner during 

the afternoon and of the effect the talk might have upon his own life. 

In the office of Leach and Lester Talbot and Turner v/orked under 

a kind of loosely arranged partnership agreement, proposed by Turner 

after Talbot's first year as an advertising man. By the arrangement 

Talbot scoured the city bringing men to Turner who induced them to 

advertise. The commissions paid by Leach and Lester were divided 

between the two and for a. long time the arrangement had been exceedingly 

profitable to them both. 

Now a change had taken place. As Turner became famous in the 

city, men came to him without being dragged in by Talbot. Year by year 

he grew in fervor for the business and in proportion to the growth of 

his enthusiasm Talbot's enthusiasm waned. 

In truth, Talbot was an adventurer and Turner was not. Even the 

conference, that for a long time had by this strangeness so fascinated 

Talbot had become wearisome to him. He wanted to get out of the 

advertising business but a shrewd turn in him made him want also the 

money it brought in. 

Talbot and Turner had talked quite frankly of the matter during 

the afternoon. "The arrangement is working out to your advantage" said 
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Turner who was disappointed that after the great graveyard adventure 

Talbot had again become indifferent and Talbot with a grin on his face 

had agreed. "You can cut loose'1 he observed and a gleam of hardness 

came into his eyes. "You are a fool that you don't cut loose. Drop me 

and stop drinking and you will maku more money alone than we have made 

together 

At Talbot's words Turner had winced and had let the argument 

stand. He had a weakness, an inclination to gc on protracted sprees at 

just the moment when some new advertising campaign was afoot, and among 

all the men of Leach and Lester only Talbot could control him at such 

times. At a word from the lips of his partner followed by a certain 

hard stare Turner who had started drinking stopped suddenly. Although 

his fingers trembled and for a day or two he was pitifully white and 

[185] nervous, he kept valiantly to the work in hand. At such times so 

driven was he by the desire for drink that he sometimes followed Talbot 

to his room at night sleeping on a cot in the corner. When after a day 

or two he had hypnotized himself into one of his strange enthusiasms 

over the new product to be advertized, he was again himself, going about 

the office as happily as a child and in the interim between the writing 

of advertisements, snapping his fingers, twitching his nose and winning 

the affection of all. 

Along the street between tall factory buildings walked Talbot 

thinking of this strange and lovable figure and of himself. "It has 

come to this that I shall become a kept man taking money for which I do 

nothing11 he told himself, and stopping by the entrance to a factory gate 

from which workers were emerging he laughed cynically. nI shall gc on 
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becoming less and less the advertising man as the efficiency of Billows 

Turner increases. Presently I shall do nothing at all. Once a year I 

shall take him in hand quieting his protest as I did today. By this 

weakness of his I shall continue to grow fat. My life will work cut 

into that. I shall be a kept thing like the women I see in the 

carriages when I walk tc the office in the morning, a kept thing getting 

mcney by the power I have to control or please one of the strange beings 

who can make money in this jungle." 

Talbot walked on a prey to many strange thoughts. As on all 

such occasions, the figure of the woman from Indiana who had talked to 

him in the park came into his mind. He began to think as he had thought 

many times before, that had he not lost her, his life might have had 

more point and purpose. In the cold and the mist his mind began playing 

at an old gome. For himself, he made a picture of a long room with an 

open fire into which he came cold and covered with the mist that stood 

in tiny drops upon the surface of his coat. Into the room with hirr cair.e 

also the Indiana woman. He sometimes wondered if in the life he lived 

in fancy with the woman, he had married her. If there had been a 

marriage he thought it must be different from any marriage he had known, 

he was so separate and apart from the woman [l86] and yet so much a part 

of her. "She might even be having other love affairs just as I might be 

having them," he pondered. "She would be doing constantly strange and 

unaccountable things and I should not try to account for the things she 

did." In the empty street Talbot shivered and loneliness quick and 

poignant swept in upon him. "I believe that we in some way might have 
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solved the secret, that with her as a comrade I might have got at some

thing," his mind added. 

By a factory gate thrciigh which trooped an army of workers 

Talbot stopped again. The men coming into his line of sight one after 

another and straggling off into the fog, seemed to be stepping off into 

space. As the straight, well dressed advertising man stood lockir..g it 

seemed to him that thus the workers of the world had always walked, 

going painfully one after another out of the lives of ugliness in the 

fields and factories into nothingness. An idea in regard tc the workers 

came into his mind and made his heart jump. "I'll write that, I'll make 

a story of that idea," he thought. 

The idea that had come to Tslbot absorbed him and warmth crept 

over his body as his mind became inflamed. Although he was not ̂ et the 

artist who could become entirely absorbed, the seeds of that were in 

him. The figure of the Indiana woman, cold from the street and standing 

at the door of the long room, the beautiful light of understanding in 

her eyes, faded and in its place came the figure of a giant laborer 

going with heavy feet through the world. The figure was so huge that 

the might of it made the earth tremble. Instead of disappearing into 

the fog, the laborers as they came through the gate fell into step v/ith 

the figure, they merged with it making it still more gigantic. 

When Talbot came out of the mood induced in him by the giant 

laborer it was past seven o'clock. He had passed out of the district of 

factories and walked between rows of cheaply constructed apartment 

buildings. With a half cynical laugh at the thought of the dinner v/ith 

Adelaide and what might come of it, he boarded a car and dropping into 
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a seat began again to think of the woman from Indiana standing; in the 

long room and looking at him. 
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TALBOT WHITTINGEAM 

Book 5 Chapter 2 

[187] Adelaide Brown with whom Talbot dined in the Clsrk Street 

restaurant, was a wcman of thirty-three when she met Talbot. All of her 

life she had been accustomed to much money. When she was a child her 

mother died, and in the year after she had come out of an eastern 

college her father died also. 

The girl left thus alone had come into Chicago and for a time 

had been a student at the Art Institute. In reality she was not 

interested in art but in artists, and after a year or two dropped all 

pretense of working and devoted herself to the pleasure of associaticn 

with artists, keeping at the same time a sort of inherited connection 

with another class. Her mother was a daughter of one of the rich old 

land-owning families in the early days of Chicago, ana after the death 

of her father in an Iowa town and her own return to Chicago, she was 

much sought after in the fashionable world. At thirty-three she had a 

neat, trim little figure, a something approaching passion lurking in her 

eyes and a peculiar undeveloped quality in her voice. 

Adelaide Brown was sophisticated. She prided herself upon that. 

Although she went much among artists, going with them to dinners and 

occasionally giving dinners to noisy, laughing groups of writers, actors 

and painters in her own apartment, she told Talbot that she was in no 

danger at all of being swept away by indiscretion and doing anything 

that might get her involved in one of the typical affairs for which 

artists are famous. 
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In truth Adelaide, like the children of the arts whose voices 

Talbot continually heard and who sometimes drove him to the edge of mad

ness, had no understanding at all of the life that half fascinated her. 

Among her own people she was bored but when she went among artists the 

boredom passed and she felt like one walking [l88] beside a swiftly 

flowing river into which she might fall and be swept away to some 

strange and terrible place. Like a child she put her hand into the 

water of the river and it ran softly and swiftly through her fingers. 

When she thrust her arm deeper the river snatchod at it and she ran 

away. Up the bank of the river she ran and stood upon safe ground. Her 

knees trembled. When fright had passed she returned and again began 

playing in the water cf the river. 

Talbot had met Adelaide through the girl from Davenport, Iowa 

who for a time had lived in the room beside his own. Sometimes he went 

to dine with her in a restaurant and once had spent a day riding with 

her in a carriage throueh the suburban towns north of the city. In the 

carriage a notion had come into his head and he had begun talking of 

love between men and women. "There is a trick men play upon themselves" 

he said reflectively. "They see a woman and begin trying to win her 

affection. They do not talk much to her but lie in bed at night making 

imaginary conversations. In fancy they do and ssy bold, beautiful 

things to which the woman replies beautifully. When at last they have 

won the woman the affair does not result in beauty. They try to put 

into execution the things they have thought out but the acts that in 

fancy were bold and beautiful become when executed merely awkward. They 

become unhappy and in their hearts believe the woman to be the cause of 
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their unhappiness. 'If I could find a beautiful woman I should live 

beautifully' they say and do not know that they themselves have no 

understanding of beauty. Perhaps none of us have that understanding." 

In the carriage with Ta3bot and many times later when she sat in 

talk with him, Adelaide began to fancy he might be in love with her. 

He, she decided, was in some way. different- from the others of his people 

she had met. Unlike the voices of the children of the arts, his voice 

did not tremble when he talked of beautiful things but had in it a kind 

of boldness that fascinated her. Once when she walked beside him in the 

street the possibility of a love affair with him that had been lurking 

in her mind became of a sudden a definite probability and her whole body 

[189] trembled. When in a moment she recovered she was frightened. "I 

am a fool" she told herself and did net see Talbot again for a month. 

She decided she had better keep herself out of the way of such men as 

Whittingham and set about destroying in herself the weakness.she so 

feared. "If I cannot understand and value the minds of such men without 

becoming involved in their everlasting affairs, I shall drop them and 

return to my own people" she told herself. 

Talbot Whittingham had deliberately set about breaking down this 

resolution of the rich girl. Sensing her attitude toward himself, he 

was both amused and irritated by it. A gleam of something like cruelty 

came into his eyes and when he looked at her his mind began inventing 

methods of breaking down her resolution. While he did not count at all 

upon a sustained love affair there was, he thought, a cocksurencss abcut 

her that it would give him a sort of perverted pleasure to destroy. At 

a dinner, given one evening for a young painter, Adelaide, who sat 
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beside him looked at Talbot and smiled knowingly. "They talk and talk 

and surely the talk is charming and not dull but I cannot be led into 

taking such talk seriously" she whispered. 

Talbot said nothing. To him it seemed that there was something 

presumptious in the air she had when she looked at him thus. The 

strange cruelty that is a part of such natures and that was half awake 

became wholly awake. "I'll bring her to her knees" he whispered to him

self. "I will make a study of this woman and see if I cannot destroy 

her self assurance. I should like to see her broken and sobbing. That 

would do her soul good." 
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TALBOT WHITT1NGHAM 

Book 5 Chapter 3 

[190] One evening Tslbot took Adelaide for a walk in the park. 

It was a bright, clear wintry night and they sat on a bench beside a 

lagoon. A soft cold v/ind blew across the water and as Talbot talked he 

looked over Adelaide's shoulder at her face which stood out clearly in 

the moonlight. Never, he thought, had he seen anything so unruffled. 

The placid, childlike quiet of her voice as she talked of the beauty of 

the night goaded him forward. He wanted tc see her disturbed, hurt, 

perplexed by the problem of existence. The idea of trying to arouse in 

her some of the'strange half mental, half physical hungers that had left 

their marks upon his own face fascinated him but as ho thought of the 

matter, some cf the cynical quality went out of him and he began to want 

this woman simply and honestly as he had wanted so many others. 

"Men and women are queer enough animals. They work like slaves. 

Why do you supposed they do it?" he began. 

Without waiting for sn answer he hurried on. "But what an 

absurd question. They have of course no end. They work all of their 

lives and if they have an end in view when they have accomplished it, 

they have accomplished nothing. Downtown where I sp^nd my days at woz-k 

men dc not attempt to put a point tn their lives. On and on they go day 

after day. If they are fortunate and have the gift of it, they make 

money. Your own father must have been one of that kind. He must have 

gone to his office day after day all of his life striving to make money. 

There is a kind of madness in it. I have been doing the same thing 

myself. Your father now—I suppose that he did occasionally think of 
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you. Perhaps he thought a great deal of you in a que^r non-thinking 

way. He was ho doubt made happy by the thought that the money he was 

making would place you in a protected position in life.11 

Talbot stirred uneasily on the bench and his voice became harsh. 

"Ey a stretch of the imagination one might call that a beautiful 

thought, that business abcut [l9l] putting the daughter in a protected 

position in life" he said. "I have grown accustomed to seeing the 

imagination stretched. The world is the abode of the grotesque. I am 

a grotesque and you are one, and v/hat a grotesque your father, the rich 

man, must have been." 

Jumping up frcm the bench and taking Adelaide by the arm Talbot 

strode along the path by the lagoon. "Did your father leave no marks of 

beauty upon your mind," he demanded gruffly. "Is your memory of him all 

ugliness? Have you yourself never done anything bold and beautiful? I 

killed a man once. He was a brute but he died beautifully. I shot him 

between the eyes and he smiled. The smile was as hard as adamant. 'If 

I had time I would finish you my lad1 the smile said." 

Talbot laughed so that his voice rang through the park. The 

hand that had been gripping the arm of the woman relaxed and he filled 

and lighted his pipe. 

"I will tell you of a beautiful act" he said. "It is something 

a man told me today, a thing he did. It was beautiful. I am going to 

tell you of it because I want to see if you are capable of beauty. I 

don't care whether the expression of beauty in you takes the form of 

making love boldly or some other form. I want to see if the thing is in 

you, if it can be alive in one whc has been as sure of herself as you 
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have been. You can be a kind of justification cf your father's life. 

If you have this beeuty in you then all of this slavery of his is of 

some account. If you are merely a dead thing in beautiful clcthes, I 

am going to be through with you." 

Talbot's mind shot off into another direction. Adelaide Brown 

walked beside him pale and afraid. "I have got myself into something. 

After all I am going to become involved" she told herself, and the 

thought frightened and fascinated her. 

"Neither men nor women know how to love" said Talbot, puffing 

away at his pipe. "Men in their love are horrible. They sometimes talk 

to me of the matter and their talk nauseates me. One of them gets him

self a woman and calls her his wife. Another makes money that another 

woman, his daughter, may be protected from [l92] the world. That is not 

love. There must be strength ana depth to love if I am to have anything 

to do with it. How can I love either a man or woms.11 if I do not respect 

them and if I respect you, for example, how can I want to protect you 

from anything. I must depend upon your'doing that for yourself if I am 

to have real love for you." 

Talbot's voice rose. "There is, don't you see a quality of 

living and loving outside all this chatter" he said. "These children 

who call themselves artists have at least a sense of it. That's why 

they are perpetually getting into affairs. They are any amount wiser 

than you though you think yourself wise." 
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Book 5 Chapter 

[l93] Again Talbot and Adelaide sat down upon a bench. When he 

looked at her face that had been so placid it was drawn and tense and he 

was stabbed by remorse. "Why did I not let her alone" he thought. "It 

will come to nothing. I cannot make myself a real sweetheart by 

frightening a woman into a realization of the meaning of love." He 

plunged into the tale cf the beautiful act he had promised to tell her. 

"It was a thing that was done by a man who works in cur office" 

he began. "You should see him. He is tall and gaunt and very awkward 

and he ir.akes his living by the writing of advertisements. He is per

petually talking of Nietzschc and pretending to practise the doctrine of 

hardness although he does not in reality know how to be hard. You would 

not think him capable of an exquisite act but one day last fall he did a 

beautiful thing. 

"On a rainy Sunday he sat in a room in the top of his house that 

is in a suburb out on the prairies. The room is small. There is a cot 

and a table in it. On the table are piled the works of Nietzsche. From 

the window the man looks down into a vegetable garden belonging to a 

neighbor who sells automobile tires. On the Sunday the man was reading 

one of Nietzsche's books while down stairs his wife was preparing to be 

off to church. 

"Cf a sudden a great desit'e to express love came over him. Down 

stairs he went and stood in the living room looking at his wife. She 

was annoyed because it had begun again to rain and thought her dress 

would be spoiled. By her side stood the man's son on whom the woman had 
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put a stiff white collar such as men wear. Both the woman and the boy 

were irritated by the man who would not speak but sxood staring at them 

and so saying nothing he went back up the stairs to his own room. 

"In the heart of the man the hunger for lcve grew. It might 

have expressed itself in kisses but that was not the point of it. He 

began to think that he would like to go out of the house dressed in -old 

clothes and tramp about in the rain. He [l9^] wanted the rain to fall 

upon him and the wind to blow upon his face and he wanted some one with 

him, some one he loved. 

"The man in the upstairs room in the suburban house heard his 

wife and son go out at the front door. The wife scolded the son who, in 

the street before the house, had stepped into a pool cf water soiling 

his shoes. The man walked nervously about wanting to put his hand upon 

something through which he might express the feeling that was growing 

within him. 

"In a drawer in the man's rocm lay a little pile of photographs. 

Among them was one of a slender girl who had been his sweetheart when he 

was a boy in a Kansas village. Two or three times he had walked in 

silence beside her as she went from the village church to her home. She 

was a tubercular and before he had become really acquainted with her she 

had sickened and died. 

"Putting the photograph in his pocket the man went out of his 

house and walked through the suburban streets to the open prairie. When 

he had come out upon a prairie road he took the photograph out of his 

pocket and held it in his hand letting the rain beat down upon the thin 

girlish face. A ridiculous and beautiful figure he must have made, tall 
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and gaunt and with the most absurd notions in regard to Nieteche and 

Jesus in his head, striding across the prairie and looking at the pale 

slender face of the girl. Although you are a woman and have made a 

point of living beautifully and in the face of the fact that your father 

made much money to protect you from the ugly things of life, I wonder if 

you ever did a thing as lovely as that. When the advertising writer 

came to a clump of trees that stood upon the shore of a. river he 

gathered dead limbs and cut them up with his pocketkr.ife. In that way 

he got a little pile of dry splinters and built a fire in which he 

burned the photograph. 

"On the next morning he went back to the writing of advertise

ments and the study of Nietssche as before." 
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Book 5 Chapter 5 

[l95] In the Clark Street restaurant when she sst down at the 

table to dine with Talbot, Adelaide Brown was so disturbed that she was 

compelled to give all her attention to the problem c-f keeping her agita

tion concealed. She had not seen Talbot since the walk in the park and 

that walk had ended with a challenge from which she had been unable to 

escape. After the tale of the man who had burned the photograph in the 

woods by the river Talbot had walked home with her and as he walked had 

continued to talk of beauty and its import and meaning in the world. In 

a way Talbot had forgotten the woman who had walked with him and had 

talked for his own sake. "There is the boy and the girl and they are 

beautiful" he had said. "They grow into men ana women living and working 

and they are not beautiful. Why do I not strive for beauty? Why do you 

not strive for it? Why do we insist upon being grotesques?" 

At the entrance to the building in which she had her apartments 

Talbot had put his hands on Adelaide Brown's shoulders and stared down 

into her face. "You were very wise at the dinner when you said you 

would not become involved in affairs as artists become involved. You 

were shrewd like your father. He saved money and you are engaged in 

protecting your virginity. I had it in mind to try to destroy that. 

Now I hardly think it worth while. Why should I bother? Do you think 

you could be beautiful and do beautiful things?" 

12. MS with this chapter has been typed with a pica typewriter 
and is a black carbon copy. 
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To this outburst of Talbot's Adelaide had said nothing. Like a 

frightened child she waited and then like a child hoping that the wrath 

of the parent would pass, she began to stroke the sleeve of Talbot's 

coat. 

"Well never mind" he had said gruffly, turning to leave her. "I 

do not know that it matters. We shall of course be [196] friends. Put 

what I have said down to my desire to be dramatic. At the door to the 

street he had stopped and looked back at her. Something of the cruelty 

that had prompted him to disturb shone again in his eyes. "And if by 

chance you decide to try being bold and beautiful we will dine together 

and talk of the possibilities of rra.king a success of it" he challenged 

and turning; walked rauidly away. 

In the restaurant Talbot and Adelaide ate in silence and after 

that Talbot smoked. The idea that was in his mind in regard to the 

workers and that later became the theme of one of hie books still 

gripped and he began to talk of it. When he returned to the subject 

that had held them on the night in the park he did it boldly. "Now that 

you are here ana have invited me to come here, you have decided we may 

be lovers eh?" he asked. "You have decided we can do that beautifully, 

that it will be worth while?" 

Adelaide Brown stared at the floor. "How I have hated you" she 

said simply and honestly. 

In the restaurant time passed and the man and the woman sat 

staring at each other. In a kind of madness of strutting Talbot began 

to bully. "How do you know I can be beautiful?" Arising he took her 

coat from a hook on the wall and began helping her into it. "We will go 
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to my room" he said. "We will talk and think of the matter there. 

Perhaps we shall do nothing but talk. I've a notion you want to weep." 

Adelaide Brown sank again into the chair by the table. "In a 

moment" she said. "I have tried to be bold but I am afraid. Perhaps it 

is useless for me to think of the matter. The strength has gone out of 

me." 

T&lbot smiled and in his smile was a new quality of tenderness. 

[l97] He started to speak, to tell her again that he would take her to 

her own place, that the whole matter vac of minor importance but the 

speech never got past his lips. As he stood pondering the matter, 

secretly pleased at finding his judgment of her correct, and inwardly 

cursing himself for the useless cruelty of his attempt to startle her 

into being something she was not his attention was attracted by some new 

influence that had come into the room. Looking up quickly he saw, 

standing near the entrance and half intoxicated, the school teacher whc 

had come with him to Chicago and who now stood with cne hand upon the 

back of a chair staring at him. 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Eook 5 Chapter 6 

[198] Lucilfc Eearing, who had once been a school teacher in 

Indiana, whose name Talbot did not know and whose face after so long 

a time had becoi. vague in hie memory had still so strong a grip upon 

his fancy that her presence in the restaurant moved him as he had not 

been moved since the killing of Tom Bustard. Like a confused country, 

lover he turned here and there. Back of the woman, standing near the 

entrance of the restaurant, looking sharply at him and wavering a little 

as she stood, was a background of thoughts and ideas that made her stand 

starkly fcrth among the figures of his mind. A little he realized, as 

he looked, that his mind hEid played tricks upon him, beautifying and 

adding dignity to her figure. In a moment he knew that though she was 

not the swift strong woman of his dreams she was something else, some

thing hurt, half maimed by the city in which he had prospered, something 

he could love. The cry she had uttered against the fate of women that 

night in the park, the cry that had first awakened in him the desire 

that was not yet wholly awake, came back to his mind again touching him 

deeply. The strange combination of passion and pitj he had been feeling 

for Adelaide Brown passed and she was to him as nothing at all. With 

all the strength of his nature he wanted to rush across the room and 

take this other woman into his arms. With one of the flashes of 

insight, common tc his kind, he knew that she had been defeated and had 

accepted defeat*. The thought maddened him. He wanted to touch her with 

his hands, kiss her upon the lips. He had the impulse to run to her, to 

cry out and to shake her bedy. He felt that a kind cf death hovered 
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over her and he [l99] wanted to brush that death away. He wanted to say 

words to her as he never before had wanted to say words, to command her, 

telling her not to be defeated, not to have that look of defeat in her 

eyes. He wanted to tell her that now he was ready to play with her, to 

show her the strange intimate thingr of the city, to take her where she 

could hear the common talk of men and see the common lives of women, to 

have her for his companion in his night wanderings and the little 

brother to all of his thoughts. 

Such men as Whittingham know everything. They confound us with 

the strength and insight of their glances. The feeling for form that is 

a part of the mystery of the artist has something to do with it. Their 

minds, that never cease arranging and rearranging, have s million tiny 

observations with which to tell the meaning of the new thir.g th&t 

occurs. Talbot looked swiftly at Lucile Bearing but the look told him 

everything. The lines about the eyes, the way she wore her shoes, the 

fingers of her free hand that slowly drew together as she stared at 

him—these things told their story to him. Here was the death in life 

that was not death, that was conscious, defiant, grinning. 

Talbot turned to Adelaide Brown. In his perplexity he became 

the appealing boy. "You go home now11 he plead. "I have bothered you 

enough. The woman you see standing over there has escaped from me 

twice. I must see that she does not escape again. I must devote myself 

to that now." 

Adelaide Brown locked across the room at the figure of the 

school teacher and then at the face of Talbot. "It does not matter" she 
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said bitterly and smiling proudly arose from the chair and prepared to 

depart. 

Talbot was ashamed. "Oh well—," he began and then stopped. 

[200] The picture of himself, standing at evening in the long room with 

the fire at cne end and cf the woman with the mist standing on her coat, 

who had, in his fancy, come to him there, returned to his mind. To him 

it seemed that the intoxicated woman with her escort—a small man with a 

black mustache—together with himself and Adelaide Brown were but a part 

of some grotesque presentation of life, a presentation back of which was 

the hidden beauty he had been striving for. He wanted to brush the 

grotesque away, to sit talking sanely with the one woman he thought 

could understand. "She alone can help me" he thought and turning to 

Adelaide began trying to explain. 

"We must get past the grotesque. Do you not see what must he 

done?" he said taking her hand. Again he tried to explain. "All this 

of which we have talked is not the thing I want or that you want. On 

my part there has been cruelty. Do you not see that I wanted to break 

you, to make you weep? What a grotesque expression of love! You must 

go home now. You must let me try something else. If I get past the 

grotesque perhaps I shall come to see you. The grotesque is like a 

wall. I shall take hold of your hand and drag you through. To be sure 

you do not know what I mean, but I am honest now. Run home quickly." 
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TALBOT WHITTINGHAM 

Bock 5 Chapter 7 

[20lJ With an absurdly boyish flourish of hits hand Talbot turned 

-- and walked rapidly across the room teethe woman who stood waiting for 

him to come. Her escort, the small man, was pulling at her arm and 

trying to lead her away to a table but with an impatient scowl she 

turned upon him and said some few sharp words in a language foreign to 

Talbot. "It is you eh,boy?" she exclaimed stepping unsteadily forward 

and taking Talbot's hand in hers. "You have found me out. Why did you 

do that? Do you not see I h&ve grown ugly? Did I not tell you how it 

would be? How strong and beautiful you are." 

Talbot led Lucile Bearing tc a table. Afterward it did not seem 

to him that she had walked through the restaurant among the tables and 

the people. He imagined he must have carried her along. In a E-.eat by a 

window looking into the street he placed her and sat down tc watch and 

ivonder. "You are not ugly" he said. "In a way I think you have become 

beautiful." 

Talbot began trying to tell the story of the long room with the 

open fire at one end, the room in which he had so often seen her. The 

picture he made was confusing. He talked rapidly and his mind ran off 

into meaningless details. "There was a can for ashes on the stair 

landing outside" he said. "It was so out of keeping with everything 

that when you were not about I v/anted to steal out and kick it down upon 

the roof of a shed belo*-'. I wonder why I never did that." 

Lucile Bearing laughed and in her laughter there was a quality 

of childish delight. "I have sometimes wanted to kick everything down 
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on the roof of that shed myself" she said. [202] The little man with 

the moustache who had come to the table with them and v/ho now sat 

staring from one to the other leaned forward and twisted the moustache. 

When he started to speak Lucile raised her hsnd and he was silent, 

staring about and continually twisting the moustache. 

Lucile began to talk. "Things, I suppose, have turned out as 

they should have turned out" she said reflectively. "To have had it 

otherwise would have been but another kind of defeat. I should have 

ended by letting you support and take care of me. I should have become 

as all of the women become." 

With a weary shake of the head she turned from Talbot and locked 

about the room. "But why talk of it? I know that I might have made you 

love me. You are the one to whom I might have surrendered. I won that 

fight. I was victorious over the desire to come to you but, do you not 

see that as it is I am beaten." 

Leaning forward Lucile Bearing rested her cheek upon her open 

hand and looked steadily across the table at Talbot. As he had been 

cruel in the presence of Adelaide Brown so she now became cruel in the 

presence of the little man with the moustache. 

"Do you see I have had three lovers" she said. "TonigW- I"was 

to have taken a fourth. This little man was to have become my lover. 

It was all arranged. He does not understand my words but you may be 

sure he knows what you are saying to me and what I am saying to you. He 

is only a stage hand in a theatre but he is quite wonderful. He is 

ardent about me, more ardent than you know. He might very well kill 

you." 
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Talbot laughed. He had an inclination to drink and ordered a 

bottle of wine from which he drank glass after glass greedily. [203] 

Presently he returned to the talk of the long room. "It was so cool 

and clean and orderly" he said. "You should see yourself, how 

beautiful you were as you came in at the door. You had always 

beautiful clothes or at least they were beautiful because you wore 

them 

Talbot looked out thrcugh the window arid his voice became 

quieter. The mist lay heavily on the street and in the mist a street 

lamp hung like a great golden ball. Through the mist sounded the 

persistent clanging of street cars, going slowly and sounding the bells 

as a warning. "It is the strangest thing" Talbot continued. "Do you 

know I am uncertain whether I was„your Hover or not. It does not 

really matter"although sometimes I was quite sure of it—in the bed at 

night when I half awoke and there was your head on the pillow beside my 

own. I tried so hard not to awake. The bed was by a window and across 

the street there was a tree on which there were never any leaver." 

Talbot looked back sharply at th*3 wcman who, with her cheeks 

still resting on her hand, looked at the table cloth. An empty wine 

glass stood before h^r and taking a fork in her hand she began moving 

it back and forth along the cloth. 

"You were taller" said Talbot "and oh sometimes there was such 

dignity in you! There is one picture. You had just come ir.to the room 

and stood unfastening your coat. It was a brcwn coat with huge black 

buttons and there was a fur cap on your head. The door through which 

you had come was beside the fire. You stood so that the firelight shone 
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on you. It was always misting outside when you came. That is why I 

think you came tonight. Only that was so different. Do you see, then 

I stood looking at you. I did net know whether [20^] I was your lover 

or not. Had it been real I do not believe I should ever have known. 

Had I made love to you I shouldn't have known. As it turned out I just 

stood in the deep shadows and v/atched the firelight how it played and 

glistened among the million tiny footmarks of the mist. Everywhere the 

marks of the mist were upon you, on the fur of your cap, on the brown 

coat, in your hair—the marks of the mist with the firelight dancing and 

playing about." 

Talbot stopped talking and laughed and his laugh was full of 

bitterness. "I never moved" he said. "I kr.ew that I must not trove. 

You were so quiet and dignified and beautiful. I wanted to run forward 

and kiss you but when I thought of doing that I was ahsamed and stood in 

the darkness blushing like a boy." 
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TALBOT WHITTINGKAM 

Book 5 Chapter 8 

[205] When Talbot and Lucile Bearing went out of the restaurant 

and into the s'ri-et she began a rambling discourse in regard to her 

lovers to which Talbot did net listen • He wondered if he also v/ere 

about to make love to her. They had decided to go to her quarters and 

the thought of being alone with her excited and interested him. He 

thought that if it came to love making the experience would be altogether 

wonderful but toward her he had none of that slightly unpleassnt eager

ness that had been a part- of his attitude toward so many other women. 

Toward her he knew that he could never become the hunter, the crafty 

determined male . "If it comes to love-making it will be a thing both 

beautiful and quite incidental" he thought. "It will be merely a way of 

expressing something else, a kind of wholesale understanding of things 

together. It would happen because that inclination is in us and because 

we are bound in the end to find out that there is no one else would know 

what we meant. 

"I suppose if I just kissed her there would be no ending things" 

he said aloud and turned to look at his companion. When she smiled at 

him he began to explain. "I was thinking of our making love to each 

other and wondering if that would happen" he said. 

At Talbot's exclamation Lucile Bearing laughed and continued to 

talk of her loves. The little man of the restaurant had come with them 

and trotted along on the sidewalk beside the woman. He still pulled 

nervously at the moustache. 
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In the street the mist lay heavy. Figures sprang suddenly out 

of it. When the door of a store or of one of the many saloons along the 

street was pulled open the warm air rushing out tore the mist into 

shred. In the little cleared spece before the door [206] men stood 

talking or stumbled away and were in a moment lost in the grey cloud. 

In an alleyway between two brick bui]dings a dog howled and whined. The 

sound seemed to be coming out of space as though the dog had cried out 

from the sky. 

Lucile Bearing's first lover had been a carpenter's assistant, 

a young fellow who came to make some repairs in a room she occupied. 

She talked of that reflectively and with a note a settled me]ancholy in 

her voice. Although the effect of the wine she had drunk had gone out 

of her she clung tightly to Talbot's arm and walked uncertainly. For a 

moment as she talked Talbot had one of those sharp reactions common to 

the artist who, from his nature, must be forever striving to live in two 

worlds. He came out of the world of his mind, the world in which he had 

so often seen and talked v/ith the school teacher, and in which she had 

come to him in the long room. For a time he was just the fairly 

prosperous young business man walking on a bad night in North Clark 

Street in Chicago with a woman who had been drinking and who had a 

doubtful past. Even the thoughts of the firelight that danced among the 

beads of mist in the hair of the woman of his dreams lost something of 

their meaning. A boy, not beyond ten years of age, and with a long 

ragged coat and sharp dirty face, began pulling at the sleeve of his 

coat. "Paper, Mister" whined the boy. "Euy a paper for the lady. 
1 

There has been three murders." 
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"It is of no value, this breaking old laws and taking lovers'1 

said Lucile. "Cne does not get beauty out of that. I dare say you have 

done the same thing yourself and know how it is. The carpenter's 

assistant was not beautiful as a lover. He became unspeakably ugly. 

When he worked—sawing a boaru while his knee held it on a chair and his 

strong back danced up and [207] down whipping the saw through the 

board—I thought to make love to him would be very beautiful." 

Lucile stopped and standing on the sidewalk faced Talbot. 

Grasping his two arms she stared up into his face. "Is there anything 

that is beautiful?" she asked sharply. "Have you found anything? You 

have played about, you have seen and done things, have had a chance to 

find out, have you found anything?" 

Talbot began nodding his head up and down. The little man, 

becoming excited when she raised her voice, danced about, pulled at 

Lucile's arms and talked rapidly. With a sharp word she again quieted 

him. 

"Everything is grotesque and the beautiful is beyond the 

grotesque" said Talbot, wondering at his own words. "The beautiful is 

somewhere but all of life is cut. of proportion. The lines of things are 

wrong—the lines of buildings and things and people. Do you see we are 

all out of drawing, we are grotesques." 

Leaning over Talbot kissed the listening woman on the lips as he 

might have kissed a child. He felt that he knew something that must be 

made clear to her. "There is a way out" he said. "We haven't looked 

for beauty in the right place. It has been found by men before our 

times." An idea came into his mind. "There was a carpenter that found 
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it" he said eagerly—"that young Jesus. There is a man works in our 

office who is forever talking of him. He quarrels with another fellow 

who talks of a man named Nietzsche. The man who talks of Jesus has 

convinced me. Just now I begin to get hold of something. One day I 

heard him tell of a thing that Jesus said. At first I was mistaken 

about the meaning of it but now I begin to see more [208] clearly. 

'Let the dead bury the dead1—that was it. The phrase has haunted me 

ever since—not to drag anything about, not even our own yesterdays. 

Don't you see how beautiful that is? Think what the man knew before he 

could say a thing like that." 

Again Talbot and the woman went forward along the sidewalk and 

again the little man trotted at the side of the woman. He had quit 

pulling at the moustache and talked continually. Although the woman 

spoke to him time and again he did not stop talking but took hold of her 

arm and began pulling at it. 

Lucile way angry. When they had turned out of Clark Street into 

a street parallel to and near the river she stepped and putting her hand 

on the little man's shoulder shook him violently. She began talking in 

the foreign tongue but in her impatience soon broke into English. "Do 

you not see we are at the end of that?" she cried. "Have you turned out 

an ugly thing like the others? Must I abuse and drive you away as I did 

them? Why do you suppose I had thought of taking you? Do you not see 

that I thought you had at least a mind?" 

The little man was furious. When he had escaped from the grasp 

of the woman he sprang away and stood near the entrance to a saloon so 

that the light from within fell across his face. Talbot, who had drawn 
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a little to one side, locked and the face was drawn and ugly. He wanted 

to step forward, with a blow to send the little man flying intc the 

street, but a kind of respect for the woman held him. The little man, 

he thought was'a minute and perfect presentation of the grotesque v/orld 

but he v/as her problem, her thing to deal with. 

"What he does one has to endure" thought Talbot and his mind 

half drunken man who had come into his room in the evening to talk of 

the laws of life. "The artist does not know the law. He it is who 

knows there is a lav;" Talbot was muttering, after the drunken young man, 

when with a convulsive movement of his body the little man drew a 

revolve'r from his side coat pocket and, firing a shot at the wcman who 

stood threatening, ran away behind the curtain of mist, talking rapidly 

as he ran. 

went far back to his boyhood in the New York 
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TALEOT WHITTINGHAM 

Book 5 Chapter 9 

[210] Talbot and Lucile Bearing walked arm in arm along the 

street through the mist. A policeman appeared and took held of Talbot's 

arm. "Where was the shooting?" he asked, looking nervously about. 

Talbot became frightened. He saw himself stumbling into some 

gigantic blunder, being dragged into a court room ynd asked questions 

concerning this woman, who in the face of her apparent defeat in life, 

had become to him something sacred. "What has law to do with this?" he 

asked himself, "what will the grotesque world, that has already put the 

ir<e.rk of its grotesqueness upon her, do new?" Shivering with dread he 

began to stutter and make words. "I knew nothing of any shooting. I 

did not hear" he began but was interrupted hy the voice of Lucile who 

laughed and put a hand on the arm of the policeman. "He ran off this 

way—the man who shot" she said, pointing along the street in the direc

tion to that taken by the running man. Again she laughed and now the 

policeman laughed with her. "There is something jn the air tonight that 

makes people afraid. See my man here is frightened and I believe you 

also are frightened." Sh^ began to explain the shooting. "He was alone 

and I think he intended to commit suicide—a big man in a-g-rey coat with 

fierce moustaches such as are worn by Emperor William. When we came 

upon him he stood on the sidewalk before a saloon. He put a revolver to 

his head ana we thought he was about to shoot himself. My man here, big 

as he is, trembled like a child. I suppose the man with the moustaches 

lost his nerve. It was the most amusing thing. When he saw us he took 

the revolver away from his head, pointed it into the sky and, after 
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shooting into nothingness, ran away. Everyone has been frightened and 

yet, [211] as you see, nothing has happened." 

Again Talbot and Lucile walked arm in arm along the street. 

Talbot was as excited as a bride on her wedding day. Later he wondered 

if during that walk he had known that the bullet from the pistol of her 

lover had lodged in Lucile's breast and that, even as she talked to the 

policeman, she was slowly dying. In the end he decided that he had 

known, that his exaltation was due to that. When they came at last to 

an outside stairway leading up to the second floor of the low wooden 

building ii; which she lived she stopped and stood with her hand on the 

railing. When he offered to carry hor up she accepted his offer, 

laughing and mfaking a game of it. On the stairway, as he tramped 

heavily upward, she put out her band and like a child began stroking his 

face. "You have lines on your face too. How odd that is. I always 

have thought that everything had gone well with ycu." 

On the little square landing at the top of the stairs stood the 

battered metal ash-can that had been the realistic note in all of 

Talbot's dreams of the home in which he lived with Lucile. Putting her 

gently down he stood looking at it. He became furiously irritated and 

wanted to kick it off the landing. "Yes" said Lucile, following his 

thoughts as he looked down into the sea of mist below, "the shed is 

there. It would make a great clatter as it fell. But do not do it now. 

We have something else in hand." 

Talbot nodded. Stepping eagerly forward- he took her two hands 

in his. The idea that was in mind o-f the woman came also into his mind. 

"You will not go into the room with me?" he plead. "I will go alone 
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and then you will come to me." Like a boy about [212] to begin playing 

a game he ccaxed her. "I'll be quick" he said. "Do you see I will make 

all ready." 

Lucile Eearing smiled understandingly. She stood with her back 

against the wall of the building and supported herself with a hand on the 

wooden railing of the stairs. Her face was so white that even in the 

dim light it stood forth sharp and clear against the background of the 

building. 

Opening the door with a key Lucile had taken from her pocket 

Talbot entered a dark narrow hall and went along back to a room at the 

front of the house. The room was small and in disorder but like the 

room cf his dreams it was long and narrow. On a table a gas light 

burned dimly, giving out a faint odor of escaped gas. By the door was 

a fireplace, black and cold but filled with a mass of torn paper, 

letters and empty cigarette boxes. 

Talbot went quickly to the center of the room and looked sharply 

about. He was cold and began to shiver. On chairs and tables lay half 

finished oil paintings and sketches. On a chair befcre the fire there 

was a great pile of artists' brushes. A woman's coat, brown and with 

huge black buttons, lay in a heap on the floor. It had been thrown 

carelessly on a chair and had slipped down. One of the black buttons, 

catching the light from the lamp glistened in the half darkness. 

Talbot sat down in a chair by the table and tried to think. 

Buttoning his coat tightly about his neck he sat with his head upon his 

hands and stared at a sketch of a ycung fighter with bare arms rushing 

upon two men who stood beneath a lamp in a darkened street. He had 
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forgotten the woman waiting outside and was wondering if there was a bed 

near a window and if from the bed one could see a tree that never brought 

forth leaves. 

Arousing himself Tolbot began to move about the room. From 

[213] the back of the house came the heavy voice of a man talking to a 

child. The voice of the child, sharp and clear, interrupted. The child 

began to boast. "I'm the smartest one in school and I don't csre what 

you say" declared the child passionately. The man laughed. "More tall 

talk" he said gruffly. "I'll bet you are the best braggart in school 

anyway." 

For five minutes Talbot moved vaguely about the room and then, 

like one preparing a stage for the acting of a play, began running 

feverishly about. Taking the canvasses from the chair that stood near 

the fireplace he carried them to the further end of the room and threw 

them on the floor. On an impulse he ran to a window that looked down. 

into the street and when he found a couch there rubbed his hands with 

delight. Turning out the gas lamp and touching a match to the papers in 

the fireplace he stood in the heavy shadows at the center of the room 

waiting. 

Standing with his hands gripped together Talbot's body shook 

with the strength of his excitement. From the room at the back came the 

sound of a woman's voice singing softly and the laughing voices of the 

child and the man who had begun to tussle and play about on the floor. 

Through the door near the fireplace came Lucile Bearing with the mist on 

her coat and in her hair. 
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A half suppressed cry csme from the lips of Talbot. The Indiana 

school teacher who had come into the city only to be defeated had 

conquered defeat. For a moment she stcod in the shadows by the door 

shaking v/ith weakness. Her hand clutched at the mantle above the fire

place. Her body rocked back and.forth as Talbot had seen the body of an 

opponent rock in the ring after a swinging blow upon the jaw. In the 

shadows of the center of the room he trembled so that a chair against 

which he leaned danced upon the floor. 

[21^] And then Lucile Bearing stepped forward to her death. 

Talbot sprang toward her but stopped and stood trembling. As though 

held back by an invisible hand he hesitated and stood mumbling words. 

"It is her part, her thing to do." A thought came swiftly into his 

mind. As though in a dream he saw the purpose of his life in a new 

aspect. A keen, almost overpowering sense of the hidden beauty came 

over him. And he knew that the quest of beauty was to be for hiri. the 

end in life. "After this I shall know everything and I shall have my 

work. I shall quit this marching with the dead. I shall have my thing 

to do" he declared earnestly raising his hands above his head and 

waiting. 

Dignity came into the wavering figure of the woman. The fire, 

creeping among the pspers, flared up and lights danced among the marks 

of the mist upon her hair. Fcr a moment she stood smiling into the 

darkness and Talbct thought she had grcvrn suddenly younger, taller and 

straighter. And then without a word having passed between them and 

without a cry Lucile Bearing fell forward and lay dead upon the floor 

before the fire. 
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The following is a list of variant readings gleaned from the 

manuscript of Talbot Whittingham. Most handwritten emendations on the 

typed manuscript are by Anderson. 

Page Line 

6k k MS reads "congress"; editor's correction: "Congress" 

6k l*f MS type reads "the of"; author correction: "the fringes 
of" 

6^ 18 MS tvpe reads "thw"; author correction: "the" 

65 5 MS type reads "lain"; author correction: "laid" 

6^ 11 MS type reads "the eager face"; author correction: "the 
eager upturned face" 

65 16 MS type reads "rushed"; author correction: "reached" 

65 22 MS type reads "an"; author correction: "and" 

65 22 MS type reads "artist"; author correction: "artists" 

65 22 MS type reads "and"; author correction: "one" 

65 25 MS type has no comma 

66 5 MS type reads "not"; author correction: "but" 

66 8 MS type reads "the"; author correction: "a" 

66 12 MS has no comma 

66 16 MS type reads "boy"; author correction: "lav/" 

66 19 MS type reads "least"; author correction: "last" 

66 20 MS type reads "thing, I"; author correction: "thing I" 

66 21 MS type reads "singing or writing"; author correction: 
"singing and my writing" 

67 1 MS has no comma 

67 8 MS type reads "and women"; author correction: "and all 
women" 
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Page Line 

67 8 MS type reads "which only"; author correction: "which 
is only" 

67 9 MS has a comma instead of a dash 

67 10 MS type reads "not"; author correction: "no" 

67 11 MS type- reads "the"; author correction: "a" 

67 21 MS has no comma 

68 15 MS type has a period instead of an exclamation point 

68 l6 MS type has a comma instead of a question mark 

68 19 MS has a comma after "who" 

69 ^ MS reads "wierd"; editor's correction! "weird" 

72 3 MS type reads "before spending cf the major part"; author 
correction: "before he spent of the major part" 

72 16 MS type reads "of receiving"; author correction: "of his 
receiving" 

72 19 MS type reads "sportive had"; author correction: "sportive 
Bruce had" 

72 2k KS reads "Billies"; editor's correction: "Billys" 

7^f l^f MS type reads "was"; author correction: "saw" 

7k l*t MS reads "fleeing,—"; editor's correction: "fleeing," 

7k 21 MS reads "ould"; editor's correction: "would" 

76 10 MS reads "boys'"; editor's correction: "boy's" 

76 21 MS typo reads "friend and author correction: 
"friend and henchman." 

77 12 MS reads "called, 'striking an average'editor's 
correction: "called 'striking an average'" 

78 23 MS type reads "stallion upon"; author correction: "stallion 
that stood hitched upon" 

78 23, MS type reads "tobacco chewing"; author correction: 
2k "tobacco-chewing" 



MS reads "edlers"; editor's correction: "elders" 

MS type reads "other strange ,author correction: 
"ether strange oaths" 

MS reads "ta king"; editor's correction: "talking" 

MS type reads "talking", which is typed over "gathering"; 
author correction: "gathering" 

MS reads "be2ch"; editor's correction: "beech" 

MS reads "no"; editor's correction: "not" 

MS reads "beach"; editor's correction: "beech" 

MS type reads "gentle fingered"; author correction: 
"gentle-fingered" 

Anderson could have meant "hanging" or "jangling" 

MS reads "weathervane"; editor's correction: "weather vane" 

MS has no comma 

MS reads "exhaltation"; editor's correction: "exaltation" 

MS type reads "lay"; author correction: "lie" 

MS reads "persistency"; editor's correction: "persistence" 

MS type reads "some farmer [possibly former] sprang"; 
author correction: "some farmer hero sprang" 

MS type reads "about stared"; author correction: "stared 
about" 

MS type reads "petted"; author correction: "pelted" 

MS reads "braggara"; editor's correction: "braggart" 

MS type reads "wonderful"; author correction: "wonder" 

MS reads "lay"; editor's correction: "lie" 

MS has a comma 

MS type has no comma 
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Page Line 

85 12 MS type has no comma 

85 13 MS type has no comma 

86 4 MS type has a comma instead of a dash 

86 14 MS reads "stilled"; editor's correction: "still" 

86 25 MS has a comma 

88 3 MS reads "we all are,—we"; editor's correction: "we all 
are—we" 

88 20 MS type reads "cvercalm"; author correction: "overclean" 

88 25 MS reads "floor,"; editor's correction: "floor." 

89 6 MS type reads "that had come again and assailed him,"; 
author correction: "that had again and again assailed 
him," 

89 12 MS type reads "nor" but has been emended in pencil to read 
"or" 

89 13 MS type reads "the"; author correction: "his" 

90 ^ MS reads "ben"; editor's correction: "been" 

90 16 MS reads "he"; editor's correction: "be" 

91 2 MS type reads "stamping about"; author correction: 
"stamping" 

91 9 MS type reads "went and I"; author correction: "went am I" 

91 12 MS type reads "went back in"; author correction: "went back 
into the big empty house". The MS has no period after 
"house" 

91 2b MS type reads "mark"; author correction: "march" 

92 5 MS type has been partially erased and crossed out at this 
point; "in his" has been penned above what appears to have 
been "in his" in the first place 

92 10 MS type reads "lessons,"; author correction: "lessons;" 

92 13 MS type has no close quotes 
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XI MS type reads "time that"; author correction: "time found 
that" 

Sk 15 MS type reads "was sister to sister to"; author correction: 
"sister to" 

9^ 16 MS reads "girl,—11; editor's correction: "girl—11 

95 6 MS type reads "lay"; author correction: "lie" 

95 19 MS reads "invaritably"; editor's correction: "invariably" 

95 19 MS type reads "woman's"; author correction: "woman" 

96 6 MS type reads "hes"; author correction: "his" 

96 15 MS type reads "they"; author correction: "in the" 

96 18 MS type reads "away"; author correction: "in" 

96 19 MS type reads "forgotten until"; author correction: 
"forgotten. Until" 

96 19 MS type has no comma 

96 23 MS reads "exalting"; editor's correction: "exulting" 

97 2 MS type reads "her"; author correction: "his" 

97 15 MS type has no comma 

97 25 MS reads "sympathised"; editor's correction: "sympathized" 

99 13 MS has no comma 

99 MS type reads "bcok man"; author correction: "book-man" 

99 22 MS reads "intat"; editor's correction: "in at" 

99 2k MS reads "shot gun"; editor's correction: "shotgun" 

99 25 MS reads "to to the baker"; editor's correction: "to the 
baker" 

100 2 MS reads "know$"; editor's correction: "know? 1̂ 

100 13 MS type reads "baker"; author correction: "drayman" 

100 18 MS reads "bugy"; editor's correction: "buggy" 



MS type appears to have read "roadetent"; author correc
tion: "road went" 

MS type reads "cried"; author correction: "cries" 

MS type reads "a"; author correction: "the" 

MS type reads "It a little wearied him"; author correction 
"It wearied him a little" (correction by unknown editor) 

MS type reads "by the laughter by the laughter"; author 
correction: "by the laughter" 

MS reads "The tall boy, standing"; editor's correction: 
"The tall bey standing" 

MS type reads "vague by"; author correction: "vaguely" 

MS reads "consumation"; editor's correction: "consummation' 

MS type reads "not shamed him"; author correction: "not, 
shamed him" 

Does Anderson want agreement for singular or plural here? 

MS' type reads "He"; author correction: "The" 

MS type reads "women"; author correction: "them" 

MS type reads "companion"; author correction: "companions" 

MS reads "cock sure"; editor's correction: "cocksure" 

MS type reads "about i author correction: "about it" 

MS reads "it"; editor's correction: "to" 

MS reads "ben"; editor's correction: "been" 

MS type reads "Tom"; author correction: "Talbot" 

MS reads "streets, encountered"; editor's correction: 
"streets encountered" 

MS type reads "arranged" but this has been edited to read 
"arrainged" 

MS type reads "they"; author correction: "the" 
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107 7 MS type reads "Banley"; author correction: "Barley" 

107 8 MS reads "Trotting stable"; editor's correction: "trotting 
stable" 

107 15 MS reads "jiin"; editor's correction: "join" 

107 20 MS reads "herself,"; editor's correction: "herself." 

107 21 MS reads "walked, beside"; editor's correction: "walked 
beside" 

108 1 MS type reads this entire paragraph to run on with the one 
previous. The MS has been edited to indicate a new para
graph at this point. 

108 1 MS reads "overcoe"; editor's correction: "overcome" 

108 3 MS reads "reputation.for"; editor's correction: "reputation 
for" 

108 5 MS reads "themselvs"; editor's correction: "themselves" 

108 3.6 MS reads "trees, went the boy and girl,"; editor's correc
tion: "trees v/ent the boy and girl" 

109 17 MS reads "enexpressed"; editor's correction: "unexpressed" 

109 22 MS type reads "a small town"; author correction: "the small 
town" 

110 13 MS type reads "whirling"; author correction: "whistling" 

110 17 MS reads "teh"; editor's correction: "the" 

110 20 MS reads "destroyed.in"; editor's correction: "destroyed 
in" 

113 3 MS reads "Manly's"; editor's correction: "Manlys" 

113 20 Perhaps "messes" is meant here 

1]A 10 MS type reads "a,ong"; author correction: "among" 

11^ 17 MS reads "waitreeses"; editor's correction: "waitresses" 

115 9 MS type reads "or in passing"; author correction: "or, in 
passing" 
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115 12 MS type reads "she"; author correction: "he" 

115 22 MS reads "oogled"; editor's correction: "ogled". The wox'd 
has been underlined in pencil and a question mark has been 
placed above the word. 

116 1 MS reads "comradship"; editor's correction: "comradeship" 

117 5 MS type reads "in"; author corrcction: "to" 

117 7 MS has no open quotes before "To" 

117 9 MS reads "relling"; editor's correction: "reeling" 

118 15 MS reads "shoe stores, banks"; editor's correction: "shoe 
stores, banks" 

118 19 MS type reads "Karvey Bruce"; author correction: "Bruce 
Harvey" 

119 b MS reads "spat cut out words"; editor's correction: "spat 
out words" 

121 11 MS reads "masterly"; editor's correction: "mastery" 

121 17 MS type reads "Billy's n"; author correction: "Billy an" 

121 20 MS reads "stiarway"; editor's correction: "stairway" 

121 21 MS type reads "heard"; author correction: "heart" 

122 7 MS type reads "ade"; author correction: "made" 

122 7 MS type reads "impulses"; author correction: "impudence" 

122 23 MS type has no comma after "fancy" 

122 2b MS reads "definate"; editor's correction: "definite" 

122 26 MS type reads "thing"; author correction: "this" 

123 1 Should this read "general public" or "general populace"? 

123 6 MS reads "moden"; editor's correction: "modern" 

124 12 MS type reads "Gargantian"; author correction: "Gargantuan" 

\2b 26 MS reads "to to something" which has been emended to 
read "to hewe to" 



MS reads "boys"; editor's correction: "boy's" 

MS type reads "Bustard's bags"; author correction: 
"Bustard's hand from the money bags" 

MS type reads "long and whined"; author correction: 
"long mewed and whined" 

MS reads "choses"; editor's correction: "chooses" 

MS type reads "although although"; author correction: 
"although" 

MS type reads "of"; author correction: "on" 

MS type reads "wind the"; author correction: "wind 
bellied the" 

MS type reads "hi,."; author correction: "him." 

MS reads "naker"; editor's correction: "baker" 

MS reads "had a at last"; editor's correction: "had at 
last" 

MS type reads "were to"; author cox-rection: "was to" 

MS type reads "is"; author correction: "are" (correction by 
unknown editor) 

MS type reads "stirring De Profundis of Oscar Wilde"; 
author correction: "verses of John Keats" 

MS reads "killing of the"; editor's correction: "killing 
the" 

MS reads "new"; editor's correction: "knew" 

MS reads "alayus"; editor's correction: "always" 

MS reads "part n it"; editor's correction: "part in it" 

MS reads "desertation"; editor's correction: "dissertation" 

MS reads "din't"; editor's correction: "didn't". It is 
unclear whether or not Anderson meant the phonetic "din't" 
or merely misspelled "didn't" 
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138 5 MS type reads "little hop"; author correction: "little 
shop" 

138 24 MS type reads "busyness"; author correction: "business" 

139 15 MS reads "dollars,"; editor's correction: "dollars." 

139 21 MS reads "stuff"; editor's correction: "stuffed" 

l4l 17 MS type reeds "all"; author correction: "in all" 

l4l 25 MS type reads "import"; author correction: "impart." 

1^2 8 This possibly should read "on" for "in" 

1^2 24 MS type has no commas after "that" or "matter" 

143 23 MS type appears to read "blab"; author correction: "tlob" 

144 2 MS type reads "city."; author correction: "city?" 

144 9 MS type has no comma 

144 10 MS type reads "he studied"; author correction: "studied" 

144 14 MS type reads "sociall"; author correction: "social" 

144 23 MS type reads "house during"; author correction: 
"house worked during" 

145 15 MS type reads "to and to learn"; author correction: "to 
learn" 

145 24 KS reads "Ban Buren"; editor's correction: "Van Euren" 

146 6 MS reads "ocgling"; editor's correction: "ogling" 

146 11 MS type has no comma after "men" 

146 16 MS has a comma after "citizens" which confuses the meaning 
of the sentence 

146 19 MS type reads "city new men"; author correction: "city men" 

146 22 MS type reads "pushing"; author correction: "pushed" 

146 25 MS reads "bag,—bought"; editor's correction: "bag, bought" 

14? 2 MS reads "away,—went"; editor's correction: "away, went" 
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lh? 15 MS type reads "dropped" which has been emended to read 
"drapped" 

1^18 6 MS tvpe reads "hung hung"; author correction: "hung" 

148 8 MS type reads "awake," emended to "awoke,"; author 
correction: "awoke" 

1^9 MS type reads "enother"; author correction: "another" 

lA9 17 MS type reads "gotten"; author correction: "got" 

150 13 MS type reads "sprang"; author correction: "springs" 

150 13 MS type reads "I have of a sudden"; author correction: 
"I have, of a sudden," 

150 l^f MS type reads "sharply an incident" with "remembered" 
pencilled in the space 

151 8 MS type reads "strongely"; author correction: "strong]y" 

151 8 MS type reads "out at"; author correction: "out of" 

151 15 MS type reads "into"; author correction: "in" 

152 l*f MS type reads "quietly, and forgetting"; author correction: 
"quietly, forgetting" 

153 25 MS type reads "Lady"; author correction: "woman" 

156 6 MS type reads "on"; author correction: "own" 

156 9 MS type reads "shoulders"; author correction: "the 
shoulders" 

156 11 MS reads "healthier"; editor's correction: "healthier" 

156 13 MS type reads "flattered"; author correction: "flustered" 

157 23 MS type reads "Eankin"; author correction: "young Rankin" 

158 3 MS reads "fortunate our Talbot"; editor's correction: 
"fortunate for our Talbot" 

158 12 MS reads "beyond the of the moving crowd". V/ith no 
clue to v.'hat Anderson might have wanted here, I have- . 
emended to "beyond the moving crowd". 



MS type reads "a comely"; author correction: "comely" 

MS type has a conma here instead of a semicolon 

MS reads "purposefull"; editor's correction: "purposeful" 

MS type reads "now"; author correction: "how" 

MS reads "the the life"; editor's corroction: "the life" 

MS reads "provisionsmen"; editor's correction: "prcvisionf. 
men" 

MS reads "rnchinist"; editor's correction: "machinist" 

MS type reads "night"; author correction: "nine" 

MS type reads "do some some service" emended to "do him 
some some service"; author correction: "do him some 
service" 

MS type reads "wqlkea"; author correction: "walked" 

MS type reeds "cloud shadows"; author correction: "cloud-
shad ows" 

MS type reads "her sit" ; author correction: "her to sit" 

MS type has no comma here 

MS type reads "working woman"; author correction: 
"w orking-w oman" 

MS type reads "man"; author correction: "men" 

MS type reads "fiture"; author correction: "figure" 

MS type reads "remunerate"; author correction: "enumerate" 

MS type reads "It was past ten o'clock of a girl", 
which has been emended to read "It was past ten o'clock of 
a sumner evening and with the girl". I have changed 
"sumner" to "summer" 
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167 k MS type reads "Talbot Whittingham, who was a fighter, 
making money by dancing before puffing, straining men who 
tried to hit hirr. but filled his pockets with money, and as 
he walked in the street with the girl he was proud of that 
fact and of the fact of his smart tailor-made clothes." 

167 15 MS type reads "live"; author correction: "love" 

167 21 MS type is difficult to make out here, but perhans reads 
"fire"; it has been written over in pencil and emended to 
read "fine" 

168 12 MS reads "follow"; editor's correction: "followed" 

169 1 MS reads "g rl"; editor's correction: "girl" 

169 6 MS reads "churcj"; editor's correction: "church" 

169 23 MS type reads "not however propose"; author correction: 
"net propose" 

170 13 MS type reads "Talb"; author correction: "Talbot" 

171 1 MS type reads "by"; author correction: "but" 

171 k MS type reads "bought"; author correction: "brought" 

171 13 MS type reads "them"; author correction: "him" 

172 1 MS type reads "ar"; author correction: "car" 

172 3 MS type reads "gight"; author correction: "fight" 

172 12 MS type reads "ar"; author correction: "car" 

172 l*t MS type reads "Pari"; author correction: "Park" 

172 15 MS type has a comma instead of a semicolon 

172 17 MS type has a comma instead of a semicolon 

172 19 MS type reads "an"; author correction: "and" 

172 2k MS type reads "anted"; author correction: "wajited" 

173 5 MS type reads "migh"; author correction: "might" 
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173 MS appears at first examination to read "ever" but quite 
possitly the carbon paper has not reproduced the entire "n" 
making it appear like an "r". The wore comes at the 
extreme right hand margin of the MS line. 

173 16 MS type reads "auke"; author correction: "take" 

173 18 MS type 
learned' 

reads 
1 

"not yet learned"; author correction: "not 

174 9 MS type reads "t in"; author correction: "train" 

l?k l*i MS type reads "pr sence"; author correction: "presence" 

174 Ik MS type reads "ampotent"; author correction: "impotent" 

174 18 MS type reads "his own place"; author correction: "his 
place" 

17*t 19 MS type reads "ar his"; author correction: "e^rc his" 

1?^ 22 MS type reads "with mouth Talbot"; author correction: 
"with his mouth open Talbot" 

17^ 25 MS type reads "thongs"; author correction: "things" 

175 2 MS reads "breaknien"; editor's correction: "brakemen" 

175 6 KS type has nc close quotes 

175 13 MS type reads " elieve"; author correction: "believe" 

175 15 MS type roads "dom the"; author correction: "do, the" 

175 18 MS type reads "he "; author correction: "her" 

176 MS type reads "s ur.d"; author correction: "scund" 

176 10 MS type has no comma 

176 12 MS type reads "needed"; author correction: "need" 

176 14 MS reads "insiduously"; editor's correction: "insidiously" 

176 22 MS type reads " ack"; author correction: "back" 

177 11 MS type reads "blown making"; author correction: "blown up 
making" 
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177 13 MS type has no open quotes 

178 MS type reads "outlines"; author correction: "outline" 

178 16 MS type has nc close quotes 

178 19 MS type reads "with life"; authoi* correction: "in life" 

179 3 MS type has no close quotes 

179 8 MS type has no open quotes 

179 18 MS type reads "cenception"; author correction: "conception" 

179 25 MS type has close quotes after "streets?" and open quotes 
before "He" 

180 1 MS type reads " aited"; author correction: "waited" 

180 2 MS type has no close quotes 

180 5 MS type has no open quotes 

181 3 MS reads "politican"; editor's correction: "politician" 

181 4 MS reads "politican"; editor's correction: "politician" 

182 2 MS type reads "shows"; author correction: "show" 

182 6 MS reads "conquorea"; editor's correction: "conquered" 

182 7 MS type reads "morning lying"; author correction: "morning 
and lying" 

183 11 MS type reads "ugky"; author correction: "ugly" 

183 17 MS type reads "away, although"; author ccrrecticn: "away. 
Although" 

183 2k MS type reads "donw"; author correction: "down" 

l8*f 12 MS trans-poses ccmma and closed quotes on "Why," 

18^ 1^ MS type reads "work?"; author correction: "working?" 

l8*f 18 MS type reads "lives"; author correction: "lived" 

l8*f 22 MS type reads "births"; author correction: "berths" 
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185 7 MS type reads "brideway"; author correction: "bride away" 

186 5 MS type reads "end.11; author correction: "end?" 

187 3 MS reads "restlessnes"; editor's correction: "restlessness" 

187 3 MS type reads "inside"; authoi' correction: "within" 

187 12 MS type reads "part lust" emended to read "part however 
lust"; author correction: "part, however, lust" 

187 16 MS reads "restlesness"; editor's correction: "restlessness" 

187 17 MS reads "wiht"; editor's correction: "with" 

187 18 MS has no comma 

187 20 MS has no comma after "girl" or after "Indiana" 

187 22 The clause "unless . . . fight" is not set off by commas in 
the MS type 

188 10 MS type reads "loking"; author correction: "looking" 

188 11 The clause "s.s you see" is not set off by commas in the MS 
type 

188 20 MS reads "seperated"; editor's correction: "separated" 

188 2.3 MS type reads "theri"; author correction: "their" 

189 9 MS type reads "to"; author correction: "too" 

189 15 MS type reads "resident"; author correction: "residence" 

190 6 MS reads "awkardly"; editor's correction: "awkwardly" 

190 9 MS type reads "thought"; author correction: "talk" 

190 22 MS type reads "Talbots"; author correction: "Talbot's" 

190 23 MS type reads "ne"; author correction: "he" 

192 MS type has no comma 

192 9 MS reads "Spiders"; editor's correction: "Spider's" 
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11 MS type reads "emphasised thinness"; author correction: 
"emphasized the thinness" 

15 MS type has no comma 

2k MS reads "opponents"; editor's correction: "opponent's" 

2k MS type reads "lease"; author ccrrcction: "leash" 

9 MS type reads "ot"; author correction: "to" 

16 MS type reads "siprit"; author correction: "spirit" 

1 MS type reads "Bumpers"; author correction: "Billows" 

5 MS type reads "amny"; author correction: "many" 

7 MS type reads "lughing"; author correction: "laughing" 

21 MS reads "curosity"; editor's correction: "curiosity" 

22 MS reads "others"; editor's correction: "other's" 

13 MS type reads "to a little to be"; author correction: "a 
little to be" 

19 MS type reads "in Chicao" which has been emended to read 
"in the Chicao"; author correction: "in the Chicago" 

21 MS type reads "tall man narrow"; author correction: "tall, 
narrow" 

1 MS type reads "the"; author correction: "The" 

3 MS type reads "L ster"; author correction: "Lester" 

15 MS type rc-ads "v/hich disregarding the clatter" which has 
been emended to read "which, disregarding, the clatter"; 
author correction: "which, disregarding the clatter," 

16 MS reads "Nietsche"; editor's correction: "Nietzsche". 
Anderson without exception misspells the name in this way 
through the entire MS. 

18 MS type reads " id"; author correction: "paid" 

2k MS type reads "s irit"; author correction: "spirit" 
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197 25 MS reads "Bumpers11; editor's correction: "Billows" 

158 5 MS type reads " llnewight's Breakfa "; author correction: 
"Millwright's Breakfast" 

198 l6 MS type reads "Mill wright"; anther correction: 
"Millwright" 

199 1 There is no paragraph indentation in the MS 

199 3 MS reads "car iages"; editor's correction: "carriages" 

199 ^ MS type reads "brideg"; author correction: "bridge" 

199 6 MS type reads "swing"; author correction: "swung" 

199 6 MS type has no comma 

199 9 MS type reads "alos"; author correction: "also" 

199 1^ MS type reads "her"; author correction: "his" 

199 15 MS type reads "u easy"; author correction: "uneasy" 

199 16 MS type reads "Loking"; author correction: "Looking" 

199 2*f MS type reads "twleve"; author correction: "twelve" 

200 MS reads "Leath"; editor's correction: "Leach". The MS 
typo is generally inconsistent in the spelling of this 
name. 

200 k MS type reads "so "; author correction: "some" 

200 ^ MS type reads "expensively?"; author correction: 
"expensively." 

200 12 MS reads "vic:torius"; editor's correction: "victorious" 

202 head- MS type reads "Chapter A"; author correction: "Chapter 6" 
ing 

202 1 MS reads "Leath"; editor's correction: "Leach" 

202 2 MS reads "conferrence"; editor's correction: "conference" 

202 3 MS reads "conferrence"; editor's correction: "conference" 

202 9 MS reads "conferrence"; editor's correction: "conference" 
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202 11 MS reads "conferrence"; editor's correction: "conference" 

202 15 MS type reads "for cigars"; author correction: "fcr the 
cigars" 

202 16 MS reads "conferrence"; editor's correction: "conference" 

205 1 MS type reads "wont"; author correction: "won't" 

203 h MS reads ""Don't be dovmed he said"1; editor's correction: 
"•Don't be downed* he said" 

203 13 MS type reads "tried"; author correction: "found" 

203 16 MS type reads "length wise"; author correction: 
"lengthwise" 

203 16 KS reads "through"; editor's correction: "threv/" 

203 20 MS reads "listneded"; editor's correction: "listened" 

203 21 MS type reads "choukd"; author correction: "should" 

203 23 MS type reads "makir„ g"; author correction: "making" 

20k 17- MS type reads "all in" which has been emended to "all that 
in"; author correction: "that all in" 

205 11 MS reads "qith"; editor's correction: "with" 

206 5 MS reads "acquiessence"; editor's correction: "acquiescence" 

206 25 MS reads "Fi e"; editor's correction: "Fire" 

207 2 MS has both period and quotation marks after "here" 

208 2 MS rt*ads "Leath"; editor's correction: "Leach" 

208 3 MS reads "drunkeness"; editor's correction: "drunkenness" 

208 10 MS type does not set off "before the drunkenness" with 
commas. MS reads "drunkeness"; editor's correction: 
"drunkenness" 

208 11 MS type reads "also the"; author correction: "also in the" 

20c 12 MS reads "Leath"; editor's correction: "Leach" 

208 l*t MS reads "Leath"; editor's correction: "Leach" 



MS type reads "wuickly"; author correction: "quickly" 

MS reads "somethng"; editor's correction: "something" 

MS type has no comma 

MS has a period instead of a question mark 

MS has triple rather than normal double space between line 

MS reads "Nietschian"; editor's correction: "Nietzschean" 
consistently through the MS. 

MS reads "awkard"; editor's correction: "awkward" 

MS type reads "ahve"; author c-orrection: "hnve" 

MS type reads "taked"; author correction: "talked" 

MS reads "h"; editor's correction: "he" 

MS type has no comma • 

MS type has a comma instead of a semicolon 

MS reads "Leath"; editor's correction: "Leach" 

MS has a question mark instead of a period 

MS type reads "freak sh"; author corrcction: "freakish" 

MS type reads "sho Id"; author correction: "should" 

MS type reads "wera"; author correction: "wear" 

MS reads "drunkeness"; editor's correction: "drunkenness" 

MS reads "theives"; editor's correction: "thieves" 

MS type reads "lead"; author correction: "led" 

MS type reads "and black"; author correction: "and made 
black" 

MS reads "spolied"; editor's correction: "spoiled" 

MS type reads "triumph"; author correction: "triumphs" 

MS type reads "that"; author correction: "the" 
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2]A 1 MS reads "dulll"; editor's correction: "dull" 

21^ 6 MS type reads "his began"; author coi'rection: "his the 
woman began" 

214 8 MS reads "consumaticn"; editor's correction: "consummation" 

2lU 17 MS type reads "an"; author correction: "and" 

21^ 19 MS type reads "must a way"; author correction: "must find 
a way" 

214 21 MS type has no commas setting c-ff "running to escape the 
storm" 

215 1 MS type reads "across"; author correction: "that crospes" 

215 3 MS type reads "place a"; author correction: "place came s." 

215 3 MS type reads "driven"; author correction: "blown" 

215 5 MS reads "occssionaly"; editor's correction: "occasionally" 

215 12 MS type reads "discussion"; author correction: "distrac
tion" 

215 17 MS type reads "And"; author correction: "When" 

215 20 MS reads "amd"; editor's correction: "and" 

215 23 MS reads "cinvince"; editor's correction: "convince" 

216 1 MS has no comma after "land" 

216 1 MS type reads "boast"; author correction: "boats" 

216 2 MS type reads "ccud"; author correction : "could" 

216 5 MS type reads "and"; author correction: "an" 

216 16 MS has a semicolon instead of a comma after "blank" 

217 7 MS reads "existance"; editor's correction: "existence" 

217 1^ MS typo reads "see"; author correction: "seem" 

217 21 MS reads "existance"; editor's correction: "existence" 
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217 22 MS type reads "girl"; authcr correction: "woman" 

21.8 12 ME type reads "eith"; author correction: "with" 

218 15 MS reads "replys"; editor's correction: "replies" 

218 16 MS type reads "cuaght"; author correction: "caught" 

218 21 MS type reads "fat"; author correction: "flat" 

218 25 MS reads "tht"; editor's correction: "that" 

219 9 MS reads "a long"; editor's correction: "along" 

219 10 MS type reads "should"; author correction: "would" 

219 11 MS type r<ads "should"; author correction: "would" 

219 12 MS type reads "should"; author correction: "would" 

219 15 MS type reads "amke"; author correction: "make" 

219 22 MS reads "thogh"; editor's correction: "though" 

220 ^ MS type reads "relesing"; author correction: "releasing" 

220 17 MS reads "drmps" (with the "i" and "o"superimposed upon 
each other) . It appears from the context that "drops" is 
more likely meant. 

220 2k MS type reads "as s grotesque"; author correction: "as 
grotesque" 

220 2h MS reads "afriad"; editor's correction: "afraid" 

221 6 MS type reads "stirre "; author correction: "stirred" 

221 12 MS type reads "has so"; author correction: "had made so" 

221 14 MS type reads "respected"; author correction: "distracted" 

221 l6 MS type reads "writers"; author correction: "writer's" 

221 25 MS type reads "and down across"; author correction: "and 
across" 

222 5 MS type has a comma instead of a semicolon 
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222 12 MS reads "morred"; editor's corrcction: "moored" 

223 7 MS type reads "beforen"; author correction: "before" 

223 7 MS type reads "strangling"; author correction: "struggling" 

223 10 MS type does not set off "filling the wor]d with babblers" 
with commas 

??.k 10 MS type does net set off "alone in the street" with commas 

22b 13 MS type reads "ole"; author correction: "old" 

22*f 22 MS type reads "within him grew"; author correction: "within 
grew" 

22*t 2k MS type reads "in the repair of"; author correction: "in 
repairing" 

225 2 MS reads "everyones'"; editor's correction: "everyone's" 

225 5 MS reads "peoples"; editor's correction: "people's" 

225 12 MS type reads "word"; author correcticn: "rr.ood" 

225 13 MS type reads "th rig"; author correction: "thing" 

225 13 MS type reads "works there"; author correction: "marks 
them" 

226 3 MS type has no comma 

226 lb MS type reads "walke bake"; author correction: "walked 
back" 

226 15 MS type reads "platform the"; author'correction: "platform 
of the" 

227 9 MS type reads "will suggest"; author correction: "will just 
suggest" 

227 12 MS reads "metod"; editor's correction:- "method" 

227 12 MS reads "benifitting"; editor's correction: "benefitting" 

228 1 MS reads "Benifitting"; editor's correcticn: "benefitting" 

228 8 MS type reads " am zing" ; author correction: "arna&ing" 
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228 12 MS reads "th"; editor's correction: "the" 

228 19 MS reads "pffices"; editor's correction: "offices" 

228 2k. MS type reads "upo"; author correction: "upon" 

228 25 MS type reads "has"; author correction: "had" 

229 7 MS type reads "peice"; author correction: "piece" 

229 7 MS reads "palce"; editor's correction: "place" 

229 lU MS 
of 

type reads "the burying"; author correction: "the cost 
burying" 

229 19 MS reads "cn"; editor's correction: "in" 

229 20 MS type reads "hey"; author correction: "they" 

230 21 MS reads "advertsing"; editor's correction: "advertising" 

230 23 MS type has a question mark instead of an exclamation point 

230 zk MS type reads "a reputable man [or men]"; author correc
tion: "reputable men" 

230 25. MS type reads "for the fund of"; author correction: "of 
the fund for" 

230 26 MS type reads "shal"; author correction: "shall" 

230 26 MS type reads "us a"; author correction: "a" 

231 2 MS type reads "sahll"; author correction: "shall" 

231 7 MS reads "qucikly"; editor's correction: "quickly" 

231 8 MS type reads "venture"; author correction: "adventure" 

231 9 MS type reads "a line"; author correction: "line" 

232 Zj. MS type reads "Tha"; author correction: "The" 

232 6 MS type reads "cariied" emended to "carired"; author 
correction: "carried" 

232 20 MS reads "whipped at at its"; editor's correction: 
"Whipped at its" 
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232 21 MS type reads "sommanded"; author correction: "commanded" 

233 11 MS type reads "dela"; author correction: "deal" 

233 12 MS type reads "timidily"; author correction: "timidly" 

233 19 MS type re&ds "insuf erably"; author correction: 
11 insuf f erably" 

233 21 MS reads "delared"; editor's correction: "declared" 

233 25 MS type reads "lughed"; author correction: "laughed" 

233 26 MS type reads "rivh"; author correction: "rich" 

23^ 2 MS type reads "towrd"; author correction: "toward" 

23^ 5 MS type reads "thoght"; author correction: "thought" 

23if 21 MS reads "hi"; editor's correction: "his" 

23k 22 MS type reads "w t"; author correction: "went" 

23^ 25 MS type reads "threw up"; author correction: "opened" 

235 6 MS type reads "fathergood"; author correction: "fatherhood" 

235 7 MS type reads "here"; author correction: "hen" 

235 11 MS reads "if"; editor's correction: "of" 

235 16 MS reads "consumptive"; editor's correction: "consumptives" 

235 17 MS reads "again the"; editor's correction: "again in the" 

235 20 MS reads "distibution"; editor's correction: "distribution" 

235 23 MS type reads "al "; author correction: "all" 

236 4 MS type has a period instead of s. question mark 

236 k MS type reads "world that I"; author correction: "world I" 

236 5 MS type reads "Taknig"; author correction: "Taking" 

236 13 MS type has a comma instead of a dash 

236 Ik MS type has a comma instead of a dash 
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236 23 MS type reads "Adamite"; author correction: "adamant" 

237 head- MS reads "Wittingham"; editor's correction: 
ing "Whittingham" 

237 7 MS type reads "subtile"; author correction: "subtle" 

237 17 MS x'eads "valiently"; editor's correction: "valiantly" 

238 6 MS type reads "tightly his"; author correction: "tightly 
about his" 

238 7 MS reads "Bumpers"; editor' s correction: "Billows" 

238 9 MS reads "Leath"; editor's correction: "Leach" 

238 13 MS reads "Leath"; editor's correction: "Leach" 

238 22 MS reads "Tablot"; editor's i correction: "Talbot" 

239 10 MS reads "Leath"; editor's correction: "Leach" 

2b0 1 MS reads "Bumpers"; editor* s correction: "Billows" 

2*f3 12 MS type reads "land owning" ; author correction: "land-
owning" 

2 MS has double instead of single quotation marks before "If" 
and after "beautifully" 

2k5 3 MS has double quotation mark before "Perhaps" 

2^9 23 MS type reads "you though you" emended to "you you"; 
author correction: "you though you" 

250 1 No paragraph indentation at the beginning of the chapter— 

250 5 MS reads "wonan"; editor's correction: "woman" 

250 17 MS reads "negetable"; editor's correction: "vegetable" 

250 21 MS type reads "suddenness"; author correction: "sudden" 

250 23 MS type reads "ana she thought"; author correction: "and 
thought" 

252 1 MS type reads "Nietsche passing in"; author correction: 
"Nietzsche and Jesus in" 
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253 3 MS reads "sompelled"; editor's correction: "compelled" 

253 8 MS type reads "inport"; author correction: "import" 

253 13 MS reads "stirve"; editor's correction: "strive" 

253 20 MS type has a period instead of a question mark 

25^ 1 MS reads "Talbots"'; editor's corrcction: "Talbot's" 

255 9 MS reads "whle"; editor's correction: "whole" 

256 1 MS type reads "scholl"; author correction: "school" 

256 MS type reads "present"; author correction: "presence" 

256 22 MS reads "accpeted"; editor's correction: "accepted" 

257 ^ MS type reads "that he now he"; author correction: "that 
now he" 

257 3 MS type reads "her strange"; author correction: "her the 
strange" 

257 11 MS type reads "there"; author correction: "their" 

257 17 MS type reads "stiry"; author correction: "story" 

258 MS type reads "tryed"; author correction: "tried" 

258 l6 MS type reads "what"; author correction: "that" 

258 18 MS type reads "week"; author correction: "weep" 

258 18 MS type has a period instead of an exclamation point 

258 21 MS type reads "threw"; author correction: "through" 

259 head- MS type reads "8"; author correction: "7" 
ing 

259 9 MS type reads "storng"; author correction: "strong" 

239 10 MS type reads "lead"; author correction: "led" 

259 13 MS type reads "ne"; author correction: "he" 

259 20 MS type reads "ke ping"; author correction: "keeping" 
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259 22 MS type reads "don't know"; author correction: "wonder" 

260 15 MS 
1 

type reads "see, that"; author correction: "see that" 

260 16 MS type reads "ger"; author correction: "her" 

261 5 MS type reads "You always had"; author correction: "you had 
always" 

261 25 MS type reads "which through v/hich"; author correction: 
"through which" 

262 1 MS type reads "thqt"; author correction: "that" 

262 9 MS type reads "hair 0 the"; author correction: "hair—the" 

262 12 MS type reads "mun"; author correction: "must" 

263 3 MS type reads "She"; author correction: "He" 

263 h MS type reads "They decided"; author correction: "They had 
decided" 

263 13 MS type reads "wculd^.or "cculd" (the "w" and "c" are 
superimposed upon one another . The context makes "would" 
the better choice. 

263 13 MS type reads "becaus"; author correction: "because" 

263 20 MS reads "exclaimation"; editor's correction: 
"exclamation" 

26k 7 MS type reads "thought"; author correction: "though" 

26k l*f MS reads "mcmnet"; editor's correction: "rroment" 

2Gb 15 MS reads "artists"; editor's correction: "artist" 

26h 21 MS type reads "thoghts"; author correction: "thoughts" 

265 8 MS reads "sidealk"; editor's correction: "sidewalk" 

265 11 MS type reads "ahve"; author correction: "have" 

265 11 MS type reads "pla ed"; author correction: "played" 

265 13 MS type has no comma 

265 19 MS type reads ". The"; author correction: "—the" 
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265 21 MS reads "women"; editci-'s correction: "woman" 

266 17 MS type reads "put ing"; author correction: "putting" 

266 20 MS type has no question mark after "that". The MS type 
has been emended to have a question m&rk outside the 
double quotation mark after "that". 

266 2k MS type reads "lit le"; author correction: "little" 

266 25 MS type reads "so the"; author correction: "so that the" 

267 1 MS type reads "and face"; author correction: "and the fac 

267 6 MS type reads " hought"; author correction: "thought" 

267- 7 MS 
i" 

reads "on"; editor's correction: "in" 

267 11 MS reads "movemnet"; eaitcr's correction: "movement 

267 13 MS type has no commas to set off "firing a shot st the 
woman who stcod threatening" 

26S l There is no indentation for paragraphing tc begin the new 
chapter 

268 0 
y MS reads "it's"; editor's correction: "its" 

268 Ik MS hes double quotation marks after "man." and befcre 
"Again" 

268 15 MS type reads "laughe "; author1 correction: "laughed" 

268 20 MS reads "sidealk"; editor's correction: "sidewalk" 

268 21 MS reads "her"; editor's correction: "here" 

268 2k MS type reads " evolver" ; author correction: "revel vei'" 

269 2k MS reads "hodded"; editor's correction: "nodded" 

269 2k MS reads "forward took"; editor's correction: "forward he 
took" 

270 1 MS reads "abput"; editor's correction: "about" 

270 19 MS reads "artists"; editor's correction: "artists'" 

271 6 MS has no comma after "clear" 
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271 9 MS reads "braggara"; editor's correction: "braggart" 

271 10 MS has double quotation mark inside the period 

271 l*f KS reads "sarried"; editor's correction: "carried" 

271 23 MS reads "tustle"; editor's correction: "tussle" 

272 3 MS reads "conquorea"; editor's correction: "conquered1 

272 15 MS type reads "r.ew"; author correction: "knew" 

272 25 MS type reads "laid"; author correction: "lay" 



APPENDIX A 

MARIETTA FINLEY'S READER'S EEPOET 

Talbot Whittingham. Report. 

It is no easy matter to pass judgment on this novel, this daring 

analysis of a master-chsracter and of the elemental impulses, motives 

and experiences from which the artist within him is evolved. Granting 

primarily that the artist in the world is abnormal; that his sensual, 

intellectual and spiritual natures ore constantly warring against one 

another; that it is only by a transition of thf? grotesque that true 

beauty is arrived at; and that if and only if we have enough logic and 

sympathy to grant these ugly facts, we may arrive at somewhat of an 

understanding of this Talbot Whittingham. 

Sherwood Anderson has laid for a background to Talbot, the boy, 

a stuffy little apartment in New York City where "in thn evening would 

come an indiscriminate lot of art hangers-on, young minor poets who had 

forgotten to wash their hands, sinners with sad eyes and painters with 

long jaws and an inclination to become excited ana resentful if the 

names of other painters living or dead, were brought into the conversa

tion." In this abnormal, sickly atmosphere Talbct, the son of an 

umbrella-thief and a musician, who aspired to holding a salon where 

young art might be duly appreciated, lived for twelve years. At the end 

of this time Talbot, forced by circumstances over which he had no 

control—namely the disappearance of his thief father and his mother's 
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discovery of her affinity in the person of a wealthy Breakfast Fcod 

man—left New York for a small town in Ohio where lived his mother's 

patron, one Billy Bustard, to whose tender mercies his fond parent now 

entrusted him. 

Talbot's life in Mirage was typical of hundreds of village boys. 

Possessed of eji active imagination, a bold fearlessness and everlasting 

swagger he at cnce assumed the leadership of boys and aroused a friendly 

interest in the men of the* town. Toward Billy Bustard, the town's 

little baker and his own benefactor, Talbot affected a supreme and 

haughty indifference, though the pathos of Billy's narrow, cringing, 

colorless life roused the boy's tenderness as well as his contempt. 

Here Talbot lived in idleness, enjoying tc the utmost all 

village-life, growing strong ana vigorous as a healthy young animal 

and acquiring a knowledge and a keen insight ir.to men's motives, a 

crude, somewhat skeptical but sturdy philosophy of life. At last, 

however, came the day of reckoning. Talbot, in whom the seeds 01 the 

domineering, all-demanding artist were even in boyhood, sprouting 

gloriously, had domineered over fearful little Billy, snatching his 

livelihood from the long-suffering little baker. Nov; in turn Talbot was 

to be the victim of brute force in the shs.pe of Tom Eustard, the baker's 

strong, brutal father. The boy against the man and by a lucky turn of 

fortune the boy's strength of will, his sheer hatred of the brute won 

and Tom Eustard was killed by the hand of Talbot. Killed in defense of 

Billy, his benefactor was the villager's report. True the old man was 

threatening his son but what cared-Talbot?—fortune was but shielding 
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him by appearances. Such was the foreordained necessity toward the 

evolution of the artist. 

The boy had gained his badge to manhcod and he must move on. 

The law is unalterable and Talbot dimly knew and obeyed the law. To 

the big city then the boy turned and here for a time he was but a 

spectator of the multitudes, thronging the streets of Chicagc. "From 

whatever angle he approached it the life of Talbot Whittingham was a 

delicious thing to him. Down in the city he would show himself the 

tired faces and the empty, meaningless lives of moaei^n men, warning the 

bey within to keep hidden away frcm it all, safely concealed within the 

self-reliant, capable man." 

Talbot's life in the} city frcm a business view-point was that of 

a dreamer among men; from the artist's that of a man with the "seeing-

eye" and the "poet-soul" among the sleeping and the dead; men sleeping 

away ideals and deed to purpose and to the inner meaning of life. The 

latent artist in him, stimulated by the miriad sights and sounds, 

beauties and horrcrs of the city, fought for expression while the 

physical lusts of the primitive man, responding equally to the same 

stimuli, fought with and well-nigh conquered the artist. From one 

revolting experience to another we follow Talbot with a sickening dread 

that the outcome will be chaos. Through one night, when Talbot, drunk 

with wine from without and with life, in its manifold grotesqueness from 

within, we follow the man, watching as he insanely clutches at human 

beings from out the dense fog that clouds the city; watching as he 

fights with a desire to take human-life, to spill blood and by so doing 

to cleanse and clarify his struggling vision. Then comes an equally 
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distraught idea to buy and sell out a cemetery thereby making "the dead 

bury its dead." This project—another futile attempt to give birth to 

the artist, to free himself from the grotesque—is carried out by Talbot 

and his friend, Turner who together have been working profitably in the 

Advertising business. The cemetery project also fails and Talbot weeps 

nor yet knows why. 

Not until the death of Lucile Bearing,—a little school teacher 

from Indiana, who with ambition, and hope had come to Chicago on the same 

train with Talbot, did the artist in him stand forth unfettered by the 

world and the people of the world. This woman, though defeated in her 

purpose and in her life was to Talbot a subtle, indefinable inspiration. 

To her, in fancy, he brought the best of himself, his purest and highest 

cf love and art and through her horrible yet beautiful death Talbot 

Whittingham was brought through the lusts and the grotesqueness of the 

world to life and beauty. Watching Lucile Bearing's brave meeting with 

death, with victory through defeat Talbot "knew that the quest for 

beauty was to be for him the end in life. After this I shall know 

everything and I shall have my work. I shall quit this marching with 

the dead. I shall have my thing to do." 

This then, in brief, is the story of Talbot Whittingham. 

Sherwood Anderson has without doubt evolved a character-study of 

strength and power. Any mention of the numerous minor characters and 

miner plots running in and out of the novel has cf necessity been 

omitted in relating the structural character, Talbot. Some of these 

characters, however, are splendidly executed. Billy Bustard, the little 

baker of Mirage, is a character who through his deafness, his cringing 
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desire for popularity and his pathetic miserliness, will long be 

remembered. The village setting abounds in characterizations; some 

clever and some revolting in their coarseness. In his Chicago interpre

tation, the author's love of minor characters—and they are deservedly 

loved because well-done—has well-nigh run away with itself. The 

multitudinous array of characters overwhelms the reader, bewilders him 

t;nd leads him far away from the workings of fate upon Talbot, the 

central figure. Granted that Talbot may have come into contact with 

them all, that his fine sensibilities were affected by each one of them, 

nevertheless the reader's mind cannot assimilate them and they therefore 

become obstacles to the clear perceptions. Take for example a few of 

these characters, draw them with boldness and leave a little leaway for 

the reader's imagination—it will respond and the effect will be gained 

by a dose and not a paralysing overdose of the stimulant. For instance, 

the characters of Lucile Bearing, the girl in the dance-hall, Adelaide 

Brown and perhaps one casual meeting will suffice to secure the desired 

effect. There you have typical characterizations and the other women, 

though they may be mentioned, shculd not be dwelt on as individuals. 

These women I have mentioned are some of the best character-work 

in the book. Lucile Bearing in her plea for the artist in wonum and her 

revolt against woman's fete is a character of the greatest appeal and 

strength. Adelaide Brown is also a good portrayal of a society woman 

with an inborn craving for vivid experience not to be felt in a. walled-

up social caste. 

Talbot Whittingham has great potentialities. Though crude in 

many places, vague and blurred in others, faulty in construction at 
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times it is nevertheless worth cutting-down, reworking and perfecting. 

At the first reading I felt this to be nearly impossible, but on a 

second, and yet a third reading I have reversed my decision. With 

careful remodeling, a clear eye toward proportion and some judicious 

cutting the novel will become a masterly depiction of the artist in 

modern times. Some conscientious scruples come into my mind as to this 

book's moral value. Keeping before the reader, constantly the thought 

that it is the revelation of the artist not the ordinary man, it loses— 

except possibly for keen thinkers who are intellectually toughened—any 

force as a moral or immoral propaganda. It is the dissecting table of 

the artist and has a forceful influence only as such. Saleable to the 

majority I doubt if it will ever be, but to an interested, keenly alive, 

moderately large public it will win in favor, especially on second 

reading. Any book with such a philosophy must gain an ultimate 

audience. 

"During the history cf any race of men there are born rrpny men 

and women who hnve the vision of perfection and beauty that is iri the 

eye of the artist, but who can produce nc beauty. Hesitating, these 

figures stand on the very threshold cf existence. Having quite clearly 

in mind the vision or the act that is beautiful they do not act but look 

into the distance, lost in dreams. To-mcrrow, they say, I shall go 

forward, tomorrow I shall sing this song, love this love, hew frcm this 

stone a thing that is beautiful. They are not dullards, the waiters 

upon the threshold of life. In s way they keep alive the sense of beauty 

in the hearts of men. They are not dullards and at the last they are 

not artists. Theirs is the story of the man with the five talents who 
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returned them unspent to the master and was rebuked by him.—At the last 

they must know that he who does not dare defeat comes to no victory, and 

that all of the beauty in the world from the figure of the Christ to the 

verses of John Keats is but proof anew that out of the defeat of the 

dreams of man comes the beauty that is art." 



APFENDIX B 

TALBOT WHITTINGHAM: A FIRST PERSON FRAGMENT 

TALBCT WHITTINGHAM 

BOOK 1 CHAPTER 9 

MA blow in the mouth would destroy more than one man's 
philosophy of life." T.W. 

[^2] Tom Bustard took my measure and asserted his power over me 

in a flash. On the morning after his coming and after my drinking 

affair with Kit we came face to face in the hall leading down from my 

bare room at the top cf Billy's house. Without a moment's hesitation he 

met my impudent stare with a blow that, for the moment, upset all my 

philosophy of life. 

There was a landing with a shelf nailed to the wall, a shelf on 

which I was in the habit cf throwing books, baseball glovc-s, ana such

like things as I went to my room, and I was fumbling about on the shelf 

when the old man tramped heavily up the stairs and confronted me. 

Already he had forced out of Billy an explana-tion of my presence in the 

house. "You have a week to be getting out of here," he growled, 

stepping before me and blocking my way with a hand upon the shelf and 

his broad shoulders filling the stairway. 

I didn't say anything and although my heart began pounding in my 

chest I tried to carry off the situation with a show of flippancy. 

Taking a baseball glove from the shelf I began beating it against the 

soles of my shoes. The man frightened me horribly. After two minutes 
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in his presence there in the darkened little landing I, Talbot 

Whittingham, was ready to cry like a girl. Making a supreme effort to 

reassert my impudence I began to whistle softly, but without a word he 

silenced me. Taking his hand from the shelf and stepping quickly toward 

me, he struck me a stinging blow in the mouth, knocking me off my feet, 

and then, turning, [^3J went down the stairs and left me, stunned and 

whimpering like another Billy. 

Now that I think back upon it I am convinced that from the 

first, there on the stairs and afterward through what happened, it was 

the fesr of losing my income that made old man Bustard such a terror to 

me. It is in the nature of such as I to think first of ourselves, and 

in the week that followed when old Tom was constantly roaring through 

our house and poor little Billy was whining and declaring that he had no 

money, I thought not at all of Eilly's white, trembling lips and 

shrinking figure, but cf my own income threatened and my own figure sent 

sprawling cn the stairs. Of a sudden the weakness of Billy, that had 

been my defense, became a menace. I thought that out as I half crawled 

down the stairs after the blow. In the big empty room at the feet of 

the stairs stood old Tom, grinning at me. In the living room beyond I 

could hear Billy moving nervously about. I wanted to cry out, to scream 

like an angry woman, to throw myself upon that giant old figure. In my 

excitement I sobbed convulsively. The blow had shaken me so that I had 

felt the jar of it to my toes but the memory of that was as nothing 

compared to the sickening realization cf my impotence in the presence of 

this new force. Without a word ana with but three or four dollars in my 
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pocket I went out of the house, realising that I might never again enter 

it in safety. 

Let my try to describe Tom Bustard to you. He was s gargantuan 

old man, and although I do not trust my memory and do not doubt that 

fear and hatred distorted my vision, he was, I am sure, a monster. At 

forty or fifty and with all of the power of his broad, stumpy figure 

ripe in him, he must have been terrible. He had a tiny, straight, 

little mouth like the mouth of a child set in a face that in the dim 

light of [44] the stairway looked as big as a door. The jaws were not 

heavy and all the weight of the fEice was drawn up about the eyes. The 

man's head must have bc-en a foot through across the eyes and, in the 

badly proportioned, grotesque figure and face, there was a shocking 

quality of evil, born of a long lifetime of browbeating physically 

inferior men and women. 

I wonder as I sit here writing and speculating as to how I shall 

tell truly the events of that week in Mirage, and at the same time keep 

your regard, how many of you know the terrible feeling of defeat that 

was on me as I slunk out cf the house that morning, and that stayed with 

me while old Tom stayed. Also I a little wonder if my feeling toward 

Billy had not even then begun to take on a touch of protective tender

ness. However, I'll not bid cheaply for your favor. 

Evening after evening I came into our house and, lying on my cot 

upstairs, heard the strident voice threatening and the heavy feet step 

pacing up and down the floor. Breathless I lay and listened. In fancy 

I could see the big fist, that had so jarred me, closing about the 

pocketbook that had for eight years beer my protection against the 
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world* How my fingers itched to be at his throat and how passionately 

I should have liked to run down out of my loft and, with clav/s and 

teeth, sharpened by my growing hatred, tear him away from the money bags 

from which I had been drawing so steadily and hoped still to draw. 

Physical strength and brutality is a power but half appreciated 

in the world. We have talked too much of the strength of love and 

gentleness. We have so long puled and whined that we forget how a 

strong hand can make us tremble, and a racking, jarring blow upset our 

courage. 

Later, when I became a business man, I remembered Tom Eustard 

and more than once made use of the lesson he taught me. X saw how both 

physical strength and cold cruelty may be used, and I used them, 

remembering with a grin the figure of the old man who taught me the 

lesson. [^5] But there on the cot in the house in Mirage I orJy lay, 

weak and ineffective, making queer movements in the air with my hands, 

swearing softly and viciously and in my helplessness occasionally 

weeping at the thought that there was in my path a figure beyond my 

power to brush aside. 

I shall not soon forget the evening that put an end to all this 

business, about which I am writing so heroically. My hand trembles even 

now as I hold the pen above the paper and pause for words to describe my 

feelings. Again it rained and again I walked the streets in the rain. 

That afternoon in the little office in the bakery, and during 

the temporary absence of his father, Billy had told me he intended to 
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cut off my income. He whined and smirked about it. In his high, queer 

voice he talked about a son's duty to his father. 

I said nothing to that. A man must have some peg upon which to 

hang his self-respect, and if he chose to make words concerning filial 

duty I would not quarrel with him for that. 

But the shutting off of the income meant much. I had saved no 

money and though I was ready enough to push out into the world I wanted 

a round handful of mcney out of Billy's pocket before I set forth. 

And so in the evening I walked, sick and discouraged. I had no 

idea that old Tom would ever go av/ay frcm our house, and during the 

night before I had heard him telling Billy of his determination to drive 

me out. 

I will not go into the heroics of the early evening. I raved 

and panted through quiet, deserted side streets, half beside mj'self with 

tearful wrath. I should suppose that primitive IT,an, routed out of his 

warm nest by some great beast must have felt as I felt, and as the even-

ing wore on I became more and more primitive. The thought cf killing 

old Tom came into my head and I brooded. I remember that away out at 

the end of Main Street, where a big barn came down to the road, I came 

upon Salty Adair, who was a shoemaker, a drunkard and the town's one 

socialist, and that I followed him in his drunken wanderings, using him 

as a model on which I fitted one after another the methods for Tom 

Bustard's death that came into my head. 

It was eleven o'clock when I came back iritc Main Street, 

slinking along in the shadows of buildings and stepping into hallways 

to let people pass. Tom Eck was a candidate for mayor that year and 
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there was a canvas banner strung across Main Street on which a crude 

portrait cf b.iir. had been painted. I stopped to look at the banner and 

to think of how the huge paunch had shot me into Billy's lap. I 

shuddered. The town of Mirage, that I had looked upon as a toy with 

which I amused myself, now half frightened me. A wind bellied the 

csnvas and again the paunch shot out. It seemed a part of the con

spiracy to drive me, empty-handed, into the world. I felt like a louse 

on the body of a man about to ba the. 

I was cunning when I got to Bruce Harvey's place, a pure, 

cunning little animal. He came down out of his loft in response to my 

beating on the barn door, and his unkempt woman came with hint. The plan 

that had been growing in my mind took form and I wept, making my voice 

break and tremble. "He will kill little Billy," I wailed, "twice he has 

threatened to do it and I have no defense against him." 

I got Bruce Harvey's revolver. My v/himpering had been with that 

end in view. The wife- took it from a shelf in the blanket room and put 

it into my hands. "Shoot if you have to," she said gruffly, and without 

l>7] more words I hurried away, fearing the sanity of Bruce. "I'll only 

use it to defend myself or Billy," I whimpered as she closed the 

swinging barn door behind me and I ran away again into the rain. 

Old Tom and Bil]y were in the bakery that evening. I know now 

that Tom had so frightened his son that he was afraid to go home, and 

that the old man had tramped down through the rain to bully him. As I 

ran through the streets, with the revolver hidden under my coat I saw 

the light in the bakery windows and, pushing open the door, I stole 

softly in. 
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They were in Billy's little office, the man end the son of the 

man. The door was slightly ajar. At his desk sat Billy with his 

father's hand at his throat. The opportunity for which I had been 

planning had sprung upon me quickly. All of the weak, chattering 

nonsense went out of my head, and I stepped boldly forward. The blood 

pumped through my body. 

I don't think yet that Tom Bustard intended to kill Billy. The 

timid baker was the goose that would lay the golden eggs for him. The 

town, taking Billy's word, thought so, but Billy was frightened beyond 

reason, as I had thought he would be. In his obstinacy he had kindled 

the brutal fires in the old man and their blazing up was my chance. 

"I v/ant it and I want it now," Tom Bustard was saying as I 

pushed open the office door. "I want enough to keep me the rest of my 

life and no more words." 

Old Tom saw me and took his hand off the throat of Bdlly. For a 

moment we stared at each other, and even now, as I write it comforts my 

soul to know that in that moment he knew me as a being capable of fine 

cruelty and one more persistently relentless than himself. I let him 

hang for a moment with that knowledge burning itself into his brain, and 

then, taking no chances, I shot him twice in the breast and in the 

head."*" 

[^9] at night. It was my hand and my cunning brain, snatching the 

opportunity to kill in safety, that sent him faring forth. I killed him 

1. This corresponds to the end of Ecok 2, Chapter 8 in the 
regular manuscript. Fragment pyge ^8 is missing. The fragment resumes 
with page **9 and parallels material from Eook 2, Chapter 9i MS pp. 87-89. 
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coldly and, stout old brute that he was, I admired even as I shot. In 

the little moment, as he looked over Billy's shoulder into my eyes and 

saw the pistol in my hand, he knew that his moment of reckoning had 

come. He didn't flinch from it. Had he been able to get to me with his 

fists he would have put me away for good. His eyes said that then, like 

one parting from a friend at a railroad station, and with a grin on his 

queer childlike mouth stepped, still grinning, into the arms of death, 

turning my hatred to admiration. 

I got out of sight of the blood-stained room and into the street 

close upon the heels of Billy. The reaction from the long evening of 

heartening myself for the deed had set in and my hands trembled. I 

threw the revolver into a corner by the store door and stood for five 

minutes in the darkness, getting myself in hand. Then, grinning to 

myself just as old Tom had grinned, I walked out to where Billy's 

screaming cries had brought half a dozen men running through the rain. 

Mirage didn't take the killing very seriously, and with a few 

exceptions the town could not think of me as one able to kill for e. 

definite purpose. Like the business men among whom I later associated, 

they thought of force as something brutal, noisy, blatant. My quiet, 

grinning way of life disarmed them completely, and there on the stone 

steps before the bakery, I took care to disarm them further. 

"I got him," I announced to Salty Adair, the one-legged 

socialist, and to Bill Butler, our night watchman, who stood at the foot 

of the steps when I came out. A notion came into my head. I wasn't 
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much afraid of the consequences of my act but reasoned that a little 

show of heroics would not te out of place. Dropping upon the top step 

2 I began to sob— 

2. This is the end of the first person fragment ("sob—" comes 
to the right hand margin of the typed line and to the bottom of the page 
so that it is unlikely the chapter was meant to end here). 
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The following is a list of variant readings gleaned from the 

manuscript of Talbot Whitlingham. Handwritten emendations on the typed 

manuscript are by Anderson. 

Page Line 

310 5 MS type reads "a"; author correction: "the" 

311 6 MS type reads "and,"; anther correction: "and then," 

311 12 MS type reads "cautiously"; author correction: "constantly1 

311 17 MS type has no comma 

311 2k MS type reads "my own impotence"; author correction: "my 
impotence" 

312 3 MS type reads "gargantvan", which has been changed to 
"gargantian"; author correction: "gargantuan" 

312 12 MS tvpe has no comma 

312 12 MS type reads "a quality of will born"; author correction: 
"a shocking quality of evil, born" 

312 2k MS type reads "passing", which has been changed to 
"paceing"; author correction : "pacing" 

313 2 MS type reads "clasws"; author correction: "claws" 

313 3 MS type has no comma 

313 7 MS type reads "peoled" possibly "peeled" or "pooled"; 
author correction: "puled" 

313 19 This six spaced break corresponds to tha t of the manu
script 

313 20 MS has a question mark instead of a period 

313 22 MS type reads "feeling"; author correction: "feelings" 

313 23 MS type has no comma. Pencilled comma has been placed 
after "and" rather than before. 

31*i MS type reads "hand"; author correction: "hang" 
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Line 

11 MS type reads "deterrninationto"; author correction: 
"determination to" (change made by pencilled diagonal) 

15 MS type reads "I suppose"; author correction: "I should 
suppose" 

19 MS type has no commas-. setting off the" immediately preceding 
clause 

22 MS type reads "another of the"; author correction: 
"another the" 

1 MS type has a comma after "Street" 

3 MS type reads "t e"; author correction: "the" 

5 MS type reads "wind the"; author correction: "wind 
bellied the" 

8 MS type reads "lance on the body of a man about to battle"; 
author correction: "louse on the body of &. man about to 
bathe" 

9 MS reads "Brush"; editor's correction: "Bruce" 

21 MS type reads "bekry" or "bokry"; author correction: 
"bakery" 

25 MS type reads "bakery and"; author correction: "bakery 
windows and" 

18 MS has a comma after "one" 

19 MS type reads "laugh"; author correction: "hang" 

23 MS type reads "kill him in safety"; author correction: 
"kill in safety" 

5 MS type has no comma 

10 MS type has a comma after "street" 

11 MS type reads "of myself up for"; author correction: 
"cf heartening myself for" 



This six spaced break corresponds to that of the manu
script . 

MS type- reads "defiriitepurpcse"; author correction: 
"definite purpose" (change made by pencilled diagonal) 



APPENDIX C 

A COMPENDIUM OF CRITICISM 

It is unlikely that many Anderson critics have read the manu

script of Talbot Whittingham. Most of those who mention such a work 

do so only in passing, and then it is uncertain which "Talbot 

Whittingham" they refer to. Since direct reference to the work is so 

scarce, it is possible Lo quote the pertinent material below. Of the 

references found, only Rex Burbank1s clearly refers to the work here 

edited. 

Rex Burbank in Sherwood Anderson, p. 20: 

Already, in three of the fcur novels Anderson had written, 
he had portrayed the rejection of conventional society as a 
deliberate moral act by hi.s heroes—the hero of the unpub
lished Talbot Whittingham, Sam McPherson of Windy MCPherson's 
Son (1916), and Beaut McGregor of Marching Men (1917)—and 
all his subsequent novels were to be grounded in a narrative 
metaphor of social renunciation and morel rebirth. His own 
desertion of business and family, necessitated by a genuine 
psychic collapse, added the weight cf natural compulsion to 
the force of moral principle in McPherson and McGregor, and 
henceforth in his romances separation from the materialism 
and Puritan morelism of middle-class America was the initial 
step to psychic as v/ell as moral rebirth and finally to a 
new sense of social communion. 

David Anderson in Sherwood Anderson, p. 28: 

While he was attempting to find a publisher for Windy 
McPherson's Son and Marching Men, Anderson began to regard 
himself as a writer rather than as a businessman-amateur cr 
as a parlor radical trying to undermine the status quo. Two 
other products of the Elyria years, the manuscripts of the 
novels "Mary Cochran" and "Talbot Whittingham," were put 
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aside, never to be published, except in fragments, and 
he began to see writing as an artistic end in itself rather 
than as a means to communicate, or convince, or to sell 
either goods or ideas. 

Irving Howe in Sherwood Anderson, p. $2: 

From Elyria he brought four novels, Windy McPherson1s Son, 
Many Marriages, Mary Cochran, and Talbot Whittingham, the 
latter two never to be published. . . . Talbot Whittingham 
became almost an obsession, since there are extant at lesst 
half a dozen drafts, some of them reworked in the 1930's. 
When he was honest Kith himself Anderson had a shrewd 
critical sense of what was good and bad in his own work, and 
it is to his credit that in later years he refrained from 
foisting his earlv manuscripts on publishers. 

Harry Hansen in Midwest Portraits, pp. 117» 122-12b: 

Sherwood Andersen's career as a writer falls into three periods. 
The first, a period of mere nearly objective story-telling than 
the others, began in Ohio and resulted in the writing of four 
books: "Windy McPherson's Son," "Marchincr Men," "Talbot 
Whittingham," and "Mary Cochran." . . . Anderson felt that these 
books were influenced by his reading and so were not wholly 
himself. (11?) 
. . . Wha+ of the unpublished novels? Will they add to the 
world's riches in literature or are they only laboratory 
experiments, such as every writer develops in the quiet of his 
cloister? Sherwood Anderson takes the latter view; so does 
Floyd Dell. Anderson said to me: "Those earlier novels really 
belong to a period of my writing that is past. I couldn't go 
back to work over material conceived in one mood when my whole 
writing mood has passed on to something else. The earlier 
books before Winesbufg—were too deeply influenced by the work 
of others; my own meed as a writer did not appear clearly 
enough. For cne thing the story in the destroyed [l] books 
was not clearly put across. I suppose I was not ready to put 
it across. The bnoks frankly were not good." (1220 . . . 
[quoting Floyd Dell] Sherwood Anderson used to send me as fast 
as written the chapters of a new novel upon which he was working 
called "Talbot Whittingham" ... I still have the manuscript of 
"Talbot Whittinghair." . . . and I've never dared give it back to 
him. (122, 12k) 



William Phillips in "Sherwood Anderson's Winesburg, Ohio," pp.'l^f, 

33, 3^: 

Although Anderson had [in late 1915 or early 191&] as the 
result of his writing in Elyria the novel which was later to 
be published as Marching Men, at least two other novels— 
"Talbot Whittinghara," and "Mary Cochran," which he was to work 
on for extended intervals through the rest of his life but 
never complete—and the songs which he had been writing since 
his return to Chicago, he continued to experiment with new 
stories and sketches. (33i 3*0 
Manuscripts of "Talbot Whittingham" have been preserved in 
the Newberry collection. Besides these parts of the novel 
which Anderson was reworking during the 1930's, the MS of 
the Winesburg stories preserved in the Newberry Library 
collection consists largely of sheets on the backs of which 
are earlier sketches of Talbot Whittingham and his family. 
(33n, 3^n) 
For'the past several years he had been writing novels about 
a Talbot Whittingham who had lived in a town called Winesburg, 
Ohio, so far as Anderson knew not a real Ohio town, but one 
which had the characteristics of Clyde, Ohio, where he had 
spent his boyhcocl. The name of the town had perhaps been 
suggested by Whittenberg, the academy which he had attended, 
or perhaps there had remained in the back of his mir.d, lost 
to consciousness, the real town of Winesburg, to which he may 
have sent "Roof-fix" from his Elyria paint factory. (l^, 15) 

Dale Kramer in Chicago Renaissance, pp. 291, 295'• 

. . .  h e  w a s  a t  w o r k  [ i n  1 9 1 5 ]  o n  a  n o v e l  h e  u s u a l l y  c a l l e d  
Talbot Whittjngham but sometimes Talbot the Actor or The 
Golden Circle. A portion had been brought from Elyria. 
. . .Each new or revised chapter was being tvped and. sent 
to Dell. (291) 
For writing material fox- Winesburg, Ohio he had used the 
backs of sheets from an old draft of Talbot Whittingham. 
(295) 
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